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PREfAOE 
It 1ms been recoiKled that Bertrand Russell Initiated 
a garae involving the conjugation of irregular verbs in a 
manner depicting man's curious propensity for self-
rlghteousness! "I aun firm; you are obstinate; he is a pig-
headed fool . . (93i P' !)• The itoerlcfiin version of 
this garae has reached a state of high development in the 
area of range resource use and development. Editorial 
writers for Harpers Magaaine, the itoerlcan Cattle Producer, 
and the National Woolgrovier, members of the House and Senate 
investigating conanlttees, representatives of the federal 
land administrative agencies, spokesaien for sportsmen's 
organizations, et al., show varying skills in the art of 
the game. 
That the conflict is economic in its origin is revealed 
by a close inspection of the issues that are debated. These 
issues focus on the decisions involving the rate and manner of 
resource development, the intensity of resource use, and 
the allocation of the resources toward the alternative pro­
ducts of multiple-use. 'Hiese are the kinds of problems for 
which the science of economics has been developed - problems 
involving the allocation of scarce resources among com­
peting ends. It is somewhat surprising that in the vast 
X 
amoimt of literature that has accumulated relative to 
western range resource us© and development, economic analysis 
of the problems are conspicuous by the rareness with which 
they occur. 
fhis study originated as an outgrowth of the author's 
experience in trying to orient a range economics research 
problem into the existing supply of range research methods. 
Procedures for integratiri® economic theory into range re­
search methods were lacking, fhe need for a logical theore­
tical fraaiework for such research became evident. This 
study is an attempt to adapt the logic and theorems of the 
maximizing criteria to provide this needed framework where 
the quantity to be maximized is the net social product from 
the resources in question. 
Maximizing net social product is an ex ante concept, 
whether by private firms or public agencies. It is intended, 
in the chapters ahead, that this framework can be formulated 
with sufficient precision to furnish criteria that will: 
1, Assist private tim& and public agencies in making de­
cisions that will result in a greater net social product 
than would otherwise obtain - ex post; and 2. Provide a 
framework for making future a?esearch more useful for deci­
sion making. If this objective has been achieved consider­
able credit is due to the efforts of two groups of scientists. 
The lai^ est contribution COTOS from the great minds that 
xl 
designed, forged, and refined the tools that comprise the 
science of economics. The second is a smaller and more con­
temporary group - those who have pioneered with the economic 
problems of the Western Range Arem, with its extreme 
physiographic and cliiaatological variation, and its imique 
institutional setting. 
It is a pleasure to express my Bincere appreciation to 
all who have helped in the preparation of the manuscript; 
To Pr, E. 0. Heady for inspiration and guidance in graduate 
study and for his continued encouragement and suggestions 
in writing this dissertatloni To Dr. John A. Nordin and Dr. 
Howard H. Hlnes for the stimulus of their criticisms of an 
early draft, and for editorial suggestions} To staff members 
in the Department of Forestry and the Department of History 
and aovernroent who gave valuable criticisms and siaggestions 
which improved the last two chapters| To Bonita 0. Hopkln 
who gave of her time, interest, and energy throughout the 
entire program of graduate study, typing the early drafts, 
md assisting with the editing and proofreading are among 
the tasks that can be identified and for which appreciation 
can be specifically expressed. 
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CHAPTER I 
WHAT m> WIffiRE ARE THI WES1JERN RANGE RESOURCES 
A. The Western Range 
Western range resources are even more difficult to 
define than the western range Itself. Most writers on the 
subject have not attempted to define "range", but have been 
content to describe it (39, p. 7). For the most part, those 
who have described the range consider it as an extensive 
and uncultivated area that can, in the main, 
. , . , be restored and maintained only throiigh 
control of grazing. It consists almost exclu­
sively of lands which, because of relatively 
meager precipitation, or other adverse climatic 
conditions, or rough topography, or the lack of 
water for irrigation, cannot successfully be used 
for any other fom of agriculture. (255» P- 1) 
Range land may be characterized by the necessity of harvest­
ing the forage product by grazing livestock. 
The boundary line separating the western range from 
land to the east is somewhat arbitrary and controversial. 
The boundary line used herein will be that used by the 
Forest Service in its 1936 study. The Western Range, and 
is shown in Figure 2. It calculated the aggregate range 
area to be 728 million acres, or 76 per cent of the total 
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975 million acres ot the area west of its boimdary (255, 
p, 3). ®ie region is particularly characterized by hetero­
geneity of vegetative type, physiography, climate, land-
tenure pattern, and kind of ranch organization. 
Stoddart and Smith have divided the western range into 
nine separate regions of vegetations "(a) tall grass, 
(b) short grass, (c) desert grass, (d) bunch grass, . . . 
(e) northern or intemountain shrub, (f) southern desert 
shrub, (g) chaparral, (h) pinon-Juniper, and (i) coniferous 
forest" (208, pp. 66-68). ©lese major vegetative types are 
shown in Figure 1. 
Determined largely by climatic conditions and vegeta­
tive types, the timing of grazing may be year-long, winter, 
summer, or spring-fall, and spring-fall-winter. Figure 2 
shows the Forest Service classification of the western range 
by season of grazing. Imposed on the Forest Service map is 
a regional classification used by Clawson in an attempt to 
get greater homogeneity as a basis for describing the 
westera range. He describes each region as follows:^  
The Northern Gi^ at Plains, as here defined. 
Includes, roughly, 200 million acres. ... It 
is pi^ dominantly rolling pls^ s area, with a few 
intruding mountains. Bie elevation mostly ranges 
from 1,500 to 6,000 feet . . . . Precipitation 
B^y permission from Western range livestock industry, 
by Marion Olawson. Copyright 19^ . McGraw-Hill l^ ook 
Company, Inc. 
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NATURAL VEGETATION 
OF THE RAN6E STATES 
Compiled by 
Range Management Dept. 
Utah Agricultural College 
Short Grass L-—Tall Grass I  ^
Desert Grass I'-'AV/4-^/**/<1 Bunch Grass 
Chaporral Pinon-Juniper 
Northern Desert Shrub Coniferous Forest C 
Southern Desert Shrub 
Figure 1. Major vegetative types in the Western Range 
Area (by permission from Range Management 
by Stoddart and Smith, copyright 1943, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. (208)) 
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SEASONAL RANGE 
l - : ' ' - ' : ' : - ' ' l  S p r i n g - F a n  
Winter 
I Spring-Fall-
" " J Wi nter 
Surnmer 
j Yearlong 
I Areas Mostly Ungrored, Inc'ud-
(fig Cultivated Land, N.j+ional 
Partes, National Monurnents,anJ 
Waste, Inaccessi ble.O'id Densely 
Timbered Areas 
Vote. The Seasonal Zones Indicate Domrnant 
Seasonal Use. W/thio any Seobonal Zone 
There May be Minor U1.0 During Other Seasons 
• EASTERN LIMITOF 
RANGE TERRITORY Milf-S ?oo 
Figure 2. Seasonal use of forage, Western Range 
Area (the regional subdivisions have 
been imposed on a map prepared by the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture (255)) 
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varies mostly from 12 to 20 Inches and is pre­
dominantly summer .... fhe plant cover is 
chiefly short grass} .... The land is nearly 
all privately owned, though much by non-residents. 
Most of the range livestock are beef cattle. 
Animals must be fed in the winter, though the 
light snowfall enables them to graze at times 
during that season. 
The Southern Great Plains . . . includes 
roughly I50 million acres . . . even raoi?e uniform 
in topography than the Northern. The elevation 
ranges mostly from 1,000 to 6,000 feet. "Kie plant 
cover is chiefly short grass, with some desert 
grass .... Practically all the land is now in 
private ownership. Almost no feeding is practiced 
in the Southern Plains, except a little cottonseed 
cake to weak cows and calves in wintertime . . . 
The Southwest . . . includes I50 million acres. 
Nearly one-third of this area is "desert"} that 
is, it supports so little vegetation and has so 
little livestock water as to be virtually unusable 
for grazing. It includes a wide variety of vegeta­
tion types, reflectii^  a considerable variation 
in topography, elevation and precipitation. The 
ai^ a is relatively hot and dry, with much of its 
annual precipitation coming in torrential thunder-
showers. A lai^ e portion of the area is in Federal 
ownership-national forests, Indian reservations and 
grazing districts .... Beef cattle predominate, ^  
althotigh many sheep are found .... Many of the 
livestock operators are Indians, with traditionally 
small herds and flocks. 
The Intermountain Area . . . is a very lai^ e 
area (350 million acres) with a large irreducible 
heterogeneity. It includes the whole Rocky Moun­
tain system and to the summit of the Sierra-Cascade 
system. In between lies an extremely varied 
topography, with sharp variations in precipitation 
and forage type within short distances .... The 
proportion of valley, foothill and mountain area 
varies in different parts, but their intermixture 
is common throughout. A great deal of the land is 
Federally owned .... This Is the great range 
sheep area, though beef cattle are highly important. 
Except in the northern part, and where early lambs 
are produced, sheep graze through the winter as well. 
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on the great serai-desert winter ranges, where 
snow provides most of the water for their use. 
Beef cattle must be fed through the winter, 
usually for a three- to four-month season. 
The northwest ... includes 40 million 
acres in those parts of Oregon and Washington 
lying west of the Cascade Summit ... on small 
areas of natural grassland and on cutover forest 
lands unsuitable for general farming. 
California . . . include® roughly 60 million 
acres . . . the relatively low coastal mountains, 
the Great Valley and its foothills, and the 
western slope of the Sierra. Precipitation comes 
almost wholly in the late fall, winter, and 
spring .... Seasonally, then, this area is 
the reverse of most other western range areas 
.... Many thousand cattle are purchased each 
fall, usually from surroimding range states where 
the best grazing season has Just ended, and placed 
on the foothill ranges, to be sold as good grass 
fats in the spring. Sheep production is mostly 
seasonally reversed also. Old ewes, unfit for 
longer use on rough range ai^ as, are purchased in 
adjoining states and bred for early lambing .... 
Over 70 per cent of the lambs go to market in 
April. (39, pp. 27-31) 
Probably one of the most distinguishing characteristics 
of the Western Range Is its complicated patterns of land 
ownership that currently exist - a heritage of over I50 
years of a developing federal Ismid policy, and of about 
75 years of man's trying to adjust and alter that land 
policy to the terrain and climate of the western range. 
B. IrrigatetS and Di*yland. Faraing 
Interaingled throughout the entire Western Range Area 
are important smaller areas of irrigated farming. In some 
cases these irrigated valleys have provided stability to 
the surrounding area by furnishing an emergency feed base 
when needed, and by providing a market for feeder livestock. 
In other cases, the degree of integration between the range 
livestock and irrigated sectors may be negligible, as in 
the case of the south-central Arizona irrigation region 
where truck gardening and cotton are the main enterprises. 
There are, within the Western Range Ar^ a, three impor­
tant dryland wheat farming regions* the hard winter-wheat 
region, centered in western Kansas and eastern Colorado} 
the spring-wheat region of Horth Dakota and northern 
Montanai and the Palouse region of the northwest. In the 
two Great Plains Regions dry farming is somewhat inter­
mingled with the range-livestock industry. 
G. Western Industry 
The mining Industry actually preceded livestock rais­
ing in many regions of the west. In several localities it 
has remained said expanded. Closely connected to the 
mineral resources have grown up several resource-based, 
industries, such as the copper industries of Montana, the 
steel Industries of Utah and Colorado, and the oil industries 
of Wyoming, Oklahoma, fexas and Galifomia. The industrial 
expansion of the nation, under the impetus of World War II, 
located many heavy industries on the western periphery in 
the areas served by hydroelectric power furnished by the 
Grwkde Coulee, Bonneville, and Hoover Dams. 
At the present time the ratio of industry to agricul­
ture, whether in terms of physical products produced, number 
of persons employed, or derived incoi»©, is lower for the 
Westero Range kma. than for the remainder of the United 
States (262). In the past, a laii^ e portion of the mineral-
based industry in the West was in the production of those 
products the demand for which has been characterized by a 
slow rate of growth (193, P. 709)# such as silver, iron, 
and copper. Notable exceptions to this have been gold and 
petroleum* Very recent years have unveiled the possibility 
of a large expansion in the manufacturing of light metals, 
such as aluminum, titanium, and others - products for which 
there is a rapidly growing demand (270, pp. 63-95). 
While there are many acres of so-called forests in the 
Western K^ ige Area, the lumbering activity has been some­
what limited except in the northwest (39, p. 78). However, 
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som© forest enterprises are scattered throughout many of 
the couHHunltles of the Intermountain and California regions 
and some in the Southwest, although on a much smaller scale 
than in the Northwest. ®ie necessity for roads into forest 
areas before lumbering can be carried on has made the in­
fluence of the forest industries favorable to other resource 
uses, such as the livestock industry, fishing, hunting and 
recreation. 
From the standpoint of transportation, the Western 
Range Region is strategically located between the central 
market teminals of the Midwest and the fast-growing popu­
lation centers on the West Coast. Both rail and truck 
transportation facilities are quite adequate for east-west 
traffic. North-south coiaaercial travel in this region, how­
ever, is difficult. Some who have tried commercial travel 
north or south have humorously opined that north-south 
transportation has advanced very little since the Old 
Chlsholm Trail. 
D. Population and Population Trends 
Aside from the cities of Denver, El Paso, Salt Lake 
City, and Spokane, the extreme West Coast, and, more re­
cently, the areas surrounding Phoenix and Sacramento, the 
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Western Rainge Area ia extremely sparsely populated, rela­
tive to the other regions of the United States. Close 
examination of the census statistics on population trends 
for the 17 western states IMicates such a lack of homo­
geneity that it is doubtful if any inference on the supply 
and demand for labor would be generally applicable for all 
of the area. The extreme west coast states have shown an 
unusual growth in population, as have Arizona and Nevada. 
Wyoming, Utah, Texas and Colorado have shown a percentage 
growth slightly higher than the national average. Kansas, 
Montana, Nebraska, the Dakotas, and Oklahoma have had either 
very small increases or, in some cases, population decreases 
during the past two decades, (see Table 1) 
Some localities in the region are characterized by a 
high birth rate, low death rate, and a high degree of popula­
tion immobility, as is true of Utah, Texas, and Wyoming, 
Arizona and New Ifexico have even higher birth rates and 
population immobility and have very high death rates. For 
Washington, Oregon, California, and Nevada, the birth rates 
and death rates are higher than the national average, but 
these states have had a high positive net migration, pri­
marily for purposes of retirement or for industrial employ­
ment. Other states of the region have lower-than-average 
birth rates as well as death rates, and have experienced 
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Table 1 
Changes In Population In the Seventeen Western States^  
Population Per cent of change 
State 1950 1930-1940 1940-1950 
California 10,490,070 21.7 51.9 
Arizona 7^ 5,259 14.6 49.3 
Nevada 158,283 21.1 43.6 
Oregon 1,512,100 14.2 38.8 
Washington 2,363,289 11.1 36.1 
New Mexico 677,152 25.6 27.3 
Utah 686,797 8.4 24.8 
Texas 7,677,832 
I,3l8,0l8 
10.1 19.7 
Colorado 8.4 17.3 
Wyomins 288,800 11.2 15.2 
Idaho 585,092 17.9 11.5 
Kansas 1,894,390 -4,3 5.2 
{fentana 587,337 -4.1 5.0 
South Dakota 650,029 -7.2 1.1 
Nebraska 1,318,079 -4.5 0.2 
North Dakota 617,965 -5.7 -3.7 
Oklahoma 2,223,650 -2.5 -4.8 
-^Source: Bureau of Census (262). 
a substantial out-migration in the last two decades (263, 
pp. 109-110). 
1. Technology i^ d Production Trends 
In agriculture, the West has not experienced the same 
technological revolution that has characterized agricul­
tural production of the midwest and other areas. There has 
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been no hybrlclization of range grasses, for instance, that 
can compare with hybrid corn. Since Bioisture is the limit­
ing factor of plant growth on the non-irrigated lands of 
the West, there likely will not be the same physical pro­
duction response to fertilizers comparable to those now 
being obtained in the Southeast. 
In the faming areas, generally, and in the grain pro­
ducing areas in particular, the technological changes have 
been labor-saving (i.e., they have substituted capital for 
labor - tractor, beet-harvester, cotton-picker, etc.) rather 
than product'-increasing. ®ie out-migration from the grain 
producing areas of the upper Missouri Basin area, Kansas, 
and Oklahoma can be looked on as a favorable adjustn^ nt to 
the changing economic environment (30# PP. 71^ -715). 
The range-livestook industry has experienced consider­
ably less change than have the farming areas, generally. 
There is little opportunity for mechanization in ranching, 
other than in the crop harvesting processes - which are 
usually a minor part of the total ranch activities. Invest­
ment in range improvements have been limited by lack of 
infomuation, capital, and by institutional barriers. 
If, as has been pointed out, the economy of the Western 
Interior is lai^ ely dependent upon demands that have the 
attribute of relatively slow growth (193# P- 712)i and if 
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technical innovations of the product-increasing variety 
have shown little promise, then, it is likely that this 
area will find itself supplying a smaller proportion of 
the nation's goods. Assuming this to be true, one cannot 
infer that a lower standing of living, relative to the rest 
of the United States, is in stor« for the inhabitants of 
this area, since some of the states in this area have shown 
a remarkable degree of mobility. In appraising the outlook 
for the future one should not discount the growing impor­
tance of petroleum and light metals, or the increasing de-
rawids for outdoor recreation and scenery. At best, any 
attempt at long-range forecast is beset with the uncer­
tainties of unforeseen technological and social change. 
P. Need for Considering All of the Resources 
It needs to be emphasized at the outset that we are 
interested not only in an economic analysis of western range 
lands but of all resources that have alternative uses. 
Labor and capital usually ai« not fixed in location and 
thus have an opportunity for alternative allocation. From 
this standpoint one might reason that economic analysis of 
labor and capital is more meaningful than economic analysis 
of land. This would certainly be true for those desert 
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areas where there is no alternative use for land other than 
for winter grazing of sheep. As our present bundles of re­
sources come to us from out of the past, it is not always 
possible to separate the capital and labor from the land, 
or to distinguish the results of raanageaient from the influ­
ence of institutional environment. Such attempts would have 
little economic meaning for the future. Our approach will 
be to take the resources that are available for use and 
consider their alternative combinations of uses to see which 
combination promises to be the most rewarding. 
There have emerged from out of the past a greater num­
ber of institutional forces influencing the uses of land 
than is true of the other factors. Particularly is this 
true of the western range area with its very complex 
pattern of property arrangement. 1!his does not mean that 
there are no institutional restrictions on the iise of labor 
and capital, however. 
Some of the present system of land tenure In the West 
is largely, the result of historical accident - it simply 
grew up that w^ . In the next chapter we will review, very 
briefly, the historical development of the federal land 
policy and the growth of the westem range-livestock indus­
try. This should help us to understand the present situa­
tion, and explain, in part at least, why the present 
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condltions exist. Vie will tten take up the weightier task 
of defining the nature of our economic problem. 
••16* 
CHAHER II 
HISTORIGAIi BACKaROUND 
A. Land Policy Development 
The land policy of the Federal govei^ onient was dichoto-
mous at its Inception. The new Confederacy was in a severe 
financial position, and the only apparent source of revenue 
was the sale of the public domain. Hamilton, the brillicmt 
young Secretary of the Treasury, proposed such a sale at a 
price that would bring substantial revenue - the financial 
consideration of the land policy. The agrarian concept, 
attributed to Jefferson, and, indeed, led by him at this 
early period, was that land should be given outright to the 
settler, or, at most, sold at a very nominal fee. This was 
the colonization consideration of the land policy. 
1. Land disposal 
At a time when the form of government Itself was not 
definite, and when that government was without alternative 
means of raising revenue, Jefferson, himself, became one 
of the leading figuz*es in the program of disposing of public 
lands by sale to land companies. ®ie problem of defense 
against Indians at the frontier confronted the Congress; 
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and there was a real risk that the new territories might 
ally themselves with either Spain, to the south, or England, 
to the north. The need for revenue seemed the most critical 
issue. Even in the beginning "Congress was not free to de­
vise a land policy in a quiet, philosophical manner" (90, 
p. 53)f but gave way to temporary political and economic 
expediency. 
Dissatisfaction with the speculation, fraud and lack 
of settlement under the land companies, led the new Republic 
to revise its land laws in favor of the settler. Sales of 
160- and 640-acre tracts at a minimum of $2.00 an acre were 
pemitted, with credit terns up to five years. Eventually, 
the minimum tract was lowered to 80 acres and the minimum 
price to $1.25 P©r acre, and the credit terns were elimin­
ated. The tempo of land sales increased substantially, 
reaching a peak of over 20 million acres sold in 1836 
(90, p. 103). 
In appraising the policy of land disposal for revenue 
one notable historian has saids 
When the government most needed revenue, lands 
did not sellJ when revenues could be raised other­
wise, land brought in considerable cash. In the 
fitful years preceding the panic of 1837* the sur­
plus in the treasury, over which Congress wrangled 
inteminably, was due, in no small part, to receipts 
from land. Thus more clearly thsm before proving 
that as a regular source of Income, the receipts 
from the sale of public land are about as bad as 
possible. (90, p. 6) 
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Gradually the Jeffersonlan agrarian concept took over the 
public land, policy from the "revenue** concept. To its 
advocates it was the settler who was important, and that 
land policy which served him best was best for the Republic. 
The pre-emption rights that were incorporated into the 
land laws during the "thirties" and "forties" permitted the 
early "squatter", ti^  Daniel Boone type of pioneer who 
forged ahead of the frontier, to buy the land he had cleared 
and settled, once the frontier cai^ t up to him and the land 
was surveyed. This gave him protection from the land 
speculator who previously had pushed him off the land he 
thought was his own. The Pre-emption Act did not nullify 
the earlier concept of land sale, but it did provide early 
precedent for occupying and using public land without author­
ity, not as a trespass, but as a right (38, p. 66). It was 
also the forerunner of the Homestead Act, embodying the 
long-felt need for limiting the amoimt of land to one farm 
unit per person. 
The Homestead Act of 1862 culminated over 30 years of 
political effort on the part of the public land states to 
get free land for the home builder. The act required five 
years of residence on the land, specified certain minimum 
improvements that had to be in evidence, and limited the 
amoimt of land to 160 acres per family. 
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last of the himdredth rnerMlan the Homestead Act of 
1862 was probably tt» most successful public land law 
pasaed by the federal government. The inadequacy of the 
act as a laun^ d policy, in the more arid and moimtainous 
legions, soon becaro apparent. In his annual report for 
1875, lto». Milllamson, the CouBnissioner of the General Land 
Office, stated: 
. . .  i t  m a y  b e  s a f e l y  a f f l i w e d  t h a t ,  e x c e p t  
in the iniHffidlate valleys of the mountain streams, 
where by dint of individual effort water may be 
diverted for irrigation purposes, title to the 
public lands cannot be honestly acquired under 
the homestead laws. (264, p. 7) 
In 1877 Congress passed the Desert Land Law which per­
mitted the settler up to 640 acres, or any part thereof that 
he had brought under irrigation, with only three years re­
quired for patent. 'This limit was cut down to 320 acres in 
1890. Hibbard summarized the effect of the public land 
laws pertainii^  to individual settlers of this period as 
follows i 
The first real breakdown of the Homestead 
Act was in its attempt to cross the plains. For 
this task it was ill adapted. It may be objected 
that it broke down in its application to the 
forest regions. In a sense it did, but not with 
respect to the welfare of settlers. On the plains 
the Homestead Act was a failure from the standpoint 
of both individual and nation. To the credit of 
Congress be it said that this failure was i^ cog-
nlzed early and the Desert toid Act of 1877 passed 
as a modification. This act was a poor solution 
of the difficulties, and subject to much abuse. 
The act of I89I, covering many features of the 
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land situation, improved th© method of disposing 
of the desert land, yet fell woefully short of 
the ideal ...» Fraud was invited and the 
challenge accepted. Iiand presumably intended 
for fanas was acquired under this act for graz­
ing. (90, pp. W-455) 
A coHmission to study public land problems was appointed 
in 1879, They reconuwnded that for all purposes of sale 
public lands be classified as either arable, irrigable, 
pasturage, timber and mineral, and, for the pasturage lands, 
proposed sale in units up to 2,560 acres. 
There are several reasons why Congress did not look 
with enthusiasm on this reconanendation which, if followed, 
might have resulted in a vastly different land pattern than 
has emerged. In the first place, the grants in large tracts 
to individual companies for purposes of internal improve­
ment, particularly to the railroad companies from 1860-1871, 
had caused political backfire. Second, this policy was in 
contrast to the most acceptable political slogan of the 
time - "free land to the homesteader". Third, since it was 
felt that all that was needed on most of the land was water, 
irrigation development appeared to be the key to the solu­
tion, Also, the early monetary problems created by a surplus 
in the federal treasury, over which Congress had wrangled 
so bitterly before the Civil War, had left their impressions. 
Many were opposed to land sales in any quantity. Finally, 
the public attitude toward the new cattle industry that 
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was "mushrooming" in th© west was one of suspicion and dis­
approval . 
!Eb0 Carey Act of 189^  ^was the first real attempt at 
collective irrigation development on a large scale} it pro­
vided that such development be done by the states. Federal 
land was to be turned over to the states, which, in turn, 
were to see that the land was irrigated, settled, and culti­
vated. Not more than 160 acres were to be sold to one 
person. By I909 only 288,553 acres of Carey Act land had 
been irrigated (90, p. 437). 
Agitation for irrigation development by the federal 
government was increasing during the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century. By I900 the political platforms of 
both parties favored reclamation of arid lands. When 
Theodore Roosevelt, in his first annual message to Congress, 
called for irrigation development by the national government, 
it took until June, 1902, to pass the Reclamation Act, 
representing a new departure in federal land policies. The 
federal government was in the business of providing water 
for irrigating limd. 
Although the original act provided that the "reclama­
tion fund" should consist of money received from the sale 
of land, and that the settler should repay the cost of con­
struction of the project in annual payments not to exceed 
10 years (266, p. 4), both of these restrictions have long 
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Since been altered. For purposes of this study the Reclama­
tion Act is important in three respects J first, it called 
for the classification lund withdrawal of lands that might be 
suited to irrigation development} second, it re-emphasized 
the idea that arid lands might one day be irrigable} and 
finally, it made the likelihood of their being disposed in 
large units for grazing homesteads extremely low. It repre­
sents today the last hope to a prospective settler, a lucra­
tive prospect to a local chamber of commerce, and a plum to 
the politician. 
2. Iiand reservations 
As early as I8I7 Congress delegated to the President 
tte authority to withdraw lands from entry for special pur­
poses such as wagon roads, militai^  posts, etc. (169, p. 
294). With the reservation of the Warm Springs of Arkansas 
in 1832, a new, principle of federal land policy was intro­
duced wherein "ground possessing extraordinary natural values 
was kept from becoming private property on the theory that a 
wider public good would be served by retaining title in the 
government" (I65, p. ^ 5)* The reservation of the area now 
known as Yellowstone National Park was made by a special 
act of Congress in I872. 
Until after the Civil War forests, for the most part, 
were the stuff pioneers chopped, burned, and pushed into 
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one Conner to provide land for cultivation. They passed up 
the plains of Illinois suad Iowa to move north or south into 
wooded land. Right after the Civil War the great lumber 
companies moved into Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, and 
soon found their way to the great northwest. Most of the 
areas now labeled "the cut-over areas" marks the routes they 
followed during this period. In 1881 the first forestry 
work officially began as a separate office under the Commis­
sioner of Agriculture. ThXs finally became a bureau in the 
Department of Agriculture In I897. A year later Gifford 
Pinchot, without doubt the most colorful and controversial 
character associated with the public lands, was made chief 
of the bureau (90, p. 530). 
jKie actual establishment of the forest reserves was a 
most intriguing political maneuver. A very omnibus land 
bill, later called The Act of I89I, had passed both houses 
of Congress in slightly different forms. It called for the 
abolition of both the Pre-emption Act auid the Timber Culture 
Act, along with other minor changes. It was while this 
bill was in conference that section 2^  (now known as the 
Forest Reserve Act) was added as a "rider". The section 
provided the president with authority to set apart and re­
serve "from time to time" public lands as forest reserves. 
The measure passed with very brief discussion and not a 
single objection (38, pp. IO5-IO6). Prom the congressional 
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furor that arose when President Harrison actually set aside 
over 13 million acres, and inoi^  especially when President 
Cleveland followed with nearly 26 million acres of public 
doraaln as forest reserves, one must conclude that several 
congressn»n were not completely aware of the implications 
of what they were voting for in the closing hoiirs of the 
I89I session of Congi^ ss. 
At first. Congress provided no funds for the adrainis-
tratlon of these forest lands, leaving them under the Juris­
diction of the General Land Office of the Department of 
Interior, which, although it had provided rules and regula­
tions for the use of the reserves, had no personnel to do 
the Job. President McKinley*s new administration in I897 
provided for the administration of the withdrawn reseznres 
by the General Iiand Office of the Department of the Inter­
ior. Provision was made for a settler whose claim, or a 
land owner whose patent, fell within the boundaries of a 
forest reserve to exchange such lands for another tract of 
vacant land open to settlement. If he so desired. 
The turn of the century witnesses a new awakening 
consciousness to many types of land frauds that had been 
going on under the Desert Land law, the Timber and Stone 
Act, and even the Hon®stead Act. In I902 there was an 
expose of fraud in high places with regard to this home­
stead exchainge provision. One United States senator was 
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Indlcted and several employees of the General land Office 
were dismissed, including the commissioner (165, pp. 43-4^ 4). 
President Roosevelt appointed a commission to study the 
effectiveness of existing land laws, and to study the use, 
condition, disposal and settlement of the public lands. The 
commission was composed of Finchot, Newell (Head of the 
Reclamation Service) and Richards (Commissioner of the 
General Land Office) (I65, p. 45), One of the immediate 
results of the investigations suid recommendations of the 
commission was that the right to exchimge lands in forest 
reserves for land outside was repealed. Other less direct 
results were to have a greater effect on things to come. 
Administration of th© forest reserves were transferred from 
the General Land Office of the Department of Interior to 
the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture, headed 
by Pinchot, in I9O5. Ihe Commission's recommendations that 
the Timber and Stone Act be repealed, that the commutation 
privilege of the Homestead Act not be permitted until after 
three years of residence, and that the Desert Land law be 
reduced to I60 acres, drew strong opposition from many 
sections of the west on the grounds that to do so would be 
to halt the developTOnt of the western regions. 
A law was passed In I906 permitting homestead entries 
on land within the forest reserves that was classified as 
agricultural. That the Forest Service failed to so classify 
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I 
much land that was requested served only to further agitate 
raanjr elements of the West (165, p. 6), which were already 
opposed to the vigorous crusading policies of Pinchot. The 
heavy expansion of withdrawals from entry for forest re­
serves and a 66-million-acre withdrawal of public land on 
the basis that it might contain workable deposits of coal 
caused further anxiety. 
One other important by-product of Pinchot's early in­
vestigations into the activities of the General Land Office 
and the land frauds was his conviction "that the Department 
of the Interior and the Land Office were corrupt, politically 
motivated, and Incapable of trust in resource administration" 
(38, p, 109), This was to cause him later to become em­
broiled with Secretary of Interior Ballinger and others in 
such bitter debate that President Taft dismissed him in 
1910. Helationshlps between the Departments of Agrlcultu3?e 
and Interior were frequently bad for many years. 
Gradually western interests began to align themselves 
and take the offensive. In 1907 the administration started 
out to get a substantial Increase in the Forest Service bud­
get, and ended up losling the funds received from the sale of 
products from the forests. At the same time the president 
was deprived of his "power to create forest reserves in the 
states of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Colorado and 
Wyoming" (I65, p. 98), The bill had to wait on the 
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fresMent's desk long enoi^ li to permit him to sign an order 
creating some 16 million additional acres of forest reserve. 
He then signed the act into law prohibiting himself from 
mgOcing such withdrawals, to the continued infuriation of the 
West. 
President Taft and his administration were more conser­
vative than Roosevelt and Pinchot, each of whom felt it his 
duty "to do everything the law will let him do for the pub­
lic good^  and not merely what the law directs or compels 
him to do" (168, p, 117). The fomer were successful in 
getting the Withdrawal Act patssed in I910, to the disappoint­
ment of the "state's rights" faction who opposed it, and to 
the disappointment of the Pinchot-led conservationists, who 
felt that such powers were Inherent in the office of the 
President, and that such a law would weaken, not strengthen, 
their position. The passage of the Withdrawal Act produced 
an anomalous situation the public land states. "While it 
gave the much desired congressional sanction of the with­
drawal principle, it made no provision for the use of the 
lands withdrawn" (I65, p. II8). The need for leasing pro­
visions to handle such land® as the mineral reserves and 
water and power site reserves becaro evident with Congres­
sional sanction of the Withdrawal Act. It took 10 years of 
weary debate, including a filibuster by Senator I^ aPollette, 
and the heavy demands for natural resources of a world war. 
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to bring about passage of th© first leasing bills for non-
metallic mineral lands and water-power sites. Thus, another 
precedent was set, but it was long in coming. Undoubtedly 
the development of the "Campbell system" of dry-farming, 
and the enthusiasm that it generated, caused many to feel 
that there were agricultural potentialities in most of the 
arid lands - a "wait imd see" attitude prevailed. 
In the meantime the range-livestock industry was in a 
dilemma. On the one hand it was pushed back more and more 
by each new homestead settlement, and thus it tended to favor 
withdrawal from entry. Yet it needed some kind of control of 
the public range that was rapidly deteriorating under the 
policy of "first cois^ -flrst served". In order to understand 
the full manlng of this conflict the following sxjraraary of 
the history of the range-livestock industry has been 
attempted. 
B. Development of the Western Range-Livestock 
Ijidustry 
Bie western range-livestock Industry first originated 
to meet the needs of the iuanigrant along the Oregon Trail. 
It grew as the intensity and number of western routes grew. 
In 1859 Horace Greeley wrote along the way that 
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Several old moxmtaineers have large herds of 
cattle which they aj:^  rapidly increasing by a 
lucrative traffic with the emigrants, who are 
compelled to exchange their tired, gaunt oxen 
and steers for fi^ sh ones on almost any terns. 
(67, p. 72) 
As the gold strikes in the mountain areas attracted 
fortune seekers, cattle started moving up from Texas in 
small numbers to supply the fast growing mining towns of 
Colorado, Montana, and Wyoming. Writes one historian. 
Here was a market for the Montana stock grower, 
who soon found that taking gold dust from the 
miners in exchange for beef was almost as pro­
fitable and far more certain than getting it 
from the placers. (160, p. 21) 
Many who came to dig gold stayed to raise cattle on the free 
range. ®ie new army posts that sprang up all over the West 
created many new markets for beef. A demand was rapidly 
created for stock cattle. 1!he first big herd of Texas 
longhoCTis came over the Bozeman Trail from Dallas to the 
Gallatin ¥alley in 1866 (160, p. 21). TOie way was provided 
for expansion when the railroads came into Wyoming in 1867. 
Ignoring imports of the historians, geographers, and 
the Iiand Office Coimiissioner that this Great American Desert 
was "an impediment to the prosperity of the new communities 
west of it, in not yielding that sustenance required for 
increasing population" (265, p. 138), the stock business 
began in dead seriousness, and the "Texas invasion" of the 
lands northward was underway. This became one of the most 
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romantlc and legendary epochs of a romantic era - longhoms 
bom in Texas, growing up while enroute, eluding both the 
Indian and ti^  bandit along the way, finally were fattened 
on the ranges to the north, and "rode the rails" to Onmha 
or Chicago. Many of the mountain valleys soon began to 
carry their own breeding herds, thus creating a thriving 
market for breeding stock. 'Things looked good to the stock­
man. Wrote Bill Nye, noted humorist and editor for the 
laramie Boomerang, 
®ir©e years ago a guileless tenderfoot came into 
Wyoming leading a single steer and carrying a 
branding ironj now he is the opulent possessor of 
six hundred head of fine cattle - the ostensible 
progeny of that one steer. (160, p. 86) 
In competition with the continuing "drives" of cattle 
from Texas, higher quality but less hardy cattle were 
shipped in by rail from the fairos of Iowa and Illinois. The 
risks were rapidly getting greater, but so were cattle 
prices. The center of speculation moved from the open 
range to Wall Sti^ et and then to London. Land and cattle 
companies multiplied. The fever spread to Scotland. Writes 
John Glay, 
The ranching pot was boiling over in Edlnburg 
. . . , drawing rooms buzzed with the stories 
of this last of bonanzasI staid old gentlemen 
who scarcely knew the difference between a steer 
and a heifer, discussed it over their port and 
nuts. (%1, pp. 3^ -^36) 
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Sheep first caiae into the range area in much the same 
way as cattle, "breaking off from immigrant trains when feed 
got scarce. Sheep were a well-integrated part of the agri­
culture of the Momon settlements. Their expansion was 
most rapid in the Pacific states, however, and in the South, 
where the Spanish and Indian agriculture included bands of 
sheep. Between I865 and I885 was the period of the great 
drives of breeding herds of sheep from the Pacific coast 
states to the mountain and plains areas {29^ # p. 258). This 
brought a new and more intensive type of competition for 
the free range. The Public land Commission study of 1879 
indicated that the ranges were becoming over-stocked. 
Not only were the ranges of Colorado crowded with 
cattle, but the increase in the numbers of sheep 
had developed a condition where the cattleman 
must fight for his range or get out of the state. 
(160, p. 92). 
Most of them chose to fight, and range wars resulted. 
The competition from sheep, the need for close coopera­
tion between cattlemen whose heMs ranged together on the 
free range, the threat of the cattle rustler, and tl^  in­
creasing pressure of more cattle coming onto the range, 
caused the stockmen to band together legally into associa­
tions as early as I87I (I60, p. II9)• Soon each territory 
had its own state association and these became affiliated 
quite closely into national associations. These associa­
tions became very influential forces in the operating 
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legal processes for some areas. 
The fact that all the land was free to evei^ one made It 
ha3:Hi for one man to say that a certain range was his, or to 
prevent further overgrazing by newcomers. Frequently a 
stockman announced his claims to certain ranges by publish­
ing such claims in the nearest newspaper. However, there 
were only two ways of making such a claim stick (l60, p. 184)i 
Either he must band together with surrounding stockmen and 
"discourage" newcomers or, he must gain control of the water, 
fhe latter was more permanent, and sometimes no harder. The 
Homestead law, the Desert Eand law, the Timber and Stone Law 
and others were all used by the stockman, his cowboys, and 
sometiiws hired stooges, to file on claims that were soon 
cosMiuted. These were located successively along the water-
beds. Private and state land (school sections, railroad 
land, etc.) began to command a premium if strategically 
located. 
In areas where the association was strong enough to pre­
vent the small operator from starting, or the granger from 
edging out on the range, the cry of "cattle king" went up. 
In areas where the association was weak, threats to newcomers 
were disregarded. Neither the sheepherder nor the home­
steader were inclined to back down against what they called 
this "arrogant monopoly seeking to exclude men from free 
pastures without the shadow of a claim" (160, p. 188). 
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The invention of barbed wire in 187^  permitted the 
extension of fences beyond the heavy timbered country out 
onto the plains. 
Fencing spread so rapidly that the whole 
range industry was in danger of being strangled 
to death in a web of its own making • . . . A 
Texas governor was forced to ask the state legis­
lature to free the county seat of Jones County, 
which was completely circumscribed by a fence. 
(16Q, p. 191) 
This illegal fencing first brought vigorous protest from 
the pioneer looking for land on which to homestead. It soon 
brought vigorous protest from the Conanlssioner of the Gen­
eral land Office. Illegal enclosures wex^  a problem for the 
Commissioner until about I9O8 {165, p. 86). 
As early as 1884 the National Cattle Grower's Associa­
tion began considering the possibility of urging Congress to 
enact laws that would permit leasing. However some factions 
felt there was no need of leasing what could be used free 
of charge. Livestock numbers increased greatly during the 
early eighties. In I885 there began a series of dry years, 
climaxed by a severe winter in I887 that brought about the 
destruction or liquidation of many herds. "The catastrophe 
that struck the cattle growing industry in 1886-188? demon­
strated that the open range method of utilization could no 
longer be employed" (I60, p. 215). The number of cattle 
on the ranges were cut backj more pressure was placed on 
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owiifig hay land aiid putting up hay. The number of cattle in 
Wyoming, for instance, decreased from nine million head in 
1886 to less than three million head in 1095* hut the num­
ber of sheep increased markedly during this period. 
C. Slow Process of Adjustment 
As the forest reserves became withdrawn from entry, 
new adjustments were required in the range-livestock indus­
try. "Rie Foi^ st Service enforced a pr«jtlce of limited 
grazing wherever they could. The policy of paying for a 
grazing permit under regulated conditions was slow to be 
accepted, but the cattle growers soon were lined up behind 
the Forest Service since it gave them a degree of control 
over that portion of the range. Sheep were looked upon as 
despoilers of the range and forest, and were excluded from 
many fos^ st rangesi consequently, the Wool Growers opposed 
the Forest Service from the beginning. The cattlemen found 
it to their advantage to back the "conse3?vatlon" forces in 
limiting the wholesale application of the Hon^ stead Law, 
and the repeal of the Desert land Law, This brought further 
condemnation from the grangers, and placed the cattlemen in 
the very awkward Mid inconsistent position of opposing the 
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"state's rights" elements of th© west, which were joined by 
the sheepmen (I65i PP. 72-89). 
President Roosevelt came out in I905 favoring control 
of grazing on the public domain. The same year the National 
Livestock Association went on record as favoring essentially 
the saiae thing. After this I903 meeting, however, the Wool 
Growers pulled out of the Association. They were opposed 
to grazing control. Congress looked on any leasing bill as 
one that favoi^ d the "cattle baron" against "the poor man 
looking for a home". 
The Kinkald Act of 190% provided that homesteaders who 
had proved up on 1^  acres could extend their acreage to 
6kO» This experiment was restricted to northwestern Nebraska. 
Its extension to other states was delayed by the sudden rise 
of dry faming, and the liberallElng of the hon^ stead law 
to 320 acres. The last of the great homestead acts was the 
Stock-Grazing Homestead Act of I9I6, which provided for 
homesteads of 640 acres of grazing land. Under the impact 
of high cattle prices resulting from war demands, many new 
homesteaders were temporarily in the "small ranch" business, 
thus crowling back, even further, the established cattle­
man. Most of the grazing homesteads were destined not to 
endure, as such. Writes Webb? 
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It has been imported that a species of 
lizard which evolved on the Great Plains lived 
for thirty years in a western ^ xas corner stone. 
No one has asserted that he enjoyed his existence} 
yet his life must have been a roitnd of pleasure 
as compared with that of the grazing homesteader 
in the arid region had the latter complied with 
the law. (291, p. 2k) 
Congress had passed leasing bills on small segments of 
mineral and power-site Ismde in 1920, and it seemed the time 
had finally come for leasing the grazing land. However, the 
Jurisdictional feuds arose again to stop this possibility. 
Meanwhile the question of grazing fee increases on forest 
lands came befoi^  Congress. By 1928 there had been a sub­
stantial increase in the grazing fee in exchange for a five-
year lease. However, the Forest Service had lost the 
support of the cattlemen who now supported the "state's 
righters" (I65, pp. 197-199)• 
Early in his administration President Hoover recommended 
that the public lands be turned over to the states. Exten­
sive commission investigation, preceding the writing of the 
proposed legislation, revealed that even the West could see 
little merit in transferring the remaining lands to the 
states if the federal government withheld the mineral 
rights. It also appeared that this was a necessary condi­
tion of trwsfer as far as Congress was concerned. The 
"state's rights" argument g^ ainst grazing control no longer 
was a wal barrier to leasing. 
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The success of the Mizpah-Puinpkln Creek GraEing District 
experiment in Montana, which was initiated cooperatively be­
tween the Bepartraent of the Interior and the state of 
Montana, received widespread attention by the close of the 
Hoover administration. The Taylor Grazing Act, providing 
for leasing of the public domain for grazing p\irposes, was 
finally passed in 193^ ? but not without considerable debate 
and the devastating dust storms that occurred in May of that 
year. One senator called these stonns "... the most im­
pressive lobbyist that have ever come to this Capital" (165, 
p. 220), The act provided that the Secretary of Interior 
should create grazing districts in those areas valuable 
chiefly for grazing. ®ie Secretary was directed to cooper­
ate with local associations of stocionen in the problems of 
administering the districts. Grazing fees were to be dis­
tributed with 25 per cent going to the Department for range 
maintenance and improvement, 50 per cent to the individual 
states, and 25 per cent to the Treasury. All land within 
the district was to be withdrawn for classification, but if 
classified as agricultural it was to be reopened for home­
stead filing in units up to 320 acres. Certain small iso­
lated tracts could be sold at public auction, and provision 
was made for the leasing of other Isolated tracts to private 
individuals. Other details of this important act will be 
discussed in Chapter ¥11. 
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Subsequent legislation and presidential orders have 
further increased the national forests. Wild Life Refuges, 
and Indian Eeservations. About 11 million acres of land 
were purchased by the federal government from destitute far­
mers and small ranchers during the depression under the Agri­
cultural AdJustH»nt Act, the Emergency Belief Act of 1935* 
and the Bayrikhead-Jones Fara tenant Act of 1937. Some of 
this land was turned over to the wild life refuges, national 
foi^ st, etc., while about seven million acres were placed 
under the atoinistration of the Soil Conservation Service. 
In the middle and late thirties there was a recurrence of 
the Jurisdictional feud between the Departments of interior 
and Agriculture as to which agency was to safeguard the 
conservation of the nation's natural resources. The contro­
versy seems to persist in many circles. John D. Black, in 
describing the closing days of the 80th Congress said, "It 
was possible ... to compromise on the nature and content 
of the actions to be taken by government on behalf of Agri­
culture | but not on what agencies were to take the actions" 
(14, p. 2). The Hoover Commission's suggestions on 
organlzatlon "have ever since provided the stuff for bitter 
and closely guarded negotiations between Agriculture and In­
terior that smack somewhat of the high level negotiations 
at PanMonJong" (99, p. 11). 
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In 1946 the American National Mveatock Association, 
in cooperation with the National Wool Growers Association, 
called for a legislative program that would permit the 
"present users" of land which was used primarily for grazing 
purposes to bi;^  the land under terms of ten per cent down, 
the balance to be paid in 30 years, with interest at 1-1/2 
per cent. oil and mineral rights were to be maintained 
by the federal government. Grazing land administered by 
the Forest Service was to be transferred to the Taylor 
Grazing administration (2, p. 7). 
fhe foi:^ st Service, with the aid of the conservation­
ists, particularly the Izaac Walton laague (107), and 
several editorials and feature articles in popular magazines 
(51 and 52), had soon arrayed such a public resentment 
against the "monopolistic cattle barons" that no legisla­
tive action was taken, even during the Republican 80th 
Congress. 
The Robertson Amendront of 19^ 7 amended section 14 of 
the Taylor Grazing Act, increasing from 760 acres to 1,520 
acres the maximmi size of the isolated tracts that could be 
declared eligible for sale at public auction. Except in 
ai^ as of new irrigation development on public land the 
Robertson Aiaendment and the Small Tract Law of I938 (per­
mitting small tracts of five acres) have virtually replaced 
the original homestead law (I65, p. 291). 
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A graphic presentation of the chronological disposi­
tion and reservation of the public domain in the United 
States is presented in figure 3, This chart does not attempt 
to isolate the forces leading to land disposition; it merely 
shows the impact of all forces at a particular time. Table 
2 shows the total disposition of public domain under each 
category a® it had occurred up to June, 1949. The 1862 
Homestead Jlct, the Enlarged Hojaestead Act, and the Stock-
Raising Homestead Act are included together under home­
steads. Thei^  are soiiie estimates and residuals due to the 
incompleteness of early statistics; particularly is this 
true of "public sales and other disposals" (48, p. 5). 
As shoKin in Table 2 over four hundred million acres of the 
original public domain never passed into private ownership. 
To this has been added more than 48 million acres of land 
that once passed into private ownership but has since re­
entered the federal land roll. A breakdown of the federal 
lands by administering agency and land origin is listed 
in Table 3. In the fullest sense, the Indian lands ai^  
not public lands, but beloi^  to the individuals and tribes 
of the Indian race and are held in trust by the federal 
government. 
O R I G I N A L  L A N D  E N T R I E S ,  1 8 0 0 - 1 9 5 0  
MM I III I I  I  
1909-Enlarged 
Homestead Act 
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Homestead 
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Section 14. Taylor 
Grazing Act 
Adjusted to include 
Military Bounty Lands 
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_ estimated 
1873-Timber 
Culture Act 
1891-Repeal 
of Timbe r 
Culture Act, 
Pre-emption 
Act, a Cash Sales System 
1877-Desert Land Act 
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College Scrip Act 
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Tracts Act 
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of Credit / V\ 
System ^1841-/ r^ Genera 
-1800-Credit 
System 
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Figure 3. Original Isuid entries by years, 1800 to 1950 
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Table 2 
Disposition of Public-Domain Land in the 
Continental United States® 
Item Area acres 
Disposals 
Granted or sold to homesteaders 285,384,633 
Granted to railroad corporations 91>624,685 
Granted to vetersais as military bounties 61,000,000 
Confirnaed as private land claims 34,604,828 
Sold tmder Timber and Stone laws 13*857,306 
Granted or sold under Timber Culture Laws 10,866,888 
Sold under Desert Land Laws 10,002,277 
Granted to states 223*839,534 
State reservations 8,200,000 
Public sales and other disposals 295*432,166 
Total disposals 1,034,812,317 
Present public domain 407*455,203 
Area of original public domain 1,422,267*520 
»U«S.D.4. Circular 909 (48, p. 5). 
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Table 3 
Area of Public ©omin and Acquired Land, 
by Administering Agencies, 1950®-
%ency 
Public 
domain 
(acres) 
Acquired 
land 
(acres) 
Total 
(acres) 
Bureau of land 
Managejsaent 
Forest Service 
Bureau of .Indian 
Affairs 
National Park Service 
Bureau of leclaraation 
Soil Conservation 
Service 
Pish and Wild Life 
Service 
Farmer's Eome Admin­
istration 
War Bepartnient 
Mavy Department 
Agricultural Research 
Administration 
Tennessee ¥ailey 
Authority 
Other Agencies® 
178,843,674 
138,999,592 
249,809 
21,582,584 
179,093,483 
160,582,167 
55,608,363 
11,908,241 
1 9,204,007 
1,671,366 
2,047,397 
643,553 
57,279,729 
13,955,638 
9,927,560 
400,737 7,014,347 7,415,084 
1,666,303 2,462,481 4,128,784 
9,700,187 
840,026 
14,189 
9,632,264 
1,285,978 
14,189 
19,332,451 
2,126,004 
I 
132,554 33,529 166,083 
1,308 
70,211 
457,323 
1,082,150 
458,631 
1,152,361 
Total 407,455,203 48,176,970 455,632,173 
®U.S.D.A. Circular 909 (48, p. 4). 
I^ncludes War Assets Administration, Farm Credit Admin­
istration, Atomic Energy CosMisslon, Federal Security Admin­
istration, Bonneville Power Administration, Bureau of Mines, 
Veteran's Administration, and the Departments of Justice, 
Commerce, State, and Treasury. 
D. Influences of the Historical Development on 
Present I«nd Ownership Patterns 
The preceding i^ view of the historical developraent of 
land policies and of the range-livestock industry emphasizes 
the inadequacies of those policies, particularly as settle­
ment reached the western rsaige area. I^ rarian fundamental­
ism found its clearest expression in the Homestead Law. 
assumption of homogeneity of land implied in the l6o-
acre homestead principal became ridiculous west of the 
IQOth laeridian. Under Irrigation probably less than 160 
acres might have been sufficient, in many cases, to provide 
full employment for the fam family, while non-irrigated 
range land in the saro area might have required over 5,000 
aci^ s to provide the saro opportunity. 
Without challengihs the concept involved in this 
policy, its political inflexibility, in the absence of land 
classification, pi^ vented the necessary adjustmentto the 
new physical environment of the west. The causes of the 
political inflexibility ar« revealed in their historical 
development and may be summarized t 
1. The politician developed m unfavorable attitude 
to land sales, 2ii the first place land sales were an un-
satisfactoiry source of revenue, since the flow of income 
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was Inversely correlated with the need, and the surplus 
aroused bitter conflict with and between "state's righters". 
Second, extensive land sales had been tried in that early 
period when goverrunent maehlner^  was inadequate, both with 
respect to power and administrative "know-how", to prevent 
extensive fraud and exploitation of the settler. 
2, Politicians had developed an inherent fear of 
bigness in land disposal. Almost without exception large 
land grants had unfavorable political repercussions. 
2. Antagonism towaM the early western range-livestock 
industiT" developed soon after the industzy was established. 
To the hoB^ steader and hi® political backers the stockmen 
were regarded as "monopolists" and "cattleJsarions"! the 
conservationists and their political backers sometimes 
attacked them as "desecrators of the public resources". 
4. fhe range-livestock industa:^  was at first looked 
upon as a forerunner of the permanent homesteader and as 
such was tolerated Just as it had always been tolerated in 
other areas. As early as 1875, the inadequancy of the home­
stead laws and the permanence of the range-livestock industry 
was recognized by msmy. The 320-acre and 640-acre amend­
ments to the homestead law were not nearly a sufficient 
correction, in most instances. 
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5. Many people expected that latent Irrigation develop­
ment and new dryland faming techniques would emerge to make 
the l60-acre homestead satisfactory. 
6. fh® "state's righters", backed by prospective 
settlers, were opposed to the expansion of the federal 
govermaent into the business of permanent landlord with 
managerial powers. This problem still remains unresolved, 
although it is gradually diminishing. 
7. Jurisdictional feuds, partly the result of over-
zealous individuals and partly the natural consequences of 
a growing bureaucracy, delayed the setting up of adminis­
trative machinery for controlling public domain use long 
after most of the politicians and users were ready for 
action. 
Thus, following the first recognized Inadequacy of the 
homestead law, nearly 60 years were required before any 
management control was placed over the public domain, and 
this occurred during the greatest period of land settlement 
the United States has ever knowi. In the meantime many 
homesteaders had settled on inadequate units, eventually 
to give them up. Many never proved up on their claimsi 
others proved up on them and then were forced to sellj others 
merely moved away, 3?enting their land, holding on to the 
title with the faint hope that oil might one day be found. 
Still others struggled against odds until the great 
depsr^ sslon at which time a large number of small farms 
Joiriled the tax-delinquent rolls and were later sold by the 
counties. 
Needless to say, a very complex land ownership pattern 
has developed in most parts of the Western Range Area, 
figure 4 shows the detail of Isund ownership for selected 
counties in Montana and Colorado, showing the extreme com­
plexity that still exists in many regions. 
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A. A part of Park County, 
Colorado 
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Other Federal,State, 
and County 
B. A part of Golden County, 
Montana 
Figure 4. Examples of land ovmership patterns in the Western 
Range Area {taken from Senate Document No. 199 
(255, p. 239)) 
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CMPTER III 
DEFINITION OF THE PROBIEM 
A, How Defined 
Economic problems are definable only in relation to 
ends or goals, Robbins (179J P« 18) defined economics as 
the science of allocating scarce resources among competing 
ends or wants in such a way that the satisfaction of those 
wants would be maximized. The science of economics speci­
fies the necessary conditions for maximizing a given end 
or objective under specified situations. An economic prob­
lem exists if the maximizing conditions have not been ob­
tained and the problem can be defined in terms of the 
deviation from the theoretical optimum (78, p. 9). 
Resource users and consumers also express economic 
problems in terms of deviations from some expected maximum 
situation. It is when people feel that their goals or wants 
are not being fully met (relative to some norm) that they 
express concern. The expression of doubt, confusion, and 
conflict (53, pp. 487-512) over the allocation of scarce 
resources is evidence that an economic problem exists. 
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Most of the debates and differences of opinion in the 
area of range resoiarce xise focus on the decisions involving 
the rate and manner of resource improvement, the intensity 
of use of the resources, and the allocation of the resources 
a®ong the alternative products of multiple use. One need 
read in this field only cursorily to become aware of the 
excessive amount of confusion, conflict, and differences of 
opinion that exist. Even among the "experts" or "special­
ists" there are substmitial differences as to the nature 
gynd extent of the problems, and differences as to their 
solution, 
To those who are interested in this field 
the problem of objectivity needs to be faced. 
I mean by objectivity the capacity of individuals, 
working separately, but with the s^ e goals, 
assumptions, hypott^ si®, and available facts, 
to arrive at the same conclusions as to the 
solution of the problem. 
Pew things are so evident as the lack of 
objectivity in the research dealing with western 
range and public land resources. Competent and 
honest men have come out with vastly diverging 
recomioandations. (102, p. 22) 
fhe Bureau of Land Management has estimated (37, p. 18), 
for instance, that carrying capacity of the grazing districts 
can be Increased 30 per cent by long-tem improvements such 
as reseeding, water spreading, etc. A Forest Service offi­
cial is not so optimistic and feels that for most of the 
area perhaps the only hope for conservation of the resource 
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"lies in light grazing use or temporary non-use .... 
Many of these cattle allotsients will be closed to grazing 
use, as the only safe alternative" (190, p. 48, 52). "Where 
Mr. Saunderson feels that range deterioration is widespread. 
Dr. ¥ass finds no such indications for Wyoming" (97, p, 
997). Dr. Aven Nelson, reporting on a comparative study of 
the Red Desert area to deteraiine if it had been injured in 
the time intervening since 1896 (when he first studied the 
vegetation of the area) concluded that "there had been no 
deterioration traceable to grazing" (222, p. 7)« 
Dr. kt F. ¥a8s, after making a study of cattle pro­
duction on Wyoming's mountain valley ranches, writes 
Many of the ranges which have been reported 
to have been rained by overgrazing have later 
been found to be back to normal following a season 
of favorable rainfall .... The forage plants 
growing on our western ranges are the result of 
thousands of years of elimination and adaptation, 
having been grazed by animal life for long per­
iods, and a« not easily improved upon or destroyed 
by man within a few year*s time .... 
The value of Wyoming's unappropriated lands 
for grazing purposes is mmy times the value of 
the waters arising thereon, and any attempt to 
prevent the best use of these lands for grazing 
purposes in order to experiment in runoff amd silt 
accumulation might well come linder the heading 
"destructive conservation", as the loss of forage 
would be many times any saving that might result 
from silt control .... (279, P* 31) 
However, Saunderson (I89, pp. 480-482) calculates the value 
of upland water resources to be as high as 30 dollars per 
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acre. Representative Barrett, in commenting on Secretary 
toderson^ s reply to the report of the house sub-committee 
on public lands, stated that he found honest differences of 
opinion on tl^  condition of the range, that many experienced 
stoctosen who had observed the range year after year for 
half a century believed the range to be on an upgrade, and 
that experts from state universities testified that, in 
their judgment, the range was not deteriorating (10, pp. 
IT-18). 
fhe following are su^ ested as the more important rea­
sons for the differences in conclusions and recommendations 
of honest mn in ths fields 
1. Conflicting objectives or ends in the use and 
administration of the resources. Preserving the concept 
of the family farm, a more equal income distribution, maxi­
mization of profits of individual firms, attaining an 
ecological forage climax, prevention of soil movement, and 
others appear to have been elevated, at times, to the posi­
tion of ultimate ends. There is need of a clear-cut 
expression of more ultimate ends, thus recognizing other 
objectives as only intertnedlate ends which may be competi­
tive or complementary with other intermediate ends. Research 
workers can avoid some apparent lack of objectivity by 
carefully stating their intermediate ends (profit maximiza­
tion, ecological climax, etc.) In relationship to the 
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expressed ultimate ends (such as raaxinauBi welfare of a 
region, nation, or group of nations). 
2. Tte influence of differing ideologies and of per­
sonal and professional biases, Wiile it is pKJbably true 
that the most impellii^  forces in research are the 
ideologies (19^ ) and convictions of the researcher, high 
professional integrity and the rigor and skill of the 
scientific method must be employed to insure that these 
forces are not carried over into the findings. 
late Professor L, A. Salter, Jr. wrote: 
Social scientists have not looked into the 
entire process of science to see where it has 
made the greatest advance. They have not gen­
erally noted the source and solution of the 
problems in weans-consequence relations, the 
importance of problem fomulation, the inter­
pretation of hypothesis as tentative models of 
solution, the functional correspondence of ideas 
and operations, the s\i®gestive role of general­
izations, and the critical characteristic of 
experimental testing as that of producing a 
process of interaction among the elements of 
the problem. (181, p. 66) 
3. Failure to include all of the resources under con­
sideration. Even in economic studies the mistake has fre­
quently been made of considerir^  only the land resoiirces 
without regard to the labor, capital, and managentent re­
sources. This is partly sai outgrowth of the forces 
mentioned in 2 above. 
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Ilie effect of the multiple-use of resources 
branching into different disciplines. Although this is 
frequently lnt@r*related with the first two reasons, it is 
felt by the author to warrant separate listing. Individuals 
are sometimes working in different tributaries, figura­
tively, and trying to map the same stream. 
5. Itoe extreme heterogeneity of the physical resources. 
Erroneous inductions have been made Implying that what has 
been found to be true in the Great Plains applies with equal 
validity in the intemountain area, for Instance. It is 
the natural consequence of improper definition of the 
"miverse" in particular research problems. 
6. Improper and inadequate accounting techniques in 
measuring costs and benefits. Where prevailing accounting 
techniques (and institutional setting) impute marginal costs 
to individuals and society proportionally different than 
the marginal revenues accrue, dissimilar accounting tech­
niques might lead to honest differences of opinion. Adjust­
ments in the accounting techniques and institutions usually 
will require less sacrifice in terns of ultimate ends than 
would be lost by the abandonment of the marginal analysis 
approach, 
In addition to the above, a final suggestion is of a 
more general application and is more fundamental in nature. 
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Should the above suggestions be fully met. Including strict 
adherence to the rules of the scientific method - problem 
formulation, statement of hypothesis, testing of hypothesis, 
and generalizations « objectivity still might not obtain 
if each researcher were using diffei^ nt (either imcomplete, 
inaccurate, or non-applicable) theoretical models of 
solution.^  
A central thesis of this study will be that confusions, 
conflicts stfid doubts have been accentuated by the failure 
on the payc*t of many search workers in the area of range 
resources to use an adequate theoretical economic frame­
work as "the logic underlying the theoretical solution" 
(82, p. 837). 
By a framework for economic analysis, will be meant a 
body of logical economic theory showing the fianctional 
W^hile Salter states that the hypothesis becomes a 
model of solution to the problem, he is not specific as to 
the origin or orientation of the "model of solution", ex­
cept that it be i^ lated to the means-consequence relations. 
His critique involves an appraisal of the procedures used 
in land economic research and does not ask the equally 
important, aaid even more fxmdamental, question of whether 
that research was oriented in a frarowork of economic 
logic. The two questions are not the same, and both need 
to be answered in appraising economic research. 
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relatlonships at given levels on the means-end continuum. 
It mist be formulated on specific assumptions using de­
ductive logic. Its primary functions are in making the 
objectives more specific, in defining the limits of the 
problem, and in constructing the theoretical models of 
solution to the problem. Hypotheses relevant to the stated 
problem are formulated on the basis of the theoretical model. 
©I© theoretical model, ti^ n, guides the empirical investi­
gation by specifying which "facts" are necessary to test 
tte hypotheses and by determining the statistical proce­
dures to be used in 1. collecting, and analyzing the data, 
and 2. testing the hypotheses, so as to predict what will 
happen or what can be made to happen better within the 
stated problematic situation. 
B. The Problem 
It is proposed that the central economic problem rela­
tive to range resource use is the allocation of all scarce 
resources available to the western range area, among the 
competing wants of all individuals and/or groups of in­
dividuals concerned, in such a manner as to maximize the 
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satisfaction of those wants over that period of time for 
which those individuals or groups are planning.^  
fhe phrase "all scarce resources available to the 
western rar^ e area" will include: 1. the land resources, 
m inventoried in the previous chapters, 2. all labor re­
sources available for use in the area, including the skills, 
lack of skills, etc., and 3. all capital and managenient re­
sources available for use in the area. This is a partial 
equilibrima analysis, since prices outside the area are 
assujiied given. However, resources, other than land, need 
to be considered reasonably mobile between the ar^ a and 
outside areas» 
The ultimate goal considered in this study is to 
"maximize human satisfactions". It will be assumed that 
this goal is obtained when "total net social product" has 
been maxiiaized - social product being an aggregate of the 
"goods" and "services" desired by the individuals of the 
social group in question weighted according to the choice 
S^ie tern "economic horizon" (212) will be used to 
represent the period of planning. It refers to that period 
in the future that is meaningful, or is considered in 
making present decisions. 
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indicators of society.^  This social group must necessarily 
b© defined separately for each segment of the problem. For 
insta^ rice, if a particular consideration involves flood con­
trol on the Columbia Hiver, only those individuals notice­
ably affected by flood in the Columbia River need be in­
cluded! where®®# if one were considering alternative pro­
posals affecting i^ creatlon on federal lands, only those 
Individuals who would be in position to visit the national 
forests during that period of time imder question need be 
considered in evaluating the gross social product. (Under 
the present policy of making heavy investment of public 
f\mds, the costs may be distributed quite generally 
problem of choice between alternatives is basic 
to the prtociples of economics. A choice Indicator "is the 
criterion, measurins stick, or index by which alternatives 
are selected". Unless a choice indicator is present there 
is no basis for a preference between alternative situa­
tions, Heady wrote that 
All problems in economics involve choice 
indicators or choice ratios. The choice indica­
tor, as a yaMstick by which selection between 
alternatives is made, todicates the relative 
value or weight which is attached to one as com­
pared to another alternative. (78, p. 8) 
For most allocation problems the appropriate choice indica­
tor will be the ratio of the discounted prices. Where 
possible, attempts should be made to express extra-market 
values (31, pp. 85-86) in monetary terns. This will not 
always be possible, however, and it will be necessary or 
desirable, at times, to resort to other procedures for 
deteraining the preferences of society. 
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throughout the econouQr in th© fora of higher taxes.) It is 
not denied that the impact of a flood in the Columbia Basin 
might ultimately exert some pressure on the price of Jute 
in Fakistan, or that a policy of encouraging recreation on 
national forests might affect the demand for tickets to the 
Metropolitan Opera. What is claimed is that as a first 
approximation these repercussions must, of necessity, be 
ignored. A problem must ultimately be made definable at 
soM> point by sacrificing generality. This will present 
no serious bias, since these effects are negligible in most 
instances• 
If the goal of maximizing net social product over time 
be accepted, the criteria by which alternative resource 
allocations be measured should be those of economic effi­
ciency, Some alternative criteria (such as maximizing num­
ber of fasiily famm, minimissing variation from equal incon® 
distribution, prevention of soil movement, etc.) will be con­
sidered for purposes of making comparisons with the 
solution obtained under efficiency criteria. 
The basic logic and theorem of the efficiency criteria 
have been in the process of construction and refinement for 
nearly two centuries. These will be drawn upon freely, and 
modified where needed to formulate a framewoi^ c for economic 
analysis of range resource use. 
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C. Some Iiimltatlons of the Study 
Because this is a partial analysis, it might be claimed 
by some that implications of certain allocation problems 
have been omitted. This will undoubtedly be true. It is 
Intended that the most important implications will be in­
cluded. "Ehis study, as an attempt to adapt existing eco­
nomic theories to provide an analytical framework, is not 
an empirical study. Secondary data will be used, wherever 
possible, to indicate some of the implications of the 
theoretical models, and to support some of the hypotheses, 
although it needs to be emphasized that no hypotheses will 
be tested in a statistical sense. This must await many 
years of empirical study, as well as deductive refinement. 
The brief review of the historical development of our 
federal land policy, and of the range-livestock Industry, 
indicates the force of the institutional restrictions in 
which the area is encased. There has been a tendency, in 
past research, to consider the institutions as fixed, and 
thus the research findings have tended to perpetuate the 
Institutions. Another approach would be to consider the 
institutions as variables. A realistic way of doing this 
is to omit the institution entirely in working out the 
solution to the problem. After the maximizing solutions 
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have been determined as best they can be, then one can In­
quire as to the Institutional changes needed to bring about 
the new allocations or, what amounts to the same thing, the 
economist can point out precisely what the present institu­
tional arrangement costs (through inefficiency) as compared 
with some alternative arrangement. 
It may be J'liBtifiably claimed that each problem that 
is raised (and the entire gamut of the economic problems of 
range resource use) is left Just as we get to the root of 
it, or before. This is primarily the limitation of time 
and space, and not the limitation of the proposed framework. 
The solutions to most of the problems can be found only 
through long and painstaking research, including experi­
mentation. The primary objective of the study is to present 
the framework for economic analysis, and to indicate some 
of the implications for research, management, and policy. 
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CHAP1ER IV 
FOUNDATIONS FOR THE ECONOMIC FRAMEWORK - THE 
MARGINAL CONDITIONS 
We have stated that our ultimate objective or goal in 
the use of the resources in question is to maximize net 
social product. In this chapter we will want to lay out 
the necessary conditions for obtaining our objective, and 
then see how well the assumptions underlying these condi­
tions are met in reality. We will attempt to examine, 
briefly, the process of planning and decision making under 
dynamics. 
s 
A. Economic Statics 
Economic statics is not concerned with time - events 
are not dated (92, p. 115) for all dates are the same. It 
is an obvious simplification from reality, but it is a 
convenient one, since it permits us to state quite pi:»ecisely 
the conditions under which our objective may be fully ob­
tained. ®ie necessary marginal conditions for maximtira wel­
fare under economic statics are as follows (92, p. 86): 
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1. The marginal technical rate of substitution between 
any and all pairs of factors of production for all producing 
firms must be the saaae as the inverse of the price ratio 
of the factors. 
2. The mai^ inal rate of transformation between any 
factor and any product must be equal, for all firms, to the 
inverse of the price ratio^  of the factor to the product. 
3. The marginal technical rate of transformation be­
tween any two products must be equal, for all firms, to the 
inverse of the price ratio^ . 
4. The marginal rate of substitution between any two 
products must be the same for all individuals who consume 
both, and must be equal to the inverse of the price ratios^  
(173, p. 35). 
5. The producing firms must be of optimum scale, and 
operating at least-cost combination®. There must be no 
adjustments in the scale of firms possible which would re­
sult in either a lower cost of production for the same amount 
of product, or an increase in product from the same amount 
of factors. 
^At the pi^sent the ratios of the prices of factors and 
products will be used as the choice indicators. If, later 
on, we deal with goods having no market price other choice 
indicators will be considered (see footnote page 58). 
®The least-cost combination implies condition one and 
two, although conditions one and two do not necessarily 
imply condition five. 
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The second-order conditionB for maximum welfare are 
that consumers have a diminishing marginal rate of substi­
tution between each pair of commodities (indifference 
curves are convex to the origin)i that there is a diminish-
ing marginal rate of transforation between any factor and 
any product, or between any two products (transformation 
curves are concave to the origin)5 and that factors sub­
stitute for one another at a diminishing rate (substitution 
curves are convex to the origin) (92, pp. 78-88). Another 
set of conditions, called the total conditions (173, p. 37)» 
requires that it be Impossible to increase welfare by pro­
ducing a new product or using a new factor not otherwise 
considered. Finally, "there must be a positive surplus, so 
that it does not pay to shut down production altogether" 
(92, p. 87). 
We will assume the second-order conditions to hold, 
with very few exceptions, one of which we will consider. 
Althoi;^ h we will assume the total conditions to hold in this 
study, one of the primary functions of technological research 
is to discover and/or develop new factors of production and 
new products. As to whether the total conditions hold in a 
given situation Is a question of fact that will need to be 
Investigated at the time. 'Rie same can be said with regard 
to there being a positive surplus. 
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B. Economic Dynamics 
Economic dynamics is where time is considered as a 
variable. Production and consumption are planned not only 
for the present but for many periods into the future. Under 
the HicksIan (92, pp. 191—212) conditions of "subjective 
certainty", where individuals amd firms have single-valued 
expectations, each factor of production and each product 
in each time interval can be considered as a separate factor 
or product and can be substituted for (transfomed into) 
other factors or products in other time intervals. The 
necessary conditions for maximizing welfare still apply, 
with the one exception that the discounted prices are used 
instead of actual prices in determining the price ratios. 
The new criterion to be maximized is that of the capital­
ized value of the stream of net social products. That 
decision (allocation over time) is to be preferred whose 
present capitalized value of the expected stream of net 
social products is the greatest. 
The several "units" of time (the Hicksian week (92, 
p. 122)) that comprise the planning period of the decision 
maker will be called "planning intervals" (31, p. 32). The 
"planning period" will refer to the total length of time 
that is considered by the decision maker in making the 
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declslon. Both the planning Interval and the planning per­
iod are variables and thus need to be detennlned in the 
maximizing process. 13ie "decision maker" refers to in­
dividuals, or groups of individuals, who make the decisions 
of production and/or consumption that are to be carried out, 
whether the resources (products) in question are private or 
public. 
In reality, only a limited number of expectations are 
single-valued. Lange (130, pp. 29-3^) suggests that ex­
pectations be considered as "a probability distribution of 
possible values", out of which some particular value may 
appear to the entrepreneur or consumer as the most probable 
price - this may be the mode, for instance. He considers 
the "practical range" of the probability distribution as 
the measure of the degree of uncertainty. (The "practical 
range" of the probability distribution of possible outcomes 
is obtained subjectively by each Individual by disregarding 
the extreme values of both tails of the probability distri­
bution. 13iese values are disregarded because the individual 
feels that the probability of these extreme values is too 
small to bother about.) Lange's solution does not require 
that decision makers "visualize an exact probability 
distribution" of possible prices but only "that each person 
forms some idea about the most probable value and the 
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practical range" (49, p. 30)* 3^  this limited sense there 
undoubtedly are many expectations that are fomulated as 
probability distributions, although it obviously does not 
describe those cases where individuals are completely 
Ignorant of the outcome possibilities (141). In general 
decision makers react unfavorably to uncertainty so that 
sellers consider a price which is expected with greater un­
certainty to be equivalent to a lower most probable price 
with greater certainty. The reverse reaction would be true 
for buyers. 
fintner (216) distinguished between "subjective risk", 
where the probability distribution of possible outcomes are 
known, and "subjective uncertainty", where there exists 
knovm or anticipated a priori probabilities to specific 
forms of the probability distribution. Under the former 
situation individuals react not only to the dispersion as 
measured by the range, coefficient of variation, or stand­
ard deviation, but also to the skewness amd kurtosis, as 
measured by the third and fourth moments. This he called 
the "risk preference fuiictlonal" which is determinate for 
each individual. The alternative with the higher risk 
preference functional has the higher degree of subjective 
risk to the individiial. Solution of Tintner's second model 
resorts to an "uncertainty discount fxinctional", where the 
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individual behave® in a definite way if faced with altera­
tive sets of utilities with definite probabilities (213). 
The applicability of this model is subject to serious 
limitations, therefore, because the measurement of utility 
poses difficult conceptual problems. 
The reaction of the decision makers to uncertainty is 
illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 in terms of indifference 
curve® (130, p. 31). The Y axis indicates the most probable 
price, and the X axis indicates the uncertainty (either the 
"practical range" as suggested by Lange, the "risk pre­
ferential function" of fintner, or some other measure such 
as the coefficient of variation). From the indifference 
curves, showing the reaction of sellers to uncertainty, it 
can be seen that sellers would be indifferent between a cer­
tain price OC and a most probable price OA expected with a 
degree of uncertainty OB; while buyers would be indifferment 
between paying a definite price OC and a most probable 
price OA expected with the degree of ujicertainty OB. Thus, 
the effective (130, p. 33) expected prices for the goods to 
toe sold at future dates decrease, and the effective prices 
of goods and/or factors of production to be bought at 
future dates Increase, as the degree of subjective risk, or 
uncertainty, increases. The decision makers find that, 
beyond a certain date, the effective expected mai^ inal costs 
are greater than the effective expected price of the product. 
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Figure 5. Indifference curves of sellers 
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Figure 6. Indifference curves of buyers 
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and the effective exj^ cted prices of the factors of pro­
duction become greater than the effective expected marginal 
productivities of the factors. Similarly, consumers find 
that the effective expected prices of goods they plan to 
buy are higher than the effective expected marginal 
"utility". The planning period becomes determinate with the 
introduction of uncertainty and individual tin® preference. 
This planning period we have called the economic horizon^ . 
C. The Economic Horizon for Individuals 
and Groups 
In the remaining part of this chapter it is intended 
that we explore further the Influence of uncertainty, time 
preference, and interest rate on the economic horizon. In 
each case we will imnt to see what can be said about the 
differences of the impact of these three variables on the 
economic horizon of individuals and the economic horizon 
of groups of individuals. The Infomation obtained from 
such eai inquiry will be useful later on in appraising 
alternative systems of range resource control and alloca­
tion. 
S^ee footnote p. 57. 
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 ^ uncertainty 
Following the suggestion of Knight (I23), we will dis­
tinguish between risk and uncertainty since each should be 
treated differently in making maximizing decisions, even 
though it is claimed by some that individuals react in about 
the same way to both (3I# p. 111). "Risk" refers to the 
situation whex^  the empirical probabilities of outcome can 
be established either by a priori knowledge of the character­
istics of the eventuality or by reliable statistical sample. 
"Risk is insurable in an actuarial senses uncertainty is 
not" (78# p. Pure risk should enter into the decision 
making process by affecting the cost schedule and thus 
should exert little influence on the economic horizon. 
Risk costs to individuals should differ from risk costs to 
groups of individuals only to the extent that grouping per­
mits uncertainties to be converted to risks. "Ehls may be 
very important with respect to uncertainties of nature 
(insect pests, fire, hail stoiro, flash floods, etc.) since 
it may permit hedging, pooling, or spreading arrangements 
that were not possible for the individual. 
J 
"Uncertainty" refers to situations where the probability 
of an outcome cannot be empirically determined, and is there­
fore of a subjective nature, decision makers may allow for 
uncertainty in the plannli^  process by discounting, as 
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previously noted. This may he impossible, if the most prob­
able outcomes cannot be estimated, or it may be inadequate 
if the possibility of an intolerably unfavorable outcome 
exists (111, pp. 14-28). Discounting under this latter 
situation would be in^ equate to prevent, say, bankruptcy, 
if the most unfavorable outcome were to be actually real­
ized, On the other hand, heavy discounting would result in 
a "risk premium" (loss of foregone opportunities) that is 
not warranted if the most unfavorable situation was not to 
occur. Uncertainty may be allowed for, also, by flexible 
planning. According to Hart 
1?he key to the uncertainty problem lies in 
tMO characteristics of business planningt 
(a) the fact that between the present and any 
future calendar date . • . additional infoma-
tion is expected, so that estimates for each 
date isprove as thm date approaches| (b) the 
fact that many decisions relating to the output 
or capital outfit can be postponed (sometimes 
costlessly, sometijaBS at some cost in efficiency) 
until more information has com© in. Flexibility 
... is worth incurring costs for, becatise it 
avoids wastage of infoptaatlon accruing between 
the date of planning and the date for which plans 
are made. (75# P. ^ 22) 
A necessary part of flexibility in resource management 
is the ability to alter the allocation and production process 
with a mlniraum of delay and resource loss as additional in-
fomation becomes available. On this point it seems reason­
able to conclude that there would be less delay and restric­
tion associated with allocation shifts on the part of 
individuals them would be true for groups of Individuals, 
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flnally, we need to consider the impact of the more 
Important uncertainties - changes of technology, changes of 
consun^ r demand, and changes of social institutions - on 
individuals versus groups. Groups, whether a large corpora­
tion like General Motors, a corporate community, a "business 
or professional association, or a bureau of the federal 
government, can exert considerable influence on the sta­
bility of institutions above and beyond the total of the 
individual efforts of the members of that group. Unless the 
group is able to diminish the impact of uncertain consumer 
demand by spreading the effect through increasing the alter­
natives, there appears little to be gained by grouping to 
meet this contingency. An example of this would be where 
BuPont Corporation might put ten new fibers on the market 
not knowing which the public might take, but feeling less 
uncertainty about public acceptance of some of their products 
than one individual who has invented and manufactured but 
one new fiber. Changes of technology may present less un­
certainty to groups than to individuals particularly if 
the "vested interests" of the group can exert a degree of 
control over technological change, 
2. Time preference 
flme preference is the psychological reaction of an 
individual to the differences in his wants (as he is 
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presenfely awai?© of them and as he can anticipate them) and 
his expectation for the provision of those wants (59# pp. 
62-98). While it is meaningful to talk about differences 
in the uncertainty faced by a group and that faced by in­
dividuals, this distinction is no longer j^ aningful with 
regard to time preference. There is no time preference of 
groups apart from the time preference of the individuals 
that make up that group. I^ e distinction that must now be 
made is whether or not individuals decide (or vote) differ­
ently when making decisions concerning their own individual 
(and family) tim©-distribution pattern than when they are 
"voting" for the time-distribution pattern for the group. 
What individuals decide concerning their own individual time-
distribution pattern we will call "individual time prefer­
ence". The results of Individuals "voting" for the time-
distribution pattern for groups we will call "group time 
preference". 
Individual and group time preferences are affected by 
many different forces, son^  of which are economic, 
sociological, technological, cultural, and religious. All 
those forces inflxiencing propensity to consume and liquidity 
preference, as outlined by Keynes (121, pp. 91-93), must 
be considered. As a general rule, individual time prefer­
ence is altered in favor of the present relative to the 
future by an increase in uncertainty, including the prospect 
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of not living to enjoy the future goods. It will tend to 
be altered in favor of the futui^  relative to the present 
as 1. the degree of future control of the resource increases 
for the individual, either hj altering the institutional 
envirora^ nt or by developi»nt of new technology that de­
creases the possibility of resource loss (deterioration, 
leakages, etc.) over time} and 2. the level of individual7' 
incoine becoTOS higher (both ex post and ex ante). 
Individual time preferences vary greatly from one per­
son to another. One person may give little or no considera­
tion to future needs. (In rare instances this may be the 
case with an entire group of individuals, also, such as the 
Hopi Indians, for instance.) On the other hand, some 
individuals have been known to ignore present needs to the 
point of malnutrition or even starvation while hoarding for 
the future, Either extreme is the exception, however, and 
usually is regained as being pathological. As a general 
rule, individual time preference will favor the present, 
relative to the future, to a greater extent than will group 
time preference for two important reasons. First, uncer­
tainties are less for groups than for individuals. Parti­
cularly is the uncertainty of not living to enjoy the future 
goods diminished for corporate bodies whose continuance is 
not dependent on the continued life of individual members 
of the group. Second, the human quality of appraising 
16" 
InaivMual living standaz^ s relative to those about them 
("keeping up with the Jones*") rather than in an absolute 
sense causes an individual to decide his own time-distribu­
tion pattern differently depending on whether or not the 
time-distribution pattern of the group around him is to be 
affected In the saiae manner as his own. 
3* 2L interest 
®iere has been considerable controversy over the part 
played by the interest rate in allocating resources over 
ti». Hicks concludes thats "In-fcerest is too weak for it 
to have much Influence on the near future; risk is too strong 
to enable Intei^ st to have much Influence on the far future" 
C92, p. 226). 
The effect of interest on the time-distribution pattern 
for Individuals aM groups can be shom best by stating the 
effects of a rise in the rate of interest. First, the 
planned stream of output will be tilted downward, i.e., 
output near the present will increase and output in the more 
distant future will be diialnished. Second, the planned 
stream of inputs will be tilted upwards, I.e., fewer long-
run Inputs will be pl«mned for the near future in favor of 
more short-run inputs at later periods. Finally, it is 
doubtful if anyone can predict constimer reaction to changes 
in the rate of intei^ st. Although the existence of interest 
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may be "neither a necessary nor a siifficient condition for 
bringing the planning period to an end" (31, p. 99) under 
imusually elastic expectations of production response, still 
it is influential in altering the planning period in most 
cases. 
The rate of Interest to use in the planning and deci­
sion making process for resource allocation should he 
determined by the alternative eamin® rate of the nmrginal 
unit of available capital. For federal agencies this rate 
would be the current market rate for long-term federal 
securities. The market rates are relevant for individuals 
only in those limited cases where sufficient capital can be 
secured through the market to meet the demands of alterna­
tive investments. For most entrepreneurs the internal 
earning rate (opportunity cost) of capital will be the 
effective Interest rate. It is observable that the market 
rates of interest are higher, as a spheral rule, for in­
dividuals than for groups of individuals. First, there is 
a tendency toward less uncertainty in the production process 
for groups than for individuals. Second, as a general rule, 
loans to groups tend to be much larger than loans to in­
dividuals, thus permitting loi/®r administrative costs. 
Because of the nature of the contract there may be less risk 
of default or fraud from groups than from individuals. 
Total effects on the economic horizon 
•Hie influence of the interacting forces of uncertainty, 
time preference, and the interest rate on the economic hori-
aon of individuals and groups can be summarized by saving 
that, in general, the economic horisson for groups will be 
greater than for individuals, ®ils will tend to become 
even more so as the aggregate of individuals that make up 
the group becomes lax^ er and as the group becomes more 
legally identified. The largest group we will consider will 
be the const;uasers of the nation. This group we will call 
"society". 
•Hiere is no reason to suppose that the economic horizon 
(either for individuals or groups) will not change as the 
problem changes. Thea^ e is greater uncertainty inherent in 
planning for certain courses of action (cloud-seeding or 
fertilizing dryland wheat) than for others (vaccinatii^  
range calves for black-leg or biaying a new combine). 
If there is a significant difference in the economic 
horizon of groups, generally, and that of individuals, this 
may exert influences on the manner in which resources are 
used. It may help to identify and explain conflicts in 
resource allocation. 
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D. Conflicts in Economic Horizons under Dual 
Control of Resources 
As was pointed out in earlier chapters, resources used 
in private production in the Western Range Area might not be 
completely under the control of the entrepreneur} they may 
be partly controlled by a public agency. This is especially 
true of land resources, but it is true, also, of labor and 
capital, to a certain extent, since the public agency may 
exercise control over the manner and extent to which labor 
and capital can be combined with the public land in private 
production. 
1?he entrepreneurial objective of the private operator 
is to maximize his discounted stream of expected net reve­
nues. With respect to the public land resources, over 
which he has varying degrees of control, the private opera­
tor's objective is to plan to use the public land during the 
period over which he has future control of it so as to 
maximize the discoimted stream of expected net revenues 
from all of his resources (over his entire planning period). 
It has been expressed by some (22%, p. 130) that the 
primary objective of the public resource administrator is 
that of guaranteeing permanence of resource, per se. (The3?e 
have been basic inconsistencies among various administrative 
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agencies In this regard, concerning mineral deposits, on the 
one hand, and forest and grassing, on the other hand.) In 
the economics of agricultural production, fluctiiations in 
the level of maintenance of the production plant rationally 
occur because ofs 1. enterprise combinations over time 
(rotations), with soni© crops building up the level of soil 
fertility and quality of the soil, followed by other crops 
that lower both the level of fertility and quality} (2) vari­
ations in the relative value of products caused by economic 
fluctuations! and 3. variations in climatic conditions, 
fhe optimum solution to the intertemporal allocation prob­
lem, for either the private operator or public administrator, 
would be the maintenance of resources at a constant level if 
and only if 1. the expected rate of flow of surpluses was 
so geared that there would be no gradual Increase or decrease 
in the level of resources over time, and 2, the expected 
rate of flow of suucpluses was constant with respect to time. 
We will discuss the application and implications of 
the first condition in a later chapter under the heading 
of resource conservation. For reasons mentioned above, we 
claim that the second condition is unrealistic in most 
instances. 
If the length of period over which the private operator 
has future control of the range resoiirce is of such short 
duration that the decisions made by the private operator 
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conflict with the objectives of society, maximum net social 
product will not be obtained. As the uncertainty of future 
use of a resource increases for the private operator, the 
shorter becomes his economic horizon with respect to the 
resource in question} this tends to bring his economic deci­
sions concerning the use of that resource more into conflict 
with the objectives of society, 1?wo general types of solu­
tion are available when this kind of conflict arises. The 
first would be to inci^ ase the length of the period of the 
private operator's control of the resource. The ultimate 
degree of this solution would be private ownership, which 
has obtained on slightly more than 50 per cent of the 
western rar^ e lands, and two-thirds of the range feeds (118, 
p• 13T)• 
The second type of solution to this conflict is to de­
crease the degree of the private operator's control of the 
resource so that he does not make decisions concerning the 
intensity or period of resource use, i.e., invest a greater 
degree of control in a public agency. This, in general, 
has been the procedure adopted for the public lands. Maixy 
of the personal problems of conflict with public lands com­
mitted to private production center in the general area of 
tenancy and leasing systems. Ideally, a leasing system 
should result in 1. the most efficient organization of the 
producing firas relative to its producing the goods that 
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consmers want, and 2. an e<|ultable division of the products 
among the owners of the various resources employed in pro­
duction, based on the marginal productivities of the re­
sources which each control (79). 
conflicts arising out of the dual control of the 
resources will tend to influence most of the allocation 
pTOblems that arise in this study, and will be considered 
at several points in later chapters. 
E. Application of the Marginal Conditions 
Given the stated objective of maximizing net social 
product, the criteria for obtaining this objective are the 
necessary marginal conditions adapted to dynamics. In the 
subsequent chapters we want to investigate the application 
of these mai^ inal conditions to the economic problems of 
rsoige resource use* We suggest that ttese economic problems 
fall under four main headings: 1. optimum factor combina­
tion md use, 2, optimum scale of fijras, 3. optimum product 
combination, and 4. the pricing of factors and products. 
This latter set of problems arises out of the environment 
in which so»8 of the factors sad products are rationed and 
their respective prices are administered. 
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We will mBiime that marginal condition four holds, i.e., 
that consumers will equate their preferences to the prices 
of the products. However, this condition will have to be 
considered, with slight modifications, for those goods that 
have not been evaluated in monetary terms. !nie influences 
of uncertainty and institutional forces are present to a 
high degi^ e in all range resource problems# Rather than 
devoting a separate section to the analysis of institutions 
and another to the analysis of uncertainty, these influences 
will be considered in tii^ ir relation to each of the above 
four classes of problems. 
m 
CHAPTER V 
OPflMUM FACTOK RELATIONSHIPS 
Marginal eonditions on© and two^  define the optimtun 
factor (resource) combination and allocation for a given 
size of fim producing a given set of products. In this 
chapter we will want to determine in inore detail what it 
is that these two conditions specify with respect to the 
factor relationships for western range resource use. It 
needs to toe eB^ haslzed that all of the marginal conditions 
hold for any degree of aggregation for which welfare is to 
be inaxlmized, whether it be the fim, the household, the 
firm-householdji the community, the Western Range Area, or 
the Nation, Empirically the problem becou^ s more difficult 
at some levels of aggregation than at others, but the funda­
mentals of the problem are the same. 
A. Optimum Factor Relationships - with 
Simplifying Assumptions 
To begin with, let us insert the simplifying assump­
tions of perfect competition with out attention focused at 
S^ee page 62 
the level of aggregation of an owier-operated firm - a 
rancher operating on range land whose primary product is 
forage for doMstic liveBtock, Even under these restrictive 
assumptions it becomes obvious that more is involved than 
getting a maximum product from the range land. 13ie factors 
of production - viz., land, labor, capital, and management, 
which m will label X^ , and respectively - sub­
stitute for one another in the production process, but it 
1© necessary that all four be present before production can 
occur. Ill four factors are scarce in an economic sense, 
and, without exception, the marginal rate at which one 
factor substitutes for another ultimately diminishes making 
the determination of tl^  optimum combination of factors an 
economic problem. Our model specifies that the factors be 
so allocated that 
WP, k mf. m tWP. a 
m 
- 1 (I) 
k P, m a 
where P represents the price of the factor represented by 
the subscript, and Mf represents the marginal value product 
of the factor. The mai^ lnal value product is obtained by 
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imltlplyii^  the marginal physical product by the price of 
the product,^  
Let us further assuine the amount of land and management 
given, and focus on the problem of deteiroining the best 
technological methods of improving the forage product of 
the range to see if our simple equation (I) will throw any 
light on the solution. Additional labor and capital may be 
combined with the present land and managei^ nt to produce 
range improvement by any one of the following methods. 
1. lange i^ seeding. Both artificial and natural re-
seeding are being practiced. Artificial reseeding is being 
done with and without removal of undesirable plants and 
with and without seed bed preparation (171). Natural re-
seeding is being done through rotational and deferred grazing 
with and without mechanical disturbance of existing plant 
cover (8). Imported insect enemies may be used, in soiwb 
cases, to destroy existing undesirable plant species. 
2. Removal of sagebinish (and other brush-type vegeta­
tion) by burning (139)# by mechanical and by chemical 
methods (18). 
f^his is true only under conditions of pure competition 
(29, p. 6), which may not always be the casej e.g., with 
lumber and certain other timber produces there are some firms 
that are large enough to affect the price of factors in an 
area, mnd they may be able to exert considerable influence 
on the price of the product. 
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3. Development and distribution of stock water to 
encourage better distribution of livestock on the range 
(230). 
4. Upland water diversion and irrigation (172). 
5, Addition of corals, loadir^  chutes, etc., to facili­
tate handling of livestock. 
6, Separation of allotments by erecting enclosure and 
drift fences {I98, p. 13). 
7, Fredator^  animal control. 
8. Controlling rainfall by nucleation (284) (cloud-
seeding)• 
Our theoretical model directs that maximum net product 
will result when available labor and capital have been in­
vested in each of the above alternatives up to the point 
where the net mai^ inal z^ tunni from each alternative is the 
ssuie and is equal to zero. However, range forage is not an 
end in itself but is only one method of increasing the live­
stock feed. There are several alternative methods of obtain­
ing more feed, such as meadow renovation and fertilization, 
purchase of protein supplement, land leveling, seeding, and 
irrigation development to bring new land under cultivation, 
etc. This places a restriction on the above solution to the 
effect that the net marginal i^ tums from range improvement 
should not be less than the net marginal returns from alter­
native sources of comparable feed. 
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Meither is increased livestock feed an end in itself 
ljut only a means to higher net returns from the ranching 
enterprise. There are clearly many alternative means to 
higher ranch incomes other than increased feed. Investment 
in mo2?@ labor at breeding and calving tiinei investment in 
research and breeding stock to eliminate dwarfism, or to 
improve the efficiency of the breeding herd} investn^ nt in 
new haying machinery in order to reduce the peak-labor de­
mand! and any other altemative means must be considered. 
The maximizing equilibrium for the firm occurs when the net 
returns for the marginal units of labor and capital are 
equal to each other, and are the same for every possible 
alternative use, This condition would have to hold when 
we drop the assumption of fixed land resources, since in­
vestment in land is another alternative use for capital -
another means of obtaining increased livestock and higher 
ranch incoMS. 
As the level of aggregation moves to the interfirm 
level, our conditions still hold. Optimum allocation of 
capital between ranches would occur only when the net re­
turns from a dollar spent on range iragprovement on one ranch 
Mere Just equal to the net returns from a dollar spent to 
improve the range of other ranches. (It has previously 
been specified that this is equal to the net returns from 
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other alternative uses of capital on each ranch.) "The same 
kind of equlllbrivua conditions must hold between ranching, 
generally, and alternative agriculture, such as irrigation 
development, dryland farming, or timber production, and be­
tween agriculture and non-agricultural industries in the 
area, or even between areas. Needless to say, these marginal 
conditions should hold within each segment of each industry, 
and within each industry and geographic area, as well as be­
tween them. Heder (173^  PP* 39-^ 6) has shown that under 
conditions of perfect competition the conditions of maximum 
welfare will obtain.^  
B, Optimum Factor Relationships - with 
Realistic Assumptions 
In reality, perfect competition is seldom obtained for 
several important reasons. Soi® of the factors come in 
rather lais® fixed units, especially in those geographic 
areas where interfirm exchwige of resources and custom ser­
vices are relatively unimportant. land, of course, is 
inanobile and is not divisible into Inflniteslmally small 
C^ertain limitations of this statement will be dis­
cussed in Chapter XII. 
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imlts. Labor will normally be hired by the month or by the 
Job. Managea^ nt, in the short-run, tends to be fixed in 
total supply^  but frequently may not be used to capacity, 
fhe forms of capital may vm:y, and the size of the units 
will be different for each forai of capital. Itiese facts 
do not nullify the application of our conditions, however. 
The laarginal units of land can be identified as the smallest 
(or the most desirable) unit of land that is available to 
be added. Our units becoiM a bit "lumpy" and, instead of 
having continuous marginal functionsj we have functions that 
may be discontinuous at certain points. 
It is equilibriiM in the planning process ante) 
in which we are primarily interested. "Ehe conditions of 
equation (I) will still hold, with two important modifica­
tions. First, since production is for the future, marginal 
physical products and product prices are not known but are 
expected. Hie relevant ratio is tli^  ratio of the discoxmted 
expected marginal value product to the discounted expected 
price of the factor. Where the i:^ @ourcea are to be com­
mitted in the present tiro Interval, the discount rate for 
factor prices would be zero and current factor prices would 
be used. The second modification is the result of limited 
resources. The ratio of the discounted expected marginal 
value product to the discounted expected factor price should 
be equal to 1.0 (net marginal returns equal to zero) only if 
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the supply of the variable resources Is sufficient to obtain 
that point for evei^  possible alternative} otherwise this 
ratio would be greater than 1.0 but would be equal for every 
resource and for every possible alternative. 
C. Application of the Conditions for Optimum Factor 
Relationships - Range Improvement 
as an Example 
In the remaining part of this chapter we will consider 
some of the Iraplications of optimum resotirce allocation in 
the institutional environment of the Western Range Area. 
We will take the economic problem of range in^ rovera^ nt as 
an exanflple and attempt to see what is required in order for 
the marginal conditions to be obtained. (Again, we will 
want to keep in mind the restriction that the net marginal 
i^ turns from range improvement should be equal to the net 
marginal returns from any alternative employment of the 
limited resources.) ®his might indicate certain institu­
tional and/or policy adjustments that are desirable from 
the standpoint of efficient resource combination and use. 
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Bquilltorium tm(ter dual reaourc© control 
Completely owner-operated livestock ranches are more 
nearly the exception than the rule in the Western Range Area, 
land is rented from private absentee owners and from state 
and federal agencies. Foeusins again at the level of the 
firm (remembering the general Equilibrium conditions that 
are imposed at the interfim level) let us consider the 
economic problems involved in improvii^  range resources 
under dual control. 
Inputs with leased land may be classified as (a) factor-
saving for the landlord, (b) factor-saving for the tenant, 
(c) product-increasing for the tenant, and (d) product-
increasing for the landlord, fhis classification is mean­
ingful in determining the equilibrium of inputs under 
leasing since the cost of the inputs may be borne by the 
landlord, by the tenant, or by both. 
a. Iieasing federal lands. 
(1) If landlord mUmu the improvement. Under 
the usual type of grazing lease of federal lands the 
landloM (the federal govexTroent) legally is free to 
Invest in mnge improvement at any time. Except for 
the lack of knowledge and for the institutional lags of 
altering the codes for administering agencies, it seems 
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3:^ asoimble to expect that equillbriuin investments of type 
(a) should be rationally obtained. These would be the kind 
of range improvements that would save labor and capital for 
the federal govemront. Bhe administering agencies tend to 
be sufficiently flexible to take advantage of any develop­
ments of this kind, except in cases that involve reorganiza­
tion of the agencies that result in the curbing (or 
elimination) of soto services of the agency. 
Investment in type (d) improveiaents could be those 
that result in an Increase in the grazing fee to the govern­
ment. There is another important type of range improvements 
that may be regarded as product-increasing for the landlord, 
if we regard the government as an agent of society. ®iis 
would be those investments that result in an increase in 
the value of some product other than gracing, such as re­
duced downstream flooding, siltation, etc. Investment in 
conservation that increased forage product at some future 
tiro beyond the economic horizon of the tenant must be re­
garded as type (d). Discussion of the economic problems 
involved in determining an equilibrium investment in type 
(d) improvements must be delayed for a later chapter. 
Befoi^  tli«i landlord could rationally make investments 
of type (b) (factor-saving for the tenant) and type (c) 
(product-inci^ asing for the tenant) it would be necessary 
to have an increase in the grazing fee. Historically, the 
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public landlord has not been very successful in raising the 
grazing fees in oMer to make the needed type (b) and (c) 
improvements. 1!he public-land agencies, likewise, have 
found it difficult to obtain funds from Congress for im-
proven^ nt of the public range lands* Regarding the federal 
budgetary process as the source of f\mds for range improve­
ment, one public land administrator wrote^ : 
The whole budget procedure is especially bad 
as applied to the administration of federal lands. 
Federal land administration is essentially a 
business entei^ srise. . . , Uie predominant 
psyeholo©r in the Congress, as ih the country at 
large, is that an appropriation to a federal 
bureau is laoney lost and gone forever - maybe 
mcm&ary on political or humanitarian grounds, 
but surely not soundly invested. IShis concept 
and the facts of land swiministration do not jibe 
well ... a federal administrator . . . cannot 
appraise possible incoa^ s or other gains from a 
given line of action, and put against that the 
costs, in order to decide which line of action is 
best or most profitable. He may go through such a 
process, but then he has to sell it to a long line 
of reviewers, anyone of whom may alter his conclu­
sions but none of whom may take the responsibility 
for failure in case the program subsequently goes 
wrong. (38, pp. 222-223; 
Appropriations are generally on an annual or, at best, 
a biennial basis, and are generally not known until July 1, 
or after, Sy this time any work in range resource develop­
ment should be at its ^ ak# A long range program of re­
source investment on the part of the landlord is not very 
hopeful under the present setup. Recent national adminis­
trations have suggested that the federal budget be split 
R^eprinted by permission of Dodd, Mead and Company from 
Uncle Sait*s Acres by Marion Clawson. Copyright 1951 by 
ifei»ion Clawson. 
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mA that the investment budget be considered separate from 
the operations budget. Although the opposition party (first 
the Republicans and then the Democrats) denounced the sug­
gestion as a political maneuver for making false claims 
about the budget, it has much to commend it from the stand­
point of public resource investunent and administration. 
(2) If tenant makes the improvement. There is no 
reason to assiirae that the tenamt will chose to make types 
(a) Mid (d) improvements, except as these may be supplemen­
tary or complimentary with types (b) and (c) improvements. 
Society has recognized an interest in soil conservation, 
flood control, and erosion control in private lands, and 
public prograiM have been initiated to compensate farmrs 
and ranchers for making certain improvements and for follow­
ing certain practices that are designed to increase returns 
to society. ©lose practices having particular application 
to the range area are the so-called Class "B" group 
(practices primarily for improvement and protection of 
established vegetative cover) (259# P. 5). The federal 
goveniinent shares in the cost of these practices "up to a 
maximum of 50 per cent of the average cost", to the extent 
of available program funds. Only under very limited circum­
stances, however, can private operators be compensated for 
making these same impTOvements on public land. If the 
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agricultural conservation pa^ raents are sound for private 
lands there seeBis little reason why they should not be ex­
tended to pulslic lands. 
Another fom of compensation to ranchers for making 
range iiaproveMnts might be through the procedures for com-
putii^  federal income tipc returns. ®iis occurs whenever the 
rancher is pemitted to compute annual depreciation on his 
investments in range improvements at a rate faster than the 
improvements are actually depi^ ciatii^ , ©lis form of com­
pensation is very prevalent in industry, as well as agricul­
ture. The recent reconmiendation of the President to the 
Congress that faroers be pemitted to write off conserva­
tion investments in four years will Increase the extent of 
this fom of compensation substantially. During periods of 
high livestock prices, when income tax rates are highly 
progressive, a substantial amount of the cost of range 
lraprove«»nts might be returned to the rancher in the form 
of lower taxes. 
However, before the tenant would be willing to make 
types (b) and (c) investii»nts on rented land the returns to 
him from so doing must promise greater returns than for any 
other alternative use of his scarce resources. This would 
require that he have secure tenure expectations extending 
sufficiently into the future so that the capitalized value 
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of discounted expected marginal returns from making the 
range improvement would be greater than the discounted ex­
pected marginal returns from alternative uses of those 
i«sources. 
C3) The influence of uncertain expectations on 
public l«id range improvement bF the rancher. The uncer­
tainty of expectations Inherent in the present system of 
grazing tenure on public land is of several kinds and varies 
some from one agency to another. ISiere may be uncertainty 
regarding the number of animal units^  that can be grazed on 
a particular public range and the time that the livestock 
may go on, or must be taken off, the public range. In those 
Instances where the spring range is leased from one public 
agency (Bureau of Iiand Management) and the suras^ r range is 
leased from another (Forest Service), a crisis arise if 
the livestock are ordered off one range before being per­
mitted on thfii other. There is uncertainty, in some cases, 
about possible cut© in the permit upon transfer of the base 
property to someone else. ISiere is uncertainty with respect 
to contlnuiiig tenure beyond the term of the contract. The 
animal unit is the equivalent of one mature beef 
cow or five mature sheep. An animal unit month (AIM) is the 
equivalent of one animal unit graaed for one nranth. This 
definition, which is standard in traditional range and ranch 
economics, aseuines a constant rate of product substitu­
tion in the use of factors. This is considered fxirther 
.in Chapter XI. 
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possibility for continued use of, or compensation for, range 
Improvements on the public land, may be \mcertain. 
fart of this uncertainty arises out of the physical 
environiuent where ijeather is highly variable and where 
society has expressed inteiiHists in other uses of the land. 
Fart of the uncertainty arises out of institutional setting, 
which, in a democracy, should be amenable to the desires of 
the majority of the people. 
It has been pointed out by soine public agencies (190, 
pp. 107-108) that historically there 'ai^  many cases where 
the grazing privilege has continued in the saro family for 
over 30 years. This, of course, is not the issue. It is 
expected security of the future ante) and not histori­
cal security of the past (ex post) that the ranch manager 
considers in malcing his decisions. It must be granted, 
hoi^ ver, that expectations be Influenced by (but not 
wholly determined by)hlstorioal pattern. There are equally 
intematiiig instances of how .unexpected curtailment of the 
gra!S..ing privilege has forced ranchers out of the livestock 
business (17^ ). 
She disequilibrium of investment of type (b) and (c) 
inputs may be illustrated Jto Figure 7, where RN is the stream 
of discoianted expected returris under normal conditioans of 
market and technological uncertainties, itoder these 
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Plgure 7. The effect of uncertainty on 
dlscoimting over time 
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conditions the entrepreneur*s economio horizon is TN and 
he would equate the discounted marginal revenues and dis­
counted marginal oosts over the time W, Where additional 
uncertainties due to uncertain tenure expectations are 
present, the stream of discounted es^ cted return might be 
a?epresented toy RM. ®ie corresponding economic horizon, 
for decisions involving the public land, would be equal to 
TM. ©lis tends to establish the ecjuilibrium investment in 
range improvement on public land at a lower level than for 
owned land• 
Kelso (118, p. 145) suggests that tenure expectations 
on public land be made more secure to the tenant either by 
1. perpetual contracts, freely transferable by the tenant, 
purchasable by the sovei:iiiaent agency at a negotiated price, 
or 2. tem-of-year contracts which provide that there be 
compensation for the Investiaents that are imexhausted at 
the tira© of contract termination. We would like to point 
out that the latter suggestion may be improved by two amend-
»nts. First, the contract should be renewed (or extension 
denied) at a specified period (say three to five years) 
before the termination of the contract, thus having the 
effect of extending the contract indefinitely into the 
future, but still providing successive points for its ter­
mination. In faming areas where the tenant has the 
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possiblllty of "ainin®'* the soil, this suggestion might give 
rise to serious soil erosion problems during those final 
years when the tenant iknew he would not be permitted to re­
new the lease. In the case of the grazing lease on public 
land, however, the tenant does not have control over the 
intensity or timing of use. It is only the continuance of 
the grazing privilege that is in question. One precedent 
for this type of adjustraent may be found in the regulations 
pertaijning to grazing leases under the Bureau of Land 
Management (^ 2, p. 2%4)« Here the lessee may request, under 
certain circumstances, that the lease be extended for a per­
iod of 10 years from a particular date, regardless of when 
that date falls with reference to the termination date of 
the lease. 
ThQ second suggestion is that, where possible, compen­
sation for unused investments should be made not at their 
cost-less-depreciation value, but at the capitalized value 
of their remining discounted stream of marginal net^  pro­
ducts. fhese arondments would increase the security of 
expectations of the tenant ami encourage his decision to 
invest in range improvement on public land to the same ex­
tent that he would invest in range improvement on private 
land. 
N^et in the sense that any cost, other than investment 
cost (such as upkeep, for instance), should be deducted. 
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to. teasing private lands. A lm:^ e amount of grazing 
land in the Great Plains Area is leased from private in­
dividuals - largely from absentee owners. Less than one-
thlwi of the land Is owned by the operator (137# P. 217). 
Not too much ie known of the status of the leases on these 
lands outside the grazing districts. Frequently the 
absentee ownership is on relatively sraall acreages (160 to 
acres) that mr® parcelled out to private ownership 
xinder sorae modification of the Homestead Act. Ownership 
has been retained against the increasing pressures of high 
land values in the expectation of future irrigation develop­
ment and/or the possibility that oil might be discovered on 
the property at some future time. In most cases the absentee 
owner is far removed from the land, psychologically as well 
as geographically. 
Because of the rationale under which most absentee 
Iwidlords hold their lands it seems likely that Inputs of 
type (a) (factor-saving to the landlord) and type (d) (pro­
duct-Increasing to the landlord) would tend to be unimportant 
unless certain inputs tended to decrease the tax base. 
Besponslblllty for Initiating action leading to changes in 
the leasing contract, favoring more secure tenure and range 
improventent, must rest almost wholly with the operator. It 
is a personal observation that more initiative has been 
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exert;e<a in this direction by groups acting throiigh a grazing 
association or district than by individuals acting alone. 
Since the usual type of lease is a cash lease, all that need 
be Inquired is to lengthen the terms of the contract and 
provide that the lessee be compensated for the unused por­
tion of the improvements as previously specified. To the 
extent that the probability of higher property taxes was 
increased because of the improveaient, the landlord would 
have to be compensated by higher i^ ntal fees. Tenant-
landlord relationships in this area have i^ ceived little 
attention from agricultural economists as compared to the 
attention devoted to the problems of leasing in other areas. 
The amount of leased private land is decreasing, however, as 
sojne absentee owners finally decide to sell title to the 
land. Greater infomation is needed in order to adequately 
delineate the problem. 
2 • Interfim transfers and optimunt factor relationships 
Mother condition necessary for obtaining optimum in­
vestment of factors in the production process is that there 
should be no interflm transfer of revenues disproportion­
ate from the Interflrm transfer of costs for the private 
producers. Since the operator considers only those costs 
and revenues that apply to him, if the above condition does 
IQk 
not hold he will make decisions that may conflict with the 
basic goals of the group. The existence of this conflict 
is quite coHfflion. ®ie te2*ms "on-site" and "off-site" benefits 
and costs - quite familiar terms in the jargon of those con­
nected in any way with natural resource use and development -
refer to these interflrm transfers which are the outgrowth 
of property. possible solution csm be fo\ind through 
property arrangement such as the Iowa Conservancy District 
p. 1505)# the grazing district or association (H), and 
the simll watershed concept of flood control (242); all of 
which designed to pool the land resources (and certain 
labor, capital arwl manageiaent itsources) so that the land 
&ma. is sufficiently large that most of tJ^  benefits become 
"on-site" benefits, as far as the decision making body is 
concerned. Another solution might be a more effective 
application of the principle of compensation by improving 
the device of subsidy (159) and by perfecting the legal 
instruments for recovering damages (3I, p. i89). 
3. PeteiTOinirMS the input i^ lationships 
•.••—Kiii—aioi—i iiuiiii<wiw»wiii»»w>i«»iiJMfc liiniiiiinjiii.w inniiiKini imimmummm 
Ixi this discussion we have not gone into the detailed 
technological problems involved in range improvement. To 
do so would take us far into the physical aspects of the 
problem which, although a vei^  necessary part of the problem. 
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is not the one to which we are most directly concerned in 
this study. Ihe basic technology for working out the physi­
cal phenomenon co»es from the illatively new applied science 
of range management. The logic of the maximizing principles 
are not a part of the theories and principles of range 
management, but come, rather, from the science of economics. 
From the general outline of the principles and practices of 
the science of range mana@e»nt (209 and 182), it is clear 
that what is Involved is not a science of management as that 
word is generally tmderstood. ftenagement infers the making 
of decisions concerning the use of means (resources) in 
such a way that specified ends will be maximized in terns 
of soiite choice criteria. Clearly what is involved in the 
science Is a range technology - the principles and prac­
tices of determining the technological processes of the 
range resourees as they were, as they are, and as they may 
become under alternative uses. But the choice criteria are 
not inherent in the resources themselves, nor within the 
individual scientist who studies the i^ latlonshipj rather 
they come from th^  preferences of all the individuals who 
use the products from the resources. 
Inputs in range improveTCnt may be technical compli­
ments of each other, or they n«ay substitute for one another, 
fhe usual relationship is that inputs substitute for one 
another at a diminishing rate, fhose Inputs that are 
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tecimloal coraplements of each other should be considered as 
one input, e.g., if luechanical removal of sagebrush from 
the range suBt be followed by artificial reseeding of de-
sl3:»e(l species of grasses in oi^ er to obtain an increase in 
the productivity of the range, then these two inputs should 
really be considered as one input. The necessary marginal 
conditions for optinmm factor relationships assumes that the 
input relationships are known. order to meet these con­
ditions it is iiaportant that the physical relationships of 
the different -inethods of range improveuBnt be determined, 
and that th® production functions of inputs in these several 
forms be quantified. The agricultural economist and the 
range technician may very well combine their bodies of 
Icnowledge and techniques to detemine the functional rela­
tionships between the different formsoE* inputs, and between 
inputs and outputs. Heady and Olson male® the following 
suggestions 
Animal husbandmen, agronomists, and pro­
duction economist© might well work cooperatively 
were the several structural relationships (which 
simultaneously are necessary tov establishing 
optimura combination of fam resources) to be esti­
mated. While many of the phenomena are of physical 
nature, models (basic logic) which are helpful in 
experimental design can also be drawn from pro­
duction economics. Studies based on models of this 
nature would generally represent a departure from 
conventional experin^ ntal designs. (86, p. 70) 
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cmrsm vi 
OPTIMUM BOMM ADJUSTMENTS 
Marginal condition five states that one of the necessary 
conditions for maximiim net social product is that the pro­
ducing fims be of optimum scale, i.e., there must be no 
adjustn»nts in the scale of fims possible which would result 
in either a lower cost of production for the same amount of 
product or an increase in product from the same amoimt of 
resources. In this chapter we desire to review this con­
dition and point out aom of its implications with respect 
to range i^ source use. We will consider the optimum scale 
of private fims only (ranches, logging companies, etc.) 
and not that of public agencies (Forest Service, etc.). 
The principles and logic that apply to set the bounds 
of optimum scale for private fizms apply equally to public 
agencies and government| the technology and choice criteria 
may be different. However, to consider this broader ques­
tion takes us further into the discipline of political 
science than time and space will permit. It is a study 
In itself. We can only suggest that the basic logic of 
economies of scale might be a very useful tool in determin­
ing the norms for political science (12). 
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A. Family Para® and Efficiency 
In Chapter II it was stated that probably the most 
consistent concept that tended to emerge in o\xr federal 
land policy was that of the family-size farm. It is still 
the basis for many agricultural programs today. Some advo­
cates of the family-size farm appear to value it as an end 
in itself, which it obviously is not. Others feel that 
the family-sized fam is our best safeguard against politi­
cal and social upheaval, or that it is a means of guarantee­
ing equity of income. Still others favor the family-size 
faiTO claiming that it, alone, will give "good land use". 
As has been pointed out by Heady p. 35^ ), the 
inference that agriculture is the last safeguaini of freedom, 
morals, and democracy, does not seem Justified by current 
or historical observation,^  He opposes the claim that 
economic efficiency is not a paramount issue in farm size 
policy. 
Historic precedent, agrarian principles, and 
"other ends" are cited as standing at a level 
with or above economic efficiency. But economic 
efficiency is involved regaMless of the end or 
basis taken for prescribing optimal conditions 
A^s an antidote for an "overdose of agricultural funda­
mentalism" one might i^ ad Mencken's essay on "The Husbandman" 
(147, pp. 43-60), or the very interesting recent work by 
HcConnell (144). 
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of prodttctloa. It involves choloe between all 
competing eiads, Iwespeetlve of ttoelr nature, 
where llmitedi resoarces and services are con-
eerned, Oa tte on© hand! does a policy of farm 
size limitation represent the most efficient 
means of attaining goals such as social stalilllty, 
church memfeershlp or an eqioltatole distribution 
of Incoml While alternative objectives of farm 
size may be c«ple®entary over a range, they 
eertally become competitive at other levels. 
Income redistribution may come at the expense 
of production, and vice versa. (84, p. 355) 
Saunderson defines the lower limits of the family-size 
ranch In terms of a size that will provide a minimum 
. . . TOt income for family use of three thousand 
dollars annually . , . and this means, under nor­
mal prices and costs, a ranch operation of tlu?ee 
hundred head of cattle or two thousand ewes. 
(He apparently feels that it is the number of head of live­
stock, and not the net family Income, that should vary as 
the price level varies.) He sets the upper limit of the 
family-size ranch "at the point necessary to get full ad­
vantage of ranch economy and management". He goes on to 
state i 
In the general western picture these family-
type ranches are proMbly exceeded in acreage 
and in production by the larger ranches, in 
ownership other thim that of the family living 
on and operating the ranch. Here the important 
distinction is that these larger ranches are 
essentially investments and are so regarded and 
operated even though the management may be that 
of a resident and noncorporate owner. (190, 
pp. 144-145) 
He does not appear to be aware of the contradiction of 
maintaining, on the one hand, that the family-size ranch is 
"•HO"* 
"at the point necessary to get full Mvantage of ranch 
econois^  and manageTOnt", and, on the other hand, of pleading 
for action that will prevent investment capital from flowing 
into ranch units larger than this (190, p. 1^ 7). As to 
whether or not the large-scale corporate ranches are exist­
ing by mining the soil, as is sometimes claimed (190, p. 
146), is a matter for further study. There are some reasons 
to suppose that the famous King Ranch of Southern Texas, 
the Wyoming HerefoM Ranch of Southeastern Wyoming, and many 
others that could be named, keep both range and meadow land 
in a relatively high state of productivity. 
B. Optimtan Scale in fems of Efficiency 
It is proposed that the criterion by which we define 
optimum scale be that of economic efficiency. Should there 
be a conflict between the size of ranch as specified by 
this criterion and that desired under other social objectives 
(equal income distribution, for instance) then society must 
choose between the two. In order to make a choice, they 
must have some idea about the costs of the inefficiencies 
of operating the smaller ranches. They should consider 
alternative means for obtaining more equal income distri­
bution (provided this is one of their goals) that might be 
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raore effective m6./or less wasteful than by limiting the 
size of ranches below that which gives most efficient use 
of resources. 
1. Returns to scale defimd 
In the earlj production distribution theories of 
the classical economists, the "residual claimant" method of 
computing the return to a factor was used. "Rent" and 
"profit" were the center of attention. Separate determina­
tion of the share of product to each factor followed the 
worfc of the marginal productivity theorists, who frequently 
assmed that the value of the product would be exhausted by 
such a process. Wicksteed appears to have been the first 
to pose this question explicitly, but it was left to Flux, 
in his review of Wicksteed, to cormect his argument with 
luler's theorem (206, pp. 32O-329). Economies of scale can 
be defined in terms of luler*s theorem. Given a function 
Y « f(X^ , X^ ) constant returns to scale exist if Y » 
f{Ax^ , where A is mj constant} which nreans that 
the production function is a linear homogeneous fimction. 
It can be shoTO that the partial derivatives 
are functions of the ratio of to only 
(1, p. 317) and that 
(II) 
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if Ay < f{ Ax^, A x^ ) decreasing returns to scale 
are specified and converaely for increasing returns to 
scale. 
Under conditions of a linear homogeneous production 
function, the optimum size of the producing firm becomes 
Indetemlnantj ranch sisse becomes a matter of complete in­
difference, as far as costs are concerned. The assumptions 
of linear homogeneous relationships are not explicit and 
need to be stated. First, it assumes that all factors are 
infiniteljf divisible| second, it assumes that knowledge 
and/or skill is absolute (i.e., there must be no gain in 
knowledge or skill through specialization)} and, finally, 
it assuJMS that there are no institutional barriers or 
technological bottlenecks to continued expansion. To the 
extent that each of these assumptions are met, constant 
returns to scale may reasonably be expected to exist. 
The question of whether or not variable cost curves 
were due to the "law of proportions of factors" or "economies 
of scale" has been debated at length in the literature by 
Carver, Knight, Davenport, and others. Chamberlin con­
cluded that J 
The two are closely interwoven, and the 
explanation . . . involves their synthesis, 
rather than tjh^ ir separation .... The role 
of the entrepreneur is not to discover the 
most efficient proportions and then to repro­
duce these continuously until the most efficient 
size is seciired, (29, p. 133) 
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The real answer lies In the kinds of technological changes 
that have to take place in the particular industiry involved. 
The lanits of change for the factors must be those units that 
can actually be raMe* One hires one man to herd one band 
of sheep, or one hires two men to herd two bands of sheep, 
and not I.267 to herd 1.276 b^ ds of sheep. Some of 
these indivisibilities tend to hold in the long-run as well 
as in the short-run. In most cases, to change the "scale" 
of things involves, also, altering the organizational setup. 
The teportant consideration is what happens to costs of 
production as these kinds of changes occur. 
2' Iiong-run and short-run economies of scale 
We will distinguish between a short-run and long-run 
cost curves in the traditional manner established by Viner. 
The short-run cost curve refers to a cost structure and 
time period in which aome factors are fixed in quantity 
and foCTi. The Important forces giving rise to reduced 
short-run costs obviously grow out of proportionality rela­
tionships. "The terra long-run refers to the cost possibil­
ities which face a producing unit over a period of time of 
such duration that no factors need be considered fixed" 
(78# P* 364), The long-run cost curve - the envelope curve -
is defined by the locus of tangents to successive short-run 
cost curves. 
The short-run adjustnents, lnvolvi3n® changes In the 
form and proportionality of variable factors relative to 
fixed factors, should be guided by the criteria discussed 
in the previous chapter. The opportimities for scale ad­
justments in a given situation may be many and varied, or 
they may be limited. With a fixed amount of owned and 
leased land and a permit for a specified number of live­
stock on the summer range of the public land, a rancher 
operating a small, sub-economic unit is faced with the prob­
lem of increasing his scale of operations. His opportunities 
for int^ sifying are limited to the amount of increase pro­
ductivity he can bring about on his land by the application 
of range and meadow improvement techniques. The subsequent 
improved carrying capacity of his own land will not pemait 
an Increase in the number of livestock he can operate unless 
he can substitute some of this increased capacity for summer 
grazing, which is presently limited by his grazing permit. 
C. Tenure Stxnicture and Economies of Scale 
The manner in which increased uncertainties affect 
the economic horizon of individuals was discussed in Chapter 
I?. The amount of resources that a manager is willing to 
commit for future production (as well as the length of time 
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for which he la willing to conmilt them) is affected by the 
degree of uncertainty of expectation®. The added uncer­
tainties prevailing in many grazing leases would tend to 
lower the level of resource commitment, resulting in smaller 
ranches than would rationally obtain under ideal tenure 
arrangements. This would agree in principle, with Kalecki 
(116, pp. 95-103}» who claims that an eventual rise in the 
long-run cost curve is attributable to the principle of 
increasing risk. 
This may be considerably more than offset by the pricing 
of the factors, under leasing.^  If the public land forage, 
which is rationed to selected rancJ:«rs, is obtained at a 
price which is only a fraction of the cost of owning the 
land, an economic advantage may accrue to the holder of the 
grazing permit making it possible for him to extend his 
private land holdings to a point beyond what would otherwise 
be optimum. The hypothesis is here proposed that the tenure 
structure and administration policy of public grazing lands 
retards proper adjustments to scale in western livestock 
ranching I. by decreasing the time span of the economic 
horizon of the rancher, 2. by pricing the forage at what 
may amount to a subsidy and 3- by penalizing attempts at 
more detailed discussion of the pricing problem is 
presented in Chapter ?III. 
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Interflrm adjustments of grazing permits. To test this 
hypothesis there Is need to detect unused and inefficiently 
used resources, and to correlate their presence with various 
forras of tenure structiare. Such a study might lead to fur­
ther reconanendations for the improvement of tenure structure 
and resource allocation. 
D. Methods of Detemining Economies of Scale 
Residual claimant method 
Early methods of studying economies of scale in agri-
cultu3« followed essentially the "residual claimant" method 
used by the earlier classicists for computing the return 
to one of the factors | labor income In^ uted as a return for 
labor was tte usual measui^ . Variations in the labor in­
comes of different farms in a locality were compared, by 
mrniB of tabular analysis, with the number of acres of 
land in the fam (289). liicreasing returns to scale were 
inferred from these studies. Applying the same analytical 
technique, many such studies confiraied the original find­
ings for periods of favorable prices, but indicated decide as-
ing returns during periods of unfavorable prices. The 
real difficulty with the "residual method", as applied, is 
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that turns ai^  Imputed to all the factors except one at 
an "average" or "market" rate and not at the "marginal pro­
ductivity rate" for the factors. The residual thus tends 
to accumulate the differences between the market rate and 
productivity rate of the other factors and impute this re­
sidual to the one factor. 
In studying the factors associated with successful 
ranch managentent ?ass and Pearson computed the residual re­
turn to capital expressed in per cent. The relationship 
between rate of z^ tum on investment aM scale, as measured 
by number of cattle units or sheep units, was determined by 
means of linear regression and correlation analysis. For 
the Wyoming mountain valley cattle ranches they stated*. 
That the size of the ranch is an influ­
ential factor is emphasized by the correlation 
between the number of cattle units on the ranch 
and the rate of return on investment .... 
The gross correlation coefficient . . . suggests 
that the rate of return is increased by approxi­
mately one per cent with each additional 3^ 6 
head of cattle units. {279t P* 81) 
Although the regression analysis, being linear, indi­
cated continuous increasing returns to scale, the authors 
were quick to point out that such was not the case. 
The increase in the size of the ranch by a 
hundred head, however, has a much greater in­
fluence on the rate of retura on the smaller 
ranches than on the larger ones ... as far as 
these data are conceraed this situation is true 
until the average size of the ranch is between 
500 and 1,000 head. (279, P* 82) 
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In their sti:^ y of range sheep production on the Red 
Desert Area they found it "to be a general opinion that the 
small wool grotwr can operate more efficiently than the 
large outfits" (2^ , p. 55). 'Hrnt they were aware of the 
weakneis of imputing a residual to one factor is indicated 
by their stating that "if labor income had been used as a 
TOasure the results would have been more marked in favor of 
the larE®3? operator" (280, p, 55). Even so, their analysis 
did not completely confirm the "general opinion"noted 
above, but indicated that the best returns were made on 
those ranches where the number of breeding ewes ranged from 
4,000 to 9.000. 
Variations of the "residual claimant" method still pre­
dominate the economic studies of ranching that are being 
done. In 1952 fompkin found that "the high income group rj 
r 
\. 
was made up mainly of larger ranches" (218, p. 26). 
2• Petermining scale relationship from the production 
function 
toother method of investigating economies of scale in 
livestock ranching is first to estimate the aggregate pro­
duction fimction for the industry and then to determine the 
degree of homogeneity of the function. Like the previous 
method, the production function is subject to several 
empirical difficulties. Because of the lack of homogeneity 
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of products, the dependent variable imst be in terras of 
income (usually net incoia©)* This possibly is but one of 
the variables that go to laake up planning objectives 
of the rancher (and his family). Other important objectives 
may be the education of the children, leisure and travel 
for the family, community service, etc. To the extent that 
this is true, total net iMcom might not reflect the degree 
to which the rancher has attained his objectives. Second, 
managers possess varying degrees of managerial ability 
which, so far, have not been measurable. Third, there are 
differences in the effectiveness of the physical resources 
between ranchers, although they may be described by the 
saw units, i.e., 1,000 dollars of capital on one ranch may 
be much more effective in obtaining net income than 1,000 
dollars on aaiother ranch, not because of any differences in 
scale but because of the form in which tl^  capital is 
applied. All three of the above would tend to confound the 
true scale relationship. 
Attempts to minimize the confounding by stratification 
have certain limitations. Since no method has been devised 
for measuring management, this important variable cannot be 
accounted for in the equation. To account for differences 
in the effectiveness of the other variables (when the 
differences can be detected and measured) by stratifica­
tion might soon exhaust a population or make the samiSfe 
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mmXeMj, In the attempts to apply this technique to agri­
culture, this i^ akness is usually actoowle<igedi in the 
description, ignored in the analysis, and compensated for 
toy a value Judgment in the conclusions (82) which seems to 
he all that can be done at the present time. 
In using regression analysis, the researcher should use 
ca,re in the selection of the form of the equation to be 
determined (103). Regardless of the degree of curvilinearity 
of the functional relationship of the data to be analyzed, 
a linear formula must show a linear function. The researcher 
can be guided by economic logic and familiarity with the 
phenomena in question in selecting the form of the equation. 
Furthemore, he may actually try several different equations 
and test them for goodness of fit. 
The ustaal type of function assumed for studying marginal 
productivities of tfm resources, and economies of scale, is 
of the Cobb-Douglas type (21%), designated by the equation 
Y - aI.Vc^  . (Ill) 
1!his function is linear in the logarithms and c^  be ex­
pressed as 
log ¥ * log a + b log I* + c log M + d log C , (IV) 
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If natural logarithms are used the equation yields the 
elasticities of each of the resources (on the average for 
all faniiB) directly as the exponents. The sum of the ex­
ponents would equal 1.000 if there were constant returns to 
scale for this industry xmder the circumstances being 
studied, A procedure for testing the Jr^ rpothesis that a 
given production function is a linear homogeneous function 
has been outlined by Tintner (215, P* 92). 
So far as this author has been able to determine this 
technique has not been applied to any economic aaialysis of 
livestock ranching in the Western Range Area. In a study 
of cattle ranching in the Eastern Kalahari, Union of South 
Africa, foit fitted the data obtained for cattle ranches 
for 1951 and 1952 to a Cobb-Bouglas type of function, using 
land (L), labor (M), and capital (C) as the inputs, and 
gross income (Y) as the dependent variable. He obtained 
production function log Y « 0.73030 + 0.145013 log L + 
0.225454 lx>g M + 0.569795 log C, which gives a total 
elasticity of 0.940262. 
Tintner's method for testing whether a 
linear homogeneous production function exists 
was used, The F valiJ^ s obtained indicates that 
the functions did not differ significantly from 
one. The implications of this finding are very 
important because it indicates that, on the 
average, no economies of scale or diseconomies 
of too large a scale exists for this particular 
froup of ranchers under the 1950-1952 conditions. 217, p. 164) 
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3' Synthesized scale models 
h thiM method is to synthesize the short-run cost data 
for several ranches, each of a different size. It is based 
directly upon input-output information obtained by the physi­
cal sciences - range manageHient, agricultural engineering, 
etc. - through production response studies. This procedure 
was applied to an analysis of potato production by Fellows 
(57). The basic resource organization and production prac­
tices used by the outstanding potato producers were "used 
as guides to deteinnlne the necessary features of an entire 
business" (57, pp. 39-^ ). He felt that little could be 
gained at the present time by attempting to determine the 
least-cost combination point by simultaneous equations, and 
hence resorted to the "less refined and more time consuming" 
method of budgeting the Influence of several alternative 
setups with physical relationships based upon his "standards 
of performance" (57# PP. ^ 1-42). To the extent that linear 
relationships are assumed in the "standards of performance", 
the method of "linear programming" developed at the Cowles 
Commission (124) may be a more general and more precise 
analytical tool, although it does require the use of higher 
algebra. The synthetic or budget method has not been 
applied to scale analysis of livestock ranching, although 
Quenemoen (172) did use a somewhat similar procedure in 
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studying the economic aspects of water spreader developments 
on ranches in Montana. 
1, Trends in Hanch Size 
It seems reasonable to assume that the long-time trend 
in size of ranches is in the direction of more efficient 
units. This could be thrown out of order, temporarily, by 
abnomalities existing in the economy, either within or out­
side of the range-livestock industry. In the days of the 
great cattle boom of the early eighties there were many 
large cattle companies organized with British and Scotch 
capital, such as the Swan Company of Wyoming and Nebraska 
that owned in the neighborhood of 600,000 acres of land 
running from Ogallala, Nebraska, west to Laramie, Wyoming, 
and from the Union Facific Railroad, north to the Platte 
River. It claimed to have nearly 125,000 head of cattle 
(160, pp. 99-102). Others were organized with American 
capital, such as the famous XIT Ranch of Northwestern Texas, 
which ran upwards of 150,000 head of cattle on over three 
million acres of land (72). Many of these large companies 
went into the hands of receivers in the immediate years 
following the range calamity of 1886-1887. Some remained 
intact until well into the twentieth century. The advent 
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of the Taylor Grazing Act had some impact on these extremely 
large ranches that were dependent on the open range. A few 
large rancJ^ s still remain, and appear to be on secui^  finan 
cial footing today. 
At the other extreme are those who settled on 320 to 
640 acres, and, from that has©, operated a homestead stock-
ranch. Many of these began between I9OO-1925. Some dropped 
out immediately, and others continued into the great depres­
sion before Joining the ranks of the tax delinquent. Some 
haire survived, but under the pressure of rising livestock 
prices, and high land values, there has been a tendency for 
the small units to be combined. 
The extremely small units (less than 50 head of cattle) 
and the very large units (over about 6OO head of cattle) 
were eliminated from their definition of the "family-
operated cattle ranch", but Hockmuth and Goodsell found that 
"total private land in the family-operated cattle ranches 
rose from an average of 1,200 acres in the 1931-34 period, 
to more than 1,700 acres during the war and post war period" 
(98» P« 5)* Other studies of earlier periods seem to con­
firm this trend in the averages (152). There has been no 
detailed study of the trends in the scale of livestock 
ranches in the western range area since the advent of the 
Taylor Grazing Act, although there has been no dearth of 
opinions expressed on it. For the most part, these opinions 
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indicate a tendency the very small units to be absorbed 
by more efficient units and for the number of extremely large 
units gradually to decrease (39> PP. 220-223). 
!nie distribution of sheep and cattle ranches by size 
groups can be shown from census data for the years in which 
the census is taken. Th& 19^ 0 census^  was used by Hockmuth 
and Goodsell to show the frequency distribution for the 
Intermountain Region. 
Calculations . . . show that (sl^ ep) ranches 
in the Interiaountain region with less than 500 
sheep constitute 38 per cent of all ranches with 
sheep and four per cent of the sheep numbers. 
Similarly, ranches with ^ 0 to 3,099 sheep make 
up 45 per cent of all ranches and contain 4l 
per cent of all stock sheep. Ranches with more 
than 3,100 sheep per ranch comprise 17 per cent 
of the total ranches in the region and have 55 
per cent of tJ^  total stock sheep. (95, p. 7) 
The distribution of cattle ranches for the same region 
showed® that about two per cent of the ranches had 1,000 
head of cattle or more, five per cent had between 500 and 
1,000 head, 10 per cent had between 250 and 500 head, 22 
per cent had between 100 and 2^  head, and 60 per cent had 
C^ensus data for 1940 lent themselves to this type of 
analysis better than did subsequent census data. Preliminary 
comparisons of the data available for the 19^ 5 and 1950 
census reports indicate that the ratios were not substan­
tially different from those obtained using 1940 data. 
*These percentages were derived from Table 1, page 4 
of Hockmuth and Goodsell (98, p. 4). 
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less than 100 head. It is generally agreed that theae 
saaller tinlts are inefficient. It was Saunderson»s opinion 
that: 
In niMtoei«, though not in production, the 
family-siaed ranches are exceeded by the small 
ranches and stock farms of subeconomic size. 
Any ranch that operates less than one htmdred 
head of cattle or less than a full range band 
of sheep may be classed as subeconomic. (190, 
p. 1^ 5) 
Even with cattle prices as favorable as during 1951 and 
1952 Tompkin concludeds 
ftey ranches in ttm area are too smll to 
constitute an eoonomic mit. Only favorable feed 
prices for ti^  crop products they sell to large 
neighboring ranches can keep these small spreads 
going properly. Off fam employwnt would also 
help but tim opportunities ai^  limited in the 
area. (218, p. 43) 
It appears likely that there are very substantial 
economies of scale at the lower limits. The small rancher 
has little opportunity to diversify or to substitute home 
products for family income. Because of his location with 
respect to the cosHBunity, there is ustially very little oppor­
tunity for outside employment on a part-time basis, either 
for the rancher or for members of his family. His only 
hope for full employment, and a higher level of family in­
come, is to increase the nmber of his livestock. New land 
and/or increased grazing permits are his most important 
TOthod of achieving this, although improved range pi»oductivity 
may help son». Thus, the isMsaningful adjustraasnts that can 
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b« mgwie in inomming th® sisge of ranches are those that 
involve Interflawa adjustments - the small rarujhes combining 
into larger ranches or the large ranches scaling down, thus 
addir® to the small ranches. The extent to which either of 
ttese is advisable depends on the real economies of scale 
that exist in the industr^ r (22, p. 124). 
F. Eeasons for Economies of Scale in 
Mvestock Ranching 
Most economies of scale that have accrued to agriculture 
in recent years have been due to mechanization where power 
units and machine combinations of high capacities could be 
substituted for labor and fn^ d costs could be spread over 
a lars« acreage (78* p. 369)- In the livestock ranching In­
dus ti^ , mechanization, for the Msst part, has been applied 
only to hay harvesting. IJhe Jeep and small truck have re­
placed the saddle horse for some jobs in working the cattle 
on certain terrain. Uicewise, the small tractor has become 
standard fence-fixing etuipi^ nt on some ranges where terrain 
peiwits it. Fencing of the range into convenient pastures 
is an important way in which capital is being substituted 
for labor, particularly in the Great Plains Regions and on 
those ranches where public land grazing permits are not 
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importimt. On those steep ranches that use the high moun­
tain ranges of the national forests in the suinmer, with the 
sheep migrating to the desert ranges in the winter, the 
advantages of scale due to substituting hlgh-flxed-cost 
capital for labor is quite negligible. 
fhe optimum number of sheep that constitutes a "summer 
band" Is usually about 1200-1500 head (16, pp. 977-99^ )• 
One or two TOn will accompati^ r the herd, dependii^  on the 
terrain, the number of sum^ r bands that are located in a 
given mountain ar^ a, and other factors. As the number of 
susmgr bands per firm increase, the labor and raanagement 
involved in supplyljjs and supervising them increases, but 
probably at a decreasing rate up to some point. !Hiere are 
obvious economies of scale involved in spreading the neces­
sary overheiyd costs over more units of product. These may 
soon be offset by the need for duplicating overhead service, 
or by the difficulties of communication and supervision (33). 
The importance of teraain and natural barriers of ex­
pansion are very real in providing the bottlenecks that 
set tha upper limits of scale to ranching, particularly in 
the mountain aroas. A study of the origin and physical 
characteristics of those lai^ e-scale ranches that have sur­
vived for some tiiw reveals that "the land included in the 
ranch constituted a good, if not a superior, operating unit, 
because of certain natural features of the lands in question" 
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(39/ P» 2 2 2 ) f .  and that, for the most part, the land was 
acquired, originally, in large blocks at a rather low cost, 
iltecause of the extmm seasonality of the jobs that 
must be done on a ranch, the opportmity for increased effi­
ciency through specialization is usually quite limited. At 
one season of the year irrigation structures and range 
developHient recelir© the attention of the convoys. They 
next must be "hay-hands"j and ^ en the h^  is harvested, 
the round-up begins. After tlie cattle are settled on the 
winter range or winter feed ground, and those to be sold 
have gone to maricet, the winter feeding program gets under 
way. During tlm calving season full tisie is devoted to 
seeing that neitl»r cow nor calf is lost due to lack of 
care. In the meantime, the fences are repaired arid extended 
whenever it is possible to do so. A "top cow-hand" is a 
specialist in many things. 
It appears reasonable that there is some advantage to 
be offered to large ranches in terns of buying and selling 
efficiency, but little is really known about the degree or 
extent of this. Selling the steers or lambs at the ranch 
la usually associated with larger ranches whose quality 
product has attracted interested buyers from the winter 
feeding ar«as. Where the ranch is large enough to justify 
its own auction at the ranch, a distinct advantage may accrue 
throtjgh the years. Ttie pm&©nce of the livestock speculator 
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and the comnRmity auction® are attempts to provide this ser­
vice to all ranchers, fhe extent to which better prices 
have been obtained by the rancher through sales at the ranch 
or the auction, rather than through the central mai^ cet, is 
still an unresolved issue (205)» Several of the larger 
ranches operate their awa ranch store thus permitting whole­
sale buying, both to the ranch itself and to the families 
who live at the ranch headquarters. This may actually be 
more important in attracting and holding good workers than 
in reducing operating costs directly. 
G. Nature of Economies of Scale in 
Iiivestock Ranching 
Although time was quick to show tl:^  inadequacy of the 
homestead laws (even the 64G-aere version) when settlement 
reached the Westeam Range Area, we still do not know very 
much, empirically, about scale relationships of livestock 
iwiches (or, for that matter, about economies of scale in 
agriculture, generally). 
It appears quite reasonable that the important econ­
omies of scale occur at points below that which offer 
approximately full employment to the operator during the 
winter months. Sheep ranches operating under conditions 
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Where the pastures are unfenced, whose number of sheep ax^  
less than one sunmer band (1,200 to 1,500), are obviously 
subeconoaic if they cannot combine with other small opera­
tors to make one cooperative summer band. From the previous 
discussion, on© perhaps could hypothesize that there are 
approximately constant returns to scale over a long range, 
and that the limitations of manageiMnt and labor (39, 
pp. 222-223) and/or physical limitations of terrain provide 
the important bottlenecks that set the upper limits to 
economies of scale. 
Ihe fact that there continue to exist in the same 
region, for relatively long periods of time, ranches of 
vastly different sizes does not, in itself, prove the 
hypothesis of constant returns to scale since it is possible 
to explain this phenomenon without this hypothesis. Small 
ranches may contin^ ;^  to operate at a loss simply because 
the bookkeeping and accounting techniques used by the 
rancher never reveal the fact. Collapse of the business 
is prevented only because of the Joint accounting of fim 
and household, which permits the family to worfc at less 
than opportunity cost simply because they are unaware of 
what is happening. This may help to explain not only why 
the so-called subeconomic unit continues to exist but why 
thB smaller unit may actxmlly be less likely to go into 
the hands of receivers or to cut back on production in 
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times of depression. Diffei^ nces in the financial arrange-
nients of firms may be more laganingful than economies of 
scale to explaining why SOTO firms continue to exist and 
others do not. 
Of course, not all operators are engaged in ranching 
for the purpose of maximizing profits, and some may be 
willing to accept lower i^ timis from operating th^ ir own 
ranch than they could obtain elsewhere, laie tradition and 
"color of the old west" provides additional prestige to 
being a "rancher". Holding on to "the old homestead" has 
almost become an end in itself with some families. Although 
the opportunity for gainful employment for the family may 
be somewhat limited on the small ranch, it mg^  still be much 
better than it would be if the operator were to sell out 
and move to the city. 
A constant upward trend in the average size of live­
stock ranches in the western area, on the other hand, is 
not inconsistent with the hypothesis that there are constant 
returns to scale over a long range, above a certain minimum 
siae. !rhe gradual elimination of soir^  of the very small, 
subeconomic units would result in this upward trend of 
averages. 
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H. Economies of Scale in Other Western 
Range Industries 
©le business of dude-ranching is a growing industry 
in the west, little is known, empirically, about the 
nature of its cost structure# Although noist dude ranches 
also run some livestock (usually cattle) an important soxirce 
of revenue is from vacationers who spend a few days, or 
even a season, actually living at the ranch. Obviously, 
the product sold is more nearly a differentiated product 
in the Chamberlinian (29) sense than it is a purely compe­
titive product. In rare cases where tanusual scenic value 
is characteristic of a given ranch, the situation is more 
nearly monopolistic among selected clientele. Thus, the 
most profitable scale cannot be determined from an analysis 
of the cost structure alone, since advertising and other 
selling costs are important in raising the price of the pro­
duct. In most cases, relatively high fixed costs are in­
volved in performing the personal services required. It 
seems reasonable, on an a priori basis, that substantial 
economies of scale exist. The procedures outlined earlier 
for studying economies of scale of livestock ranching can 
be applied directly to the study of economies of scale, not 
only for dude ranching, but for the different segments of 
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the ItMberir^  or mining businesses, or other industries using 
western range resources. 
I. Income Distribution Criterion and 
Optimum Scale 
Having considered optimum scale from the standpoint of 
economic efficiency, let us turn briefly to consider any 
conflicts that may arise between this solution and the solu­
tion obtained from an income distribution criterion. The 
degree of conflict obviously will depend on the true nature 
of the economies of scale for the respective indiistries 
involved. 
,It appears likely, from what information is now avail­
able, that these two criteria conflict at the upper limit 
of scale, and may conflict at the lower limit of scale de­
pending on the point at which constant returns to scale 
are approached, Thei^  are many ranches (estimated variously 
from 40 to 80 per cent by number, depending on the region) 
that, from tte standpoint of production efficiency, are 
obviously too small. Some of these ranches do not provide 
the minlnwm socially acceptable standards of living for 
the ranch family. Bie Joint Congressional Committee on 
the underemployment of rural families (246) indicated that 
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th®i»e was what they called "ximderemployment" existing in 
several areas of the United States, InclMing parts of the 
Western Range Area. It appears to the author that the Com­
mittee described as "underemployed" those individuals re-
ceivii^  less than a socially acceptable standard of living. 
Ranches could be below optiroim scale in terms of o\ir mar­
ginal conditions and still provide a standard of living to 
the farm family that was not less than the socially accept­
able minimum. 
Ihe real conflict between these two criteria arises 
from the kinds of recommendations for scale adjustments 
that would be made based on each. From the standpoint of 
resource efficiency, as long as ranches were operating in 
an area of increasing returns to scale, fewer and larger 
ranches would be reconwnded. On the basis of a more 
equitable income distribution it might be preferable to re­
duce the size of the lai^ er ranches in order to increase 
the size of those units that are now smaller than the mini­
mum required to provide an acceptable standard of living. 
In reality, there are two kinds of problems involved here -
that of poverty in agriculture, and that of efficient 
use of agricultural resources. Although they are closely 
linked together, ti^ y can be solved by the same policies 
and programs only under the very unusual circumstamces 
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that provide a stable and expanding economy in non-agricul­
tural sectors of our society. 
Sie usual recoimnendatlon of agricultural economists is 
that both of these problems finally be resolved outside of 
agriculture} i.e., that they be solved in the city. In 
outlining proposed long-run adjustments for ranching in 
the Northern Great Plains Kelso suggested that ranchers 
should s 
Heduce the number of farm and ranch units 
in the northern Great Plains rwching area be­
cause not all of the units now there are large 
enough to . * . pemit the family to earn a de­
cent income. In a report on the northern Great 
Plains issued bv the Buz^ au of Agricultural 
Economics in 1941, it was estimated the number 
of farm and ranch units in the ranching area of 
that region should be reduced by 20 per cent. 
(119, p. 3) 
Based on the assumption that productive employment can al­
ways be foimd outside agriculttire, the solution is to move 
people out of agriculture and into Industry. As a long-run 
goal or objective for policy, this is economically sound} 
although it may be far from sufficient as a long-run 
policy, by itself. As a permanent solution, it is not yet 
known whether the Arorican people are yet ready for 1. the 
amount of government activity necessary to guarantee full 
employment, or 2, the amount of regimentation and coercion 
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necessapy to masses of people to move from agriculture.^  
Yet, if our recommeMed solution to the problem lies in that 
direction, and if we are not wlllli^  to accept the condi­
tions required for the solution, a dilemma exists (163, pp. 
160*162), since our growing welfare psychology does not 
pemit a continuing of the sub-social standards accompany­
ing the depth of poverty that exists on many of these sub-
economic units. ®ius, our action programs so far have been 
of the foiTO that would pej:i:«tuate the conditions, giving 
rise to inefficient use of resources, with very little being 
done to correct the causes. 
Many of the small, subeconomic units, and this is 
especially true of the Southwest, are heavily dependent on 
public land • particularly forest land. As will be shown 
in greater detail in the next chapter, the policies for 
distributing grazing permits demonstrates a definite bias 
on the part of the Forest Service in favor of perpetuating 
the very small \inits by their preference classification. 
In describing conditions in New Mexico, which are typical 
of the Southwest, Holmes states: 
T^he stand taken by the leaders of both political 
parties regarding the Employment Act indicates that full 
employn®nt may now be a goal of relatively high order, as 
far as the IMustrial sector of the economy is concerned. 
The problem® of unemployment and poverty in agriculture in 
the serious problem areas ai^ e largely still to be solved. 
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Prom the data . . . one may find that sub-
mar^ lnal users hold over ^  per cent of the 
permits (for national forest grazing) but graze 
only a small fraction of the animal units. Sixty 
per cent of the cattle and horses grazed on 
forest ranges are allocated to the permits of 
only 11 per cent of the permittees. 
Ttm social-economic question of what to do 
with and for the large body of small permittees 
will probably continue to plague the Service for 
some time. The permit system has given such 
users a leasehold on poverty, for they have con­
siderable security of tenure under the grazing 
rulesJ and poverty and depression have not suf­
ficed to drive the vill^ e Spanish-Americans and 
other small operators from the areas in and near 
the forests. Perhaps loss in their "rights" and 
a resultant increase in their difficulties would 
drive them from the land they so gravely over­
burden, but such a solution smacks too much of 
nineteenth century economic brutality to win 
approval now. 
The problem is far too complex and deeply 
rooted for the Service to solve. The solution 
Involves questions of social acculturation, edu­
cation, Job opportunities, and fiscal policy; 
and these must wait upon public and legislative 
i^ cognition. (100, pp. 9-10) 
Should the policy makers be successful in establishing 
a long-run policy of moving people out of agriculture, it 
would be necessary to change the federal range code, par­
ticularly as it pertained to the distribution of grazing 
privileges. Even then, it would be doubtful if the front­
line personnel of the Forest Service and Bureau of Land 
Management - those who deal dinsctly with the users - would 
have much recourse but to provide for the continued use by 
these small subeconomic users until such time as the 
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short-run poverty problem Is solved in a more satisfactory 
and permanent manner. The points here presented do not 
argue in favor of solving the rural poverty problem by ad-
Justing the scale of firms downward until an equal size of 
ranch has been obtained by everyone. To the contrary, we 
would ai^ ue that any satisfactory long-run solution to the 
pTOblera of resource efficiency lies in the direction of 
transferring htunan resources out of agriculture. As was 
mentioned in the first chapter, several states in the Western 
Range Area are characterized by a high degree of population 
mobility. In other states, however, population mobility 
is more limited and 3:^ sourGe inefficiency results in aggra­
vated local conditions of poverty - this is especially true 
of the Southwest. In these localities, the transfer of 
human resources out of agriculture must be preceded by the 
adoption of public programs of education, economic stabili­
zation, and social acculturation of the so-called "second-
class "citizens Because of the dilemma of our present 
O^ne very important question pertaining to economies 
of scale is the optimum speed with which adjustments 
should be made. There might be important social and tech­
nological reasons why these adjustments should not take 
place at too rapid a rate. The optimum rate for adjustment 
would depend partly on the degree of social and professional 
change involved in the process. 
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social thinking, however, this long-run adjustment may be 
"too long" in coining, and we probably will be unwilling to 
endure the hardships, in the short-run, and will continue 
to apply expedient palliatives that work against the long-
run optimm scale adjustment. 
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CHAPIER VII 
AGENCIES OF COmCTIVE CONTROIi 
Whether one's approach to the study of the Western Range 
Resources Is ex post or ^  ante the role of the federal 
lands In the econoi^  of the area bulks large. ®ie part 
played by a particular tract of land in the economic picture 
of tte area surrounding it depends only partly on the physi­
cal attributes that mate up the lamd - its physiograptQr, 
climate, etc., which influence its physical product} it also 
depends on the public agency that administers the use of 
the land. 
In this chapter we desire to describe the basic policy 
frarowork for each of the important public land agencies 
and to indicate ways in which those policies are carried out. 
We will then consider some of the group-tenure devices that 
have been developed to cope with the tenure problems of 
the range-resource area. 
A. The Forest Service and the Bureau of Letnd Management 
About 51 per cent of the livestock in the 11 westem 
states were grazed for an average of 4.4 months on federal 
land In 19^ 9 (48, p. 26). Of this amount, 24 per cent was 
on land administered by the Forest Service and 59 per cent 
was under the Bureau of Land Management. For the most part, 
the Forest Service land is located chiefly on higher eleva­
tions, either moimtains or plateaus, with heavy snowfall 
and a relatively short growing season limited usually to 
the summer months. About ^  million acres of the national 
forest land are classified m useable for grazing (48, p. 
6), of which over 90 per cent was actually used for that 
purpose in 1949. ®iere is not general agreement as to the 
amount of land in national forests that produces little or 
no commercial timber. The Forest Service reports indicate 
about 50 million acres of nonconmiercial forests and 36 
million acres that are nonforested (260, pp. 87-89). 
Except for the revested Oregon and California railroad 
grant lands (called "0 mid C" lands) the Bureau of Land 
Management administers land located largely in the arid 
and semiarid plainsmd interspersed moimtains and valleys. 
rate vegetation varies from heavy timberland to desert shrubs. 
Grazing, although usually seasonal, may extend through all 
seasons. Considerable forest products and mineral products 
are sold by the Bureau. 
Together, these two agencies manage more than four-
fifths of the public land in the westem range region. In 
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many areas their land is contiguous with the boundary line 
being completely arbitrary as far as physiographic features 
am concerned. The policies of the two agencies on such 
matters as livestock numbers per section, timing of the 
grazing season, grazing fees, range improvements, recrea­
tion, security of tenure and distribution of grazing per­
mits, and many other issues, are of special importance when 
ranchers deal with both agencies at the same time on land 
that is very similar. 
®ie basic regulations for each are laid down in the 
Federal Code (43). Prom this have emerged numerous policy 
statements and manuals, the most famous being The Use Book 
(269) for the Forest Service. In 19^ 9 the Bureau^  pub­
lished the Federal Ran^ e Code for grazing Districts (228). 
Recent policy statements have clarified some of the policies 
of these two agencies md have indicated some of the changes 
that are taking place within the agencies. Perhaps the 
most useful procedui^  at this point is to compare these two 
agencies on several of the more important Issues. 
The 110 national forests of the Western Range Area aver­
age about 1,250,000 acres each and have been subdivided into 
T^o avoid monotonous repetition, the Bureau of Land 
Management will be desSijnated by the "Bureau" and the Forest 
Service will be identified by the "Service" in this section. 
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a total of 600 ranger districts. !rhe Service "has spent 
about 150,000 dollars to 175,000 dollars and employed about 
50 persons per million acres of land administered" (39, 
p. 112). Bie Bureau, on the other hand, has 58 grazing 
districts that cover 158 million acres averaging about 
2,500,0CK> acres per district. The remainder of the Biui'eau 
land is outside of grazing districts of which over 18 
million acres are leased directly to private grazing (232). 
In recent years, it has spent about 33>000 dollars and em­
ployed about six persons per million acres of land admin­
istered (39, pp. 111-112). 
1 • Distribution of the psrazin^  privilege 
On page one of The Use Book one finds the first state­
ment of the Service's policy toward grazing. 
®iere is no law which gives an individual 
or corporation the right to graze stock upon 
national forest lands. The establishment of pri­
vate rights in national forest lands would defeat 
the social purposes to which they have been dedi­
cated. The grazing of such lands may be allowed 
by the Secretary of ^ riculture only as a personal 
privilege. {269, p. 1) 
Thot grazing privileges are distributed according to a 
system of preferences that have been devised to contribute 
"to the stability of the livestock Industry", to make the 
forage resources of greatest value, to "prevent monopoly", 
and to bring about an "equitable distribution of privileges" 
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(269, p. 25). To do this, the forester may establish pro­
tective, exemption, and maximum limits which form the core 
of the Service's distribution policy. 
©le protective limit is the number of stock 
for which th© permits of Glass A owners . . . will 
be exempt from reduction in the renewal, except 
when sufficient reductions for range, forest, or 
watershed protection cannot be made on preferences 
in excess of the protective limit. 
The exemption limit is the number of stock 
below which the pi^ ference of no owner of de­
pendent commensiirate range property used pri­
marily for the production of livestock will be 
reduced for purposes of distribution. 
•Rie maximum limit is the nmber of stock above 
which m inci^ ase in preference to any person, firm, 
or corporation may be refused. (269, p. 20) 
On the basis of these limits, preferences are estab­
lished for applications. "Class A preferences" are those who 
owi and reside on "improved ranch property which is depend­
ent upon the national forest" (269, p. 25) but who do not 
own more than the established exemption limit number of 
stock, "Glass B preferences" are the prior users of the 
forest range who do not own improved ranch property, and per­
sons owning such property but who own too many livestock for 
Class A preferences. "Class C preferences" are those who 
do not regularly use the forest range and who do not own 
Improved ranch property. 
Until very recently i^ dlstrlbution of grazing privileges 
were made through transfer adjustments - adjustnrents in the 
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nuraber of the livestock included, in the pemit when property 
was transferred from one person to another. Recent legis­
lation {252, p. 3) prohibits transfer cuts as such. The 
rules and regulations governing the conditions under which 
1. transfers of grazing privileges and 2. adjustment in 
livestock permit numbers shall be made, in the light of 
this new legislation, have not yet been made public. 
The Federal Range Cod© under which the Bureau operates, 
provides for preferences in the granting of grazing pri­
vileges to 
. . .  t h o s e  a p p l i c a n t s  w i t h i n  o r  n e a r  a  d i s t r i c t  
who are landowners engaged in the livestock busi­
ness, bona fide occupants or settlers, or owners 
of water or water rights, as may be necessary 
to pemit the proper use of lands, water, or 
water rights owied, occupied, or leased by them. 
(228, p. 1) 
whereas the Service bases its grazing privileges primarily 
on livestock, the Bureau uses a property base. 
The "base property" refers to privately owned or con­
trolled land, or water, used for the support of the live­
stock for which a grazing privilege is sought. 
For the purpose of determining the proper 
use of the base properties of all applicants and 
their relative dependence on the Federal range, 
land and water conditions and other factors 
affecting livestock operations in the area will 
be considered and determined according to customary 
use and best practices for good range management. 
Base properties will be classified as land or 
water and further in the following manner: 
Class 1. told dependent by use or full-time prior 
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water. Class 2. Land dependent by location, or 
full time water .... 
Land dependent by use means forage land 
which is of Wch character that the conduct of 
an economic livestock operation requires the 
use of the Federal range in connection with it 
and which, in the five-year period immediately 
preceding June 28, 1934 (referred to in this 
part as the priority period), was used as a part 
of an established pei^ anent, and continuing live­
stock operation for any two consecutive years or 
for any three years in connection with sub­
stantially the same part of the public domain . . . . 
Lyid dependent by location means forage land 
which is so situated and of such character that it 
can properly be used as a base for an economic 
livestock operation utilizing the forage re­
sources of the Federal range. 
Full ttoe water means water which is suitable 
for consumption by livestock and available, acces­
sible and adequate for a certain number of live­
stock during those months in the year for which 
the range is classified as suitable for use .... 
Prior water is water which, dwlng all or a 
substantial part of the five-year period immed­
iately preceding Jfune 28, 193^  • • • was used to 
service certain public range within the service 
area of the water for a livestock operation that 
was established, permanent and continuing and 
which, during the period of such use, normally 
involved the grazing of livestock on the same 
areas of public land for a certain period or per­
iods of each year .... (228, pp. 2-6) 
Before an applicant is qualified for consideration he 
must 1. be a citizen of the United States or have filed a 
declaration to become a citizen, or 2. be a group, asso­
ciation, or corporation which is authorized to conduct 
business under the laws of the state in which the grazing 
privileges sotight are to be exercised, provided also that 
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the controlling interest is vested in Individuals who would 
he qualified under 1, above. 
The first priority of preference is for free use per­
mits for "not to exceed the number of livestock kept for do­
mestic purposes to those who reside near enough to the public 
land to graze such livestock in the iramediate neighborhood 
of the residence". The regular licenses and pemits would 
then be issued in the following order: 
(1) To applicants owning or controlling land in 
Class 1, . . . pemits to the extent of the de­
pendency by use of such land; to applicants owning 
or controlling water in Class 1, . . , permits 
to the extent of the priority of such water, 
(2) To applicants owning or controlling land or 
water in Class 2 , . . . 
(3) To other appliciuats, licenses or permits for 
the number of livestock for which range is avail­
able and which can be properly grazed without 
detrlinent to the operations on the range of appli­
cants ownir^  or controlling base properties in 
Class 1 and Class 2. (228, p. 7) 
If there should still be any surplus of forage the range 
manager can issue written permits to anyone provided "such 
use will not be detrimental to the Federal range" and that 
it "will not adversely affect other licenses or pemittees" 
(228, p. 8). It should be emphasized that dependency, when 
used by the Service, is something quite different than when 
used by the Bureau. In the latter case, it more nearly 
describes priority than dependency. 
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In contrast to the Service, the Bureau makes "no re­
ductions in grazing privileges . . . when permits or leases 
are transferred from one party to another". Reductions are 
not made for purposes of redistribution. 
A permittee or lessee ma^  retain his right 
to grazing use of the public land so long as: 
(1) He retains ownership or control of the 
property upon which his grassing preference was 
based. 
(2) He confoms to all of the terns of his 
permit or lease and the provisions of the Federal 
Range Code for grazing districts. 
(3) He continues to make substantial use of 
his base property in conjunction with substantial 
use of the grazing privilege permitted on the 
public land, 
(4) The area of public land he is authorized 
to use is not diminished by withdrawal, appro­
priation, selection, or otherwise made available 
for a use higher than grazing. (229, p. 2) 
Two important differences between the policies of the 
Service and those of the Bureau are evident. First, the 
average size of firms are smaller under the Service. The 
Bureau has issued licenses, or perroits, for about 50 per 
cent more livestock than the Service, while the latter has 
about 25 per cent more grazing users than the fonner (39, 
p. 114). Second, individual operators have been able to 
achieve a larger degree of "property" in Bureau land than 
in the national forests. 'J^ at is, there has been greater 
insecurity of tenure connection with pemits from the 
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Service than from the Bureau, particularly for the larger 
ranch units, which tend to have rather insecure tenure on 
land administered by the Service. The rules provided in 
the Service regulations were designed, in part, to give 
added security to small stockmen. It now seems that, in 
some respects, these rules mm too effective to suit the 
Service. J. E. Holn^ s points out that 
Over the years the practice developed of 
considering a grazir^  permit as being attached 
to or becoming a part of the land. Thus, if a 
man purchased the land he automatically purchased 
the range rights with it ... . i^s custom 
was to fresent certain very real philosophical 
difficulties. This K©ant that private individuals 
and corporations were acquiring certain PROFERTY 
EIGHTS upon the national forests. This was very 
definitely contrary to the entire philosophy of 
Pinchot and T. R. Roosevelt .... (100, p. 82) 
The Service has ruled that in all sales or transfers of 
either land or livestock all permits revert back to it. The 
practice of making transfer adjustments has emphasized this 
ruling which has been upheld by the courts (100, p. 24). 
Still the rule itself has not accomplished what was in­
tended of it. In appraising this rule McGowan wrote: 
In the first place, it would be impossible 
to buy or sell property unless the purchaser was 
assured of a "range right", and the Forest Ser­
vice was compelled to transfer the permit to the 
purchaser as a matter of fom, though they claim 
that as a matter of right they need not do so. 
But it has had the effect of introducing a de­
gree of instability in the industry .... For 
all practical purposes, these permits are pro­
perty rights, attached to land Just as a water 
right is, even though the courts and the Forest 
Service do not consider them as such. (1^5, p. 83) 
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PrlclnR of the forage products^  
Except for the free-use permits mentioned above, both 
the Service and the Bureau charge grazing fees for permits 
on a per-head basis for all animals six months of age or 
older. No grazing fee Is charged for livestock under six 
months of age. In both cases, the fee Is determined by the 
administrator and not by bidding among the prospective users. 
The Forester Is authorized to determine the 
fair compensation to be charged for the grazing 
of livestock on the national forest, upon the 
basis of the following factors: (1) A proper 
use of the grazing resource to best serve the 
public Interest. (2) Reasonable consideration 
of the value of the forage to the livestock In­
dustry. (3) Effect of the rates upon the live­
stock producers. (269, p. 46) 
The policy followed by the Service for some time Is to 
charge fees, In a given year, that bear the same ratio to 
the 1931 basic range appraisal rate as the average prices 
received for beef and lamb the preceding year bear to the 
corresponding average prices received during the period 
1920 to 1932 for sheep and 1921 to i93o for cattle. For 
example, the average i93i basic range appraisal rate was 
14.5 cents per head per month, and the average price re­
ceived for beef cattle (other than calves) for the period 
T^he Important economic Issues associated with factor 
and product pricing will be discussed at length In the 
following chapter. 
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1921-1930 was 6.62 cents per poimd. If, In 1953* the aver­
age price received for beef cattle in the 11 western states 
was 15.0 cents per pound, the 195^  fee should be 32.9 cents 
per head per month. 
The Bureau charges a separate fee for grazing and for 
range improvement. Provision has been made for the fees 
to vary between districts. In actual practice, the grazing 
fee has been six cents and the improvement fee has been two 
cents per AtM per month since 19^ 7 (228, pp. 13-14). Five 
sheep or goats are considered equal to one cow, or horse, 
by both agencies.^  
3. Range Improvements 
Within the limits of available funds, which must be 
appropriated by Congress, the Service constructs and main­
tains range improven^ nts, ®ius far such funds have been 
very limited. Before a pennittee can legally perform or 
construct any i^ ange improvement on the national forest, he 
must obtain a special permit. 
Generally speaking, improvements essential 
to proper range management will be constructed 
by the permittees concerned under free permits 
allowing the builders to obtain the resulting 
T^his practice assumes that one class of livestock re­
places another at a constant rate ignoring any supplementary 
relationship that exists between the classes. See Section 
C-1 of Chapter XI for further discussion of the economic 
implications of this assumption. 
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benefits without the fee being correspondingly 
increased because of the increased value of the 
range on account of the improvement for a 10-year 
period, aund thereafter vesting title in the 
government .... To be Justified it must be 
clearly shown that the plan will secure better 
range and forest management «md that in the long-
run the action proposed will resiilt in increasirig 
rather than diminishing the total receipts from 
grazing fees .... 
With the consent of a pemittee who has con­
structed or maintained, or who may hereafter con­
struct or maintain, range improvements which ai^ e 
necessary to the efficient utilization and manage­
ment of national forest range, the Forester may 
make an adjustment of the grazing fees for a 
period of years sufficient to recompense the per­
mittee for the value of such improvements. (268, 
pp. 69-70) 
The period over which fees may be adjusted in order to re­
compense the pemittee will usually be from one to five 
years and is not to exceed 15 years. 
Increased grazing capacity resulting from 
protection adjustments will be recognized as be­
longing to the allotment or unit on which the 
adjustment was made. Distribution will be made 
among the users of the allotment or unit on an 
equitable basis, provided a longer period than 
ten years is not involved.^  After a ten-year 
period, distribution will be reconsidered, 
takii^  into consideration existing conditions. 
(268, p* 4) 
In 1951 the regulations were changed to allow the per­
mittee to retain possession of improvements as long as he 
T^hls would apparently be true only if the improvement 
had been made at the beginning of the 10-year accounting 
period which ends in 1955' This point is not clear in the 
policy stateu^ nts. 
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holds th© grazing permits, except where the project was 
built eooj^ratively with the govemnient. Congress has re­
cently dii^ cted (252, p. 2) that if a permittee who has 
made structural ransge improvement should be deprived of the 
use of the range through no fault of his own he is to be 
compensated for the appraised value of the improvements. 
Compensation is not to exceed tl:^  amortized value of the 
improvements based on replacement cost. The new law pro­
vides for pajmient "by a subsequent pemittee to his pre­
decessor of the value of improvements constructed by such 
predecessor". The Service has the power to act as agent 
for any cooperative group of users who desire to make range 
improvements subject to essentially the same limitations 
that individual peirolttees use. In actual practice, group 
investment perhaps has resulted in more range in^ rovement 
than has resulted from individual Investment on forest land. 
For Bureau land, section four of The Taylor Grazing 
Act provides that the pemittees may construct "fences, 
wells, reservoirs, and other improvements necessary to the 
care and management of the permitted livestock" (233, P. 
after written permission has been obtained. 
The Act also specifies that, before a new permittee 
can use improvements constructed by a fonner pernnittee, the 
applicant must pay to the prior user the value of such 
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Improveiraenta. The value of the improvements are to be de­
termined "under rules and regulations of the Secretary of 
the Interior. The decisions of the Secretary in such cases 
is to be final and conclusive" (233> P* The old per­
mittee may actually go on the public land and remove certain 
kinds of improvements, upon approval of the administering 
agency, if not compensated by the new lessee. The conden­
sation cannot exceed three times the annual rental of land 
that the original lessee has lost (%3# p. 244). 
A lessee on Bureau land is subject to having the land 
reclassified and taken from him at any time. 
Lands embraced in a grazing lease are sub­
ject to classification . . . and disposition under 
the provisions of section 7 and 14 of the Act of 
June 28, 1934 , , . |provided} that before any 
application for such classification and disposi­
tion is allowed, evidence is furnished that the 
applicant has agreed to compensate the lessee 
for any grazing improvements placed on the lands 
under tl^  authority of the lease, and, in addi­
tion, for increased cost in the lessee's grazing 
operation during the unexpired terra of the lease. 
In any event, the amount allowed because of such 
increased operating costs shall not exceed an 
amount ec|ual to three times the annual rental of 
the lands removed from his leasehold. (166, p. 8) 
4, Advisory boards 
The use of advisory boards - selected representatives 
of the local users - has been followed to varying degrees 
by both the Service and the Bureau. In most cases the 
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advlsory boards for the Service have been less Influential 
than those of the Bureau (39, p. 114). The Service regula­
tions provide that^  
Whenever a national livestock association 
appoint® an advisory board or committee repre­
senting users of the national forests in all of 
the different state®, it will be recognized by 
the forester and consulted annually regarding 
matters which concern the use of national-forest 
range .... 
Whenever a state livestock association 
appoints an aivlsory boani it may be i^ cognized 
by the regional forester and consulted in regard 
to general matters within an entire state .... 
In the administration of national forests, 
good results have been secured through cooperation 
with associations representing the users of small 
grazing divisions who have a community of inter­
ests. (269, pp. T8-79) 
Certain requirements and procedures are specified in 
the regulations which, when met, make an advisory board to 
a local livestock organization eligible to be heani by the 
Service. The extent to which their recommendations will be 
used is then left to the administrative officer concerned. 
Any proposal for substantial modification of grazing policy 
S^enate Bill S.2548 passed Kfarch 4, 195^ , authorizes 
the Secretary of Agricultiire to establish multiple-use ad-
visoi^  councils for any laMs imder his Jurisdiction (252, 
p. 4). The councils may m^ e recorarondations with respect 
to any question of policy affecting the multiple-use of such 
lands. They are not to supersede or perform any of the 
fiinctlons of the advisory boards, however. It is still too 
early to tell what influence this bill will have on the in­
fluence of the advisory boards and councils of the Service. 
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shotiM be "reviewed with local advisory boards before 
adoption" (268, p. 5). 
One point of contention of long standing between the 
Service and the stockanen was that a stockman who felt he 
had been unjustly dealt with by a decision of a Service 
official could appeal that decision only to higher offices 
within the Service, up to and including the Secretary of 
r^iculture. To meet this sitxmtion Service regulations 
provided for the creation of grazing boards to hear com­
plaints against the administrative decisions of forest offi­
cials. A Hient>er of the Service was to be appointed chairman 
of the board, with two or four members being selected by 
the users. Rulings of the grazing board could be used by 
a Service administrator in renderii^  a decision, although 
he was not bound by them. The grazing boards achieved a 
somewhat higher status than the advisory boards. 
At the request and continued agitation of the stock­
men's associations, the recent land bill, S.25^ 8, provides 
for the following {252, pp. 3-^ )! 
1, Informal appeals to a three-man board 
consisting of a Department of Agriculture 
employee Inot from the Forest Service) designated 
by the Secretai^ , a second member designated by 
the appellant, and a third member appointed by 
the other two. 2. Formal review ^  novo, at 
which a record would be made for anyone dissatis-
fled with the result of the informal review. 
3. Further appeal to the United States district 
court based on the record made in the formal 
review. 
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For the Bureau, Section 18 of the Taylor Grazing Act 
provides that each grazing district shall have its own 
advisory boai^ a. The regional ^ iministrator is to assign 
the number (from five to twelve) to be elected and the 
Secretary is to appoint one representative of the wildlife 
interests. Ihe regional administrator must see to it that 
the election process provides that the free-use permittees 
"will be entitled to one representative, who shall be a 
free-use . . . permittee" (228, p. 27). ISie functions and 
duties of the advisory boa3:^ s for the Bureau are 
. . . that they will Mvise and make recoimnenda-
tions ons the grazing capacity of the Federal 
range in the grazing districts} all applications 
for grazing privileges except their owns the 
qualifications, classification, and i^ quirements 
of base propertyj the transfer and relinquish­
ment of base property qualificationsj cancella­
tion of grazing permits| ran^ e line agreements; 
variance in range imparovement feesj requirements 
for unit or allotment fences} proper rules of 
fair range practices} allotments of range} 
seasonal use of the range} cooperative asJ^ eements 
or application for the construction or maintenance 
of range improvements} work plans for rsmge im­
provements aaid conservation programs} and reser­
vations of grazing capacity for wild gan^  animals. 
(229, p. 3) 
Because these advisory boards 1. have been created by 
law, 2. are elected by their members, for the most part, 
3. have a broad representation of users, and 4. have con­
siderable latitude in the kinds of problems they handle for 
their iaeHfl)ers and for the Bureau, they are highly 3?egarded 
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by the stockmen in the area. Timy are only advisory, how­
ever, and their decisions may be overruled by the responsible 
administrative official. Provision is made whereby a user 
may appeal the decision of an administrative official. 
Ultimate appeal to the courts is provided. 
5- Ifses other than grazinig 
At the boundaries where the lands administered by the 
Bureau and Service come together there are sizeable areas 
that are very similar. As one moves away from the boundary 
line, however, differences in the land become emphasized. 
One might reasonably expect that, in total, the policies 
of the two agencies with respect to uses other than grazing 
would be different in emphasis. 
Tim imtional forests were originally reserved to pro­
vide federal supervision of products other than forage, 
primarily. In fact, the use of grazing is not included in 
the original purposes of the withdrawal act. 
In line with the objective of the greatest 
good to the greatest nuaiber in the long run, the 
forest Service applies two basic principles in 
the management of national forest resources. 
One is the principle of sustained yield .... 
The other basic principle is called multiple 
use. A given unit of forest land at the same 
time produce timber, forage for livestock, and 
big game range. Most of the land may be an impor­
tant watershed. There may be choice recreation 
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spotsj there may be mineral deposits or water-
power sites} tlMr© may be outstanding scenic 
values . , • multiple use nmnagement looks to the 
coordinated developiaent and use of all the re­
sources and values of the land. (268, p. 1) 
In order to carry out a program of multiple-use, the 
administrative and supervisory personnel need to be compe­
tent in many distinct disciplines. It hsis been the tradi­
tion of the Service that its personnel do not lack in 
confidence. A very high esprit de corps has been maintained 
distinct fiHjm other federal agencies. It is one of the few 
agencies outside the military forces that has its own xmi-
form, for instance. The following statement of a forest 
official is typical of the characteristics the Service has 
come to expect in its personnels 
fhe 0. S. Forest Service must be able to 
accurately evaluate or appraise the relative 
worth to the public of the several resources 
which the land areas offer. I do not necessarily 
mean an appraisal in dollars. Spiritual and 
aesthetic values represented by wildland scenery, 
trees, water and wild life are Just as tangible 
as the things we reduce to timber receipts and 
grazir^  fees, but we cannot safely measure them 
by the same standaMs. Never-the-less, the wild-
lands manager must have sufficient keenness of 
perception to accurately gauge all of these things, 
and not upon the basis of current conditions, but 
upon the probabilities of all time public needs. 
And out of this comes the dict\ira that each public 
wildland area shall be managed for that use or 
combination of uses which promises to yield the 
greatest pemanent benefits to the greatest 
number of people. (201, p. 833) 
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Maintaining a high degree of confidence In the correct­
ness of decisions that demand such super-human powers of 
perception is undoubtedly one of the things that has led the 
opposition to charges that "multiple user has become a 
shibboleth" and that "multiple use attempts to conceal the 
lack of management and mismanagement that have resulted from 
a failure to designate the one most valuable use etnd manage 
them primarily for that use" (190# P. 105). 
1*he Department of Interior has traditionally held to 
the functlonalized administrative organization for the 
management of natural resources with each agency administer­
ing a special use. ®he supervision and discipline are by 
functions in this case, as compared with the area adminis­
tration of the Service, With the organization of the Bureau 
of Land Manageioant in 19^ 7 the trend has been toward closer 
coordination of the uses, resulting more in a multiple-use 
approach. In 1952 the Bureau collected nearly 65 million 
dollars from users of which about 51 million dollars was 
from mineral leases and pemlts, about 2 million was from 
grazing peraiits and leases, over 1.1 million was from sale 
of timber, and nearly .7 million was from sale of land 
(231, pp. 92-93). 
In comparljng the important public land n»nagement agencies 
in New Mexico, Holmes statedJ 
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Ttm National Fo3?est Service occupies a 
political position somewhat different from that 
of the state land office and the U. S. Bureau 
of Land Blanagement* the state office may be 
likened to the apearii^ ad of a pressxire group, 
while the Forest Service, to its occasional dis­
comfiture, frequently serves as a battle ground 
for a nmber of conflicting interests. The Land 
Bureau tends to react more like the state land 
commissioner*s office. It is closely tied to 
and tends, at the lower levels particularly, to 
identify its interests with those of tl^  group 
being served and regulated .... There are, 
however, significant differences between the state 
offices md the Bureau. Game interests are gen­
erally better protected by the federal agency, 
also, the Bureau attempts to balance equitably 
the interests of the coaraercial and the several 
classes of non*commercial users. (100, pp. 8, 17) 
The problem of multiple-use will be discussed in greater 
detail in Chapter XI at which time we will consider the 
nature of the alternative uses and subject them to economic 
analysis using our maximizing criteria. 
i'3?icinE and distribution of timber cutting privileges 
®ie majority of timber sales from land administered by 
the Bureau are "small, unadvertised sales for the benefit of 
local people" (27S, p. 35). Sales from the public domain 
must be advertised when the value of the sale exceeds 1,000 
dollars. In 1952 there were 1,901 free-use permits with 
an average value of timber of 126 dollars per permit (231, 
p. 63). During the same year the average value of timber 
sold was 1,828 dollars per sale (231, p. 65). This does 
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not inolude the sales from the Oregon and California and 
Coo» Bay lands where the bulk of the timber sales originate. 
of the sales from these lands are large sales and are 
advertised and open for bidding. There appears to be no 
established preferences in disposing of timber cutting per­
mits. 
On the national forests, timber sales in excess of 2,000 
dollars must be advertised and sold at competitive bidding 
(253). The Sustained Yield Unit Act of 1944 authorizes 
cooperative management of federally owned and private forest 
lands. "One such cooperative sustained-yield unit has been 
established by the forest Service" (272, p. 35). In 1946 
the Service made a 100-year agreement with the Simpson 
Logging Company providing for unified management of 270,000 
acres of federal and private woodland in the northwest. The 
Simpson Logging Company i^ reed to follow the logging prac­
tices ^ d sllvicultural recoimnendations of the Service} in 
exchange, they are to have the privilege of cutting timber 
on the national forest without bidding. The value of the 
timber is to be detemined by Forest Service appraisal (68). 
There is an inconsistency in the Service's policy of 
distributing products with respect to forage, on the one 
hand, and timber, on the other. We noted the definite bias 
in its policy of distributing grazing privileges in favor of 
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the small operators. ®ie followiing official statement indi­
cates the opposite bias in distributing timber cutting 
privileges. 
Small mill operators seldom own their own 
timber, but purchase logs or stumpage from hand 
to mouth. Few of them use good forest cutting 
practioes. Because of these facto2:^ » and tl% ease 
with which tte business ma^  be entered by persons 
of limited financial and business qualifications, 
small mills are a continuous threat to the grow­
ing stock to mj locality. . . . New information 
from field surveys emphasizes how much of our 
timber supply problem lies with the small holdings. 
(256, pp. 28, 32) 
®ie Service has associated bigness in the use of grazing 
resources with "monopoly" and with the destruction of our 
national natural heritage" (243, p, i63). In the use of 
timber resources, however, it holds that bigness is necessary 
to protect the resource from the "destmictive forces of cut­
throat competition" that characterizes th© competitive 
activity of small firms. It seems doubtful if the nature 
of economies of scale of the two industries warrants this 
difference in policies. 
B. TiiB Soil Conservation Service^  
Most of the federally owned land in the western range 
area that is administered by the Soil Conservation Service 
A^s of November 2, 1953j "Tim management of publicly 
owned lands administered under Title III of the Bankhead-Jones 
Farm Tenant Act" (258, p. 2) was transferred from the atl 
Conservation Service to tlm Forest Service. The policies 
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(about 6 million acres)* is a<Sministered imder authority of 
Title III of the Bankhead»Jones Farm Tenant Act of 1937* 
which provided special authority for a program of federal 
purchase and development of land that was considered sub-
marginal for cultivation. Land acquired in connection with 
the land-use adjustisent programs of the National Industrial 
Kecovery Act of 1933 and the Emergency Relief Act of 1935 
mre transferred, finally, to the Soil Conservation Service. 
This larKi is located in "land utilization projects" pre­
dominantly in the Great Plains Region. 
The Soil Conservation Service apparently offers con­
siderable local autononoQr in the establishment of the basic 
issues of pricing of the lease or permit and the standards 
for distributing the grazing privilege. 
In order to provide any semblance of manage­
ment or security of tenure in some cases requires 
the control of all of the land in one organiza­
tion, preferably an organization of local users 
of the land. These oi^ anizations can either be 
outlined in this section are those that were developed and 
followed by the Soil Conservation Service. Up to the time 
of the final writing of this study no new statements rele­
vant to management of these lands has been borthcoming from 
either the Department of Agriculture or the Forest Service. 
'Estimated from Table 1? of Davidson (48, p. 72). 
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grazlng asaoclations, cooperative state graz­
ing districts or soil conservation districts. 
More than 70 per cent of the land under the 
Jurisdiction of the Soil Conservation Service 
is leased for manageTOnt to such local organi­
zations. (273, p. 3) 
The distribution of grazing privileges is made according 
to a p2^ ference system which is developed separately for 
each project, which, in addition to the "standard citizen­
ship i^ quirement" is based primarily on the following stand­
ards (273# pp. 1* e^ Biinimuja size of \mit believed 
necessary to provide an adequate living. This is the size 
up to which special efforts are made to build all opera­
tors. 2. The Maximum limit or the size above which the 
project will not help an operator build by allocating to 
him additional preferences. 3. The location of applicant»s 
home, or his coraraensurate property in relation to the pro­
ject in order to qualify for use privileges, k. Base 
period and prior use. The necessary standards for each 
area are developed in consultation with local leaders and 
groups, and in consideration of local conditions and the 
Soil Conseinration policies. 
Although a "pi^ ference" entitles the holder to special 
considerations over other applicants it does not convey any 
legal rights to the use of the land, "A preference, once 
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estaJslished, runs on year after year unless voluntarily re­
linquished" (273# P* )^. 
Policies with respect to range improveaaent appear to toe 
quite flexible. By nature of its primary function the Soil 
Conservation Service would be expected to more actively 
participate in such things as tree planting, range reseed­
ing, etc. As of December 31, 1951> it had completed 
903*700 acres of range reseeding, 13,182 miles of fences, 
hawi planted 45,815 trees, and had developed •^,953 separate 
stock water sources (273, p. 2) on all of their projects in 
the United States since 1937» 
®ie prices of their products are also flexible. The 
grassing fees are "geared to the prices received by the 
stockron", but are influenced by sorae estimate of the "value 
of the privilege, customary charges in the area, and chang­
ing economic conditions** (273# P. 5)- There are products 
other than range forage, The woodland products are gener­
ally sold on the stump to the "highest qualified bidder", 
(It is apparently a question of judgment as to which bidders 
are "qualified".) 
•Rje intensively developed recreational areas 
are operated by concessionaires idio obtain their 
contract by a bidding procediu:»e. Charges con­
sistent with customary rates ai:^  made of the users 
of the recreational facilities by the concession­
aires, of which a bid percentage is paid the 
government. (273, P. *)  
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C* Bureau of Indian Affairs 
The Bureau of Indian Affairs administered roughly 44 
million acres of pasture and rang® land in 19150 (48, p. 10). 
Although this land is usually included in the statistics of 
federal land, it is really owned by the several Indian 
tribes (remainders of the old Indian nations) and is held 
in trust by the United States, 
fhe primary objective of the Bureau is, supposedly, to 
help the Indians improve their basic standards of living so 
they canaBsume the role of "first class "citizens. The part 
pished by the Indian lands in this process is neither clear 
nor consistent. On most reservations there is a land sur­
plus uMer present use by the Indians which is made avail­
able to non-Indians. Although more than 4,000 statutes and 
treaties affecting federal supervision of Indians and their 
lands have been recorded, there is still considerable lati­
tude in policies under which those lands are leased. 
Grazing lands in excess of the immediate 
needs of the Indians are contracted by lease for 
small acreages and by grazing pemits for larger 
acreages. By law the maximum period by either 
type of contract is five years. Leases are gen­
erally on an acre basis by the tract and permits 
on a pemitted number of livestock at a cash rate 
per head. Permits are for year long or seasonal 
use. All contracts contain provisions to protect 
the land from excessive grazing. Permits parti­
cularly contain stipulations for additional 
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aeasui^ s to provide for land protection, mainte­
nance of stock water facilities# etc. Develop-
Rient of stock water facilities is encoiirage. To 
this ewi, assistance is rendered in locating, 
designing, and under some conditions in the actual 
construction. {227, p. 2) 
With the current increase in Indian population, which 
is more than matched by a resui^ ence of their spirit, a time 
may be approaching when tl^ y may want to use their own lands 
directly. The Bureau is beginning to initiate a planned 
program of withdrawal of federal supervision (227, p. 1). 
Except where otherwise stated, we consider the leases of 
Iiidifim lands to be more nearly as private land leases. 
D. Other Federal Agencies 
In addition to the previously mentioned agencies, the 
Bureau of leclamation has about 10 million acres in the 
Western Range Area that have been acquired or withdrawn from 
entry as being susceptible to irrigation in connection with 
contemplated irrigation developments. Of this, about 2.0 
million have been turned over to the National Farfc Service 
Administration to operate| some 5.8 million acres are 
iaan««ed under cooperative agreeiawnt with other federal 
agencies, chiefly the Bureau of Iiand Btenagement and the Fish 
aM Wildlife Service. ISms "forest Service provides forest 
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axid waterslMd. managesient of timber and range land at reclama­
tion reservoirs within national forest boundaries" (48, 
p. 8). 
The Fish and Wildlife Service controls nearly two 
million mr@M in the Western Hange Area and nearly 14 million 
acres are under the jurisdiction of the military forces.^  
®iere is SOJM overlapping of these two agencies, however. 
Use for graising of doiaestic livestock is incidental to their 
prionary use in both of ttese cases. 
fhe Bureau of Heclamation is influential in tl^  West to 
a proportion much g»ater than the proportion of land under 
its jurisdiction. As originally established the funds 
available for construction of irrigation projects were quite 
limited, but both of these limitations have long since been 
removed. lax^ e sums of money have been px^ posed for the 
construction of multiple-purpose dams in the West. Tbsse 
projects have impacts on the econonor of the western range 
region and the entire economy of the nation, the importance 
of which is hotly debated. Some of the important economic 
issues of water resource develop®ent will be discussed in 
Chapter IX. 
D^erived from Table 17 of Davidson (48, pp. 72-77). 
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E, State-owned Land 
are approximately 50 million acres ^ of land in 
the Wtstern Hang® Area that is owned by the states that are 
not reserved for state parks, institutions, game reserves, 
etc. This land is administered by the several state land 
commissions, which are either elected or appointed. Very 
little attention has been given by research wox^ ers to the 
use ai^  status of these lands. Holmes foimd that for New 
Itexico, which has far more state-owned land than any other 
state, the level of management was quite low, and that the 
"political orientation of the land office toward the live­
stock industry" (100, p. 6) was evident. 
In general, state-owned limds are of higher productive 
capacity than are federal lands, from what little informa­
tion is available on these state lands, it appears that the 
ownership pattern is very scattered and that the units are 
too small for aiity kind of intensive management. Most state 
land commissioners lack the authority to acquire parcels of 
Igmd either by purchase or barter in order to organize 
T^here are 53#727,000 acres in the 17 western states, 
and 43,788,669 acres in the 11 western states (48, pp. 95-
96), Data for the Western Kange Area have not been tabu­
lated separately. 
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operating units that wouM permit more effective supervision. 
Most of their land is leased to individual livestock opera­
tors and these leased lands become a part of the operator*8 
"base" property in detemining coHarasnsurability for oth®r 
public land* ©loae tracts of land that are not leased to 
private individtMls are leased to some grazing association 
or district, ©le fees are different by states. Kie states 
also differ in their policies of range improvement. 
F. Qrazing Associations and Districts 
The first attempts at group tenure in the West were the 
early mining districts where miners banded together to form 
an "extra-legal" association through which they enabled 
themselves to trespass upon the public domain without fear 
of being molested by a fellow trespasser. Of these mining 
districts, ifeGowan wrote: 
Ihough the mining districts were in exist­
ence for little more than a quarter of a century, 
they served a tremendous need in their tin®, and 
left no samll heritage to the future .... 
laiey definitely established the principle 
that the prior appropriator of public owned land 
and water shall have prior rights to use the pro­
perty without regard to location. 
. . . they also established the principle 
that he wtm attempts to claim a right to use the 
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public domain or the water on it must constantly 
use lt| otherwise, it will be subject to appro­
priation by others. 
. . . fhey gave us our present law of 
western water rights, (l^tS, p. 63) 
®ie lock Springs Gfrazii^  Association - a stock company 
operating in Southwestern Wyomir^  - was organized over 40 
years ago and is no doubt the oldest grazing association 
still in existence. Its purpose is not dissimilar to the 
early informal livestock associations - that of securing 
continued control over the range lands that its members use. 
By obtaining control of the railroad-grant lands in the 
Hock Springs Ai^ a, the Association obtained control of 
approximately two million mr&a of winter sheep range in 
the Red Desert of Southern Wyomli^ . The federal land used 
by the Association is le^ ed from the Bureau. "Each share 
in the corporation is rated as commensurate for 1,696 ani­
mal units" (138, p. 44), lidilch is quite different than the 
usual procedure of basing grazing permits on feed and water 
directly. 
The Mlzpah-Pumpkin Oreek Grazing Association, as men­
tioned earlier, was formed on somewhat of an experimental 
basis in 1928 as an unincorporated group. Out of it came 
the Montana Grass Conservation Act which provided special 
state legislation for the incorporation of grazing asso­
ciations . It impowered grazing associations 
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. . .  t o  a c q u i r e  f o r a g e  p r o d u c i i i g  l a n d  b y  p u r -
chate, lea»«, or otherwise from private owners or 
from State, coiaity, or Federal agenciesj to con­
trol and manage range use fey means of preferences, 
pemits, and alloti»nts| to acquire or construct 
fences, water facilities, and other range improve-
mentsi to specify the breed, quality, and number 
of male aniiaali turned into common grazing areas; 
to fix the amunt of grazing fees and assessments 
on range users, and hire range riders and other 
employees} to purchase or market livestock, live­
stock products, equip»nt and si^ pliesj to under-
tate reseeding and other range improven^ nt 
practices J as well as to conduct other fiscal and 
management practices necessary for the general 
purposes of grazing-district operation. (138, 
p. 6) 
Xn some states, particularly Nebraskamd Horth Dakota 
(282, pp. 19-20), the soil conservation districts exercise 
management control over range lands. In this case, the 
grazing district, since it is the soil conservation district, 
becomes a legal subdivision of the state, and all owners or 
land users within the district are members and must partici­
pate, Iiike the Montana grazing district, these soil conser­
vation districts can be forrod only after formal hearings 
aM a "referei^ um of all occupiers" (138, p. 7). In other 
cases the powers of the grazing association are limited to 
the general powers of corporations, the most important being 
those pertaining to trespass. In most of the western states 
where grazing associations are important, the cooperative 
or corporative association prevails (64). 
Group tenure appears to be most successful in those 
areas where there is a complex pattern of land ownership 
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of oountjr, stat®, fedeiml, and absentee private ownership. 
"Bie association may achieve control of considerable blocks 
of land by purchase, private land lease, public land lease, 
or raeiaoranduiB of understand^ ® and ti:a8reby achieve a greater 
degree of security of tenure expectations and greater effi­
ciency of operation than could be obtained individually. 
By broadening the land area over which particular decisions 
relative to range use and improvements are made the off-
site benefits «Eid costs are diminished so that the full con-
se<|uenoes of a particular decision accrue more marly to 
those laaking the decision. The overhead costs of large 
equipment necessary for Bom types of range improvement can 
be met by the association that could not be in©t by any in­
dividual. I»oomer and Johnson concluded from their study of 
group tenure in the Northern Great Plains that 
Group tenure also offers the benefits of 
lower rentals aM grazing fees. State and county 
lands a3?e ger^ rally leased at lower rates and 
better terns to groups than to individuals be­
cause the tenuis group assures land owners of 
greater stability of income and better land use. 
Group enterprise has the advantage of increased 
bargaining power * , . . 
Prom the viewpoint of the land-managing 
agency, the advantages of group tenure are of 
three general kinds: educational, advisory, and 
atoiinistrative. (I38, p. 45) 
Where the public land in an area is in large blocks, 
constituting a large part of the area, the advantages of the 
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graaing association SiininiBlies. Control fey a public agency, 
acting on the reconaaendatlona of the advisory group of the 
association i^ px^ senting the users, appears to be more 
effective (138# p. ^ 6), especially where the advlsoi^  group 
Is given an influential position. Where uses other than 
grazing becorae very important, such as on most areas of the 
national forest, control by the grazing association (or any 
other group representing a single use) seems neither likely 
nor Judicious, ®he advisory boards have not been very in­
fluential in roost cases of this kind because the advisory 
boards represent only one group - the livestock producers.^  
M to whether or not a reconstruction of the advisory board 
to provide a balance of power between the different users 
of the resource would add to the usefulness of the board is 
debatable . To the extent that the recoiraaendatlons of the 
board becoia© the decisions of the ^ ency, the focal point 
of political pressure would undoubtedly shift from the 
agency to the advisory board. However, from the standpoJjit 
of education and public relations, this reconstruction of 
the advlsoiY boaM raay be very helpful. I»ocal competitive 
users could participate in the administrative process in 
an advisory capacity and might teM to settle their own 
S^ee footnote p. I55. 
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problema among themselves in a niarmer most acceptable under 
the local cireximstances. 
1 
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CHAHSR VIII 
FRIOIMQ Of fm fAGTOm 
Om of the assumptions underlying the necessary mar­
ginal conditions for aiaKinium welfare is that the factors and 
products are priced so that the market is cleared of all 
factors and products that ai^  offei:«d at that price and that 
no demand at that price goes unsatisfied. Previous mention 
has been made of the important role played by the pricing 
iwchanism in allocating the factors of production, but we 
also pointed out that in the area of public land resources 
some of the factors ajre allocated in a milieu of rationing 
and price fixing, in this chapter we desire to examine the 
extent to which the above assumption holds and to discuss 
some of the implications arising out of the present pricing 
system for rationed factors and products. 
A. Price of Iiand 
• Malpricing of form® 
Evaltmtion of range land is difficult because of the de 
gree to which variable climatic forces affect the yield of 
forage. It is further complicated by the lack of seasonal 
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homogenelty of the forage so that the value of forage for 
one season depends, to a large extent, on the availability 
and cost of forage for the other seasons. If one has access 
to spring, summer, and fall range at a very nominal fee, the 
land furnishing the winter forage can absorb all the surplus 
from the others. Vass shows that 
* . . 12 animal unit months of feed on Wyoming 
ranges varied from 6o cents on faylor Grazing 
District laM to $5*29 on privately owned lands 
during 19^ . ... We find one rancher paying 
three to eight times as much per cattle unit for 
his forage as his neighbor, due to this tax and 
investment free policy of the Federal Govem-
H»nt. . . . fhis complicated land ownership 
pattem in the state is a more important factor 
in influencing profits and losses in raching 
than all management factors combined. {276, 
pp. 53^ -535) 
In 19^ 9 the grazing fee per animal unit month was eight 
cents for the Bureau of I^ nd Management, 49.0 cents for the 
Forest Service, 39.3 cents for the other federal agencies 
(48, p. 38). The cost for forage on privately owned land 
is ver^  difficult to determine. If the land is rented from 
private individuals, the cost is, of course, the contractual 
rent paid for the use of the land. But the market for 
rentii^  isolated tracts of privately owned land in the 
western range region is very imperfect, making the "sales 
value" or "income value" n^ thods (155# PP. 194-198) of de­
termining land costs of doubtful value. If the land is 
owner-operated it beco»s equally difficult to determine 
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its value and annual cost, other than taxes. Generally 
speaking the land has no alternative uses other than grazing 
and return to a particular tract of land may be dependent on 
4oint use of other parcels of land. 
Tkm MUPket rate of interest imy not be the gauge by 
which the operator determines whether or not to invest in 
private range or ranch land. Objectives other than high 
financial return may attract, and hold, investment capital 
in ranching in soiae areas. It was the flow of capital farom 
non*agrieultural sources - from doctors, successful business 
men, etc. - into the ranching business, both for purposes of 
investn»nt and i^ creation, that led Holmes to concludei "All 
of the land, vHmther held by user or non-user, carries a 
burden of capital which has been found as difficult to sup­
port as Sinbad foimd the Old Bto of the Sea" (100, p. 34). 
fhe high progressive personal income tax rates might in­
crease the pressure of outside capital in ranches that offer 
scenic and recreational services irrespective of the possi­
bility of econcffliic return. 
a. Heed for adJustinent in pricing policies. Because 
of differences in location, topography, and productivity of 
the land under different administrative agents (and differ­
ences in the degree of control of the land resource that 
accompanies the permits and/or leases from the different 
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agenoies), some price differences should be expected. How­
ever, it is doubtful if the above price differences really 
express any differences in %hB qpaality or quantity of vrtiat 
is beJjig purchased in an AUM of grazing. Price differences 
as great as those shoim above lead to increased pressure on 
public land administrators toy private operators for grazing 
peireits, over-capitalization of private lands giving control 
of surrounding public lands, and distortion of resource 
allocation awigr fi^ ai optimum. 
Iiooiier and Johnson point out SOTO of the ramifications 
of this aaaladJustiMnt in forage pricing from their study of 
group tenure. 
1!he difficulty that some districts have met 
because of the practice of different public agencies 
charging different fees for grazing lands under 
their control and supervision causes some concern, 
for instance^  a grazing district may pa^  8 cents 
per animal-unit month to one agency, and 18 cents 
per unit to another agency for land of approxi­
mately tl^  same quality. Consequently, an in­
dividual meaft>er operates largely on the 
cl*aper land must pay the district a weighted 
average fee that is actually somewhat greater 
than tiM» 8-cent fee that would be charged if he 
dealt directly with the agency. It is imported 
that in S01IU& districts this situation has become 
so acute that there is danger of dissolution of 
the district for this reason. (138, p. 49) 
In his study previously alluded to. Holmes (100, pp. Il­
ia) points out that ranch lands giving access to public land 
grazing permits have a high capitaliaed value that does not 
seem to associate with lands that are adjacent to privately 
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leased land. He concludes that this Is due to the extremely 
high degree of security of tenure expectations associated 
with the leased public lands that is not associated with 
the leased private lands• Fingrey (I70, pp. 17-I8) agrees 
with this, in part. It appears to this author that the in­
ference emphasizes the wror® forces. Some sectirity of 
tenure expectations is a necessary condition, but not a 
sufficient condition for such a capitalization process. 
Another necessary coMition, gffiid one which seems more impor­
tant, is that the rent or grazing fee be considerably below 
its marginal value product. ®iis distinction becon^ s very 
important if one is looking for recommendations for correct­
ive action. It is suggested that ad^ ustn^ nt of the si'azing 
fees and not a lessening of the security of tenxire expecta­
tion is the proper solution in this case. 
®ie important arguments against pricing forage according 
to the m&rglxml value of its product are of two kinds. First, 
determiniJog the value of the marginal product is not feasible 
for all situations. Even if a value of marginal product 
schedule could be t^ t^iified for each situation, political 
acceptance of such a pricing mechanism seems unlikely, since 
our factor markets freqtuently are not so imich in terms of 
value of marginal product as in terms of value of average 
product for each quality or grade of a particular i^ source. 
®iis teMs to be true of labor, capital, transportation, 
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laachinery, and most of the things ranchers b\jy. Pricing 
according to valw® of marginal product would re<iuire the 
considemtion of a gi^ at many variables with a vast number 
of relationships a»iong the variables. It would require 
prices to fluctuate considerably with seasonal supply and 
demand and with changes in the elasticity of expectations. 
Highly fluctuating prices niay actually make planning of pur­
chases by producers and consuin^ rs difficult, and since the 
virtue of the maspginal principle is that it aids mtionality, 
nothing is gained by "pushing it to the point where it makes 
rational choice difficult" p. 205). Kany industries 
aM agencies resort to the practice of using routines and 
foiTOulas that awke factor prices relatively stable in the 
short-run (7# pp. 258-259). 
Nevertheless, if factors are to be allocated rationally 
by prices ttmre should not be 1. an undesirable quantity of 
unused factors (available for use at that price) for which 
there would be a denwand at a lower price, or 2. a substan­
tial unsatisfied deiawid at that price. As to what consti­
tuted an "undesirable" quantity of unused factors would 
depend on the degree of instability and uncertainty inherent 
in a given situation. It appears evident, from the previous 
discussion, that a "substantial imsatisfied demand" exists 
for forage from goveitiraent lands at the present time. 
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The second ax^ guront against prlcir^  the cost of the 
forage accortiing to the majpginal valiie of its product is 
that it would alter the established pattern of limid costs 
in a range region. Whenever Iffind is inade the basis for 
disseaiinating any social benefits or subsidies over time, 
the expected futui^ e benefits are siphoned off by the land 
owiers contemporary with tl» initiation of the subsidies. 
In many cases^  the pi^ sent land owners have paid quite 
dearly for the lands or livestock that gave them access to 
the federal grazing permits at a low cost. To raise this 
fee now would require a double payront. If this argument be 
grsmted weight, it could be used to Justify the continuance 
of alH«3st any program (government or otherwise) once it got 
started, regardless of the soundness of the program. The 
argument may be nullified by the use of the compensation 
principle.^  
b. Petemining the price of foraae. Ihe important 
essential variables giving rise to the price of a grazing 
fee are: 1. quantity and quality of forage production and 
the production coefficient rate at which grass is trams-
formed into meat (these roughly can be expressed as carry­
ing capacity in standard terms of animal unit months of 
T^his will be discussed further in Chapter XI. 
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feed^ ); 2, price of livestock productsj and 3. cost of 
resources, other than forage, associated with animal pro­
duction. It may not be easy to reduce all of these to a 
formula that can be applied generally to determine the price 
of the grazing fee. Clawaon (3^ ) preferred the ranch budget 
as the basis of land evaluation, capitalizing the expected 
pi^ fit into land values, provided this did not result in 
making the cost of the forage higher than the next cheapest 
alternative source of feed. He would use market rates of 
interest for determining sales and lease values of range land. 
As discussed previously, market rate may be less meaningful 
to the operator thwi an "opportunity cost" rate. The use of 
individual ranch budgets by the land administrators may be 
HMCh more difficult, politically, than a less refined 
analytical device that could be found acceptable. What 
apparently is needed is a foimila that can be somewhat stand­
ardized for specified administrative areas, and which will 
allow the important variables to influence the grazing fee. 
(1) k sua^ ested formula for detemininfs range 
land values. After several years of studying ranch organi­
zation and investments "Vass {27^ ) used the following formula 
S^ome of the limitations of the animal unit month of 
feed (AUM) are discussed in Chapter XI. 
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to determine the "long-time" investiaent in range land per 
an,imal unit: 
1 . 66 - 36 (CO - 60) (y) 
100 
where I is the investment in land per animal unit that the 
"average" rancher can afford to have invested in land the 
carrying capacity (cc) of which is 60 acres per animal unit 
for 12 months of feed, fhe 36/100 represents his estimate 
of the capitalizjed value of the discounted stream of sur­
pluses associated with a unit change in carrying capacity. 
Jka the amount of land required to carry one animal unit in­
creases, the total worth of that land becomes less, ceteris 
paribus, because of less efficient utilization of the 
forage, higher operating costs, lower calf crop, etc. Vass 
does not show how this increwntal value was determined, 
but the formula considers it as a linear fimction of carry­
ing capacity. 
In working with Vass, the author devised the following 
formula for deterrainiii« investment in range land per animal 
unit. 
I « ABe " ^  (VI) 
where 4 is the "average" investment in land that is asso­
ciated with the standard carrying capacity dj B is the price 
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of livestock products sold during the period in question 
(usually this will toe the previous year) expressed as a per 
cent of the price received during the selected base periodj 
e is the constant base of natural logarithms, 2.718^  r is 
the estimate of the natural logarithmic functional relation­
ship between changes in land values and changes in cari^ ing 
capacity. Vass has estimated the variables of the formula 
to be 
I « 66# ' (VII) 
for "average long-run" investwnt.^  
It is suggested that formula (¥1) provides a logically 
sotmd basis for det©s?raining grazing l^ d values, since it 
1. considers the quantity and quality of range forage (cc), 
2. permits a nonlinear estimate of the value of marginal 
product per associated with each unit change in cc, and 
3* considers the relative price of livestock prices. In 
connection with the latter consideration, the procedure 
used by the Forest Service (discussed in the previous chap­
ter) ignores changes in the cost of resources other than 
forage that a rancher has to pay. It assumes that the ratio 
of change® in costs to changes in prices received is a 
F^rora unpublished data in the files of the Department of 
Agricultural Economics, University of Wyoming. 
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conatant. Where deviations from this become significant 
adjtistaents could be incorporated into the fomula by the 
use of appropriate indices. Thei^  is need to work out the 
A, r, said d variables of the equation for areas that are 
essentially different in their ranch organization. The A 
and d variables could be obtained from reliable ranch and 
range surveys, and r could be estimated by means of budget 
analysis. 1!he cc would be obtained separately for each 
raiige site by range technicians. 
(2) Deteminitm grazing fees. In those cases 
Where land is to be sold for grazing purposes, the suggested 
formula nwy be helpful in deterralnin® the sale price. This 
could be used equally 'well for private or public grazing 
land. However, it does not, by itself, determine the grazing 
fee, although it does provide an evaluation on vdiich to base 
the grazing fee. ?slng land values determined by his formula, 
Vass computed feed cost per animal unit by figuring inter­
est (at 5*0 per cent) and taxes (at 1.25 per cent) on the 
land valws. He claims that the values he arrived at were 
based on private ownership where the operator had "complete 
control and management" and could plan for the future "with­
out interference". He considers the public domaJUi laruis to 
be worth less thgun this to the ranchers. Based on the 
opinions of the ranchers, he placed the value of forage from 
public lands at about one-third to one-half the value of 
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timt f3?oitt deeded land. For a particular tract of land with 
a carrying capacity of 30» tl» capitalized value per animal 
unit (per 30 acres) would be 76.80. The animal unit fee 
(based on 6.25 per cent of this) would be 4.80 dollars per 
year or .40 dollar per (274). 
It is not necessary to detemine values of public lands 
to detemine the grazing fees, fhey can be computed directly 
from estimates of tte total value of the product pjxjduced. 
Campbell and Mood (26) reported on a system used by the 
Canadian goverranent where the fee was determined by 
F - 1/10 ( 2501' ). where P is the price of beef in Calgary 
cc 
for the last six months of the previous year. The fraction 
1/10 was the share of the value of the forage that was to 
be retained by the govemnent. In this case, F is the graz­
ing fee per acre. If 2501* is to represent the actual con­
tribution to total product of the forage during the sunaner 
months, it leaves vei^  little product to be attributed to the 
other resources used through the year, since most ranches 
do not produce more than 290 to 320 pounds of beef per year 
per animal unit, fhe formula makes no adjustaaents for 
differences in the total value of the forage caused by 
diffei^ nces in carrying capacity, which seems a weakness 
when applied to areas having different carrying capacities. 
fhe share of the forage to be retained by the govern­
ment (l/lO in this case) would have to be determined on the 
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bssiB of the objectives of the pricing policy. If the policy 
objective were to price the forage from the public land 
according to costs of forage from comparable private lands 
(as 1» hei^  proposed), then the original problem of deter­
mining the relationship between land values imd carrying 
capacity needs to be faced. We then must agree on an accept­
able rate of intei^ ist. We have thus gained very little from 
the latter fojmila. 
fhe pricing of the grazing fee or lease must consider 
tl» demand for and supply of range resource products. The 
impact of technology on forage productivity will increase 
the specialization of land use and productive capacity of 
land that is level and otherwise suitable for renovation. 
It probably will lower the demand for grassing on other lands. 
froperty taxation and federal payments in lieu of taxes 
A vital part of the problem of pricing the factors (pro-
duets) sold from the federal lands has its roots in inter-
govemrontal fiscal relationships of the federal, state, 
county wid local govemiwnts. Both the federal real estate 
and federal activities are veiy unevenly distributed among 
the thousands of units of local government, particularly in 
the so-called "public lands" states of the west. The Senate 
Coimittee on public lands reported in 19^ 7 that tl^  valuation 
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of federally owned lands a® ©stimated for assessment pur­
poses expressed m a per cent of total assessed valuation 
of private real estate toeing taxed, varied "from less than 
one per cent in 5 states to 76 per cent in the State of 
Nevada » . (157# PP* ^ *5)* recent report of the 
Council of State CJovemMnts to the CoBEoisslon on Organi-
ssation of the Executive Branch of the Goveiwnent presented 
the problem this ways 
How can the National Qovezroient carry on 
its operations and hold property without impos­
ing special burdens upon taaqjayers of communities 
where the operations or properties are dispro­
portionately large? (251, p. 114) 
ISiere are two different problem situations. IJhe first 
arises from the large land holdings of the federal govern­
ment that leave very little property tax base in a given 
county or district; the second arises from a concentrated 
goventa»ntal activity, like the construction of a reclama­
tion project, that throws extreaoely heavy demand on the 
local units of goverrHj»nt for schools, etc., without pro­
viding any increase in the tax base, ®ie attitude of many 
officials of local and state govemn^ nts are expressed by 
the following statements 
Histoa:^  has shown that the cost of state 
and county government increases to the private 
landowner as the area of imblic land increases. 
"Hiis is partly due to the fact that Government 
employees often live on goveamment owned land, 
in Governaent O'wned buildings, use Government 
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owi«4 cars, etc., while tte coat of education 
of their children, expense of law enforcen^ nt 
on aovemaent lands and jsany other coats of 
local goveiroatnt must be bome primarily by 
property owners. (g%9, p. W) 
We will consider only the first problem situation 
above, since it is directly connected to the over-all pric­
ing problem. Involved, directly, are the considerations of 
obtaining greater Justice among taxpayers, questions of 
determining the basis for Justice and of detemining when 
Justice has been best met. fhe literature on this subject, 
as well as the proposed legislation (some of which has been 
passed), would indicate a definite consciousness of social 
injustice to urnny local coaiaiunities because of a lack of 
property tax However, m will concern ourselves, 
priiaarily, with those policies and practices that tend to 
interfei^  with economic efficiency in the use of resources 
as specified by our maximlzilns criteria. 
Although HMCh of the federal laiKl has never been on 
local and state tax rolls, th^ re have been substantial 
federal ac<|uisltlons of land that was once taxable. The 
ccMnaiities, including the local goveironents, schools, and 
roMs, were patterned after the coamunities further to the 
east under the expectation that the land would be entered 
on and settled by private, tax-paying citizens. Where, as 
the Insult of govemnwnt reservation and acquisition, or 
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hj failure of the land to be settled imder the inadequate 
land laws, mach of the land is not on the tax rolls, the 
cost of private oimership, in terms of property taxes, is 
high* Where the ownership of land gives access to public 
land at a very low fee, compensation tends to be made. 
Where this is not the case, the cost is definitely a handi­
cap (275), 
To partially alleviate this situation Congress has 
approved a policy of having the administering agency pay to 
the states a specified per cent of total receipts in lieu 
of taxes (239)• In most states these payments are consider­
ably below what would be received from taxes if the land was 
in private ownership. The National Education Association's 
Conmittee cn fax Education and School Finance has estimated 
that if the federal land in Fremont County, Wyoming, for 
instance, mre to be evaluated according to comparable land 
in the county and assessed at the average of assessment of 
private land in the county, the federal government would pay 
the county 570,553 dollars annually, fhe county actually 
received, in lieu of taxes, 22,469 dollars for the fiscal 
year ending Jlme 30, 19^ 8 (157, pp. 135-137). 
fhe Federal Real Estate Board, after careful study of 
the problems involved in federal payiaents to state and local 
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goverraaent® because of federal real ©state, offered the 
followlrig • general principles^  s 
ffee uMerlying objective in developing 
thegie principles is to bring about substantial 
equity between th© local and federal taxpayer. 
The cost of national functions and progran® 
should not i^ ose i® undue burden on local tax­
payer® through federal-tax exes«>tionj neither 
should the federal taxpayer be required to sup­
port unjustified subsidies to the localities 
containing federal Igaids. , . » In order to 
achieve this objective, it is believed the 
followii^  principles should govern: 
1. Each class of real estate, according to 
the general character of its \ise, should be con-
sidej^ d separately .... No blanket formula 
could possibly brir^  about the desired balance 
betiieen the local and federal interest. 
a, Bie amount of the federal contribution 
should take into consideration the extent of the 
actual tax loss# the benefits to the local cojansunity 
from federal ownership, and the effect of federal 
ownership on re«|iii2?«^ nts for services to state 
and local gov&rmmntB .... 
3, Where the determination of the tax loss 
and other factors with respect to each taxing 
district concerned is difficult or impossible, and 
where the real estate in question is revenue pro­
ducing, contributions on a receipts-sharing basis 
is a practicable al^ temative .... 
4. fedeiml contributions ought not to be 
made to specified local jurisdictions in such a way 
as to encourage ^ i^ tuation of undesirable or un­
necessary units of government or to topede 3:^ forms 
in the organization and f\mctioning of local 
goveiTOients .... (241, pp. 12-13) 
Q^uoted also by the National Education Association (165, 
pp. 149-150). 
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Althou^  th© above four conalderatlons are based on the 
objective of achieving equity among taxpayers, they apply 
ifith equal validity if economic efficiency in resource 
utilization is our obelective, following the s\iggestion of 
the Board's first principle, we will consider the resources 
Msiinistered by each of the important raanageinent agencies 
separately. 
a» Federal mvaients for resources administered by the 
Bui^ au of Land ^ tnaaei!»nt .• Since the Bureau was established 
it has provided four distinct sources of revenue to states 
and countiest ISne Mineral teasing Act receipts, receipts 
from the sale of land, 0 and G and Coos Bay land receipts 
in Oregon, and Taylor Grazing Act receipts from grazing 
lands» 
®ie mineral leasing acts of i92o and i927 specify that 
37-1/2 per cent of the royalties, bonuses and rentals ob­
tained from leasir^  laM bearing oil, gas, coal, potash, 
phosphate and sodium, be paid to the states, and that 52 
per cent be paid into the reclamation fund. The states may 
use their portion for roads and for public educational insti­
tutions in the state. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1948, dollars was i^ tumed to the 11 western 
states from the mineral leasing fund. This was about one-
third of the total amount to these states fi»ora all public 
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land fund® fro® all sourots (157# p. 1%8). All but about 
600,000 dollars wm returned to four states, with Wyoming 
getting 3,386,398 dollars. 
©le trend 4n political philosophy for many years seemed 
to b# toward considering the mineral resources of the nation 
as the general property of the republic to be distributed 
among all states, regardless of tM state in which it was 
located, fhis trend has certainly been reversed by the pre­
sent administration with respect to tli® "tidelands" oil off 
the coast of California, fexas, and Iiouisiana.^  As far as 
the author can deteiwdne, the Issues involved in the distri­
bution of the mineral lease fimds of the Bureau are essen­
tially the saiae as those involved in the current "tidelands" 
oil dispute. 
Five per cent of the fuMs received from the sale of 
public lands are wsturmd to the states. Ixi the last three 
decade® this haa become a mere token, and, without exception, 
has been "credited to the peraianent school funds of the 
states" (157, p. 158). 
Section 10 of the Taylor ©raising Act as amended in 19^ 7 
rei^ iuires that the federal government pay to the states from 
F^or a brief suamary of the history and review of the 
Issues involved see Appendix A of the national Education 
Association report (157, pp. i86-i92), 
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whleh the receipts originate 50 per cent of the revenues 
from leases of lands outside the grazing districts. For 
lands within grazing districts the breakdown of the fee is 
quite different. At the insistence of the range users, and 
their official Washington representatives, the Bureau held 
that the grazing fee should be deteirolned solely by cost 
of administration. Since products other than forage were 
also administered by the Buji^ au, then only a pro-rata share 
of the atolnistratlon coat should be considered in deter­
mining the fee. The Bui^ au of Agricultural Economics was 
asked to assist In determining the proper division of the 
costs for administration and for Improvement of public lands 
between the grazing and other uses. Sheir study indicated 
that "70 per cent of all costs of administration and 89 per 
cent of all costs of Improvements" (244, p. 17) should have 
been chargeable to the livestockron for 1944 and 1945. 
Bie Act, as amended in 1947, requires the Secretary to 
consider the importance of public benefits when determining 
the amount of fees on grazing district land. As was men­
tioned in the preceding chapter, the grazing fee for districts 
is six cents per A0M, and the range Improvement fee is two 
cents per AUM. Only 12-1/2 per cent of the grazing fee is 
returned to the counties in lieu of taxes. The total amount 
returned to the states from district fees and from outside 
leases was only 251,841 dollars, for all the 11 western 
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states for fiscal year ending ;T\Me 30» 19^ 8 {137» P. 1^ 8), 
©lis is considerably below wliat would have been returned to 
the states had this property been taxed equally with ccan-
parable private property, for the state of Wyoming, for 
instance, the aetml aiaotmt returned from Taylor araziiig 
lands was 66,349 dollars for fiscal year 1948. The National 
Education Association Cocmittee estimates that taxes from 
these lands, had they been assessed according to comparable 
private property in the state, would arountto 753i776 dollars. 
®ie solution to this problem may be that which is used 
i 
on the reconveyed Coos Bay Wagon Road lands, where full tax-
) 
equivalent payments are made (up to 75 cent of the re-
1 
ceipts). this, however, is on land where the timber income 
is relatively high. Th® fay lor Grazing lands are not only 
low in productivity, but the grazing fees are exceptionally 
low. Three alternative, mutually exclusive, solutions are 
proposed. 
The first solution would be to raise the grazing fee 
to make it as nearly comparable to its average value product 
as possible (accoMing to the pricing formula and procedure 
previously discussed), and then return to the counties full 
tax equivalent payments to be used at the discretion of the 
coxmty commissioners. The rate of assessment of public land 
should tend to be equal to that of comparable private land. 
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M to whether or not these woul<a be the same in any one year 
would depend on whether or not some predetermined set sum in 
lieu of taxes was used or whether the actual taxing process 
for private lawds was used also on federal lands. At the 
pwsent time this latter procedure is not legally possible. 
It would re^ ii^  an aiaendaent by Congress plus enabling acts 
in 14 of the 17 western states {238, pp» 1-23) befoi^  this 
could be done. This procedure would have the affect of 
materially increasing the grasiing and leasing fees. At 
the sai» tiiffle it would reduce the tax load on private pro­
perty, and/or substantially Increase the value of the local 
gove3M«nt and coiwmmity service, fir^ viously it was noted 
that very high property taxes and low grazing fees both 
tend towaM malallocation of sources, 
the second solution would be to make the adjustment at 
th« county level by switchir^  from a land base for property 
taxes to lui animal unit base, as far as ranci^ s and range 
lands are concerned. Ranchers with the same number of 
animal units would pay the same aroimt of property taxes 
even though one operated on privately owned land and the 
other operated on federal land. Administratively, this pro­
cedure appears to be more difficult than the foiroer sug­
gestion. Unless some adjustment upward in the grazing fee 
is made, however, the cost of forage from public land would 
still be considerably below investment opportunity costs of 
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owning land and the amlpricirig might not toe entirely 
corrected until some grazing fee adjustront was made. 
h third alterative solution might be to completely alter 
the taxing policy from a property base to an income base. 
1!his could be standardized on a state basis, for administra­
tive efficJ^ ncy, with fwids being i»allocated to counties, 
school districts and cosiaunities. Under this system the 
ranchers who have access to range lands at subsidized rates 
would, as a consequence, more taxes. Itois method would 
have apparent disadvantage as far as county and local units 
of gomrmmnt are conceded. 1?be tax i^ venue would not be 
stable over time, nor would it be predictable. This diffi­
culty could be overconi© if the sovemn»nt units concerned 
would be willing and able to carry a reserve contingency 
or resort to deficit financing istien needed. There are im-
portmt questions of incentives to production when taxes are 
maj^ inal to production, and other vital fiscal policies that 
we can neither explore or appraise because of the limits of 
time and space, 
b. federal payments from resources administeii^ d by the 
forest Service. Tim present laws require the Service to re­
turn to the individual states 25 per cent of the receipts 
originating therein. These are to be distributed to counties 
within which the national forests are located to be used for 
roads and schools, fen per cent of the receipts are to be 
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Spent <il3?ectly by the Service on roads and trails In the 
national forests where the receipts originated. After a 
detailed stMy of the fund® returned to coxmties In lieu 
of taxes, the Congressional Coimlttee on fubllc LaMs re-
ported> in 19^ 7s 
•airty-nlne years of esjiperienee with such 
a systemcf contributions, the oldest of Its kind 
yet devised by the Clongreas# saices It possible, 
frcM the testimony offei^ d at the hearing, to 
catalog the following fiscts and conclusions. 
1. federal contributions to county govern­
ment ar® uncertain because the Federal Govemn^ nt 
is not uMer duty to create any vmmm in which 
local government® can share . » . . 
3» It is obvious that there is no relation 
between size of the Mnual payHsents and the value 
of the national forest premises .... 
5. Ttm present act limits the expenditures 
of contributed funds to public schools ar^  public 
roads .... !Chese contributions should be re-
lewed for general cotmty budget pui^ poses, thus 
performing the greatest possible service from 
year to year, 
7. ... forest Service is proceeding, 
without congi^ ssional or budgetary review, to 
trade cuttJjig-rights to national-forest timber for 
deeds to private lands, thereby Increasing the 
nationgflrforest acreage. . . . fhe counties are 
thereby deprived of the revenue which this Federal 
timber would prodtace if sold for cash. Further-
laore, the acquired lands pass from local tax 
rolls, thus striking a fi^ ther blow at the tax 
base of local goveaMient. (2^ 7, PP» 8-9) 
committee pointed out that the success of the Ser­
vice *s present cooperative program of encouraging perpetual 
forestiy on private lands would not be successful unless 
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stabl® tax rates comld be obtained for the areas concerned. 
"Such stable tax rates could not exist without equally stable 
Federal contributions." ®iey reeoHimended a continuation of 
th© conservation program of the Service, but proposed that 
the public lands be assessable and taxable at the same rates 
as private property. 
the Departront of Agriculture has indicated a willing­
ness to go along with this proposals in effect, and have pro­
posed annual payments to counties based on a given per cent 
(suggested at three-fourths of one per cent) of the fair 
value of the forest lands. This is comparable to the aver­
age tax rate of »al estate for the nation for the years 
1942 to 1945 (248, p. 3)^  although th« general trend over 
time indicates a rate above one per cent may be more 
i^ alistlc (2%1, p. ^ ), Dhe Pepartnient assumed a fair 
value of about 5.00 dollars per aci^  as a preliminary ap­
proximation (248, p. 4) and estimated, in 1948, that the 
new pl,an would increase payment to tlm counties of the 
nation by two million dollars per year over the next 10 
years, fhls would not be true for the West, however, whei^ , 
for fiscal year 1948, the Service returned some 6,2 million 
dollars (if the 10 per cent expended on forest roads and 
trails are included), fhis i^ iotmted to about one per cent 
of the estimated fair value of the lands computed at 5.00 
dollars per acre. 
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In totml, the Forest Service prldng and refund 
policies seeai reasonably adecpate# They attenqjt to price 
their grazing fee at what it is worth to the user, and to 
return# in money and service, 35 P®t cent of the revenue 
to the cotmties. & individual cases, however, linking the 
payments to revenue rather than to inventory value has not 
provided a satisfactory source of revenue to local govem-
a»nts. We, therefore, endorse the change in revenue dis-
tritoution proposed by the Bepartinent of Agriculttire. 
l&ider the present forest Service policy thea?e will be 
very few cases in which the graging fee will provide the 
cost of administration plus tlw proposed retujm to the local 
communities i^ iioh means that the federal taxpayer will bear 
part of the cost* fhis appears warranted on the assumption 
that there is a "substantial public interest -• local, re­
gional, and national - in the national forests in terms of 
timber conservation, flood control, watershed protection and 
recitation" (157, P» 153). 
c. fascine policies for Indian lands* Lands held in 
trust for the Bidians mnA adiainistered by tlM Bureau of 
Indian Affairs return no revenue to the goverment, and 
none is returned to the local units of government in which 
these lands are situated. needs of the Indian wards 
are, supposedly, furnished by the federal goveiwnent and no 
burden should thus devolve to the local governments. ®ie 
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situation is complieated by an increasing tendency for 
Indian chlMmn to attend piblic schools, instead of the 
Indian schools| and by non-Indians operating Indian lands, 
living on ta3c-e»atpt Indian lands, and requiring local 
goveratinental aeawices* the Hoover conanission recoBsaended s 
1, That the Indians be integrated into the i?est of the popu­
lation! 2. ®iat pending coii^ lete integration, the adminis­
tration of Indian social problems be progressively trans-
feri«d to state govemaentsi 3, ®iat a comprehensive program 
have as its objections {a) the transfer of all tribal ! 
I 
property to Indian owned corporations, (b) tPermination of • 
t« exemption for Indian lands (167, p. 159). "Hiese  ^
coimraendations are, of course, for long-run adjustments. 
As a temporary expediency the following conditions may be 
warranted? !• Providing for in-lieu payments on leases of 
loads to non-Indians, and 2, "providing more adequate tui­
tion payments for Indian children attending public schools" 
(167, P, 160). 
B, l^ icing of Capital 
1. Hie, credit situation 
The availability and cost of agricultural credit to 
the western range industi^  has come a long way since the 
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1880 »s #ieii cii^ dit was easily available at 30 per cent or 
higher on ttm rancher's book count of livestock during the 
cattle booms, but could not be reneiied tdien cattle prices 
dropped (39, p* 281). Although the cost of the capital be­
came considerably seduced as the industi^  became more 
stabilized, the industry experienced two periods of very 
painful adjustmenta due to the lack of ade<iuate credit dur­
ing periods of aevei^ ly falling prices - I92O-1921 and 
1930-1932. 
•Eie Federal I«nd "sms created in I916, but it could 
not make loiuas exceeding 25,000 dollars until 1933. In 
1933 the Farm Credit Adiainistration was created consisting 
of J 1» fhe Federal I«nd Sqx^  to provide lor^ -term credit 
through the national Far® I»oan Associations! 2. The Pro­
duction Ci^ dit Coiporation to extend short-term credit for 
agricultural production through Idle local px*oduction credit 
associations i 3« ftoe Bank for Cooperatives to extend credit 
for cooperative marketing and purchasing organizations} and 
fflae Interraedlate Credit Banks to rediscount paper of 
certain cr«dit agencies loanii^  dii^ ctly to agriculture. 
 ^ s«dit iweds of the ranae-livestock industry 
credit needs of the mnge-livestock industry are 
revealed by three characteristics that are quite peculiar 
to the industry, Frist, dii® to the high variability of 
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mmtfrnr aria prices, there is a eoirespondingly high vari­
ability of incoiae from raiiehljjg* SecoM, the capacity of 
the land to produce incoi» depends directly on the avail­
ability of livestock to harvest the forage# Finally, the 
capacity of the ranch unit to produce net incorae may depend 
directly on the continued use of tte public lands that are 
currently a part of the unit. 
Speaking of the impacts of the variability of ranch 
incorae on credit needs Clawaon stated;^  
®»ise violent and long-continued swings 
in ranch incorae raise serious credit problems 
for the rar^ e-livestock industry. First of all, 
there is the proble® of sound appraisal • . , 
at the best, both rancher and appraiser are likely 
to be swayed by the income of recent years even 
when they ti^  to consider a long-run aver­
age. • « . 
Accurate appraisal on a truly long-term 
basis is the first step, closely associated with 
it is the aiaount of the loan which can safely be 
made* The laaxiim^  safe loan is obviously that 
t^ch can safely be carried with the long-term 
average incoiM. fhis limit should not be reached 
under better than average incoTO conditions, or 
even ijnder average coMitions, for th®n it leaves 
no iaargin for periods of low income# . . . 
1!he timing of loan advances and repagrments 
is also hishly important# In the first year or 
two or thi^ e of a low-income period, any deficits 
in operating expenses, interest, and principal 
payments can probably be paid out of accumulated 
reserves, at least for many ranchers* If incomes 
B^y permission from Western Hange Livestock Indtistry. 
by Marion Clawson* Copyright 195®.McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc. 
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rsmatin at low leirels for a longer period, it 
will b# necessai^  to extend further credit. 
Operating deficits may be incurred, and the 
value of the collateral will be shrinlcing. 
fhese are not enticing prospects to hold out 
to tb® oMinary creditor In asking further 
advances I . . . lio credit agency, subject to 
having its om funds withdrawn by depositors, 
would be able to follow such a policy. Yet, 
unless this is done, the credit agency is not 
providing the range industry with the kind of 
credit it needs, (39# PP* 278-279) 
To be of greatest service to the industry, credit 
agencies must not only encourage a high degree of debt 
liquidation in ti« of high ranch incoms but probably must 
have the legal power to insist on it, B^tey also must have 
the financial ability and legal authority to permit the con­
tinued extension of cwtdit at times lOaen no principal or 
toter«st payiMnts are forthcoming from the ranchers. In 
their economic study of th© Cannonball River area of North 
Dakota, Helflnstine and Schaffner concluded there was a 
definite need for increased agricultural credit, "®iere is 
particular need for intermediate credit for production (in­
vestment) that would not need to be repaid until increased 
i^ tums a2» realised" (87# p» 31). 
3. Credit facilities available 
fhe credit facilities available to the Western Range 
Area are essentially those that are available to the rest 
of the economy. 1!he intei^ st rate charged by banks varied 
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in 1952 from a low of 5.2 per cent for California to a high 
of 8,2 per cent for Texas# compared; to 6.5 per cent for the 
United States average, according to impublished figure® 
compiled hy the froduction Iconomics Branch of the Agricul­
tural Hesearch Service* ®ie above percentages were the 
lowest and higt^ st rate©, respectively, for all states in 
union. Biis i® somewhat typical of the capital market 
in the west* Contract interest rates on farm mortgages re­
corded durii:^  March, 1953, showed tl» Mountain and Pacific 
states to be higher than the national average, with the 
©reat Plains states generally lower ( 2 6 7 ,  p. 2 ) .  
®ie Federal land Bank provides loans that cannot exceed 
65 per cent of the mraml value of the land - normal value 
being based on the appraisal value in the period 1909-1914, 
except for special commodities for which normal demand has 
changed materially since the base period. Interest is 
generally at per cent, and the usual length of the loan 
is 34.5 years. In periods of low prices they have found it 
necessary to postpone payiaents. At the present tia^  their 
policy seems to be that "foi^ closure will not be laade as long 
as it appears probably that the rancher can and will pay in­
terest and principal in the long run" (39, p. 285), 
In appraising the production credit associations 
Hurr«^  conclt«ledi 
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!Kiree noteworthy features of the production 
credit associations ar© interest rate competi­
tion, available credit in time of eBuei^ ency, and 
developaent of a cooperative credit system, 
Intez^ st mt® competition has been effective in 
ccaromities even though the loan volume has 
not been lais®* P» 293} 
the assoclatione have been much iioi^  important in the South 
and West than in other agricultural areas. They have been 
particularly successful in the West where the bulk of their 
loans have been livestock loans (15^ # P» 29I). In many 
instances the associations are able to meet the needs of 
the range-livestock industry for flexible payments, as far 
as intei^ TOdiate and short-term production credit for live­
stock are concerned. 
Ihe fanner*s Hon® Administration provides very little 
capital to the mstem range-livestock industry. It is 
well suited to meeting the need for flexible payiwnts and 
it provides considerable supervision and operational planning 
assistance to the rancher, but it is severely restricted in 
the type of loan and the sisse of unit on which loans can be 
made, 
A need for close coordination between long-run and 
short-run credit by a single loaning agency grows out of 
the fact that the land (the loaning base for long-tern loans) 
has no ci^ iacity to produce income unless livestock (the 
loaning base for short-tem loans) are present. A long-
teim loan that otherwise was satisfactory to both the 
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loaning agency anti tlie rancher could be placed in Jeopardy 
for both if fowclosure on the livestock were made neces-
by failure to i»et tli«9 obligations of a short-term 
chattel mortgage on the livestock. Better coordination be­
tween the Production Credit Corporation and the Federal Iioan 
Board i® needed iJi providing for the integration of long-
t&mt and short-term credit# 
Security of tenure and credit restrictions 
®ke fam Credit ^ t^oinistration and other loaning 
agencies have long been reconaoendins that ranchers be granted 
greater legal rights in their grazing peiwiits. The present 
situation results in the credit needs, (particularly short-
term and interii»diate C3«dit needs, which frequently are in 
proportion to the scale of operation) being out of pro­
portion to the loaning base, a® determined by tlMi auraunt 
of ot^ ed land. If the grazing permits are not saleable or 
transferable by the rancher, they cannot provide collateral 
for a loan. ISiis, of course, restricts the availability of 
capital. Tim fact that a rancher has access to investment 
free land does materially affect his credit needs, however. 
With tl» recent incj^ ase in ranch loans by insurance 
companies, many of the companies are giving considerable 
weight to the existence of grassing pemits by emphasizing 
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the capacity of the ranch to produce income rather than the 
value of the mortgaged property# It is difficult to appraise 
the success of the insurance compimies in n»eting the credit 
needs of the ran«e-livestock industry, since they have not 
yet faced a severe financial setback of -very long duration. 
They stress Ions-time lowfts and give little consideration to 
the short-term credit needs in time of financial stress. 
A very interesting clause in the Code of Federal Regu­
lations pertaining to grassing leases of the Bureau of Iiand 
Management provides a significant deviation from the above 
policy. It states! 
a. A lease may be pledged as security for 
a loan of $500 or more from a lending agency when 
the loto is made for the purpose of furthering 
the lessee's livestock operations. Before the 
loan is made the lending agency may ascertain from 
the signing officer the status of the grazing 
lease arKi other pertinent information concerning 
the lease. 
b. 0pon Inquest of the borroimr lessee, 
where such extension will be in accordance with 
applicable law and not contrary to the public 
interest, the lease may be extended for a period 
of 10 years from the date of loan subject to such 
tewis and conditions as are then provided by the 
regulations, (%3» P» 244) 
As it now stands this clause applies only to leased lands 
under the Bureau of Land Ifenagement. Study should be under­
taken to see if the policies of this clause should not be 
extended to grazing pemits of the Bureau and fo3?est Service. 
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fhe federal government recently has undertaken a pro­
gram of financial aid to livestock producers in drouth-
stricken areas of the United States, administe3?ed by the 
Parmer's Hom Administration. A part of this assistance is 
in the form of e««rsency credit extended to qualified opera­
tors. It emphasizes the need for, and the lack of, this 
kind of credit, as well as the degree of political activity 
of this group. It also seeias to indicate the direction we 
are going in our attempts to meet thm contingencies arising 
out of the high weather and price uncertainty that character-
isses the Western Range Area* The tendency appears to be 
to make the conditions necessary to Justify enw>rgency 
assistsfflice less and less stringent, fo the extent that 
this is true, a temporary ad hoc program substitutes for a 
long-run policy for meeting tl^ se pTOblems. ferhaps we 
need to detemine the efficacy of such a substitution. 
C, Pricing of IMior 
Because of the extreme heterogeneity of population 
concentration and mobility, as discussed in Chapter I, it 
is doubtful if any inference on the pricing of labor would 
be applicable for all localities in tl^  Western Range Area, 
fhe composite farm wage rate per hour as of July, 1953» as 
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coraputed by fch® lwr#au of Agricultural Economics, showed 
hourly wages varying from 1.07 dollars for Washington to 
0.57 dollar for New ftexlco. With tte exceptions of New 
Hexlco and fexas, the composite fan» wage rate was higher 
for the 17 western states than for the national average 
(226, p. 10). 
These data omit the variation within states, however. 
Estimates made from the U, S. census of Agriculture, 19^ 9, 
compiled cooperatively toy the Bureau of Agricultural Eco­
nomics and Iowa State Experiment Station show some interest­
ing comparisons between type of farming regions in the 
Western Area. The residual income of all fam labor per 
worker (in dollars) varied from a low of 612 dollars for 
the Northern locky Mountain out-over area of Northwestern 
Washington to a high of 3#97B dollars for the irrigated 
specialty crops area of Southern Arizona. For most of the 
range-livestock producing areas the estimated residual re­
turns per worker varied between 1,600 dollars to 2,200 
dollaw. Of Interest, also, in this comparison, is the 
dollar value of input® other than labor^  for the several 
type -of-farralng areas. There is practically no difference 
T^his was determined by computing interest on capital 
invested. Interest on land, buildings and machinery was 
computed at 5.0 per cent of the census value} Interest on 
livestock was computed at 7*0 per cent. 
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in the capital inputs per worker between Northwestern Wash-
li^ ton and the irrigated area of Southern Arizona* The 
entiz^  range-livestock region is characterized by high capi­
tal inputs per worker, illative to the other type of farming 
areas» 
If one uses the residual income of all farm labor per 
worker as an estimate of the average productivity per worker, 
one is impressed by the lack of consistent association be­
tween labor productivity on farms and index of wages. The 
irrigated specialty crop areas of the Southvrest, for which 
a high residual income per worker was estimated, tend to 
hii« migrant seasonal farm labor at prices lower than the 
average farm wages for the area. 
Because of the general sparse population and occasional 
community isolation, the price and availability of labor in 
a given locality is severely affected by such economic 
activity as the construction of a lax^ e multiple-purpose dam, 
the erection of a steel mill, or a new oil strike such as 
occurred in the Williston Basin. In other areas wl^ re the 
opportunity for wo^  off the fam or ranch is extreawsly 
limited, wage rates are relatively low. 
Ihere appears to be a difference in the price of labor 
on lajnge and on small ranches. The prestige of working for 
a large ranch apparently is quite important to some cowboys 
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and sheepherder® are willing to work on large ranches 
at somewhat lees than they could make by alternative employ­
ment. Regarding the labor relations on the large ranches 
Clawson wrotei 
The relations between management and hired 
labor on the large-aoale ranches had and have 
mch resemblance to feudalism. Ihe manager ran 
the raneh in a manner not unlike that of the old 
feudal lord. Hii^ d cowboys and other men were 
tm@ to leave, of course, but while they were on 
the ranch their actions wei^  generally controlled 
ina manner not customai^  on smaller establish­
ments. . . . Management of hired labor imder 
ranching conditions was one of the most difficult 
problem of management. I«ai^ e-scale ranches were 
often successful in proportion to ti^ ir ability 
to get efficient performMioe of their hired labor. 
Ownership and management of this type of enterprise 
appeal to certain types of men, and it seems prob­
able that many laii^ e scale ranchers have been 
willing to follow this type of life for much lower 
financial rewards than they might have obtained 
elsewhere. (39, p. 223) 
Aa mentioned in the preceding chapter, there are sections 
in the Western Range where the returns per worker are 
extremely low. This is particularly true of the Southwest 
in the Indian and Spanish-toerican settlements. A high de­
gree of labor mobility has prevented this problem from be­
coming severe in soto localities to the north and east. If 
labor is sufficiently mobile, and sxifficiently infom^ d, the 
marginal productivity of labor should tend to be the same 
in all areas, fhis obviously is not the case. It is doubt­
ful if a high degi^ e of mobility is desirable until better 
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eduoation, social acculturation, and financial assistance 
for migration can be affected for these very backward areas. 
In the mantJUse a sociological wnA (we would add) humani­
tarian problem exists in addition to the problem of ineffi­
cient iHRsource use. 
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chamr ix 
optimtim mmmt combinations 
A. General Application 
Continuing with the marginal conditions necesaairy for 
loaximum welfare, we will now escamlJie, in some detail, the 
condition which specified that the marginal rate of trans­
formation between any two products must be equal, for all 
fims, to the inverse of the ratio of society's preference 
for the two products, This condition will have important 
economic meaning in all production processes except those 
where o^int products are always produced in fixed propor­
tions. Absolute ^ oint products rarely exist in agriculture. 
Ihe one important case where ^ oint products are pro­
duced in the Western Range Area, is on land that has no al­
ternative doraestic use other than for sheep grazing. In 
this case mutton and wool are produced Jointly in fairly 
fixed proportions, in the short-run. Over a period of 
years, however, the sheep industry does respond, through 
breeding and selection, to produce more and better mutton 
and less wool (or vice versa) in response to substantial 
shifts in the price ratio. Where Joint products are impor­
tant the two products should be considered as one single 
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product for economic analysis* ThuB, the important economic 
problem in the use of labor and capital for producing mutton 
and wool in the above case arises from the fact that these 
factors have alternative uses for producing other products 
in other areas. 
We will discuss the application of this marginal con­
dition under three main subgroupings» First, in this chap­
ter we will exploa:^  its application to the problem of 
determinii^ g the type of agriculture at two important mar­
ginal areast 1. In those areas tentatively delineated as 
being mai^ inal for dryland cropping, and 2, in those areas 
whei^  prospective irrigation develops®nt may extend into 
the present range area. Second, in the next chapter we 
will consider a product produced at different time intervals 
as separate products and discuss the problem of optimum 
intertemporal combination of products. Finally, we will 
consider the problem of obtaitiin® an optimum combination 
of products in those situations conventionally character­
ized as "multiple-use". 
B. Dryland faming and/or Range Lands 
Although the Mormon pioneers, as early as 1849, were 
successful in raising some crops without irrigation in 
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a3?ea8 of limited rainfall# dry farming was made popular by 
H. ¥• Cfiaaptoell aro\md I9OO (I65, p. 144), As was pointed 
out in Chapter II, under the ImpetuB of the Campbell system 
of dry farming and a long series of years of higher-than-
average annual precipitation imich of the Northem and Central 
G3neat Plain® were settled under the enlarged horoestesui acts. 
Dry faming was also extended to the foothills on the peri­
phery of the intermountain valleys* Intermingled with the 
di^ land farms were livestock ranches. Frequently both dry 
faming and livestock ranching were and are practiced by 
the same operator. 
The gradual (and, at particular times, not so gradual) 
abaaidonment of homesteads began very early because of the 
growing burden of high property taxes and low and uncertain 
production from severely inswieqiiate parcels of land. It 
was especially noticeable during the agricultural price 
recession following World War I. Kumlien et al. wrote of 
these yearss 
k perusal of precipitation data for South 
Dakota by years 1890»1935 and compared with popu­
lation changes for that same period will show a 
definite ebb and flow of population into and out 
of the state as rainfall was sufficient or below 
normal. (126, p. 3) 
fhe severe drouth covering the period i930-1936 com­
bined with the depression burdened most counties, in the 
Sreat Plains particularly, with tax-delinquent and 
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aban«loned farm®, stranded families, and mass unemployment 
(125). The \muaual contlJiuli^  winds climaxed the series of 
events with the "dust-bowl" (21), right after the "New Deal 
Administration" of F. D, Roosevelt got underway. 
2- • Zoning as a permanent solution 
The literature in the professional agricultural and 
economic journals of this period indicate the direction that 
most groups turned to find answers to these problems. There 
was immediate emergency relief in the form of grants, loans, 
etc. (202 md 197)f hut a more permanent solution was 
sought through the Resettlement A^ tednistration. Under the 
leadership of Wehrwein and others from the University of 
Wisconsin tlm idea of rural zoning became a popular recom­
mendation (296), Wehrwein defined zoning as "a positive 
control over land use, listing in each zone what the private 
owner may or ma^  not do with his land and fixing a penalty 
for the violation of the ordinance" (292, p. 119). As used 
in Wisconsin, it applied largely to the cut-over area, and 
was used to keep people from settling on relatively unpro­
ductive lands or isolated tracts and becoming a burden to 
the social institutions. As applied in the areat Plains, 
zoning was used to prevent land owners from breaking their 
land out of sod. Considerable interest and discussion 
centered on the problem of defining the geographic boundaries 
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of larwl us®. were attempts by some to define bound-
ax^  lines, based primarily on precipitation and soil 
qualities (203)* tiiat would pemanently divide the tillable 
land frora the untillable land* A aeries of land-use 
studies were undertaken at most agricultural colleges (i76), 
Ixx a few Qr«at Plains states nom counties were successful 
in passing zoning ordinances preventing the extension of 
dry farming {286). 
The assuwptlons pertaining to the physical relationship 
between the two enterprises lBi®>lied in the zonir® proposal 
is of the general nature pictured in figure 8 which shows 
the relationship to be perfectly competitive on each side 
of the zoning boundary . On one side of the boiirdary the 
relationship is shown by the line M, while the line BC 
represents the physical relationship on the other side of 
the boundary. At any assumed price line, the slope of 
which is between that of BC and DA (PP« for instance), the 
optimum solution would be to grow all wheat on one side of 
the zoning boundary and have only livestock grazing on the 
other side, 
Economic recovery, a series of years with high annual 
precipitation, and World War IX combined to remove (at 
least temporarily) the serious conditions of tim problem 
befor® it WIS solved* Land that was on the county tax-
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Figure 8. Constant marginal rates of product 
substitution between grass and wheat 
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delinquent rolls moved into private oimership either to toe 
seeded, into grass or to be plowed up again. In Montana> 
Wyoming, and Colorado, particularly, thousands of acres 
have been broken out of virgin sod or sagebrush and planted 
to wheat. Baaed largely on earlier studies of technolc^  
and "nosaaal costs'* and "long-time average yield capacity", 
warnings of impending dangers have been sounded. "We are 
going to have a incurrence of the pains of readjustment in 
Western dryland agriculture" (190, pp. 19-21). 
•Hfiere is talk, again, of rural zoning oiKlinances and 
of a reallocation of SOTO of the land presently used for 
wheat production. In the susaner of 1953 the wheat farmers 
voted by a« overwhelming majority to accept acreage allot-
»nts for wheat production, fhis procedure tends to cut 
wheat acwtage about the same proportion in all areas rather 
than to remove it entirely from lands with comparatively 
high alternative uses* Research is getting tmder way in 
tt» Western Eange legion to study the economic problems of 
marginal shifts between range and dryland cropping (175# 
P» 31)* 
2* Alternatives to zoninE 
are several important changes, both in price 
and technology, that have occuri^ d since tim early thirties. 
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Mew metmnXz&tlon of dti^ Xsnd wheat faming has made possible 
econotties of scale. New varieties of wheat have been 
developed that reduce some of the hazards due to disease, 
and the miniwum moisture recpiireBMsnts for production have 
been lowered. 
One procedure being followed on thousands of acres of 
former grass and sagebrush land in W;y^ oming warrants mention 
(and further study). During very recent years some ranchers 
have been leasing their sagebrush laM that is level enough 
to be tillable to a contractor, fhe contractor agrees to 
pa^  the landowner a small portion of the wheat crop each 
year for about four years, whereupon the contractor is to 
reseed the land to grass and return it to the rancher. It 
is too early to know how successful this program will be 
or how far it can be extended, but it is evidence of another 
important change. "It may no longer be true that huge 
losses will be incurred in shifting land back from crop to 
livestock production" (175# P« 32). 
fhere undoubtedly is still a need for identifying the 
factors which detemine the economic feasibility of shifts 
between dryland cropping and range. There is need, also, 
for developing short-cut methods, or even rules-of-thumb, 
that ranchers can use in making better decisions concerning 
such shifts* It is the opinion of this writer that the 
economic return from i^ search resources devoted to further 
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<llJiilnisMiiS the cost of shifting back from cropping to grass 
will to® high* l^ la will call for ti» development and se­
lection of new varieties of grass and new revegetatlve 
tectoiques that will increase the probability of securing 
a good stand of grass during adverse laoisture conditions. 
It is entirely possible that with such a development the 
practice of plowing up much of the range might beocHne a 
standard recoiraoendation, the cost of renovating the sod 
and sagebrush land could be offset by tim production of 
soiM cultivated ci^ p for a few years (practicing summer 
fallow), followed by reseeding to grasses. Prom urtiat we 
now know of the productivity of reseeded ranges, and of 
C3x>p rotations (85), the total productivity will be in­
creased by such a rotation, 
Wien it becoms possible to shift back to grass with a 
reasonably high degx^ e of assurance of obtaining a good 
grass stand the physical relationship between the two 
enterprises will be of the general nature illustrated in 
Figure 9# which suggests that an incz^ asing marginal rate 
of substitution exists throtighout the entire range of sub­
stitution, It also suggests that a degree of complinwntar-
Ity exists at the two extrews# With this kind of physical 
relationship the optimum combination would be where not 
less than OG of wheat and not less than of beef were 
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Figure 9. Increasing marginal rates of product 
substitution between grass and wheat 
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produced. Jkt price ratio Pf the optimum quantities would 
be OB said OF, respectively. During prolonged periods of 
low rainfall, such as occurred during tl^  thirties, the re­
lationship would a:^ vert back to that i^ pi^ sented by line BC 
in Figure 8, where beef production would be specified. 
It was the land for which rural zoning (designed to 
prevent the land being cropped) was proposed during the 
thirties that piwduced a substantial part of the wheat that 
went into the breadbaskets of the world during the last 
fotirteen years* It is doubtful if the labor and capital 
that was used in this area during this period could have 
been used so profitably in any other area. In a society 
of rapidly changing tastes and technology, what is needed, 
it would seem, is gi^ ater mobility of resources between 
entei^ rises, not less. This is particularly true of agri­
culture in areas where precipitation is characterized by a 
high coefficient of variability sequence (coefvs^ ). High 
mobility of human resources into and out of the Great Plains 
Area according to the rainfall may place a strain on the 
social institutions and adversely affect certain cultural 
a«d spiritual values greater than we are willing to accept. 
If this is the case, rural zoning for certain areas might 
be Justified. 
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It seems quite feasible, on the basis of a very pre-
liralnapy examination of the situation, that a program de-
signed to siaterially Increase the size of the smaller 
agricultural units may go far in reducing the necessity for 
a recurrence of the mass migrations that occurred during 
the thirties. Iiarger units would pemlt the accumulation 
of capital during periods of high precipitation to be used 
as a contingency reserve in periods of low rainfall. This 
would permit the family to continue Its noiwl process of 
educational and cultural and spiritual developn^ nt in times 
of adverse pr^ scipitatlon while at tl^  same time curbing the 
intensity of Its agricultural enterprises so as to corres­
pond to the rainfall, ©ils solution assumes that a satis­
factory procedure can be devised for increasing the size 
of the small ranching and dry farmlns irnits. As pointed 
out earlier, this calls for a satisfactory solution to the 
problem of recurrent unemployment in the industrial sectors 
of the economy. The success of the above mentioned solu­
tion would depend, lai^ ely, on 1, whether or not it was 
Physically possible to shift from dry farming to grass dur­
ing periods of low rainfall, and 2. whether or not individ­
uals would have the knowledge and capacity to prevent a 
soil loss due to wind erosion greater than society was 
desirous of jUncui'rlng. ®he fact that we currently tend to 
appraise these assumptions and conditions in the negative 
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Should not deter us ivom further research designed to mak@ 
theiB feasible. 
C. Irrigation ©evelopa»nt and Integration 
Nearly 90 per cent of the acreage that is presently 
under irrigation has been developed by private enterprise 
(190, p* 162 )s soiae of the projects have had a rather un­
favorable record, foday, after considerable fimncial re-
organigation, most of the private irrigation systems appear 
to be on a rather sound footing. It is generally agreed, 
at the present tiae, that the important irrigation develop­
ments that occur in the future will need to be done by the 
federal govemront. Currently this responsibility is vested 
lai^ ely in tlm Bureau of Heclamation although the Depart­
ment of Agriculture and the Am^  Engineers play Important 
roles in some areas such as in ^  Missouri and Columbia 
Basin. 
In 1950 the Bureau of leclamation administered nearly 
10 million acres of public land^  ^much of which was held as 
beJjig susceptible to irrigation {^ 8, p. 8). Some of this 
Iwnd is to be broii®ht under irrigation by development pro­
jects for i^ ich money has been appropriated. Other portions 
of the land are being withheld subject to investigation$ it 
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Is doutjfcful if It will fee economically feasible to bring 
Dwch of this land iwder irrigation in the foreseeable future. 
At the present tiro the most promising prospects for extend­
ing irrigation are on lands that are now in private pro­
duction either m dVf cropland or range land. Several 
products are proposed that would fwnish supplemental irri­
gation water for lai^  that is now being irrigated under 
private developront* 
fimre is little question that the federal prc^ ram of 
water resource developnient will play an influential part in 
determining the future economic development of the West. 
Present proposals call for a federal expenditure of approxi­
mately 11.25 billion dollars in the Missouri Basin alone on 
water resource developnent. Of this amount, about 29 per 
cent is proposed for irrigation, and 28 per cent for other 
agricultural measures, 23 per cent for flood control, 15 
per cent for hydro-electric power, two per cent for naviga­
tion, and three per cent for other purposes, including river 
bank erosion control, municipal water supply, recreation, 
etc. (149, pp. 91-92). addition to this, vast sums are 
being spent in the other river basins of the West, and in 
the interior basin drainages. 
A thorough economic analysis and appraisal of water 
resource use and development would be a study in itself too 
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vast to include in this treatise. It is the subject of 
several separate studies by individual research workers and 
by federal coaiE^ ssions {19I). Some of the important eco­
nomic aspects will fee discussed, however, aM where our 
pi^ sent fraraewojfe of analysis suggests economic criteria 
with which to appraise certain policies and proposals some 
suggestions for Increased economic efficiency will be made, 
fhis will be very briefly presented under two main headings, 
file first will be a brief critique of the over-all policies 
and procedures for water resource developnaent in the West. 
Then, from tl^ s standpoint of tl3® firm, we will discuss the 
problem of integmting irrigated cropland into a range 
and/or dryland farming operation. 
Sconomic analysis of water t^ source development 
As the water resoujpce use and development policy 
emerged in the United States, the army engineers mre given 
primary responsibility for flood control, and for the upkeep 
and supervision of the peimnent structures in the rivers 
and harbors that were used in transportation, fhe Depart­
ment of CoRBaerce was given supervision of transportation, 
prJjiarily through the Office of Transportation and the 
Inland Waterwaq^ s Corporation, ®he construction of the dams 
for poimr and irrigation was assigned to the Bureau of 
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Reclaiaation In the Bepartiaent of the Interior, while the 
supervision of the disposal and use of the power was placed, 
for the most part, under the Federal Power Coiamission. The 
Bepartment of ^ riculture was given responsibility for most 
of the agricultural resources and programs. The programs 
of 3?esource development eiasrged separately within several 
of the above agencies, with little coordination betvreen the 
two. It was not until the close of World War II that the 
agencies effectively got together to form interagency river 
basin coiwittees. At that tSji© it was evident that the 
patience of the people, and of their elected representatives, 
was running out and that if some kind of cooiHiinated program 
was not forthcoming by the existii:^  agencies, an imposed 
coordination in the form of valley authorities was highly 
possible# A Joint prc^ ram trying to combine the separate 
plans into one coordinated prograaa for a given ai^ a has been 
going on s.lnce that tira®, 
In 19^ 6 the Federal Inter-Agency River Basin Gonmaittee 
appointed a Subcommittee on Benefits aM Costs for the pur­
pose of foimilating naitually acceptable principles and pro­
cedures for economic analysis of water resource projects 
(210, p. Ill)* It was about this same time that the Hoover 
CoiiHnlsslon came out with its recoma^ ndations for reorganiza­
tion of the executive branch of the federal government. The 
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GoBfflilftSlon i*ep«>rt waa giilte critical of the lack of 
ooordination that ©xisted In the areas of resotirce develop­
ment Mid suggested a mrger of several of the fimetlons Into 
one agency. Comission pointed out certain shortcomings 
in accounting procedure and the laclc of a central agency to 
detemine priority of water use when conflicts over use 
arose (235). 
a. fhe ^ sldent's Water follcy Cogmiaaion* 
fre»ldent*s Water i^ licy Cowalsslon report was released In 
19^  the first volume deallrc directly with the outline of 
a water policy {272), The report seems to carry the idea 
that all persons are better off after a dam is built than 
before since it will Increase demand for products • Om gets 
the iB^ i^ ssion fro® readli^  the report that Iz^ lgatlon, 
per se.i is good because it gets people to cooperate. No 
TOthod of deteroining a restriction on the costs and In-
vestii»nt for irrigation was given. !fhe fact that incresused 
agricultural production could be obtained from alternative 
TOthods, such as drainage, use of fertilizer, new seed 
varieties, etc., was not considered. The Commission appar­
ently holds that a sufficient condition for undertaking a 
project is that total benefits exceed total costs. 
b. the .Subcommittee on .Bewefita and Costs. The Federal 
Inter-agency Subcommittee on Benefits and Costs submitted 
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its r@GOjnwndatiOM of pTOposed practices for economic 
analysis of river basin projects in 1950 in a report that 
ha® since come to he knowj as "Ttre Sreen Book". This re­
port ittsde several noteworthy proposals for economic analysis, 
which, if followed, would substantially alter the present 
evaluation procedures, llie Coraaittee held that (210, p. 5)j 
1. toy service j^ rfonaed toy a project would have value only 
to the extent that a need or demand for that service is 
expected! g, Th® criterion of maxiiaizing net benefits is 
fundsfflental in the Justification of pa^ ojectsj 3. A project, 
or any segment thereof, must be the most economic n^ thod of 
achieving the particular purpose for wrtiich the project is 
considej^ di and Tim order of mdertaking economically 
Justifiable projects should be on tte basis of their rela­
tive efficiency in the use of i^ source®. iniey rightly 
claiJiked that costs of goods and services should be based 
on opportunity cost and that no benefits should be credited 
higher than the cheapest alternative of supplying those ser­
vices (210, pp. 9-10). Except for projects undertaken 
during the depi^ ssion, they would assuji^  a relatively high 
employment of resources. The scale of a given project should 
be at that point marginal revenue equals marginal 
cost (210, pp. 11-12). TOiey felt that because of uncer­
tainties of changing tastes and technology tl^  economic 
life of the project should be less than the physical life^  
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an upptr limit on the economic life of 100 years was sug­
gested (210, pp. 2%-25). laiey reconiMnded that estimates 
of benefits and cost® accruing at varying times be made 
Gompaj?able by ad^ ustaent to a uniform time basis through 
the use of interest rates. ®hie interest rate on long-term 
government bonds was suggested in calculating the annual 
cost of initial federal investment (currently at about 2.5 
per cent)i while for calculatli^  the anniml costs of pri­
vate investments and for discountlrig deferred payments, a 
minimum rate of 4.Q per cent was reetwiended (210, pp. 21-
2i|). ®i®y recoifflrasnded that wherever possible projects should 
be evaluated in monetary tmrm ai^  where certain intangible 
benefits necessitate <}ualitatlve considerations, a minimum 
qualitative value should be given (210, pp. 26-27). 
c. laie Missouri Bajiin Survey Coiiwaission. E^he Missouri 
Basin Survey Commission report of 1953 clearly illiistrates 
that very few of the recoOT»ndatlons of the Subcommittee on 
Benefits and Costs h^  as yet been adopted by the several 
agencies. Hearings before the eommlssion indicated a strong 
belief that the resource progrM then in progress lacked 
the coordination and balance essential to "genuine multiple-
purpose planning and even threatens at times to make improvi­
dent use of the regions limited supply of water" (149, p. 3). 
To bring about the needed coordination, the creation of a 
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Misaowrl Basin Coaaaission to direct and coordinate th© 
awjtivite® of all federal agencies relating to resource 
dewlopment was recooiaended* 
In its economic appraisal of current and proposed pro­
grams in tl^  Missouri Basin, the Survey Coraaission found 
substantial differences in financial and accounting prac­
tices. It reported a disputed cost allocation of near 500 
million dollars on main stem dams between the Corps of 
Engineers and the Bureau of ^ clamation arising out of dif­
ferences in allocating costs, whetl^ r reirabursably to irri­
gation and pomr or nonreimbursable to flood control and 
navigation• laie practice followed by the Bureau of trans­
ferring 30 per cent of the cost of the power plant from 
power, which pays interest on investment, to irrigation, 
which pays no interest on investment, has economic and 
policy implications tffeich th© Survey Commission felt were 
not Intended by the Congress. It estimated that the prac­
tice of not charging interest on investment during con­
struction would cost approximately 40© million dollars for 
th© proposed construction# 
d. Cost-benefit analysis* ®ie purpose of the cost-
benefit analysis is to determine whether or not a particular 
project, or any of the segisents of that project, is 
economically feasible or Justifiable. Two conditions have 
been claimed as the necessary conditions for economic 
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Justificationt 1. benefits must eaioeed costs| and 2. bene­
fits »u9t not be computed to be higher than the cheapest 
slteraative source of the services in question. However, 
either singly, or together, these conditions are not suffi­
cient* fhe sufficient condition for economic Justification 
is that this particular project as proposed provides maxi-
imnk net benefits. This condition implies that the net bene­
fits fTOiR this pi^ Ject, as proposed, provides greater net 
bemfits than 1. any other scale or combination of uses 
possible for this saiae project, 2, any possible combination 
of uses on another project in another location, or 3. any 
other ccaiibination of like expenditure for any purpose in 
any area.^  It Is suggested that both the necessary and suf­
ficient conditions be included in the cost-benefit analysis, 
and that the proposals of the Inter-agency Subcc»nraittee on 
f^or example, Ulrich (221) has shoisn that a program of 
resource development and use in the Piedmont of Virginia 
could bring into productive use over one million acres at 
an estimated cost of about 159 million dollars, through 
clearii^ , fertilizer and lime, terracing and other water 
control measures! while it is currently being planning to 
spend about 85O million dollar® to bring the same number of 
acres under irrigation in the Colun^ ia Valley, This compari­
son is valid if the secondaary costs and benefits, both 
monetary md non-monetary are 1. relatively insignificant 
and can be Ignored, or 2. comparable between areas. 
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Benefit® smd Costs be followed in evaluatJjig benefits and 
costs (210, pp» 15-38), 
©. Cost allooation. Cost allocation for imltlple-
pufpose projects is Important because 1. the costs allocated 
to flood control and navigation are not reimbursable, and 
2, the rates at which power and water are made available to 
the users are strongly influenced by the proportion of the 
costs that is allocated to each, there is, of necessity, a 
degree of arbitrariness in the allocation of costs on a 
multiple-puiTpose project, fhe separable costs-reraaining 
benefits nrethod proposed by the Biter-Agency Subconmiittee 
appears to be reasonable and not too difficult to compute. 
®ie method bi^ aJcs dowi into seven steps as follows i 1. The 
total benefits attributable to each use or purpose are 
determined, 2, tlie cheapest alternative cost of supplying 
this siBse service is determined. 3. fhe lesser of these 
two figures is used to represent the value of the benefits. 
4, ®ie separable cost for each purpose is calculated. This 
is "the diffewnce between the cost of the multiple-purpose 
pTOject and the cost of the project with the puipose re­
moved" C2IO, p. 5^ ). 5* The separable cost (step 4) is 
subtracted from the limited benefits (step 3) for each pur­
pose to obtain the remaining benefits. 6. The Joint costs 
(total costs of the multiple-pxirpose project less the total 
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of all separable costs) are distributed among the purposes 
proportional to their remaining benefits, 7. The separable 
cost (step 4) is added to allocated ^ oint costs (step 6) 
to obtain the total cost allocation to each purpose. 
f. Repayable costs and the Basin Account Plan. The 
practice of having power repay s<^  of the reimbursable costs 
for irrigation has been followed since I9O6, The present 
policy is illustrated by the testimony of the Director of 
fower ytiliaation, lui^ au of leclaiaation before the Senate 
Subcoraaittee of the Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation. 
parts of the project that were built and 
are to be used solely for irrigation purposes were 
charged to irrigation| the saro thing was done in 
the case of power. The multipupose features then 
were allocated between them, after which deter­
mination was made of how much the irrigators could 
properly repay. The amount which it was not 
thought the irrigators could pay was considered 
as necessary to be repaid from power. (250, p. 61) 
The present Missouri Basin Account Plan of the Bureau 
of Reclamation is an exaggerated case of this practice. It 
calls for the pooling of costs and revenues of those re­
imbursable portions of the program that are to be included 
in the account. Bie Basin Account in I95I is shown in 
Table 
The Missouri Basin Survey Conmission said of the Basin 
Account Plan: 
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Table 4 
leiiabursable Cost Allocations and Scheduled Repayments^  
Scheduled 
Allocation repa^ srraenta 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Irrigation 2,577,113 »000 905,367,^ 0 
Power 687,030,000 2,333,550,400 
Municipal water 19,695,000 49,235,200 
Fish and wild life 660,000 - « -
Recreation 647,000 - - -
Reserve (power system) %y33Q|QOQ ^^ i330f000 
Total 3,347,483,000 3,347,483,000 
®^ Sources Iteport of the Regional director. Region 7, 
Lower Flatte River Basin, Bureau of leclaraation, Denver, 
Colorado, September, 1951* (234) 
Under the law no interest is charged on 
tlM9 cost of irrigation but power rates are to 
be set high enough to retire the power invest-
laent with interest at 3*0 per cent in 50 years. 
The Bureau, however, credits the interest com­
ponent from power to irrigation to offset the 
cost of irrigation, ©nis has the effect of mak­
ing both irrigation and power interest free in 
that tlm goveiroaent does not recover interest 
on the investment in power^  .... The account 
is norwxistent in the sense that the funds are 
held and expended for purposes of constructing 
future projects. Rather it is a concept under 
which the Federal Qovewiment gets back the same 
nuunber of dollars that it had put into the re­
imbursable features. (149, pp. 107-108) 
T^he effect on the users is quite different than this, 
however. 
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Itie present policy of assigning repayable costs is 
nothing iBore than an incon» subsidy, or transfer payment, 
from the poisier users and the general public to the irriga­
tors, While incoia® transfers may very well be justified and 
desirable on the basis of a raoi^  equitable income distri­
bution, it is doubtful if this is the most efficient method 
of accomplishing this purpose» The present method leads to 
two Jtoportaht types of biases* First, as previously men­
tioned, tJmre is a tendency to shift reimbursable costs from 
power, on which interest is chai:s«d, to irrigation, on which 
interest is not charged. This practice places a bias in 
the project analysis in favor of the project. Second, there 
is an apparent tendency to make liberal assumptions con­
cerning the benefits from irrigation, Icnowing that a con­
siderable portion of the reimbursable costs chargeable 
against those benefits will be repayable by power. This 
would further bias the analysis in favor of the irrigation 
portion of the project. It is suggested that reimbursable 
costs correspond with repayable costs, and that income trans­
fers, where desirable, be specifically identified as such. 
An indication of the direction in which the present 
irrigation policy be leading is revealed by the findings 
of the Missouri Basin Survey Commission. 
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Acco3?dlng to data supplied, water cannot 
be brought to any land not now irrigated for less 
than $100 per acre, for tl^  first three-fourths 
of a million acres of new irrigation . . « the 
cost would range up to about $%0 per acre. For 
the next three-fourths of a million acres the 
cost would raii®e from $%00 to nearly $700 per 
acre, for the next one-third million acres the 
cost would rwjge from $700 to nearly $2,500 per 
acre. For a few very small projects, with un­
favorable benefit-cost ratios, the cost would run 
as high as $4,000-$4,500 per acre. While the 
higher-cost-per-acre projects are not being ad­
vanced by the Bureau for construction, they are 
authorized and under preliminai^  study. Conse­
quently, they need to be taken into consideration. 
U49, p. 102) 
One line of reasoning, with respect to having power re­
pay part of irrigation's reimbursable costs, goes this way. 
fhere are substsmtial secondary benefits derived from irri­
gation developi^ nt, such as the s«condaa?y and tertiary 
processing of agricultural products, the new businesses 
that service the new agricultural commxmity - the dentist, 
the doctor, etc, (®ie validity of these assumptions de­
pends a great deal on the opportunity for alteimtive 
employsant of resources at the tin®. In times of war 
mobilization, or inflation, tlm net secondary benefits may 
actually be negative. In tiros of less than full employ­
ment of resources, or of pending depression, opportunity 
cost of sou® of the resources might be near zero (61)). 
Since these secondary benefits occur from irrigation and 
cannot be recaptured by irrigation, the next best way to 
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recapture them Is hj charging higher rates for power and 
using this money to i^ pay the i^ imbursable costs of irri­
gation. ©lis assumes, of course, that tlw users of the 
power are the ones who en^ oy the secondary benefits from 
Irrigation, which is highly unlikely. 
If it has been determined that those who receive the 
secondary benefits from irrigation should not repay a por­
tion of the cost# because 1, they cannot be sufficiently 
Identified (as is reasoned in the case of benefits from 
navigation and flood control), or 2. it is socially desir­
able that the group be subsidized, then these secondary bene­
fits should not be considered in coaiputins reimbursable 
costs, life suggest that some of these secondary benefits 
from irrigation, as well as mm of the benefits from flood 
control and navigation (if they can be estimated as benefits 
at all) can be detemined as accruing to a definite group 
or geographic area and, therefore, can be recaptured by 
taxes, fees, or assessments. 
®ie policy of subsidizing Irrigation has other implica­
tions in resource developa^ nt that result in inefficiency. 
Since irrigation was subsidized, there has been a strong 
desire to spread the benefits resulting from the expendi­
ture of public funds over as large a number of farm families 
as possible (158). ®h® legal size limit for a project 
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farm ha« taeen 160 acres, except for a very few 
special oases where Congress has permitted, a lazier size 
liffiit. On most settlement projects the actual farm size is 
considerably below this, in soiae cases as low as 40 acres 
(190, p* 159). Most economic studies that have been made 
of settlement projects indicate that 1. most of the 
settlers are severely handicapped by their small, ineffi­
cient units, and by a low rate of capital accumulation 
(219)1 and 2, there is a strong tendency for the fairos 
eventually to combine into larger, more efficient units 
(101). 
Western soils are almost universally low in organic 
matter and nitrogen, an^  some form of livestock operation 
is essential to successful farm operation under irrigation 
on most projects. In the upper basins where the growing 
season is relatively short, even 160 acres may be insuffi­
cient to permit the new settler to improve his yields 
through rotation and livestock operation (278). A policy 
of establlshii^  farm size on the basis of efficient opera­
tion by the farm family would permit a higher repaynwnt 
capacity for the Irrigation sector of the project, and 
would result in a greater net product return to society, 
since fewer human and capital resources would be utilized 
in producing a given amo\ant of agricultural products. 
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g. Uwmmnt hlstiory of irrigation projects* The re-
pap»nt history of fedeml irrigation development projects 
is not favorable (11%). Even with the present 50 year re-
payiaent period, it is doubtful if very many of them will 
pay out. She policy of not charging interest does not 
encourage repay»nt* Probably an even greater deterrent 
to repayront, however, is the present Joint-liability 
clause in the contracts that makes it impossible for a 
settler to obtain clear title to his land and water imtil 
sdTter all obligations by all buyers have been n^ t. Should 
one settler pay off his own obligations he is still liable 
for the delinquency of others. In the early beginning of 
irrigation development by the Bui^ au, the money used in con­
struction was taken from a reclamation fund sustained by 
sale of wstez^  land. As the construction was paid off the 
fund was again built up. Under these conditions the West 
claimed that it was using its own money and therefore should 
not pay interest. However, because of a poor repayment 
history of irrigation projects, and because of an expanded 
program of development on the part of the Buireau, the fund 
has been supplemented by Gongi^ ssional appropriations. The 
Joint-liability clause appear to be a cari^ -over from the 
early experiences of private irrigation developaent. 
0reater economic efficiency in resource development and an 
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Improved repajratnt polic^ r would result If 1. interest were 
ehsM^ ed on all resource SuvettHient, whether for irrigation 
or poweri and 2. the ^ oint-liability clause were eliminated. 
Cost-sharing* llie concept of sharing the costs of 
water resowce development between federal and state govem-
fl^ nt, local districts, and individuals is receiving in­
creased attention (25)* fhere is an increased feeling that 
a substantial gap exists "between Individual development 
anuS laiB®"*s©&3le federal developiaent • . . in present-da^  
Irrigation policy and progi^ s" (105# p. 147). ©le small 
watersheds developaent program, which is designed to fill 
this gap, embodies ths cost-sharing principle. It grows 
out of the fact that uom of the benefits, but not all of 
them, accrue to thm individual on whose land the investment 
is made. Other benefits accrue to the surrounding lands, 
while some benefits are spread over such a vast area that 
their final destiny csumot be identified (211). On-site-
off-site classification of benefits and costs is largely 
an outgrowth of the institution of property. The small-
watershed program attempts to get at the solution of the 
problem through property arrangement (242). 13ie program 
is now in an ejcperlmental stage of development, but it is 
anticipated that the small watershed district will pay a 
portion of the costs, these costs to be apportioned to the 
individuals within tM district according to procedures 
acceptable to the district* TOie proportion of the costs 
that is to be paid by the district varies from 25 to 8? per 
cent of the costs for those projects that have been tenta­
tively proposed (240, pp. 627-642), It is still too early 
to appraise this program, since the "g3X>imd-rules" of policy 
have not yet eTOrged. fhe concepts on which it is based are 
at least in the right direction. 
Integration of irrigation into range and dryland fairoing 
operation 
the opportunity for further expansion of irrigation 
for most ranchers and farmers in the Western Range Area is 
liiiiited almost entirely to those areas that can be serviced 
from govemiwnt reclamation projects or those where imder-
ground water can be used, fhe latter is limited by the 
cost of drilling and lifting and by the salinity or alka­
linity of some unden^ round water supplies. Wie possibility 
of a greater use of underground water channels has i^ ceived 
little consideration. In fact, the use of underground water 
for irrigation is a rather recent development in the Iftiited 
States. IJhder preamt laws and practices, there is con­
siderable uncertainty attached to an individual firm's 
investing in e«|uipiaent to capture arwi use underground water, 
Reseaireh into the nature, the use, and institutional 
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contTOls of undei^ rouiKJ water Is undoubtedly one of the 
most critical items in th© field of water resource use and 
,dev®lo|H»nt, at the present time. 
Whether the source of irrigation water be from under­
ground or from a federal multiple-purpose dam, the rancher 
will be faced with the problem of deciding whether or not 
to invest in Irrigation. His decision should be based pri­
marily on whether the sum of his discounted expected stream 
of net profits is increased or decreased by the irrigation. 
The economic affects of irrigation will be 1. charges in 
the level of income resulting from increased physical out­
put, increased capital investment, and increased operating 
costs, and a more stabilized physical production over 
time, 
a» Changes in the level of income. The Bireaiof Re-
clamation has estimated that the costs of land development 
alone (based on 19%9 prices) would average about 65 dollars 
per acre. (There would be a great deal of variation be­
tween farms, however.) Increased machinery, building, 
livestock, and irrigation-structure investment would be 
over and above this amount. Considerably more man labor 
is Inquired under irrigation, although this need not in­
crease costs If there exists a surplus of family labor that 
has no alternative ei^ loyment. Greater management skill 
will be required under irrigation since 1, a new farm 
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oiuanlaatlon designed to utiliae tte new products and/or 
by-products must be affected, and 2. the management deci­
sion under irrigation faming includes the timing, amount, 
and method of water application so as to obtain the most 
economically desired yields and maintain favorable soil 
structure and texture# 
®ie increase in physical product that can be expected 
with irrigation development will vary from one area to 
another depending on soil and climate, and will vary be­
tween firms depending on tlM kinds of crops selected. The 
value of the increased product should be detemined by the 
effective market prices, except where the increased pro­
duct helps to eliminate so^  seasonal forage bottleneck, 
and thus pewits a more efficient use of other resources. 
This emphasizes the importance of considering the entire 
fim in the analysis, Under static assumptions, the addi­
tion of irrigation to the fim would be recommended if and 
only if the added mt profit mm greater from the added 
irrigation than from axw other alternative resource use. 
b. Income stability through irrinsation. It is under 
dynamic condition® with a high degree of variation in pre­
cipitation fluctuating about a point that is critical for 
crop production that irrigation development receives its 
most enthusiastic support in the arid west (106, pp. 721-
722), as a stabilizer of western agriculture. As to whether 
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or not the additloii of irrigated acres to an individual 
ranch will increase Income stability depends on the circum-
stancei of the individual case and on how one measures 
stability. In terois of variability, as measured by the 
variance, net tocosie may be made less stable by the shift­
ing of land from range to irrigated cropland for several 
reasons, first, since the physical product that is added 
through irrigation is Bany times larger than the physical 
product lost by removing land from range grass, variation 
can be over a much greater mige of values. Second, although 
the irrigated crops less susceptible to loss due to 
drouth than was the grass, they are more susceptible to 
other hazards, particularly hail and frost to which several 
areas of the west are especially subjected (261, p. 730), 
and to certain diseases mvA pests that are not common to 
range land. Finally, the addition of irrigation adds high 
fixed costs of interest, taxes, overhead, and maintenance 
that will be reduced very little, during periods of low 
income. Bi relative terms, however, it is reasonable that 
income variation usually will be reduced. 
For cases Involving shifts from dryland to irrigated 
farming It is quite clearly established that converting som 
of the land to irrigation tends to reduce Income variation, 
although It may be less definitely established that the 
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average expected annual net profits will be increased, m 
their study of dii^ land and Irrigation failing on the Cannon-
ball liver of Horth Dakota, HeIfinstine and Schaffner (87) 
estiuiated that labor earnings could be increased from 
1,773 dollars to 2,298 dollars (19^ 9 prices) on a 1120-
acre cattle ranch, with dry farming emphasizing wheat pro­
duction, by converting 45 acres of dryland to irrigation. 
IJhis does not include th® added costs of the water de« 
livemd to the ranch, such as costs for construction, over­
head, and H»intenance of the dam md canals. Using the 
biadget technique, they estimated that the coefficient of 
variation of labor earnings would have been reduced from 
159 cent to 112 per cent, over the period 1930-19^ 9, 
by the addition of irrigation. 
h »ore meaningful approach to the problem of instabil­
ity, arising out of weather uncertainty, is to attempt to 
minimize the chance of a critical loss (a loss that may 
result in the discontinuance of the firm) in any one year. 
Both the logic of enterprise s^ lationships and familiarity 
with the actual physical conditions confirms the general 
belief that irrigation can stabilize the agriculttire of the 
arid West in this sense. Theoretically, as the number of 
enterprises ai^  increased, the chance of a low income from 
all of them at the same time is decreased "if the returns 
for diffei^ nt entei^ rises do not have a high positive 
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corwlation" (77# P* 8^7). Frc«n th® standpoint of yield 
variability, there amy be veiey little positive correlation 
betifeen the range grass and irrigated crops in some areas. 
The price variability might approach 1.00, however, if both 
the grass and the irrigated crops are raai:%:eted through the 
same livestock. It would be less than 1.00 if the irri­
gated crop prodwts are inarketed directly. It may be very 
low for those crops that eoiae under high government support, 
particularly if livestock prices are not supported. 
By I8SS it was realized that irrigated land could add 
stability to ranching operation in the Northern Gfreat 
Plains a®d Siterrountain areas by providing a winter feed 
base and thus preventing critical losses during periods of 
low rainfall and severe winters. Since that time ranches 
have developed around the Irrigated meadows that provided 
the winter feed, fhere still remain some areas where the 
present water supply is inadequate to provide winter feed 
for the livestock from the surroianding range lands during 
severe winters and where the water supply is unstable. In 
these areas supplementary water supply from federally 
developed reclamation projects may be of considerable value 
in adding stability to the industry. In view of the pre­
sent anticipated high cost of most of this development, one 
needs to ask whether or not some more economic alternatives 
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(ouch as a subsidizad program of storing concentrates, or 
soam foam of income insurance) may not be determined, and 
if the gain in stability is sufficient to warrant the cost. 
A further discussion of variability due to weather uncer­
tainty follows in the next chapter. 
c. Acreage limitations for iyriaation development. 
Earlier in this chapter it wm pointed out that the law 
specifies that the maximum number of acr^ s of land to which 
irrigation water from a leclMiation project is to be sup­
plied to one man shall be 160 acres. This limitation is an 
outgrowth of the fwily farm concept and the idea that the 
benefits of subsidized irrigation developa^ nt should be 
spread out as much as possible. As the areas to be irri­
gated changes from the public domain lands to lands that 
are privately owned, lands are usually held in tracts larger 
than 160 acxws before the project develops. Freqtrently many 
sections are held by one man, although only relatively small 
portions of it usually will be irrigable. Under the pre­
sent law, owners may select 160 acres to be designated as 
"non-excess lands"| the remainder will be classed as "excess 
lands". Should the owner refuse to sell the excess lands 
at price®, terns, and conditions that are agreeable to the 
Secretary of the Interior, he becomes ineligible to receive 
water on his lands. 1!he Missouri Basin Siirvey Commission 
found that 
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k eoiablimtion of adrainistrmtlve rulings 
and State law has smd# it possible to use this 
provision to fore© the breakup of larger land 
holdings# te administrative procedure has been 
adopted by the Bureau of Beclamation of refusing 
to deliver water to any lai^ s, excess or non-
excess, until the oimer hm agreed to dispose of 
th§ excess* Xn souse States all irrigable lands> 
ndiether excess or non-excess, may be included 
within th® Irrigation districts which make the 
repaysaents to the Qovemaient for the project works, 
8y:id be assessed for the benefit resulting 
from making the water available to the land by 
the project woi^ s and ditches, whether or not the 
water is actually applied to the laMs or can 
legally be so applied. In such situations the 
water is denied to the excess lands, yet the 
lands are assessed as if they were Irrigated, 
an assess3»nt which tl» owner can seldom afford 
to pay, with the result that is compelled to 
sell his excess lands. (1%9# p. 20%) 
Administrative rulings pemit a private owner to trans­
fer excess lands to his wife and children (even minor 
children) to the point wl^ 3» each has 160 acres. l!here does 
not seem to be any :^ ei^ nt reason why this is the most 
efficient way in which to solve the above problem. If, as 
this ruling assuiws, the 1^  acre limitation is not sound, 
the law should be altered and made flexible enough to fit 
each local situation. Subsidization of larger units could 
be avoided by specifylr^  t^ at all costs reimbursable by 
irrigation, be repayable by the users - including interest 
chaises. If the distribution of the irrigated lands among 
the users is to be economically sound, I. acreage limita­
tion, if desirable, should consider economies of scale of 
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operation for the icind of agricultwal production that is 
exptcted to develop, and consideration must he given to 
the uses of the rang® said di:^  faraiing lands that are ex­
pected to he wed Jointly with the Irrigated lands. 
d. ia^  extent of integration, Huffman (105# pp. 130-
132) lists several different situations wherein range and 
irrigated lands may be integrated, 1. ®ie irrigation far­
mer with grazing land as a part of the operating unit, 
whether owaed, leased, or pemit grazing} 2. The rancher 
who has m irrigated feed basei 3« stabilizing influ­
ence that a body of irrigated land laight have on the sta­
bility of the feed supply through the amrket* This nmy 
work In reverse in some areas where dryland grain farming 
ships feed grain to the irrigated farms for their winter 
( 
feeding progrm, (Unless coordinated in soiae manner, this 
may actually increase the variance of total feed supplies, 
as pi»viously noted,} 4. The exchange of livestock between 
irrigated and drylaiKi areas; 5. Ihe exchange of farm and 
ranch labor| 6, Tki& planned cooMination within an aj?ea 
broi^ ht about by distributing the irrigation water over a 
iBJVgBT area by irrigating a small part of many units. This 
last TOthod would have to be limited to new areas or It 
would requiwi "a drastic program of public land purchase 
and a reorgaiilssation of the pattern of resource use" (105, 
p. 133). 
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From their stud^ r of Irrigated and dryland fanning in­
tegration in the Horth Platte Valley, one of the older 
projects in the West, Oreenshields and Voelker (69) foimd 
a surprisljigly small amount of integration. In 1946 some 
th»e per cent of the farm had dry cropland lying outside 
the project asf^ a, five per cent has paatureland outside the 
area, and I5 per cent mm hiring the use of dryland pasture 
outside the project for suoror grassing. About 4o per cent 
of the irrigation farmers wer^  carrying on livestock feed­
ing operation, although they did not necessarily purchase 
their feeders from the surrounding ranch area. 
However, on the Buford-Trenton Project in North Dakota, 
Voelker found that 53 per cent of the opei*ators had from i60 
to 1,100 acres of dry famlMtd, and some had range lands up 
to four sections (283, p. 23). A study of the Huntley pro­
ject in Montana, made in 1946 (288), revealed that over 
four-fifths of the farMrs contacted had accomplished some 
type of integration} two-thirds were grazing some livestock 
on adjoining rangelandsi and one-half produced some dryland 
crops. Three-fourths of tte imnge land was within five 
mile© of the Irrigated land with which it was used, althoxigh 
Bom was over 20 miles away. Ward and Kelso, concluded from 
this studyt 
Maximum stabilizing effects of integration 
would require a flescible program that would per­
mit livestock fattening on the irrigation project 
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nrhen fe«fd is pXentiful, and a shift to winter­
ing of fereedii^  stock during severe drouths in 
the dz^  lands. 
Individual operators who have both an irri­
gated field base wd riorage land could carry feed 
reserves, but large ^ reserves from an irrigated 
project would a?e<|uii« some form of organization 
to prcsvide an ever-normal granary and haystack. 
(288, p. 36} 
®ie above samples of conclusions from studies that have 
been made indicate that blsynket endorsements of irrigation 
as a stabilizer for the West make certain assumptions about 
the homogeneity of conditions that may not be warranted. 
Mhile thesw aire undoubtedly many acres of the West that will 
qualify as being economically Justifiable, the economic 
investigation and appraisal must be made for each individual 
situation, both in terms of benefits-cost analysis, and in 
•terns of stability. 
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GHAPffil X 
OfTIMW frnmcs CO!©BIAfIOMS - XNfBR'KMfORAL 
lEMTIONSHIPS 
In this chapter we will be concerned with a particular 
aspect of the application of nmi^ inal condition three which 
specifies that one product is to be substituted for another 
in tlw production process to a point where the marginal 
rate of technical substitution is efual to the ratio of 
the discotaited prices, ©lis condition will be applied to 
the problem of determining the optimum rate of product 
(resource) use over time. A product In two different time 
intervals will be considered as two diffei^ nt products. 
A. Economic® of Hesource Conservation 
This problem is not unique to the Western Range Area, 
but is characteristic of the use of all economic resources. 
It is a problem of determining the optimum rate of resource 
(product) use over time and has come to be known as conser­
vation (31, pp. 48*61). Obviously this problem is concerned 
not only with the rate of land use but with all of the re­
sources of production (78, p. 765). 
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1. 001180rration 
We do iHiOt to review the laany definitions and 
controversies that have developed with respect to conser­
vation. The central problem of conservation is that of 
deteiwlning how scarce resources should be allocated between 
competing time intervals over ti«e. for a particular 
source in question, conservation asust be defined in such a 
way that an optimum or "inost desirable" level of conserva­
tion can be obtained, Ciriacy-Wantrup defines conservation 
and the optimum state of conservation as followst 
Conservation is concerned with the when 
of use» • . . 
We then quantitatively define "conser­
vation" a» changes in the time distribution of 
use rates of individual resources in which the 
aggregate weighted change in use rates is gi^ ater 
than aero. Correspondingly, we have depletion 
if the agg,regate weighted change is less than 
zero, . , , In the interest of shortness, we 
will call a given time distribution of use rates 
a "state of conservation". » , . 
As a consequence of this tenainology, it 
may be noted that a ehiaige in the state of con­
servation »ay laean either conservation or 
depletion. 
, » . We laay formilate the optimum state of 
conservation (as mm ante concept) as that time 
distribution of use ratesthat maximizes the 
pi^ sent value of the flow of escpected net revenues. 
(^ 7, pp. 51-T?) 
©lis definition has certain conceptual advantages, such 
as removing the teiro "conservation" from the many "value" 
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phrases that have tended to grow up with it» Conceptually, 
it is not difficult to see i^ hat is meant and the task of 
determinliig the state of conservation for a given firm or 
group may not be too difficult. It also has certain dis­
advantages. Ilh© base from which conservation or depletion 
is raeasumd is the status quo for individuals or groups. 
1^ 1® is not defined by the definitioni nor need it be deter­
mined in order to a^ asure deviations from it. ®hu8, it is 
impossible to compare the state of conservation for one 
individual or group with that of other individuals or 
groups, fhis may present a handicap in determining func­
tional relationships between hypothetical causal forces and 
in obtaining of a specified level of conservation. 
It seems moi^  meaningful to the author to define con­
servation separately for each basic kind of resource depend­
ing on the physical nature of the resource in question and 
the objectives of society with reference to the particular 
resource. Tim definition, however, should be such that the 
optimum level ©f conservation corresponds to that specified 
by CiriacyWantrup above, fhis optimum level of conserva­
tion has been Included in our necessary conditions for 
maximum welfare. 
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2» glaesifioation of resources 
ftoe solution to the problem of optimum rate of resource 
use over tiro will ciepenci somewhat on the resource. Dej^ nd-
ing on the nature of the intertemporal relationships of its 
product (serrice®), a resource can be divided into two 
broad "pure" categories - stock and flow (78, pp. 768-770). 
A stock srosource is one which is not renewable. Thus coal, 
oil, minerals, and certain aspects of the soil are, for all 
practical puiposes, of this nature. A stock resource per­
mits considerable latitude of substitution between time 
periods either by storing the resource in situ until used, 
by capturing it iaaaediately for use as desired, or by stor­
ing the product derived from the resource until consumption 
is desired (3I, pp. 35-'37). 
A flow resource is one the services of which are re­
newable at regular intervals. Examples include rainfall, 
winds, stream flow, scenery, etc. fhese can be broken down 
further on the basis of their response to human action. 
First, they can be purposely subdivided depending on whether 
or not the resources (or their products) can be stored for 
future use. Once they can be stored, the pi*oblem of their 
use becomes the same as that of stock resources. If they 
cannot be stored, only one alternative use-rate is reason-  ^
able (provided they are used independently of other scarce 
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resources) and that Is to use them as fast as they become 
available. Second, flow i^ sources can be grouped according 
to whether or not their flow can be significantly changed 
by human action, there are those which cannot be changed 
by human action, such as sunshine* The optimum use-rate 
for these resources (products) will depend partly on whether 
or not they can be stored. For those resources v^ ose flow 
can be affected by human action, such a© plant and animal 
life, and for a considerable part of soil fertility, deter­
mining the optimum rate of use over time becomes quite com­
plex. Dhe rate of flow need not be, and probably never will 
be, constant. 
3. A critical zone 
Dete3roinSjfig the optimum flow may be altered by the fact 
that thew may exist a "critical zone" - "a more-or-less 
clearly defined range of rates below which a decrease in flow 
caimot be reversed economically \aider presently foreseeable 
conditions" (47, p, 39). Irreversibility may be technologi­
cal as well as economic. For example, we are presently 
finding it veiy difficult to reverse the use-rate (rate of 
destimction) of the whooping crane. If the present limited 
stock of whooping cranes should perish, reversibility would 
be technologically impossible* 
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The following conditions imist exist for a critical zone 
to be meaningful for planning purposes. First, the resource 
(product) must furnish satisfactions that are valued no 
lower thim the cost of avoiding the critical zone. Second, 
there must be no substitute resource (product) that can be 
obtained at a cost less than the cost of avoiding the 
critical Eon©» Where a meaningful critical zone exists, 
it will serve as a constraint to the solution of the alloca­
tion problem, 
•^ When a conservation problem exists 
the economic problem of conservation exists only when 
the good is scarce relative to the anticipated demand. No 
conservation problem existed for uranium until its use in 
supplying nuclear fission enei^  was discovered. Soils 
with fertility depth of ten feet located on land where only 
sheet erosion takes place, present no problem of conserva­
tion at the present tiwe. By th© saro token, when uses for 
a resource cease to exist, the economic problem of conserv­
ing that resource ceases to exist. For instsnce, early in 
the second half of the nineteenth century there was great 
conceim about the prospects of a shortage of hard woods 
suitable for making wheels for wagons and buggies. (Caissons 
also were mentioned to give it a "flavor of national 
security",) On the basis of the then existing technology. 
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a severe shortage of transportation was forecast for the 
raiadle of the twentieth century* l^ ex^  is no longer need of 
hardwood for this purpose. 
When suitable substitutes have been developed which 
can be supplied at a cost lower than the cost of maintaining 
a resource for future use, the need for conserving that re­
source is lessened, or perhaps eliminated, depending on the 
nature of the supply of the substitute. Discovery of 
efficient techniques of extractiiig petroleum from oil 
shales would lessen the need for conserTring oil deposits. 
Development of lighter, more pliable, and stronger metals 
for hoiHie building lessens the future need for lumber. The 
need for conserving uraniw could vanish with the discovery 
of a means of harnessing solar energy. Hence, the optimum 
level of conservation must be determined by the current 
generation in light of known or reasonably anticipated 
technology, and in harmony with its owi rate of discounting 
the .future, 
5. Intertemporal input relationships 
Some resources and practices are complementary with 
productivity over time, others are competitive. This basic 
relationship, which seems fundamental, has received very 
little consideration in the literattire and research of con­
servation. For instance, many claim that the application 
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of nitrogenous fertilizers is an act of conservation (and as 
such farmers qualify for FMA jpayments by applying such fer­
tilizer). To the extent that the nitrogenous fertilizer 
has been removed from a given "stock" of nitrogenous sub­
stances and combines with limited phosphorous, potassiiim 
and other scarce eleiaents in the soil to produce a higher 
yield this year, this process may be highly competitive with 
production in later years. To the extent that the applica­
tion of fertilizer stimulates a more desirable biological 
growth in the soil and increases the rate of future "flow" 
of soil fertility, the practice is complementary with 
futu» pa?oduction. What previously has been said about ob­
taining optimum factor relationships is applicable for 
conservation resources and need not be repeated.^  
B. Interseasonal Combination of Forage 
A special facet of the intertemporal allocation problem 
for range resources is that of providing livestock feed for 
every season of the year. One of the primary economic prob­
lems of the private operator is to get control of the right 
P^or a regorous discussion of the criteria for deter­
mining efficiency in the lise of soil conservation resources 
see Heady. (81) 
amount of f®©a at the proper seasons at a price that will 
permit a pi?©fit, not, necessarily, on that season's pro­
duction, tout on th© entire liYestock^ pi^ duction cycle. Gen­
erally, these feeds are not seasonally homogenous, causing 
forage bottlenecks with attendant increased economic pres­
sure on seasonally scarce ranges (22, p* 122), Early spring 
is tt» usual critical period of supplying feed on most 
nothern ranges. In the South, the fall ranges tend to be 
the most critical. A seasonal bottleneck of feed actually 
may prevent optiimm use of other resources, even of feeds 
during other times of the year, with a corresponding loss 
in net product to the rancher as well as to society. It 
causes 1. the private operators to bring increased pressure 
on public land administrators for an increase in grazing 
pemits, 2. severe bidding up of the price of private land 
having crucial feeds or water supplies, and 3. ranchers to 
utilize their seasonally short rmm® ^ ore intensely, some­
times to the point of arergrazing. This leads to a shift in 
forage species toward annual forbs and weeds which are gen­
erally more perishable Mid less nutritious than the perennial 
grasses. !Phus the difficulty is only aggravated (39, p, 144), 
To the extent that the problem is one of seasonally im-
balanced combinations that have grown out of the haphazard, 
piece-meal development of policy and institutions, the 
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solution lies in caa?ei'ully inventorying seasonal forage 
potential and providing for son» redistribution among the 
ranchers. A rancher with a surplus of spring-fall range 
relative to summer iwige might exchange land (or grazing 
peraits) with another rancher who has an excess of sunoMr 
range# relative to spring-fall raiige. Outside the very im­
perfect arena of the land raaricet there has been little or 
no opportunity for making such an adjustment within the in­
dustry} and the land market ai^ na does not Include the pub­
lic lands, since grazing permits cannot be sold or bartered 
by the lessee, foiroer Forest Service policy of making 
transfer cuts when the grazing permits were transferred has 
tended to discourage such an adjustijient (156). To the ex­
tent that the use pattera established during a few years 
preceding the original allocation became a fixed pattern to 
be extended without adjustment, the possibility for seasonal 
imbalance was increased. Recent legislation prohibiting 
transfer cuts should make the adjustment process more 
attractive to ranchers. Adjustmnt usually involves at 
least four parties, howevers there must be two (or more) 
ranchers who desire to make an adjustment} the Forest Ser­
vice, which may control the summer grazing} and the Bureau 
of Land Management, which may control the grazing on any or 
all of the four seasons. Administratively and idealogically 
the parties are a long way apart at many points. 
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3h confeemplattog analysis of this problem Just prior to 
World War II, Vast stateds 
Unfortunately the Taylor Act has not com­
pletely solved the major land problems. In fact, 
up to the present time, the Grazing Act has 
tended to freeae the pattern of utilization as 
it existed during the period 1929-193^ . Since 
it was during this period that the most serious 
abuse® of the range mv% rampant, it seems hardly 
desirable to give "stabiliaation" to an unwise, 
patch<|Uilt pattern of ownership and use . * . . 
tittle has been done to eliminate tmeconoraic 
trailing of livestock or to consolidate the public 
and private lands used by ranchers into economic, 
contiguous units • Furthewiore, little has been 
do»i to eliminate the absurd differences in regu­
lations, fees, wd other chaises required by the 
action agencies administering public range# or to 
insure that ranchers include within their hold­
ings (and the lands subject to their use) adequate 
amounts of the different types of land, i.e., 
suraaer grazing, winter grazing, hay lands, etc. 
These are the problems of the range. These diflfc-
culties eamnot be solved simply by freezing the 
econ®ay of the West in teisas of a bad base period, 
(89> pp. 2-3)• 
After studying the economics of cattle ranching in northern 
Wyoming for I95I and 1952 fompkin concluded! 
The most pressing need seems to be substitu­
tion of winter feed for summer feed to reduce the 
labor and machinery investment somewhat. Some 
croplarwS could be converted to irrigated pasture. 
Jtoty ranchers limit the herd si^ e to the amount 
of dryland range available, aM sell surplus 
feed. (218, p. %3) 
froperty adjustment to permit a better seasonal balance 
of forage will undoubtedly help to relieve the forage bottle-
nmki oth®r measures are needed. Kesearch designed to 
Increase carrying ci^ acity by discovering Improved species 
569 
and varieties ^of forage aid feetter cultural practices should 
be augtBented and focused directly on those seasonal ranges 
that are now acute. From experiments conducted at the 
Northern Great flains Field Station at Mandan, North Dakota, 
SarrlS' concluded! 
Cultivated pasture-s are of most value for 
spring use, Mfore the native ones ready or 
fit for grazing. . . . Because of this fact 
they are of exceptional value for lambing ai«i 
calving, fhe new grass improves the condition 
of the stock, stimulates the milk flow* . . . 
In. contrast to native pastures, cultivated ones 
can readily toe restored if the stands are 
wakened or destroyed toy ov#is.3^ a2ins or other 
causes. Cultivated pastuiws can be utilized 
to a higter degree than native ones without the 
s.ame danger of overgrazing. (186, p, 87) 
Technological and economic research should be directed 
toward making the seasonally suxplus ranges more seasonally 
homogeneous and toward determining the marginal rate of 
seasonal substitution between ranges. A special application 
of this would be to make the haymeadow a aK>re efficient 
producer of pastiirable forage during the critical season. 
fhe possibility of makiiig supplemental feeds more 
economical needs continued study, fhe coordination between 
the need for seasonal forage adjlustment and new irrigation 
develoimient in the area should not be overlooked (119* 
p. 6)1 although this could woi^ c either for or against 
seasonal forage balance, depending on the degree of seasonal 
substitutability of the present existing haymeadows and the 
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forage produced on tJnt© irrigated land. From his study of 
range catti© production in North Dakota, Johnson (112, 
p. %!}.) reeonraended that there he an increase in the pro­
duction of high protein roughages by raising more alfalfa 
hay and by earlier cutting of grass h;s^  to reduce the need 
for purchased high protein concentrates. He lauded the 
trend toward fencing off seasonal ranges as being a method 
used to decrease the uncertainty of forage in a given 
season. 
C. Optimuia Interteaporal Product Combination -
Intensity of Qraaing 
I?eteiwining the optimum intensity of grazing a particu­
lar range is a problem of deteiroining the optimum intertem­
poral combination of products derived from the forage and 
con»s directly within the scope of our problem as an 
application of thm maseimlzihg conditions. We will begin 
the analysis of this problem under the unrealistic assump­
tion that climatic conditions are the same each year for a 
particular area in «|ue»tion and direct our attention toward 
determining the level of intensity of grazing on a private 
range that will maximize eicpected net revenues to the 
operator. Iiater these assua^ tions will be relaxed as we 
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dlreet our attention to the more general problem of determin-
tiig the intensity of grilling tliat will maximize net social 
pro<ittct over tim®. 
• flworetiemi aoiution mder ajyaiplifying assumptiona 
Hie following theoretical solution is proposetii# Select 
tiioe intei:»¥al fg sufficiently projeateti into the future to 
reflect the full effect of vailing levels of intensity of 
interval fg will cover that interval of time 
from the present up to the begliming of In terras of 
the ecohoalc horizon# the planning period is now made up of 
two planning intervals fj. and 
We desire to deteimine the intensity of grazing (rate 
of forage use) in time interval fx ^ hat will maximisse dis­
counted net revenues over both intervals (T^  + T#). h^e 
first model is in tenas of pounds of animal product per 
f^he concept involved in this assiiBiption is not new 
in the discipline of range manageinent. m fact, it forms 
the cor# of the science. Such terns as "proper" grazing;, 
or *'proper" range management, as the term is used in the 
field, involves the concept of tiia®. fhe planning inter­
val eacactly the same as is here assuji«»d in Ti is explicit 
in determining the "forage acre" (208, pp. 229-230), which 
is one of the determinants of range capacity or carrying 
capacity. 
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aci^ e*^  On the X axis is placed the poiaids of atnlraal product 
per mm in fa.| tite maximiaa nmber of pounds of animal pro­
duct ohtainable per acre In fg for each given level of In-
tenslt^ r of mm in Tj. Is plotted on the Y axis (Figure 10). 
®ie model assumes that a marginal rate of tranafoiroation of 
product between tiuie Intervals exists and is determinatole. 
A suggested intertemporal trsnsforraation function is out­
lined toy the curve .SSGl., 01 is the maxiniura amount of pro­
duct that can poasibl^ r be produced in fij CS) is the maxiraum 
mmwat of product that can be produced in fg when there la 
no gracing to Tj., Tkm maxiaua airount of animal product 
that can possibly be produced in f# is HE and occurs when 
OH animal product is produced in fj.. the Biodel suggests 
that up to the point §H the intertemporal functional rela­
tionship between Md fa is complementary, which seems 
very reasonable for many range sites for at least two im­
portant reasons* first, in the absence of ar^  grazing in 
Tx, plant species would tend to be altered in favor of the 
climax species which, f»<|u©ntly, aisans lower carrying 
capacity for fa$ second, m tJi® intensity of grazing in Tj. 
T^he basic functional relationship of this model is 
the iso-resou3?ee cu3?ve (19# PP. 669-712) iidiich assumes all 
resources constant, thus, labor and capital, as well as 
land, must be assuiwd constant. If we reammber that with 
each acre in question there la a given amount of all re­
sources, except livestock which we are varying, the con­
venient acre notation should not be misleading. 
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is i^ duceii, th© forage residue left on the ground Increases 
and so doeS' 'the risk of loss due to range or forest fire. 
ISiis tends 'to reduce forage production In Tg. Sarvls 
claimed that 
Tim accuBMlatlon of old growth sometimes 
create® an undesirable condition on ranges. A 
year or two .of heavy growth may lead to uneven 
to a fire hazard, some parts of 
the region this has occurred with favorable 
seasons# . . . foo much old grass in tlws native 
vegetation soTOtiws leads to reduced gains of 
cattle as they do not consume as aaich of it as 
they do of new grass which is more nutritious. 
(lal, p. k3) 
Beyond so» particular point (OH), however, a further 
Increase in animal product in Ti is at the expense of sacri­
ficing soBJe animal product in f«. Ttm con^ etitive range is 
indicated by that portion of the trittjsfonaation function in 
the range KQS. fhe economic fuestion becomes one of de-
temlnlng how much product in Ui should be given up (start­
ing from point B) in order to obtain a greater product in 
fjgi or, (starting at point K) how much product should be 
sacrificed in in order to obtain a greater product in 
fi# Tim choice criterion in this case is not difficult, 
conceptually. It is the ratio of the discounted expected 
raarlcet prices of anlnml product in the two time intervals 
and is represented by the slope of the iso-resource line 
m, Harginal condition three ^ specifies the optimum level 
S^ee Ch^ ter W for statement of marginal conditions. 
-a?5' 
of intensit:^  of grazing as being at point G on the transfor­
mation function, wbsre Of of animal product is produced in 
Tx, which will pemit IQ anljaal product in 
a. Ran^ e condition and ehoice indicators. In actual 
experiiaentation and practice it is very difficult to con­
sider the pounds of animal product produced in Tj. as the 
independent variable, ©eoisions are niade on the basis of 
the range forage (said suppleiatntaiy feed), and only in­
directly mm decisions ii»de as to the pounds of livestock 
product to produce. variable laost used by the range 
managessent profession in detei^ ining Intensity of grazing 
is range condition, which is defined as the state of health 
or productivity of both soil and forage of a given range in 
teiTOS of what it could or should be under normal climate and 
best practicable manageM»nt (200)* Not only does the 
effective use of range condition, so defined, depend on the 
quantitative Judgraent of the range technician as to what 
constitutes normal condition, but also as to ^ t^ constitutes 
health and productivity, fhese, of course, ai^  susceptible 
to <|ualltative jiidgment by a skilled teclmician in the saiue 
sense that a pli^ rsician can make judgments about a state of 
health of an individual a® compared to sojie norm. 
J^ udgment pertaining to the "best practical management" 
is of a more serious order. "Best practicable raanagentent" 
must be defined as that manner of resource use that 
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iiajcimisseB the goals or oh^ eetlves that are relevant; there­
fore, It caimot be defined in the absence of choice indica­
tors. Inhere are no relevant choice iiidicators inherent in 
ecology I to iiapl;^  otherwise is to assuBiKs that higher 
ecological trend towaa^ d the cliaiax vegetative species is 
» end per se, fhis, of course, is not correct. To the 
extent that the cliiaax vegetation is a natural pasture (56), 
and the grazing value of ttiie vegetative cover is dii*ectly 
correlated with the stage of plant succession (183)# the 
decision based on quantitativ# ecology yields results that 
do not conflict with the objectives of laaseimizing net forage 
product over tiro,^  Ttm choice indicators, in a democracy, 
coiae from the prefeawnces of the individuals that make up 
society and need not (and frequently do not) parallel 
ecolc^ ical trend. 'Sim "best practicable management" under 
our model (Figui^  10) is where OF of animal product is 
produced in 
fhis is not to argue that the concept of range condi­
tion is not meaningful in an ecological frame of reference. 
f^faacimiaing net forage product over time is only a means 
to the end of maadUaiaing welfare, tftider the simplified 
assumption that foj^ e is the only important product from 
the resources in question, it is a meaningful end-in-view. 
Wiere other products conflict with forage, the solution 
must be altered. This problem will be discussed in the 
following chapter. 
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It is tlie iw3St useful concept in %lm discipline of 
range managensent, • since it detemines the direction of 
ecological trend and thus is the basis for predicting forege 
production capacity on a given site under different prac­
tices# It will take all of the skill and ingenuity of tl^  
plant ecologist® and pliait physiologists to determine the 
intertemporal physical relationships (63)* However, deci­
sions concewili^  resource use are determined by equating 
the physical relationships with the economic choice indi­
cators, ®iat this problem is coi^ lex makes it none-the-less 
real* It ii another exai^ le of where the physical scientist 
wid the economist mist work together closely, both in con­
cept and iwthod, 
b. Determining tlM physical intertemporal relationship. 
It is suggested that the percent of forage grazed in Tx be 
selected as the Independent variable in the analysis of this 
problem, this Is functionally related to pounds of animal 
product produced in and is closely related to range con-
ditlon# figuttis 11 a»d 12 show the ftmctional relationship 
between the per cent of forage grazed in (again being 
of sufficient duration that the full effect of the effects 
of various intensities of us# are reflected in the forage 
product in fa) and the pounds of animal product in and Tg, 
respectively, The physical relationships expressed in 
Figures 11 and 12 can be easily transformed into the physical 
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tmnsfGnaatlon fimetion of the analytical economic model 
(Curve DKQS of figure 10). It is ohvious that the physical 
relationship between per cent of forage grazed in and 
product in f1 becomes irrational beyond that point where a 
mmtmrn product is obtained in Ti* (With reference to the 
transformtion function it becomes undefined and will not 
be considered.) the mlmmt choice indicator is the ratio 
of the discounted ©expected prices of aniiaal product (line 
1©)^  aad the- solution is the same as before,. 
c. fhysical relationships insufficient basis for 
decision* Some individuals or groups prescribe use-rates 
of range resources that jaaximigie total product in regard­
less of the sacrifice in (Wiat they apparently have in 
mind could be represented by Figure 12 •) Basing management 
decision strictly on rai^ e condition »d using forage pro­
duction not as a product but only as one of the bases for 
range condition classification tends to lead in this 
direction (55, P. 113)» A more acceptable physical frame­
work would result from considering the amount of animal pro­
duct in both time periods {Ti fjg), as is done in Figure 13# 
where the physical relationships of Figures 11 and 12 have 
been combined, fhe maximum total aniiml product occurs at 
a point somewhere between the maximum for fi and the maximum 
for fa, depending on the degree of competitiveness of pro­
ducts in the two tini® intervals. Tkm objective of maximissing 
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total physical prodiict o¥ei* both time Intervals assianes that 
society iias no preference between a powid of beef or wool 
at the present and at soiae time in the future, say ten years 
from now. the usual behavior in the inajrtcet refutes this 
assunption# ffaxijiiiKing decisions oonceming the intertem­
poral use of resources cannot be made on the basis of the 
physical relationships al.one but uiust consider the inter­
temporal preferences of society. 
d, yora^ e ai a flow reaource. fhere are those who 
seem to consider r«ig@ forage strictly as a flow reaoiirce. 
Esmhtng rest® upon the utiliaation of 
native grass. Hativ# grass is a ^ 'fixed resource", 
©lis is».«is that tltei^ e must be full economic 
ut|ligation of this''gi*ai» W ©at^ |.eTr sheep at 
all tipes, regaHIesr^  ^ or p^ apeetip 
prices and ma^ t situations. . , * MJust the 
rati'" of'''ifocKihR' on each 'individual ranch to a 
modeime imte. » • , fhis rate of stooKing is 
ali^ Fs^ roperi regardless of price and of pros­
pective narket coMitions. (119# PP* 1 and 3) 
 ^ fhe phsrsical relationships pictured here ma&t be as shown in 
Figure 14» where there is no range of competitive relation­
ship between products in the two tiiae intervals. The price 
ratios could vary all the way from ilB (where animal products 
have essentially zero value in f|.) to A«B* (i^ ere animal 
product© have essentially aero value in f^ ) and the optimum 
level of intensity of use in Tj. is not altered from OE. 
In the short-run, however, the assi^ tion that range forage 
is a flow resource is not unrealistic for most range sites. 
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Sine® iMchmieal harvesting is generally impractical and fre-
<|U0ntly impofsible, it is not f@wible to cure and store the 
forige fTOiB one growing season through another. It must be 
harvested annually by livestock ^ d there is a rather narrow 
range of variation in tte amount of forage that an animal 
can economically harvest in a given tiro interval. 
fhe conditions under which this assumption is true in 
the loi^ -run, however, mm. very limited. To the extent that 
forage can be substituted from one 3«ar to another through 
increased (decreased) soil productivity. Increased (de­
creased) vigor and productivity of forage plants, trends 
in plan^ succession, etc,, the flow must be considered as a 
stock: resource, for stock and storable flow resoimses (or 
Msources that are a coappslte of stock and flow), the 
relevant economic model for determining optimum allocation 
between tiw intervals Involves the logic implied in Figure 
10 and presented in tte preceding discussion. 
Application of solution imder realistic weather conditions 
In the previous discussion the optimum level of inten­
sity of grassing tinder assumptions of identically repeating 
annual climatic conditions was expressed in tenas of per cent 
of forage consumed in fi. The purpose of this becomes appar­
ent when this unrealistic assuaiption is dropped and the 
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problein Is eonsld#'i^ <S. •under eoMitions of climatic variation 
and weathtr wice3?tainty. 13&e impact of wtatlier uncertainty 
Is peculiarly severe in the livestock ranching business be­
cause of the impor'tance of pweipitation to annual 
forage production (36), and the isroner in which the forage 
is harvested, "Variation in range forage production result­
ing from variation in precipitation is one of the more impor­
tant range management probleias viewed from the ranch organi­
zation and ineon» aspect" (96, p. 65), In the seven states 
of the northern Swat Plains, the correlation between forage 
condition of tim range, as reported by ranchers and others 
for the crop and livestock reporting service of the Depart­
ment of Agricultuw, and the precipitation of the current 
m€L preceding year was .85 for the years 1923-19^1 (35» 
p, 4). ranchers were asked t® report "range condition" 
as a per cent of nomal for their ai^ a, nozml being sub­
jective in each ranct»r»s mind, Iftiat was actually reported 
was iBore nearly an ii^ x of forage productivity in the 
economic sense than it was range condition in the ecological 
sense# for purposes of evaluatinyg, an index of 49 or below 
indicated conditions a» very badf "50-59* bad} 60-69, poor} 
70-79* fair} 80-89# good} 9©*99 good" (35, p. 2)} 100 
and over indi«ted excellent and unusual range. 
Mhat ©s« be said about an optlmBR level of grazing 
intensity uMer conditions of vaa^ ing forage productivity 
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sueh as that shomi for Wyoatiig in Figure I5. If the ulti­
mate objective of the plaamliig agency was that of permanence 
of the resource per se, it might reconaaend a constant level 
of intensity (constat rate of stocking) geared to consume 
a given proportion (say 7© per cent) of the forage pro­
duced in years of lowest expected rainfall (193^ ). Since 
the forage productivity in that year was rated ao being about 
6^  per cent, only 44.8 per cent of the "normal" forage would 
be consumed (thif is represented by line jIB of Figure 15). 
Biis obviously would provide a considerable excess of 
forage in all years other than miniraura rainfall 
occurired. Sow writer® clato that this is the kind of policy 
followed by the forest Service (73 and 28). fhe writings of 
the forest Service seem to add weight to this interpretation. 
®ie outstanding fact is that dry years and 
the accon^ anying 3?tduetions of forage production 
and graaing capacity occur with such fre<pency 
that good rwige aianageiaent requires stocking the 
range on a basis sufficiently conservative to 
avoid severe drought losses or forced sales. . . . 
Where the fluctuations wid advertisites of 
climate are not too great to pemit range use, 
probably ti» outstanding prex^ fuisite of manage­
ment is the necessity for conservative grassing. 
stocking the range at a point sufficiently below 
average forage production to provide adequate 
feed for the livestock in all but the most severe 
drought years is almost axicanatic in manageinent 
to miniisisjfe drought losses, assure stable live­
stock production, .and maintain the range re­
sources. (255# pp. 141, 150) 
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toother alternative ^ on® that aorae ranchers attempt to 
follow. Is to Btocic the range at a constant rate from one 
year to the next, but to gear the rate to the "average" ex­
pected rainfall * If, for Instance, we take the average 
index of range productivity from Figure 15 of 84 to repre­
sent the expected average situation, then the rancher would 
stock the range at a level that would consume a constant 
proportion (say 70 per cent) of this, or 59 per cent (line 
CD in Figure 15). ®iis would teiwi to overutllize the range 
forage in periods of low rainfall {193^ ) and underutilize 
it in periods of high rainfall, fhere would be less wast­
age of forage under this procedure than under the former 
(line AB) but it would not prevent overutilization in periods 
of low precipitation. 
®ie possibility of storing the suiTplus forage in the 
form of hay or increased flesh on a given number of animals 
is limited, ftie only other alternative solution would be to 
vai:^  the livestock numbers accoMing to the range productiv­
ity. ISils is the same kind of solution concluded from our 
consideration of the problem under statics where we deter­
mined the per cent of for^ e that should be grazed. Assume, 
for the moment, that we desired to raeasua?e the effect of a 
particular level of intensity of gamzing in on forage 
productivity in for a particular range site. For example, 
set the level of intensity of grazing in such that 70 
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per cent of the forage is consumed during the grazing season. 
An index of the fluctmtlon would be indicated by line EF of 
Figure 15 which represents 70 P©!* cent of the index of for­
age productivity# ®tii would reqtuijpe, of coxirse, that more 
livestock be grazed one year than another* ®His would be 
repeated for different levels of intensity of grazing and 
ahould continue for a sufficient number of years to permit 
the range scientist and the economist, cooperatively, to 
estimate the ultimate economie effects of that particular 
level of grazing intensity, thus, tte logic and analytical 
frarowoi*: of our original model (figure 10) still applies. 
a. 33ig?licatiQns for range .research• Hhere is need to 
quantify the functional relationships proposed in the model 
for substafitially different range sites. The amount and 
physical condition of aniaml product prodwed under varying 
intensities of grassing on controlled experiments must be 
measured and appraised, the market value of the animal pro­
duct must be correlated with per cent of forage consulted. 
At the same time, careful study must be made of the ecologi­
cal changes of the range over time in order to predict future 
carrying capacity under each level of grazing intensity. 
Experimental work of this natiire is now being conducted on 
the prairie short-^ rass and mid-grass ranges of eastern 
Wyoming, essentially designed to furnish information needed 
for the theoretical solution (9), The problem is more acute. 
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and eonsidermbly more complex, on the mowitain ranges to the 
West of the Sreat flains (97, p. 998). Experiii3»nts involv­
ing varyiK® levels of grassing intensity on mountain ranges 
are underway on national forest range land in Northern 
Wyoming, con<Suete<l by the University of Wyoming Agricultural 
Sxperiraent Station staff (128). Biis study was designed 
and is being conducted in such a manner as to furnish use­
able data for determtoing the optimum level of stocking for 
range sites similar to that one. !Sbe saiae thing roust be 
done for nany range sites. To increase the objectivity of 
the studies, as well as the acceptibility of the results, 
such studies should be corwlucted cooperatively between the 
interested agencies# 
Reliable results from this kind of experiments are very 
slow to eiaerge. In the meantliBe, however, the logic of the 
maximiging principles and an awareness that there is such 
a thing as an intertemporal transfoimation function can be 
very useful guides for thinking when fomulating plans and 
making decisions concerning the rate of stocking the 
ranges, whether private or public. 
Soii« of the interesting and complex problems that arise 
in trying to detewiim the optimum level of grazir^  are: 
I* To what extent does surplus, unharvested forage result 
in an increase (or decrease) of forage product over time? 
2# fo what extent does it result in an increase or deci^ ase 
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in other products (hydrologlcal products, tiiriiber, erosion 
control, etc.) over tlsie? 3. "^ o what extent does this un­
used forage incremse the probability of loss due to fire? 
4. To what extent can inputs for range improvement (reseed-
ing, etc*) in Tg rejuvenate a depleted range and thus sub­
stitute for reducing the level of intensity of grazing in 
Tx in producing for^ e in T^ f This is a very ineaningful 
question for those range sites with a relatively low criti-
eal s»iht. ©lis Question may be posed in a slightly differ­
ent context ass 5. What is the effect of short-run (annual) 
overgrazing caused by entrepreneurial inflexibility? The 
answers to all of these questions are a part of the inter­
temporal trmafommtion fimction, the relevant part of 
which our physical experiments should be designed to estimate. 
Experiiuents desigmd to show the intensity of grazing 
that will 1, produce the greatest gains per steer, irre­
spective of the gains per unit of other resources (land, 
labor, capital) (188) or 2. result in a "favorable" trend 
of forage species towai^  a climax vegetation are of dubious 
value in helping ranchers and land-raanagenient agencies de­
cide on the optimum rate of resource use. 
b. Criticism of an important experia^ nt. One very 
important grazing study that has been going on at the Mandan 
station has been referred to previously. Perhaps tte most 
import«it single objective of the study, begun in 1915 and 
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stiXl in process, was to determine the level of intensity of 
grazing that would prove most efficient. Sarvis stated: 
, . . the most efficient systera of grazing is 
one that will insure sufficient forage during 
the entire season to produce the greatest total 
gain, with the least number of cattle on the 
minimuitt unit of land, without peimanent injury 
to the native vegetation. (186, p. 66) 
Hie adequacy of this definition may be challenged. In 
the first place, the forage need be supplied for the "entire 
season" (whatever that is defined to be) only when so doing 
results in greater long-tiiae net profit than any other 
length of time. If society paid a premim for livestock 
marketed at a date earlier than the usual marketings, some 
ranchers might contribute more to net social product by 
harvesting the grass early through intensive grazing than 
by more conservative graislng designed to extend the forage 
throughout the entire season. 
Second, "to produce the gi^ atest total gain" must be 
expressed In teims of something. In the analysis the author 
pleads for maximum gain per steer which, of course, is not 
correct since steers are a variable resource and are sub­
ject to the allocation principles. "The greatest total gain, 
with the least number of cattle on the minimm unit of land" 
amounts to no criterion since it is impossible that maximum 
gain will be obtained when cattle numbers and acres of land 
are a minimum, fhus one needs to have a priority for 
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possible compromises. The extent to which an acre of land 
would substitute for one steer in producing "the greatest 
total gain" s®eras to have been Ignored in the objectives of 
the study. To place total gain per steer as a criterion 
that society desires to maxiiaiE® ignores both the law of 
diminishing retuims in the production process and the con­
cept of time preference of individuals. 
Finally, the definition states that the most efficient 
grazing system must aceomplish its other objectives "without 
pemanent injury to the native vegetation". If this state-
H^ nt means that full consideration be given to the future 
productivity of the range (fa of Figure 10), it can be 
accepted. If "permanent injury to the native vegetation" 
lifers to injwies that cannot be repaired or compensated 
for at any cost, this rarely occurs. Permanence of the 
native vegetation is not an end in itself but only a means 
to the end of maacimum net social product. Alternative 
mean® to this end could involve, possibly, an intensity of 
grazing that resulted in injury to the native vegetation 
(in times of extreme stress, such as war) followed by graz­
ing defement, or by reseeding (with or without cultivation), 
in order to rebuild the range. All of these alternatives 
need to be investigated and their economic implications 
over time anticipated. 
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®ie data from ttese experinvsnts could be made more use­
ful than they have been If full consideration to the quality 
of beef produced Md the market prices at the time the beef 
were removed from the experimental pasture were considered 
in assessing the value of the returns. If the rate of 
stocking the pastures were geared to leave a specified per 
cent of the forage standing, the effect of many of the dis­
turbing variables such as rainfall, etc., would be less 
confounded. 
3» Rte private firm and flexible levels of resource use 
We have noted that the optiimjiB level of intensity of 
grazing must be a ratio (per cent of forage grazed) and will 
vary according to forage productivity which, in turn, varies 
accoMir^  to climatic fluctuations. It remains to be seen 
whether or not such an optimuai level is of any use to the 
rancher who operates on a fl»d amount of land with a 
fixed niimber of grassing permits {i.e., grazing permits seldom 
shift upward, although they do shift downward) and limited 
labor and capital. 
Many range management specialists object 
to any suggestion of varying the number of live­
stock on the range in response to favorable 
forage conditions, because they feel that more 
or less chronic overstocking would insult. Qrajit-
ir^  that much of th® past variation in livestock 
numbers has not been well conceived, this is not 
proof that a we11-planned program of expansion 
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and contraction would not toe economically sound 
tod acceptable to the industry, and maintain 
range productivity capacity. (39» p. 160) 
a. Different patterns of •weather variation. Perhaps 
the key to the problem of fluctuations of forage production 
lies in the nature of the fluctuations in precipitation. 
It is general knowledge that in the Western Range Area there 
la high variability of precipitation (13i). This is 
especially important if this fluctuation is about a point 
that is critical for a particular agricultural use. The 
usml aeasurements of variability, such as standard or aver­
age deviation, or coefficient of variation, do not reveal 
the most vital Issues of this problem since they ignore the 
sequence of these "good" and "bad" years. 
Clawson and Hockrauth (%0, pp. 16-18) have devised a 
measure of the variation sequence which they call "coefvs" 
(coefficient of variability sequence) where the tendency 
for cumulative surpluses or cumulative deficits from the 
long-time average precipitation is considered. The absolute 
(without regard to signs) sum of tii^  cusjulatlve surpluses 
and deficits Is divided, first, by the number of years, 
and, tii®n, by the average deviation. It chiefly represents 
the tendency for years of high precipitation to "bunch" and 
for low years to do likewise. The measure has certain 
weaknesses which the authors (40, p. 16) point outi but the 
coefvs appears to indicate the pattern of variability 
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8e<iaence, although It does not give consideration to any 
critical point that may exist. Figure 16 shows the pattern 
of the coefvs for the Western Range Area, which, in general, 
seems to divide toto three brosul zones (39* PP. ^ 1-^ 3). The 
Southern on©-third of the region, plus an area in Wyoming 
jgtfid Nebraska, has a tendency to alternate with wet and dry 
years. The Central Region has only a moderate tendency 
toward "bunchiness" of the wet or dry years. In the North-
em one-third, there is a definite tendency for the years 
of low precipitation to be grouped in sequence followed by 
a sequence of high years. 
b. Adjustment to weather variation. 
(1) Areas of low coefvs. The kind of adjustment 
that a rancher should make to wet the conditions of a 
fluctuating foimge supply would depend, somewhat, on 
the sequence of the variation - the coefvs. Let us con­
sider first those areas of low coefvs where a year of 
above-average precipitation tends to follow a year of 
low precipitation. The usual r^ coamiendation, in this 
case, is conservative stocking and carrying an excess 
of feed on hand. It may be necessary to have an emei^ ency 
supply of feed on haM to meet the hazards of death loss 
due to extremely severe and long stoi^ . Beyond that, tww-
ever, it appears qpestionable whether this procedure is 
adequate to nwet the problems arising out of extreme weather 
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variation that characterisse the West. Even if it were ade­
quate, it amy not toe the most economical way of meeting the 
px^ blem, Plexibility is the prime requisite for meeting 
thia situation, where auramer as well as winter feed is 
highly variable. This would mean that cattle ranches should 
perhaps be designed to sell long yearling steers, as a usual 
pattem, in areas where good animal growth is obtained. If 
an excess of forage is available for winter, the yearling 
steers could be kept over until spring. If, in the spring, 
the outlook for forage and price was very favorable, they 
could be kept until fall and sold as grass fat slaughter 
beef} or, should either the price or forage outlook appear 
unfavorable in the spring, they could be sold at that time 
a® stockers. On the other hand, it might be necessary to 
cut dom on the herd as a result of a drouth. By selling, 
in addition to the long yearlings, the Iteifer and steer 
calves as well, the rancher could cut down on his winter 
herd substantially without affecting his breeding herd. 
fhis would mean that the annual "flow" of revenues 
would fluctuate highly which would require certain social 
and institutional adjustments. In the first place, there 
is a limit to the deviation from "noMsal" flow of income to 
the household that can be tolerated. A family can cut down 
materially on its expenditures for a given period in ex­
pectation of higher Income for family expenditures later 
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on, but such expenditures carmot be maintained at zero very 
long. Second, there are laany cash operating expenses that 
are "fixed", such as piroperty taxes and interest, or that 
are current operating expenses, such as fuel, feed pur­
chases, etc., that must be paid for currently, i.e., they 
are not geared to a highly variable flow of revenues. To 
the extent that these two requireTOnts cannot be met with 
existing ci^ dlt machinery, a need for revised credit facili­
ties for this ar#a is indicated. 
k second type of adjustawnt that needs to be made is 
in the accounting period for federal income tax deterailna-
tion. fhe present annual base for calculating federal Income 
taxes, plus the progressive tax rates, discriminates sub­
stantially against the operator who adjusts his livestock 
sales to better utilizie a variable forage supply. Using a 
longer base, say five or more years, would help to cori^ ct 
this maliwijustment. 
A third type of adjustment is necessary when the forage 
variation occurs on public land which is under the direct 
Jurisdiction of a public administrator. Not only must it 
be maude possible for a permittee to increase his livestock 
numbers In years of favorable forage supply (and decrease 
them in years of short forage supply), but the fees should 
be adjusted to make it economically feasible to alter the 
makeup of the herd. Kie pricing policy followed by most 
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federal, agencies of chai^ irs^  a full animal unit fee for all 
cattle six months of age or over, and of not counting cattle 
under six months of age, discriminates in favor of the cow-
calf organiaation. One cow and a five-month-old calf can 
be grassed for the same fee as a seven-month-old calf. This 
tends to distort management practices away from what would 
otherwise be optimim. ¥as® and Pearson (279, p. 53) esti­
mated the aniiaal unit feed ratio for the several ages and 
classes of cattle to bej cows, l.OOi two-year-old heifers, 
,QOi two-year-old steers, .85i yearling heifers, .6lj 
yearling steers, bulls, l.25» and three-year-old steers, 
1.06. On the basis of these figures, a calf could be esti­
mated at about .25 to .30 animal unit for the susiraer grazing 
period, Kiis procedure would not penalize the operator who 
wanted to build greater flexibility into his operations by 
planning nonaally to sell yearling steers. Iliere is no 
apparent basis for discrimination in favor of those who 
sell calves. 
M. fourth type of adjustment would be the extension of 
a practice that is already quite prevalent in some areas of 
California, particularly. Mvestock are purchased from 
outside the area and shipped in annually to consunethe 
seasonally surplus forage* The amount of livestock pur­
chased could be geared to the expectation of forage. An 
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&KcmB of forage in a region couM be marketed in this manner 
provided th@ forage excess did not exist at the sarae time in 
ail the surrotmding regions. 
The problem of allocating the forage on public range, 
during exti^ mely favorable years, that is in excess of the 
needs of the regular permittees, poses a "knotty" adminis­
trative difficulty. Bie regular pemittee may not desire to 
expand his livestock numbers temporarily in order to utilize 
the excess feedi yet, he objects to having the excess forage 
allotted to a new permittee on the grounds that the new per­
mittee may ultimately establish the required priority for 
a higher preference rating. A somewhat parallel situation 
exists in some states where non-riparian water rights pre­
vail with respect to the allocation of excess water. The 
concept of flood-water right has been developed. A flood-
water right pemits the holder to a share of the water 
during those seasons when the flow of water is in excess of 
the legal requirements of those who hold priority rights. 
Ihis concept may be worthy of consideration with respect to 
excess forage on the public lands in very favorable years 
in order to obtain a more efficient utilization of resources 
over 
(2) Areas of hi^ h coefvs. Now let us consider 
those areas of high coefvs. Here the philosophy of a 
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conatant-ievel conseirvative rate of forage utilization is not 
only wasteful, but may, in fact, be veary riskyi since it will 
be difficult to determine the long-run average. 
When pj«clpitation averages 25 per cent 
above the long-term average for ten or more 
years, then most people are likely to accept 
the higher figui^  as being normal. This was 
true in much of the northern Plains in the early 
years after i9oo. fam sizes, local government, 
and many other aspects of economic and social life 
were based upon an assumption of greater average 
rainfall than actually occurred. (39, p. ^ 3). 
Hanchers show a lag in adjusting to these "cycles" of 
ui:® and downs in weather, but they do shift. "Hiey shifted 
downward during the drouths of the thirties and have 
shifted back during the succession of wet years of the 
forties and into the fifties. It would have been uneco­
nomic for them not to have increased livestock numbers at 
a time when rainfall was above average and prices were very 
favorable. "Had livestock numbers remained constant through 
these years, ranchers would have missed the best opportunity 
of a lifetlDw to accumulate savings" (39» p. 
In a study previously referred to, Tompkin found that 
The amount of grazing land per animal 
unit » . . decreased from 35.6 (acres) in i95i 
to 27.6 in 195s. "Kie explanation liiCes in an 
increase of livestock on ranches in the latter 
year. Statistical tests for capacity and 
stocking rate Indicated close association be­
tween labor income and per cent of capacity at 
which the rancher stocked. ... A study of 
lower income farms generally reveals below-
capacity stocking rates. (218, pp. 18 and H) 
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The difficulty involved in recognizing the turning 
point® in the weather pattern makes it necessary that the 
rancher operate with a high degree of flexibility if he is 
to 1. avoid economic loss of forage during the first year 
or so of the increased precipitation phase, 2. prevent 
critical over-grazing, or 3. prevent forced sale of the 
breeding terd, when the drouth phase begins. The institu­
tional adjustments suggested for the previous case (low 
coefvs) apply here with even moi^  force. 
(3) Forecasting precipitation and forage pro­
duction. Most of the serious management problems arising 
from the fluctuating forage supply would be eliminated if 
the future pattern of fluctuation were known. Information 
that is currently available indicates a high correlation be­
tween annual precipitation and forage production. Experi­
ments at Dubois, Idaho showed almost the same correlation 
when precipitation from October 1 to June 30 was used in­
stead of annual precipitation (^ 5)• The influence on forage 
production of precipitation during a particular period 
varies between regions, however. Clawson (35, pp. 4-5) re­
ports from the analysis of range condition and pi?ecipitation 
far the years 1923-19^ 1 that, for the seven states of the 
Northern Great Plains, the correlation between precipitation 
during the current year and range condition was .67, varying 
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from .52 for Colorado to .71 for South Dakota.^  When pre­
cipitation received during the preceding year was added, 
the correlation exceeded .80 for every state with an average 
of .86 for the seven states, for the Southwest, the current 
year's precipitation appealed to be relatively more impor­
tant than pi^ cipitation during the preceding year. This 
situation was even more pronounced for the three coastal 
states and Idaho# for Hew IteJEico, precipitation during the 
preceding year showed a higher correlation than did precip­
itation during the current year. 
Although mmw variables have been omitted from this 
analysis, such as seasonal distribution, length of growing 
season, etc., the results are strikingly suggestive that, 
for some parts of the West, at least, it may be possible to 
predict forage productivity of a summer range area from the 
precipitation accuimilation during the preceding 18 to 20 
month®. This pi^ diction of forage productivity obviously 
could be improved if it were possible to forecast precipi­
tation* 
For the areas of low coefvs, probability theory may 
provide the proper logic for making forecasts. If the 
occurrence of a day of drouth were random with respect to 
T^hese statistics have not been coirected for number of 
observations. 
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a constant probability, the frequency of drouth would vary 
as an exponential fiinction of the duration of the drouth and 
no pattern or cycle would be established. Blumenstock (17) 
reports that distributions approximating such exponential 
curves were observed. For areas of high coefvs, probability 
theory would be of little use in pr^ sdicting since precipi­
tation In one year appears to be not independent of precipi­
tation in the year preceding it. For these areas one must 
establish a weather pattern if prediction is to be useful. 
The use of dendrochronology as a tool to construct 
historic patterns of precipitation has been used since 
Douglas developed the technique of tree ring analysis (192). 
Weakly states that 
The correlation coefficient Indicates a very 
significant degree of relationship between annual 
rainfall and tree growth in the western part of 
Nebraska, fhis is still more true if the correla­
tion is based on rainfall from October 1 to 
September 30 rather than for the calendar year. 
(290, p. 818) 
He concluded that the tree rings did not indicate any regu­
lar recurrence of certain weather conditions with a definite 
periodicity, but that they did show an alternation of wet 
and dry periods extending over several years. According 
to his interpretation of the tree rings there have been 
six drouths in that area during the last 400 years of over 
10 year's duration. Twice the drouths have extended over 
20 years. 
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Although tree-ring analysis indicates that climate is 
not changing substantially, it apparently provides little 
basis for predicting weather pattern. For areas of high 
coefvs, weather pattern of the preceding year may be the 
"best" estimate for the coming year. This would work for 
most years except those occurring at the turning points. 
This, again, emphasizes the importance of operational flexi­
bility. 
Although there is little basis for predicting the future 
pattern of precipitation, the Job of pi^ dicting forage pro­
duction is not so hopeless since several preceding (known) 
events affect future forage production on a given range. 
Greater study is needed to determine more accurately the 
relationship between past precipitation, frost, etc., and 
future forage production. Should the rainmakers prove to 
be successful in affecting the distribution and/or amount 
of precipitation, this would be another variable that could 
be partially controlled and future forage production could 
be predicted with greater precision. 
0. The Intensity of Resource Use and 
Maximum Welfare 
Thus far in our discussion of Intensity of grazing we 
have emphasized entreparnsneurial profits. We are still 
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Interested in nwaimizlns mt social product of which entre-
pi^ neurial profit is onlj a part. If entrepreneurial profits 
to ranchers have increased as a result of ti^ ir producing 
more liirestock products than would otherwise have been pro­
duced, it appears, at first, that surely net social product 
has increased, also. !l^ is requires closer scrutiny. 
At the risk of z^ petltion, let us state that the 
rancher's solution to the problem of determining the best 
rate of grazing the range is to stock each range at a rate 
(during his expected period of control of that particular 
range) that will maximize his discounted stream of expected 
profits from all of his resoiirces (over his economic hori­
zon). ©lis solution wo\ild niaximize the net social product 
from tJM resources in question only if the rancher's tenure 
expectation on this range and his economic horizon were 
comparable. Mid if his economic horizon did not conflict 
with that of society.^  15ie importance of secure tenure 
expectations is again emphasized. 
T^he two need not be of the sai^  dimension} e.g., assum­
ing there a» long-time weather cycles, if the rancher's 
decisions in the use of a particular range under his control 
resulted in a maximum total net social product over one 
complete weather cycle, it also would be likely to maximize 
total net social product over a longer period, say five 
complete weatter cycles, as a first approximation. 
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AnotJher point of conflict may arise when products 
(uses) other than those considered by the rancher are 
affected by his decision to alter the intensity of grazing, 
fhis may be the case when timber, recreation, or watershed 
protection are important products from the resources. These 
other products may be very important and still not be 
affected by aan increase in intensity of grazing during 
favorable yearss on tl» other hand, they may be seriously 
affected by intensive grazing. It is only when they are 
adversely affected by an increase in grazing that our pre­
vious solution will not hold. 1?he following chapter will 
be devoted specifically to this problem. 
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mPTER XI 
OH*IMUM PRODUCT KEIiATlONaHIPS CONTINUED -
MUmPMI-USE 
k. Application of the Marginal Condition 
The multiple-use of resources is not new. Agricultural 
economists have been dealing for soiae time with the economic 
problem of selecting a most profitable crop or combination 
of crops from among the possible crop sequences (80). Out 
of this experience has come the logic and n®thod of deter­
mining the optimum enterprise (product) combination. The 
economic principles of optimum enterprise combination apply 
with equal validity to range resources as to any other 
kinds of resources. The necessary condition pertaining 
specifically to enterprise (product) combination states 
that an optimtm combination of products has been obtained 
when ail possible products have been substituted for one 
another in the production process to where the gain from 
#the last unit of the increased product just offsets the 
loss of the last unit of the decreased product. For those 
products that are exchanged in the market, this can be 
stated specifically in tern® of market prices as 
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(VIII) 
A Xi Pa 
where Kx and X# are separate products and Pi and Pa are the 
prices of those respective- products. 
•Gie iso-product mlationships can he defined as either 
coRipetitive, suppleinentai^ , or corapleiaentary depending on 
the marginal rate at which one product is technically sub­
stituted for another (78, p, 23^ ). If 
A Xi A Xg 
A Xa> A X 
or > 2sero (IX) 
1 
an increase in one product is accompanied by an increase in 
the other product and the relationship is complementary. If 
A Xi A Xji 
or » zero (X) 
A Xa A Xi 
output of one product can be increased without char^  ^the 
output of the other product and the relationship is supple-
n^ ntary. If 
AX, A Xa 
or •< zero (XI) 
A Xa A X^  
output of one product can be increased only at the expense 
of deci^ asing output of the other product and tiw two 
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products are thus competitiv©. It can be seen at once that 
the optinmm combination as specified by Equation (VIII) can 
be obtained only in the cojapetitive range of enterprise 
relationship - in Equation (XI). !Sils obvious point is 
emphasiaed only because so much of the research, so many 
of the recoHiBiendations of specialists, and so many of the 
aai^ waents of pressure groups tend to ignore this basic re­
lationship when dealing with range resource allocation. 
®tere are two difficulties that are confronted in trying 
to apply this condition to Western Hange Resources. Ihe 
first is the presence of administered prices for some re­
sources. This problem is serious only insofar as the ad­
ministered prices deviate seriously from market prices of 
comparable resources. We have already discussed this problem 
at length and made certain commendations. The second 
difficulty is that of finding a suitable mediuin through 
which to express a ratio of preference between products 
when some of the products traditionally have not been sub­
ject to evaluation in monetary term. 
B. fhe Qeneral Equation for Solution 
The toportant multiple-uses of Mestern Rar^ e Resources 
are usually grouped as follows: livestock, wildlife, timber. 
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i*eereation, and hydrologleal products - both the quantity 
iand timing of useful water yield and the prevention of flood­
ing and sedimentation are included in this last category, 
®ie problem is one of combining these uses on a given range 
site in such a maimer that the total net product will be 
maximized. "She following is suggested as a general solution. 
If we designate the above-named uses as Xg, Xg, X4, Xg and 
Xa respectively, and total resource inputs as I, then the 
transfomation function defining the iso-product contours 
is given by. 
fhe problem of defining the units of measurement for each of 
the uses ('products) must not be ignored. This will be dis­
cussed at greater length later in this chapter. At the 
present time we must be content to assuro that the units 
have been defined and ai^  measurable and that the discounted 
prices have been estimated. 
for a given level of resource Inputs the optimum re­
source allocation would occur when 
is used to denote the partial derivative of the 
transformation function with respect to X^  5 « price of 
X^ i i « (2, 3, 5, 6).  ^  ^
P(I,Xs, Xa, X«, Xj, Xe) - 0 . (XII) 
1 
(xm) 
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for a given range site tim resource inputs usually are 
not given, however. Land, of course, is fixed, but capital 
and labor are variable both as to quantity gmd form. In­
vestment may be in several forms of rwnge improvement, as 
noted in Chapter V, or it may be in the form of roads, 
trails, tree seedlings, erosion control, etc. Each form of 
capital and labor investment is subject to the law of 
variable proportions when applied to a given land area under 
a given mam^ ement, and thus an optimum level of capital and 
labor input (optimum factor combination) can be determined 
for a given range site. Although the above model does not 
provide for a solution to tli^  factor combination and the 
product combination simultaneously, the problems must be 
worked out Jointly, A separate product allocation solution 
will be needed for each of several factor combinations until 
optimum optimorum situation has been obtained as nearly 
as is feasible. 
(XIV) 
(XV) 
(XVI) 
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The above general solution assumes that the transfoma-
tion function is either known or can be determined for a 
given range site. In most Instances,this is a very complex 
function owing to the interrelationships of complementarity, 
suppleiaentarity, and competitiveness that exist between 
the several alternative uses. This limitation alone makes 
the general equation solution of dubious value as an 
analytical device. 
C. Approximation by a Series of Fartial Solutions 
A more useful approach to the problem of optimum 
resource-use combination may be through a series of suc­
cessive partial solutions, W© will consider two alternative 
products (uses) at a time, starting with a restricted case. 
When an optimum combination of these two products has been 
obtained, that combination will be treated as a single pro­
duct and another product will then be considered for com­
bination with it. ISiis process will be repeated until as 
mmy products have been considered together as seems 
warranted. An optimum combination of two products legiti­
mately can be considered as on© product for purposes of 
this phase of the analysis if 1. the two products being 
combined are (a) highly competitive (very close substitutes) 
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OP (b) teclmical compliments, and 2. If the enterprise re­
lationships with the other products are substantially the 
same for the two products being considered. We will need 
to exaaaine, m closely as possible, the extent to which 
this is true in each ease. Additional adjusta^ nts likely 
will be necessary to inflect the true interrelationships of 
all products. 
OptiiauBt oombination of domestic graaing 
Even in tim absence of wildlife, ail grazing lands are 
subject to alternative products since alternative domestic 
livestock My be used. Essentially sheep and goats utilize 
the same forage resources and are strictly competitive 
(direct technical substitutes) in the use of range forage. 
Aside from the Idwards Plateau of Texas, and some of the 
small bands operated by the Indians in the Southwest, goats 
are unimportant in the Western Eange Area. This combina­
tion can be considered as one product that we will call 
sheep# Cattle and sheep are the important alternatives for 
domestic grazing for which an optimum combination will be 
detemined. 
®iere are son® areas that, from the standpoint of quan­
tity of livestock products which can be produced in a given 
time, are better adapted to one class of livestock than to 
another. For most ranges, however, either class of livestock 
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(or both classes) can utilize the aame range. The marginal 
rate of technical substitution of one enterprise (sheep) for 
another (cattle) may be at a decreasing, constant, or in­
creasing rate (represented respectively by Curve A, B and 
C of Figure 17)# depending on the type of range. In the 
earlier days of struggle for control of the range the belief 
predominated that sheep and cattle could not use the same 
range. While still a territory, Idaho enacted a law pro­
hibiting the grazing of sheep on range previously occupied 
by cattle. A case arising under this law was taken to the 
Supreme Court to test it for violation of the fourteenth 
amendment, and, although the law was passed by the territory, 
regulating the use on federal land, the law was upheld (88, 
pp. ^ 80-481). This kind of thinking still prevails with 
many ranchers and grazing associations, and most public 
grazing land is considered as being either sheep range or 
cattle range, but not both. Very seldom is it switched 
from one to the other. This would be the proper solution 
to the problem only if a decreasing or constant marginal 
rate of technical substitution existed between sheep and 
cattle (curves A or B of Figure 17). 
A much more reasonable assumption is that an increasing 
marginal rate of technical substitution exists. On a given 
range site there are many different forage species. They 
include annual weeds and forbs, perennial shinabs that are 
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more palatable and nutritious to sheep than to cattle, and 
the coarse grasses that are preferred by the cattle. This 
relationship is represented by Curve C in Figure 17# where 
for all price ratios varying between and some 
combination of both sheep and cattle would be optimum. For 
price line a combination of 4,000 head of cattle and 
10,000 head of sheep is specified. 
The above model assumes equal resource inputs not only 
of range land but of labor and capital, which may not hold 
in some instances. Range sheep require closer supervision 
than do range cattle. Unless they are under the direct 
watch of the sheepherder they must be placed within a sheep-
tight fence. 5his might alter the solution specified above 
when the additional costs are considered. There are some 
important economies of scale in the production of sheep and 
cattle that must not be overlooked. 
To encourage adjustment to an optimum combination of 
domestic grazing, greater information needs to be known about 
the use adaptability of the range. This would call for a 
wider application of the detailed range survey. Once the 
enterprise relationship has been estimated for a given range 
area, this information needs to be made available to the 
ranchers using that area. Before the adjustment could be 
mauie on public grazing land, the procedures of adjustment 
would have to be worked out by the administering agencies. 
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At prei@nt those agencies consider five sheep to toe equiva­
lent to one cow. In those rare instances where adjustments 
of this kind are made, the rate of substitution is constant 
at five sheep to one cow. 
Let us consider the procedure for adjustment on a given 
public range where only cattle have been permitted previously. 
Assume that the enterprise relationship between sheep and 
cattle on this range, as estimated from detailed range sur­
veys, is shown by curve C of Figure 17» The assumed price 
ratio between sheep and cattle is represented by the line 
PgjPI and the optimum combination is repj^ esented by point K. 
According to curve C, by removing 1,000 head of cattle from 
the range 10,000 head of sheep can be added and still leave 
the r«jge in the saro condition as when grazed only by 
cattle, "aie ranchers using this range should be allowed to 
exchange permits by obtaining pemit for 10 sheep for each 
cattle unit permit relinquished, up to the point where the 
1,000 head of cattle have been removed and 10,000 head of 
sheep have been added. If adjustments were to be allowed 
only on the five to one ratio normally used by the public 
agencies, no adjustment would occur because the price ratio 
is 6.25 to 1.00 (see line which is parallel to PgPg). 
Conceptually and analytically no serious problems are 
encountered in deteiraining an optimum combination of these 
two products. Because the production periods are both 
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3?elatlvely short, the rate of dlscoimt will be unimportant 
and th# relevant expected prices can be used directly with 
no appreciable influence on the analysis. The units of 
measurement can be number of head of each which combines the 
products of each into one single entity for which comparable 
prices can be obtained. 
2' Livestock versus wildlife 
Having determined the optimum combination of sheep and 
cattle, let us now consider this combination as one product, 
which we will call livestock, and consider the relationship 
between it and wildlife on the saro range. The forms of 
wildlife that are important for our study are deer and elk 
(only rarely are moose numerous enough to be considered)^  in 
the mountain areas, and antelope in the prairie and semi-
desert areas. In those areas where deer and elk are found 
together, greater study is needed to detemine the "best" 
combinations of these, using the same logic as outlined in 
the previous section. Since the forage preferences of the 
two are somewhat dlffez^ nt (199 and 195)* supplementary 
relationships undoubtedly existj also the prefea^ ences of 
sportsmen for one species or another may change as the 
B^y wildlife, here, we are referring to big game. Other 
foCTis of wildlife are very important for other forms of re­
creation or furs. There are also rodents and predators. 
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relative numbers of each are altered. It is thus important 
that attention be devoted to determining the proportion that 
each specie^ should represent of the total game in a given 
area. 
There are more deer on most ranges today than ever 
before (148). In some areas they have reached the starva­
tion stage and serious conflicts with other uses have arisen. 
Ifost studies of these conflicts have been done by one special 
interest or another. Only rarely have the opposing groups 
been brought together to study the problem jointly (225). 
Little attention has been devoted to the problem of deter­
mining the real physical relationship between game and live­
stock. "Ehe physical trgmsfomatlon is not known; however 
most decisions and ai^ uments that are made by Interested 
parties seem to take one of two extreme points of vlewi 
1. that the relationship is perfectly competitive, or 2. that 
a supplementary relationship exists over the entire range. 
It is suggested that the enterprise relationship be­
tween livestock and gam® might be shown in the general frame­
work of Figure 18. This model suggests that a supplementary 
relationship exists at the lower level of domestic grazing. 
The maximum number of game that can be carried on a given 
range area without supplementary winter feeding Is repre­
sented in Figure 18 by the distance OC. That ntunber will 
not consume all the grass during tl^  summer, but it will 
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ketp most of the forbs, herbacious shrubs, and other browse-
type vegetation grazed down fairly well. This will pemit 
the quantity OJ livestock without materially affecting the 
condition of either the g€UM or the range. If supplementary 
winter feeding of game is practiced, OC can be lengthened, 
at which time OJ undoubtedly would be diminished some, de­
pending on the type of rar®e and the prevalent species of 
game. 
At the other extreme is the maximum number of livestock 
that can be grazed (OQ of Figure 18). This would be the 
optimum rate of stocking over time as discussed in the pre­
vious chapter. Ifie model sijggests that when 00 livestock 
are grazed, there can be OH game on the same range. The 
amount of shrubs and underbrush would likely increase if 
the quantity of game were diminished much below OH. This 
would tend to decrease the mount of forage preferable to 
livestock, and the maximum nmber of domestic animals that 
could be grazed would ultimately decrease. 
Clearly the relationship betwen these two enterprises 
will differ between range sites and will be altered some­
what as the species composition of livestock and game varies. 
Further, the degree of competitiveness between the two 
enterprises can be materially affected by the timing of 
the "harvesting" of the product, in each case. When the 
game are harvested while the livestock are still on the 
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same range {as Is soinetiioes done) a definite conflict 
arises. 
Let us aasuTO, for the mocwnt, that individual prefer­
ences for the products from livestock and gam can be ex­
pressed through the market in terns of prices. "Etie price 
ratio would show the aggregate relative preference for one 
product or the other. For the price ratio represented by 
the iso-2:^ venue line Fj^ Fl the optiiaum combination would be 
OE livestock and OA game. If there should be a stronger 
preference for game relative to livestock, as illustrated 
by the price line then OB wildlife would be optimum 
and the domestic livestock should be reduced to OD. In all 
cases, a rational decision would require domestic grazing 
equal to or greater than OJ, and wildlife equal to or greater 
than OH. 
a. Appraising the preferences for game. We have ten-
tatively assumed that the preferences for garo could be 
expressed in terms of prices, fhis assumption may not be 
Justified since game are not sold in the maiHicet in the con­
ventional manner. Rather, a permit entitling the holder to 
hunt, kill, and retain possession of one of each game species 
is sold to individuals at a nominal fee. The procedure for 
distributing the pemlts differs among states and within 
states, depending on the game species. In most instances 
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some degree of rationing is used that supposedly gives each 
citizen of a particular state who desires a permit an equal 
chance of receiving one. Out-of-state applicants are dis­
criminated against by having a more limited number of 
licenses at considerably higher prices. 
It is generally accepted that the cost of the license 
does not reflect the preference of individuals for game. 
However, there have been aom attempts to really measure the 
total expenditure for hunting in an area by asking each 
hunter what he spent on hi© hunting trip, and. how much he 
had invested in hunting equipment. A very close check can 
be obtained since all legal hunters are registered when their 
licenses are purchased, and they are usually checked when 
going on and off an area open to hunting. The total amoimt 
spent for himting and the total number of each species 
killed provides an estimate, in monetary terms, of the pre­
ference for gaiae which would be meaningful in those instances 
where the total nmber of permits Issued is sufficient to 
meet the demand. Under conditions of severe rationing, this 
procedure would be less useful, since rationing, generally, 
prevents the market price from reflecting the economic value 
of a coHHaodlty. 
Uhere are undoubtedly a great many people who obtain 
satisfaction (and value) not from hunting to kill - either 
for food or for sport - but from h\mting to observe or to 
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photograph. Ihey wouM hoM that the aesthetic values of 
wiMlife, including game animals, are "largely intangible 
and purely personal" (15# P* 278). it is difficult to know 
whether such satisfactions would be inci^ ased or decreased 
by increasing wildlife numbers. One obviously obtains 
greater satisfaction f2*om watching a rare bird than from 
observing a sparrow. As deer in the pasture became a com­
monplace, the satisfaction obtained from observing them, and 
from reporting such observations, :i|,)diminished. , , 
Bie problem of scarcity md value was of particular 
concern to the classical economists and was resolved, for 
the TOst part, by the marginal theory of value. Cournot 
cites the case where an individual, possessing the only 
available copies of '*des Ifesoires de l*ancienne Academie des 
Sciences" (44, p. 6) increased his total revenue from their 
sale by destroying many copies, thus raising the marginal 
value of the last available unit, and thereby raising the 
price. One might ai^ ue that the total satisfactions (utility) 
obtained by all individuals would surely have been greater 
had all copies of the book been sold. This need not be so, 
however, if the satisfaction obtained from possessing one 
of the remaining copies is derived from the fact that so 
few copies were available. Comparison between the two 
situations (before and after) is complicated by the fact 
that the "goods" concerned are quite different. The single 
! 
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cow in the Bronx Zoo possibly has aroused more comment and 
been the source of more satisfactions than any other single 
animal in this country. She is certainly a different commod­
ity than a cow in a dairy herd in upstate New Yoi^ c. 
There is no way to measure the gain in satisfactions to 
those who seek after rare species, because they are rare, 
associated with a decrease in the number of that species. It 
is equally as difficult to measure the gains in satisfaction 
to the Increasing number of people that come in contact with 
wildlife as the number of wildlife is increased. Black sug­
gests that "any possible »asures of the aesthetic . . . 
values of wildlife will have to be psychological, and prob­
ably relative to other objects or uses of time or money" 
(15, p. 279). 
Any attempt to determine the amount of money spent for 
game should include the money spent by everyone in the pur­
suit of gaiae, whether to kill, observe, or listen. This 
figure is not the sar^  thing as total satisfactions^ , but 
it is our best estimate of the economic value of game. 
Wallace introduces his report on a study of the economic 
M^arginal al^ ility theory i^ cognizes the presence of 
consumer surplus (142, pp. 124-133) as being the difference 
between what was paid for a unit of a conraodity and the 
maximum amount that would be paid for that unit. 
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aspects of wildlife resourees of the State of Washington by 
stating: 
So long as tme individuals are aasuiaed to 
be the best judge of their own needs and wishes 
, , . the relative importance of various goods 
and services to society can be measui^ d only by 
the relative expenditures which the members of 
society are willing to raake in order to obtain 
tl»m, ®iius, it should be clear that expenditures 
which Bombers of society make in the pursuit of 
wildlife as compared with expenditiires made for 
other goods or resources represent the only clear 
basis for comparing the contribution of each to 
society's happiness and welfare. (287, pp. 1-2) 
In the above study, a random sample of sportsmen were 
questioned about expenditures. Only Washington residents who 
purchased a hunting or fishing license were included in the 
sample. ISie questions covered all expenditures incurred in 
the pursuit of fish and game including investments in cloth­
ing, boots, fishing and hunting equipment, dogs, cameras, 
etc. The figures undoubtedly overestimate the annual expendi 
ture for game since many of the purchases are made only once 
in a lifetime. It assumes that the annual expenditure for 
all equipment that will endure for many years Just offsets 
the annual depreciation of all such equipment in the universe 
being studied - an assumption that is highly unrealistic and 
unnecessaiT' A iiKjre realistic accounting technique would be 
to determine annual expenses, including an estimate of annual 
depreciation on capital goods used for the pursuit of game. 
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The study does point out the possibility of obtaining 
a Bieasure of the economic importance of game, and thus pro­
vides an estimate of the price. For instance, the per-
caplta expenditure for big game hunting in Washington for 
1950 was reported to be 88,00 dollars (287, p. 15)• This 
could be alternatively reported in terns of expenditure per 
big gaaie license. 
b. The difficulty of integrated decisions regarding 
domestic and wild aniamls* As stated earlier the ranchers 
and, the federal government oim laost of the range land and 
determine the number, kind, and location of the livestock. 
The states, however, own the gsurae and laake final decisions 
on the location, timin® and amount of harvest, etc., imder 
the influence of the local sportsmen's oi^ ganizatlons. "An 
additional hazard of control lies in the fact that forage 
consuming game animals do not know, nor do they care, who 
owns the land upon which they graze" (223, p. 733). 
Assume a particular range, represented by Figure 18, on 
which there was OA gone and 01 livestock (which was optimum 
for relative preferences as expressed in the price ratio 
PiP|). If, however, research showed a new price ratio 
fgp| the state wildlife departirosnt would then initiate a 
program to increase wildlife to OB in order to increase total 
welfare, intimately the ranchers (and the federal land ad­
ministrators) would need to reduce livestock numbers. It is 
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possible, under these clroumstanees, for the ranchers to be 
dispossessed. In essence, of certain "property rights" and 
substantial income. 
c, Compensation for losses. Suits against state 
governments for damages done by game have not been success­
ful, as a rule, in obtaining i^ coiapense to the rancher for 
loss of range forage to gsm* Tim average annual payment 
for damage claims paid to private operators by the Wyoming 
Game and fish Coiraaission for the ten-year period i943-1952 
was 10,950.45 dollars, which is quite negligible when one 
realisses that nearly 140,000 dollars was spent for winter 
feeding of elk for the year 1951-1952 (299, PP. 18-19). It 
is evident that if no one is to be made obviously worse off 
by the change than he was before the change was made, it 
will be necessary to compensate the ranchers for the loss. 
One method of compensation that can be applied with a 
minimum of administration is through the hunting license. 
All that is required is that the license fee be increased 
to the sportsman to cover the cost of compensation to the 
rancher, A coupon attached to the hunting license could be 
detached by the sportsman when the kill was made. The 
coupon would be signed by the sportsman and delivered to 
ti» rancher on whose property the game was killed. The 
rancher then would submit all such coupons to the appropriate 
state official for compensation. The method assumes that 
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the loss to ranchers Is proportional to the number of game 
killedJ ^ Ich seems reasonable for most areas. However, it 
I' 
does not cover the situation where game damage a given 
range but migrate to a new locality by hunting season. A 
more direct form of compensation would be needed in this 
case if the rancher is to be made no worse off than pre­
viously . 
•This procedure has been followed in very recent years 
in Wyoming with the antelope hunt. Both ranchers and sports­
men have reacted favorably to it. Many private lands that 
previously were closed to hunters have been made available 
to them. During the I953 hunting season, landowners in the 
antelope hunting area of Northeastern Wyoming began the 
practice of charging hunters an additional 10.oo dollars 
per antelope killed on their land. No figures are available 
as to the effect this action had, or will have, on the 
number of antelope harvested, further study is needed to 
determine tb© extent to which the amount of compensation 
should be shifted in order to more accurately compensate 
for the damage. Tli® method should be equally as applicable 
to other game species where private lands are involved to 
an important degree. 
Another form of compensation that is being used at an 
increasing rate is that of dii^ ct payment by the sportsmen 
to the ranchers for services rendei^ d in connection with 
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himting. Many ranchers are finding that the presence of in­
creased numbers of game provides a remunerative market for 
those services that have come to be associated with dude-
ranching - rustic living accommodations, horses, guide ser­
vices, pack services, etc, (71)« In this case, the economic 
analysis of the rancher is similar to that of selecting the 
optimum combination of sheep and cattle with the exception 
that the Important decisions about the number of game in 
an area are made by state officials. 
3* Forage versus timber production 
Having detea:TOined our best estimate of the optimum com­
bination of livestock and game on a given range area, let 
us again broaden the scop© of our analysis. We will now con­
sider this optimum combination of animals as one product and 
try to determine the optimum combination of animals and 
timber. Since all of these animals are forage constAmlns we 
will represent changes in their numbers by changes in AUM's 
of forage. Except where otherwise specified, we will assume 
the forage is harvested at a rate not higher than that 
which is intertemporally optimum according to the criteria 
outlined in tl^  preceding chapter. 
There are very few empirical data to show the physical 
relationships between these two products. Decisions rela­
tive to resource allocation between the two are constantly 
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belng made, however, most of which imply a competitive rela­
tionship, Based on the logic of production economics, and 
a limited knowledge of range management and silviculture, 
it is proposed that the ]relationship between livestock and 
timber production can be represented by Figure 19. The 
model implies a compliinentaa:^ - relationship at the lower 
level of livestock production. ®ils can be explained by 
1, an increase in timber fire hazard when the grasses are 
not grazed off before drying, 2. increased competition for 
tree seedlings from forbs and shrubs when no grazing occurs, 
and 3. a better control of certain tree diseases obtained 
through control of underbrush. 
The model further implies an increasing rate of product 
substitution (the curve is concave from the origin). The 
maximum amo\mt of animal grazing, as specified by the 
criteria for optimum Intertemporal rate of grazing (Figure 
10), is OA, k rate of animal grazing higher than OA would 
compete heavily for new tree seedlings and would ultimately 
reduce timber production. A rate higher than OA could not 
be continued indefinitely, however, since it also would re­
duce the amount of forage produced. The nature of the 
above relationship would differ from one range site to 
another depending on the climate and soil, the species of 
the trees, and the kind of livestock. Stocking at a rate 
beyond that which was determined to be intertemporally 
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optlRium for forage production wouM compete more seriously 
with timber procSuction in the case of game than x^ ith cattle. 
There is need for physical experin^ nts on substantially 
different range sites designed to detemine the effect on 
timber production of varying intensities of animal grazing. 
The remge of variation of intensity of grazing should be 
broad enough to identify points ^  and and to approxi­
mate the slope of the line connecting those two points (188). 
The projects would have to be of sufficient duration to indi­
cate any effect on timber stand (tree growth) as well as 
the effect on tree seedling development. Experiments de­
signed to eliminate the confounding of external forces, 
such as moisture variation, may be costly, but experiments 
conducted on a single given range site will be helpful. In 
commenting on the results of an experiment conducted by the 
School of Porestiiy, University of Idaho, on cut-over white 
pine timber land in Northern Idaho, Jeffers stated: 
Indications to date are that controlled 
sheep grazing, gauged by the capacity of the 
forage, is not harmful to white pine repro­
duction, and has little effect on other species, 
may help in the control of blister rust, and is 
a direct aid in the reduction of fire hazard. . .. 
Gfrazing of eut-over forest vegetation at a com­
paratively early stage plays a major role in 
the rat© of successful development. (109, 
p. 629) 
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a. Units of measm^ eiaent for forme* There are numer­
ous measures of output for both forage and timber} it is 
doubtful if any sii^ le TOasure can be foimd that will be 
best for all measureTOnt problems. One must always relate 
the methods of awasureiaent to the specific problem at hand 
and select the method on the basis of 1. the precision of 
measurea^ nt that is needed, 2. the costs of the methods of 
measurement (relative to one another and/or to measurement 
precision), 3. the funds available for the study, and 4. the 
professional competence of personnel making the study. 
'The usual ®®asurement for forage productivity is the 
AUM which has several limitations as currently used. It 
combines the concepts of "proper use", animal nutritional 
requirements, and forage quantity and quality, all of which 
may be confounded by different rates of substitution of one 
species for another in supplying the animal requirements, 
fhis iwasur^ iaent does not mean the same to all individuals, 
however, even in physical terms. Questions relative to 
1, the amount of animal gain or loss, 2. differences in 
fbod requirements for maintenance of body weight and for 
gain by seasons, 3. the effect of supplementary feed need 
to be answered before the AUM can become an acceptable 
standard of measuring forage productivity. These are ob­
stacles that can be siirmounted, in part, by definition and 
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by further experinMsntation, for most purposes of analysis, 
it will be more useful to define MM in such a way that it 
measures a given amount of nutrition, leaving the problem 
of interpretation as a function to be perforrod separately 
in the light of specific objectives.^  
b, tlnits of a^ asurement for timber. In one respect, 
the measurement of timber output is less difficult than 
measuring forage productivity. It is harvested directly by 
man into products that are readily measurable. I^ e fact 
that there are many different kinds of timber products makes 
the problem more complex but no more profound. Each kind of 
product can be converted either to equivalent value or 
equivalent volume. However, it is seldom meaningful to 
measure the annual productivity of timber on a given site 
f^he problem of range forage measurement for economic 
analysis is generally recognized by research workers. 
Studies are currently being conducted by the Western Range 
Regional Economics Research Oommittee designed to improve 
the tools of economic measuremnt of range output. T»ie 
specific objectives of the study ares 
(1) To appraise present measures of range 
productivity in terns of their usefulness for 
economic research, (2) To establish definitions 
and criteria for measures of range productivity 
which have acctirate economic significance, and 
(3) To test empirically the adaptability for 
economic i^ search . , , those measures of range 
productivity currently in use, and others which 
may appear useful. (175, P. 37) 
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by the armual harvest. "®ie fact that trees are both 
factory and product" (301, p. 17I) makes it difficult to 
determine the annual production on a given site. As a tree 
approaches aaturity the annual growth diminishes. In a 
mature virgin forest the annual growth, as measured by in­
ventory change plus timber harvest, may actually be nega­
tive. 
For our purposes in this discussion we will consider 
timber growth in teimas of annual productivity detemined by 
adding any inventory chimge in timber stock to the annual 
harvest. The unit of measurement can vary from one site to 
another depeMing on the important types of timber products 
removed. Where saw lumber is the primary product, board 
feet of lumber may be the appropriate measure. Where veneer 
logs, mining timbers, cooperg^ e bolts, pulpwood, etc. all 
come from a given site, cubic feet of timber (in stumpage) 
will be a wore convenient unit of measurement, (In Figure 
19 we are using the latter measurement.) 
c. Price determination for foraise. The problem of 
price determination for livestock and game, as discussed in 
a previous section of this chapter, is of equal importance 
in evaluating the forage. If we assuro that the several 
species of animals have been substituted for one another to 
the point where the marginal rate of substitution between 
any two species is equal to the inverse of their price 
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ratios, then the value of an AUM of forage will be approxi­
mately the &am for each species. Me can then simplify the 
problem slightly by evaluating an AIM when used by one 
species - cattle, for instance. If the above assumption 
cannot be made, then a separate evaluation must be made for 
each species and an average value (weighted by the relative 
numbers of animal units of each species) detemined. Even 
when only one species (cattle) is involved, the problem is 
complicated by the fact that the AIM of forage may be worth 
more to one richer than another, depending on the rate of 
transforation of grass to livestock product and the rela­
tive scarcity of forage at that particular season. 
Most of the land areas in the West where both timber 
and forage production are toportant are federal lands. As 
noted in Chapter ¥111, the privilege of grazing livestock 
on these lands is rationed and the grazing fee Is not com­
petitive. Several different ranchers usually graze their 
livestock together' on the same range. Under these condi­
tions it is impossible to obtain a grazing fee (value of an 
A0M of forage) that would represent the value of marginal 
product to all users. An approximation of the "average" 
value product is about the best that can be hoped for. If 
the suggestions on forage pricing, as previously outlined, 
were to be followed, this price could be used to represent 
the market value of an AIM of forage. 
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d, Pric© deterrrtlnatlon for timtoez*. "Bie need for using 
the discounted expected prices Instead of present prices is 
obvious when considering decisions involving the futui^  use 
of timber since the production process is usually from about 
50 to 1^  years. Beyond a certain stage of growth, trees 
may be valued in terras of 1. present yield of timber, if 
harvested, multiplied by current prices, or 2. future timber 
yield multiplied by expected future prices discounted to 
the present time. That the discounting of future prices is 
necessary when evaluating future yield can be shown by com­
paring the two alternatives above. If the possibility 
exists of harvesting the timber now and investing the pro­
ceeds in securities whose value at the end of some specified 
future period will be greater than the value of the timber 
would have been at the end of that period had it been per­
mitted to grow, the first altentative would rationally be 
selected. 
(1) ^ e discount rate. "Riere has not been gen­
eral agreement in the forestiy profession as to whether or 
not Interest should be charged at all, or, if it is to be 
charged, what the effective rate of interest should be. 
Fisher (58, p. 278) has suggested that an effective inter­
est rate, including risk, should be eqtml to the pure rate 
of Interest divided by one minus the chance of loss. In 
the case of federal forests, the cost of long-time 
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goverranent securities could be used to represent the pure 
rate of Interest. This should be corrected by sun estimate 
of the risk arising from fires, disease, wlndstom, etc. 
®ie Tillamook bum in Oregon in 1933» the loss from chest­
nut blight, the New England hurricane of 1938* and unusual 
dendrotonus dsfliage in ovennature coniferous stands are all 
extremes in timber losses (70, p, 5), but they remind us 
that timber stands are not secure. Some of these risks de­
crease in importance as the stand matures since the timber 
can be harvested after dam^ e without serious loss of tim­
ber. This is particularly true of disease. Sufficient 
experience and data are usually available for a given region 
to permit an estimate of the risk of loss of timber asso­
ciated with not harvesting it in any given year. 
for privately owned timber, the rate of interest for 
discounting would be determined by the internal opportunity 
cost of capital (adjusted for differences in the relative 
risk situation between alternatives). That is to say, if a 
private operator has the opportiinity of harvesting the tim­
ber and investing the fimds in his business so as to i^ tum 
12 per cent per annum, the future price of the timber should 
be discounted at 12 per cent, "Hiere are additional risks 
involved for the private operator beyond the risks for public 
forests. There is danger of trespass and of not getting the 
labor at the right time in order to hit a favorable market. 
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etc. Although a federal aigency ni^  have sufficient acres 
of tiffitoer that it can spread the risk of product loss, this 
is not possible for many private timberland owners. 
If we consider 2.5 per cent as representative of the 
cost of long-term capital to the federal government and 
assuiae the probabilitsr of ttober loss to be one-tenth, then, 
using Fisher's forawla, the discount rate would be 
» 2.78 per cent. (XVII) 
1,00 - ,10 
(2) Determining future prices. The fact that at 
any given tiM (whetter present or future) substantially 
different prices are obtained for the different kinds of 
timber products does not seriously complicate the problem 
of price determination since weighted average prices can be 
used. Hor is tte analysis®riously hampered by the differ­
ences in the time span required for the production of the 
several products, ©liis difference can be accounted for by 
discounting future prices, fhe serious problem is that of 
forecasting prices into the futui^  for each of the several 
products. In some cases, the product in question will not 
be available for market for upwards of 50 years. This is 
a problem of estimatJjig the future supply and demand 
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schedules for the timber products and relating these to the 
particular geographic area'in question. 
(a) Supply of timber products. In discuss-
ing the supply schedule for timber. Marquis (1^ , pp. 27-
37) makes a distinction between "virgin timber", the value 
of which is derived from the value of its products, and 
"produced timber" whose value is the result of measurable 
cost. He holds that the stumpage value of the first is 
product-price determined, while the stumpage value of the 
second Is product-price detemining, Zivnuska opposes this 
distinction and po.ints out thats 
®he cost element in the determination of 
niiirket price Is essentially the seller »s anti­
cipations of future prices. . . . Thus in the 
theoretical deterainatlon of the market price 
of stumpage the influence of cost of production 
on the position and shape of the supply curve 
is the same for timber of a particular quality 
wtether it is virgin or second-growth. (301, 
p. 168) 
It is evident from his further ax^ ument that Zivnuska is 
talking about a planning period that is short relative to 
the production period of forest trees. 
Marshall emphasissed that "the longer the period, the 
more important will be the influence of cost of production 
on value" (14S, p, 3%9) since it will affect supply. For 
most planning decisions Zivnuska is correct. However, 
long-run planning by an agency such as the Forest Service 
can materially affect the future supply by present (and 
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future) decisions. All forces that affect the future supply 
of a conroodlty will affect the market price. 
forecasting the supply of timber for a particular time 
in the future is complicated by the fact that although there 
is a very slow change in the amount of annual timber growth 
over a long period of tism., there .are pronounced short-
period variations in the amount that is harvested. The 
most likely expected supply of harvested timber for ainy 
one of a large number of future years will usually corres­
pond to the annual timber growth. If a supply much greater 
than the annual growth were harvested over a period of years, 
both the inventory supply and soinual growth would soon 
diminish. If a supply much less than the annual growth 
were harvested, the inventory supply would increase for a 
while, but the annual growth would soon diminish as the 
timber stand became more mature. The "sustained yield" con­
cept is reasonable as a concept for planning long-range 
supply, although it may be less reasonable as a policy or 
program of action, except in Isolated instances where the 
stability of the conmunity itself warrants the cost. 
(b) Semand for tiiober products. By far the 
most important raw timber products nationally are sawlogs, 
veneer logs and pulpwood (112, p. 382), although other pro­
ducts may be more Important, locally. T^ e demand for timber 
products is associated directly with the demand for building 
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comtmotion and the demand for paper. The latter varies 
soTOwhat with general business fluctxmtions. "Building 
cycle® are cyclical fluctuations in the volun^  of private 
residential^  Industrial, and commercial construction, alter­
ation and repair" (300, p. 70)- Both short cycles "about 
the ssoae length as business cycles", and long cycles, of 
15 to 20 years duration, have been reported. Knowledge of 
historical cyclical fluctuations laay be helpful in fore­
casting demand in the near future, but would be of doubtj^ il 
help in predicting deiaaarid for the distant future. Of 
gireater concern are the changes in consuaaer tastes relative 
to timber products versus substitute products mid changes 
in technology that affect the supply of wood substitutes, 
fhere has been a general downward trend in the relative con­
sumption of Imber since I890. During this sarae time lumber 
prices have Increased three times moi^  than have other build­
ing costs (108). The upward price ti^ nd for softwoods 
appemn to have been greater, generally, than the trend for 
hardwoods (204, pp. 19-2^ ). Nearly three-fourths of the 
present stock of softwoods aa?e in the Western Area (256, 
p. ^ ), although most of the growth occurs in the Southeast. 
Data prepared by the forest Service for the President's 
Materials Policy Commission (271) provides greater detail 
into the nature of the future demand for timber products. 
It reports that consumption is declining for cooperage. 
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hewn ties., fuel wood, and piling. According to Forest Ser­
vice estimates, the requirements for timber products for 
1975 will be 14.7 billion cwbic feet (in terms of forest 
drain) as compared to present consumption of 12.1 billion 
cubic feet. Use of doii»stic pulpwood is estimated to in­
crease from 1.7 to 2.9 billion cubic feet, while the need 
for veneer logs and bolts is estimated to increase from 0,5 
to 0.8 billion cubic feet. Other uses aa^ e estimated to de­
crease from 2.3 to 2.0 billion cubic feet (271> p. 36). 
The above estimates are in tenas of "potential lumber 
requirements", which apparently ignore relative prices. The 
term has been defined as 
. . . the quantity?" of timber products that might 
be lised by consumers afforded reasonable latitude 
in choice of readily available materials, includ­
ing timber products, in a national eaonom^  
functioning at a hi^  level of income and output. 
(257, p. 1) 
Rettie (178, p. 241) distinguishes between estimates of 
requirements and forecast® of consumption, since the latter 
will be influenced by deficiencies in supplies. It appears 
to this writer that "potential requirements", as used in 
these studies, is a subjective value Judginent, although 
Rettie implies otherwise, ¥aux and Ztnuska maintain that 
if the estimate of potential requireioents is to be economic-^  
ally significant, the "adequacy" of the supply most be 
logically defined. 
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When the rate of production Is in such a 
state of balance with the rate of consumption 
that the averi^ © costs of production equal the 
awrase selling price and the raarginal costs of 
production e«|ual the marginal selling price, 
supplies mj be described as "adequate^ ' since 
thew is no economic incentive either to in-
c»ase or decrease production. (281, p. 321) 
aiere are indications from the changes in lumber con­
sumption that have occurred somewhat siaiultaneously with a 
drop in Imber prices relative to other building material 
that a rather high cross-elasticity of deiwnd exists be­
tween lumber.and other build,ing material (108, pp. 648-
649), indicatlJig there are close substitutes for max)y lum­
ber products. There is reason to suppose that the sub­
stitutional relationships shift considerably with the level 
of persoj»l incoiaes (4), Very little research has been de­
voted to detemining this important relationship. 
Any model for nwkiiig long-range forecasts of demand for 
timber must be dynamic. It must include forecasts of 
technology that will 1, influence costs of producing timber 
products, 2. bring about new chemical uses of wood for fuel, 
fiber, food, etc., and 3. develop additional and improved 
substitutes for wood at continuing lower prices. It must 
anticipate changing tastes that will arise from urbaniza­
tion and/or relative geographic decentralization. A short­
age of timber products in any inteiroediate period will 
seriously affect both the rate of technological developments 
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of wood smtostitutes and chaiiges in tastes (28x, p. 325)-
fhe present forest production goals and over-all program 
for achieving those goals seem to have overlooked this 
latter point. That the introduction of the above variables 
into the forecast analysis increases the technical diffi­
culties does not alter the fact that forecasts which ignore 
the above factors may lead to erroneous conclusions. 
Bstimtting optimum forage "timber combination. If 
the task of quantifying the necessary variables of our 
analytical model with a sufficient degree of confidence to 
warrant a course of action is such a formidable task that 
the model is worthless, it must then be admitted that we 
have no basis for making any decisions that affect this com­
bination* Obviously such decisions have been made both by 
public land administrators aM by private operators. That 
a controversy exists as to the accuracy of those decisions 
is equally obvious. The fact that a decision is made implies 
that the on© laaking the decision h^  formulated some ex­
pectation of the physical relationships involved, as well 
as some expectation of prices. It is unfortimate that so 
little research in the past has been devoted toward a more 
precise t^ iantifieation of the physical relationships in­
volved. For most types of range sites, such research is 
still in the future. However, the use of the information 
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now available, used in the logical frarowork of the suggested 
model, is a basis from which to start. 
Private production vereug public recreation 
There has been an upsurge in the expressed demands of 
the American people for outdoor recreation. Expenditures 
for recreation had been increasing rather substantially 
prior to the great depression. Weinberger (293) shows that 
the majority of these expenditures wer« for goods that 
tended to keep people at home in passive recreational pur­
suits. With economic recovery in the late thirties, the de­
mand for outdoor recreational facilities was increased. 
Travel restrictions, overtinie pay, and rationing caused by 
World War 11 essentially eliminated this demand until toward 
the close of the war. Since that time, the increase in the 
number of visits to the national and state parks, national 
monuments, and national forests has been phenomenal. There 
were about 95 million visits to national forests and about 
35 million visits to parks and monuments in i951 (37, p. 
18), and the nvmher is steadily increasing. This increased 
demand for wlldland recreation is due, primarily, to the 
following s 1. The shortened woi4c week that has left the 
family free for a weekend together, 2, Paid vacations, 
3, Gi^ atly improved trgumsportation facilities, 4. A gener­
ally improved standard of living among the working class. 
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5. to increase of interarea consciousness by most people 
following the war, 6. to increasing population. 
The kind of recreation we are particularly concerned 
about in this section will be "those outdoor activities of 
a leisure-time nstui^  which are diversionary in character 
and afford physical, intellectual, and inspirational exper­
ience" (27# P» 827)* Obviously, the amount of resources 
available for recreation is limited and many of these re­
sources are capable of alternative uses. There are two 
different kinds of econoiaic problems that arise in the use 
of these resources, first, on those natural resources that 
have little use other than recreation (the Ifeton Mountains, 
0rand Canyon, Old Faithful Qeyser, etc.) there is the prob­
lem of determining 1. the optimim combination of recreational 
services, and 2. the optimum level of intensity of use of 
those resources. Second, on most of the lands there is the 
question of deteraining the optiiaum combination between re­
creation, on the one hand, and private production, on the 
other.. 
a. Optimum TOcreational facilities. Outdoor recrea-
tion may be of several foras varying a great deal according 
to the locality, the proximity to large centers of popula­
tion, the season, etc. Picnicking, hiking, overnight 
camping, boating, fishing, and himting are the more usual 
foTOs of recreation that are sought for on these western 
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range lands. Of much less importance, from the standpoint 
of numbers participating, are the pack-trail journeys into 
wilderness areas and the vacationing in sumB^ r cottages in 
the mountains. Skiing is rapidly becoming a major winter 
sport in most TOuntain areas, 
Among tte above recwational needs thei^  are certain 
conflicts. As more and better roads make the more remote 
areas available to the masses for picnicking, boating, etc., 
those areas tend to become less valuable for camping, hiking, 
or photography. By definition, only a very few people can 
enjoy a wilderness area at one time. As one natural-area 
enthusiast said, "crowds never can share the real essence 
of a wilderness. Crowds can boast only of having been where 
someone, once, fo\md real value" (285, p. I8I). Careful 
planning of the developa^ nt and use of recreational facil­
ities will be required to minimize these conflicts. This 
calls for an inventory of available resources and a study 
of the future recreational wants of society. 
fhe gx^ atest need likely will be for more picnic areas, 
camp ground®, and Bvmmr homes, calli^  for more roads, 
trails, and service ai^ as. The use of aircraft and landing 
fields instead of expensive ro^  development needs serious 
consideration (27, p. 828)* DevelopTOnt of the Jeep and 
helicopter have materially altered thB demand for wlldland 
recreation and are changing the concept of wilderness areas 
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for many people. As these changes and developments occur 
and even more people are attracted to these loads, the costs 
of development, upkeep, and policing will become progres-
sive3^  higher. Under the present policy of making this 
fom of recreation essentially fr^ e to the users, consider­
ably inoreased federal appropriations will be needed, DeVoto 
(50) estimtes that 500 million dollars additional annual 
appropriation will be required to bring our national parks 
into position where they can adequately serve the present 
needs. Overcrowded campgrounds and recreational areas soon 
lose their attractiveness. The same principles of resource 
conservation apply with resi«ct to the intensity of human 
use as apply to other uses. 
(1) Pricing and distribution of public recreation. 
Traditionally, reca:»eational facilities of the public lands 
have been provided essentially without chaise, the idea 
being that such facilities should be available to everyone. 
Actually, this is impossible, ©ne present policy may be 
regarded as one of subsidizing the recreation of the upper 
middle-Hslass in the financial register, since 1. the very 
wealthy will usmlly seek more exclusive facilities offer­
ing more elaborate catering service, and 2. those who do not 
have paid vacations of two weeks or more and who do not have 
a reliable automobile can visit very few of these public 
lands. 
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Hecreation is a product of these resources just as is 
timber or forage. Charges are made for building sites; can 
they not be made, also, for other facilities? In this way 
the cost of developsient and upkeep of the recreational 
facilities can be passed on to the ones that actually re­
ceive the^  benefits, ISiis policy laay be equally as desirable 
for national parks as for the forests. In the case of the 
foraier, the token fee that is now charged could be materially 
Increased, thus increasing needed revenue. Higher fees 
might tend to discourage those who were inclined to be in­
different between outdoor recreation and other goods, thus 
freeing these overcrowded facilities for use by those whose 
preference for outdoor i^ creation, relative to other goods, 
is higher. 
®ie argument that wildland recreation is a "social pro­
duct" like education or national defense (94), that is made 
equally available for the benefit of all breaks down on the 
point of reality. Whereas society has financially, morally, 
and legally undertaken to provide education and protection 
to every citizen, it has not yet underwritten a policy of 
providing each family with a car and a paid vacation to some 
of our large natural areas. This is to argue neither for 
nor against such a policy but only to point out that it 
does not now exist and does not appear likely in the near 
future, ©lis being the case, one may question the consistency 
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and deslrabllitsr of taxing everyone. Including the lower in­
come group, in order to provide subsidized recreation for 
those wto are financially moi:^  fortunate. 
(2) Public recreation and wilderness areas. 
Another ramification of the expansion of outdoor recreational 
facilities in the national parks and forests is that there 
will iHidoubtedly be a gradual encroachment on the wildeimess 
areas. laopold first defined a wilderness as an area large 
enough to absorb a two-week pack trip without crossing ones 
own trail or coming in contact with mm (133)' He later had 
to modify this definition and would undoubtedly have to 
modify it again today. It is highly unlikely that Leopold's 
definition would have been stifficlent for Daniel Boone. 
Wagar infers that the auto, the airplane, reclamation dams, 
and highways are bad because they have destroyed the oppor­
tunity for Isolation from hiwaan activity that is needed to 
keep one moral and honest. 
If J'efferson, Whitman and Leopold were right 
in believing that this nation will remain mor&l 
only if uncrowded and if exposed to nature we may 
need to limit our population. Webb recently 
worded the belief held by many that democracy 
flourishes best at the frontier. Demagogues tell 
us that m cannot turn back to the "^ good old" 
uncrowded days when men mre honest. (285, p. I81) 
In the minds of raaay people who seek solitude and rest in re­
moved areas today, Leopold's conditions are not necessary. 
Beir^  removed from other people is always relative and 
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carmot be defli»<i in static tems. fhere can be no inter-
generational comparisons. 
fh© argument that helicopters should be prohibited from 
entering wilderness areas, since they represent the capacity 
of imxi to advance and exploit, could be applied aa well to 
the horse and pacJc train, packaged foods, matches, and an 
endleas list of goods and services that make a journey into 
a wilderness area less onerous and dangerous. These are 
all products of man's ingenuity to exploit. Few, if any, 
would insist that wilderness areas be reserved only for those 
who would clothe themselves in skins and equip themselves 
with a stone ax. ®here \mdoubtedly will continue to be a 
very vocal denand for wilderness areas; some form of ration­
ing# either through price® or by administrative decree, will 
be necessary in oMer to pmserve son® wilderness areas for 
scientific as well a® aesthetic uses. 
b* Determiniam optimum combination of private pro-
duction and recreation. It is assun^ d that the nearly 14 
million acres under the administration of the National Park 
Service p. 4) will continue to be devoted primarily 
to outdoor recreation of some kind, ©lis land, therefore, 
is not included in the present discussion. Following the 
pattern established earlier, we will consider the optimtmi 
combination of the products combined thus far as one single 
coBiiiodity and investigate the addition of one more product -
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recreatlon. We are handicapped to begin with, however, since 
there is obviously a different relationship between game ani­
mals and recreation than there is between recreation and 
tree harvesting. We will, therefore, assume that there is 
no conflict between wildlife, generally, and recreation and 
thus omit this one complication from our present analysis. 
This assumption seems reasonable for nearly all real cases. 
Thus, we desire to detemine the optimum combination of 
private production (livestock grazing, timber harvesting, 
etc.) and public recreation. We will be concerned, primarily, 
with public recreation on public lands. Although some pri­
vate lands are capable of furnishing public recreation, 
except on those ranches where dude ranching Is practiced, 
only limited recreation is found. Even on the dude ranches, 
the actual scenery, pack trips, and excursions are usually 
on public land. 
The present relationship between private production and 
public recreation might be represented by Curve A, of Figure 
20, which implies a substantial range of supplementarity. 
In the absence of capital improvement, there is a signifi­
cant area of competitive relationship. However, this can be 
largely eliminated by; 1, Careful planning of the recrea­
tional facilities, such as enclosed picnic areas, camp 
groxmds, play grounds, hiking trails, drinking water, etc.} 
2. Construction of cattle guards at fence boundaries; 
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CURVE A 
PRIVATE PRODUCTION 
Figure 20. Hypothetical iso-resource curve 
private production and public 
recreation 
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3. Consideration of recreational needs when locatJiig facil­
ities for stock watering and salting| 4. Careful policing of 
camp flras, stock rustling, etc., and increased fire fighting 
capacity, and 5. Development of wider smd better roads to 
more safely handle recreation traffic simultaneously with 
trucks hauling timber products. ®be cost for the above 
improvements and facilities need not be borne by the tax­
payers but by the users of the resource. Increasing grazing 
fees aiwi charging for a^ ecreational facilities would furnish 
the fmds necessary to defray the above expenses. 
Obviously, Curve A and Curve B represent th© same quan­
tity of inputs of land, but additional labor, capital, and 
rattnage«nt have been added in the particular forms siaggested 
above in tte case of CU3:^ e B. Since this process involves 
the addition of variable amounts of labor, capital, and 
management to a fia^ d quantity of land, it is subject to 
the law of variable proportions. A point exists beyond which 
it would not pay to go in reducing the range of competition. 
As the demand for recreation increases, grazing meadows 
will undoubtedly be turned into csm> grounds and picnic 
areas. This will necessitate some adjustments in livestock 
niMbers. Timber cutting may need to be restricted, or even 
prohibited, along some of the mow scenic routes. For a 
relatively few, a conflict exists with respect to wilderness 
areas. To the user of timber and forage products, the 
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non-use of timber and forage from millions of acres of wild­
erness areas is a waste. On the other hand, there are the 
few nature enthusiasts that are trying to escape from all 
evidences of the existence of civilized man whose excursion 
into the wildlands may be rendered ineffective by the sight 
of a car, a cow, or a comfort station. Most natural area 
enthusiasts, however, would more nearly agree with Jefferss 
But scenery of exceptional charm and wide­
spread appeal, the sweep of tree-covered hills, 
ths rugged slope of mountain ridges above the 
timberline, the still solitude of dense timber, 
sheep grazing contentedly in a mountain meadow, 
. . . all of these are peculiarly the resources 
of the wildlands of the forests, (109, P. 631) 
Although the above conflicts can be materially reduced, 
it is doubtful if they can ever be entirely eliminated. If 
Curve B of Figure 20 represents the situation after the sug­
gested investments have been made, a small area of competi­
tive relationship would still exist. Since the resources in 
question are administered by federal agencies, the alloca­
tion will be made by administrative decision. There is 
need for an economic frame of reference to furnish adminis­
trative guidelines in the allocation of these scau'ce re­
sources between public recreation and private production, 
fhe economic model of figure 20 is suggested as this frame 
of reference. It would require that the allocation point 
be somewhere in the competitive range of enterprise 
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combination according to society's relative preferences for 
the two different kinds of commodities. 
c. Iltimitatlona of the model* We must recognize that 
this model is more conceptual and didactic than analytical 
since each of the so-called coiraodities are rather complex 
bimdles of coraaodities themiselves, which makes the problem 
of determining a single unit of n^ asurement of each some­
what complex. From the data necessary for previous analysis, 
one could express the value of timber and forage products 
(private production) in terras of dollars. There is no diffi­
culty here. 
A more difficult problem is to find a single unit of 
measurement for recreation. How many human hours of outdoor 
picnics are equal in value to one overnight camping trip for 
one family? The present data available for analysis do 
not tell us this. This question could be answered precisely 
only if one knew the indifference curves of all Individuals 
concerned and could aggregate them into a commimity indiffer­
ence curve (11). The most nearly comparable set of data 
would be a knowledge of the amount of other goods individuals 
are willing to forego (the amount of money they are willing 
to spend) in order to obtain each particular type of re­
creation. This could, of course, be aggregated for all 
types of recreation and for all individuals. Although it 
generally would be impractical, and frequently Impossible, 
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to obtain this schedule of infomatlon from the entire uni­
verse in question, reliable infomation could be obtained 
from a statistical sample. If both commodities are ex­
pressed in terras of dollars, the price ratio is, of course, 
one, and the point of tangency of the price line and the 
iso-product curve is the optimum combination since it maxi­
mizes the total value, to society, of the goods and services 
in question, in monetary teniis. 
At the present time no machinery is set up for sampling 
the users of wildlands recreation to determine the monetary 
values associated with different levels of such use. In the 
absence of this inforaation the logic of the model could be 
followed in making decisions relevant to recreation and pri­
vate production. Attention should be devoted, first of all, 
to extending the supplementary relationship as far as is 
consistent with the law of variable proportions. For adjust­
ments within the competitive range calling for a decrease of 
one use and an Increase of another, the public administrator 
must use his best estimate of the preferences of the group 
to which he is ultimately responsible. For reasons that will 
be outlined in the following chapter, it is suggested that 
/ 
an extension of the public opinion poll may be useful for 
this purpose. This would imply, however, that those being 
polled are informed as to what is Involved in the shift from 
one combination to another. 
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5. HydroloRical products 
h very important product of the Western Range Area is 
water which is essential to the continued welfare of millions 
of people. Since this water has several alternative uses, 
soi» of which are competitive one with another, considerable 
controversy exists as to the allocation of the water and the 
management of the watershed. The more important of these 
uses are: direct human consumption, irrigation, navigation, 
power generation, recreation, and, in a negative sense, 
erosion and flooding. 
In this section we will be concerned primarily with the 
kinds of decisions that can be made regarding the use of re­
sources on the upland watersheds, and the effect of those 
decisions on the pattejTO of water flow. Our objective is to 
discover the criterion by which one detennines the optimum 
pattern of range resource use when consideration is given to 
watershed management as well as to the other uses we have 
considered thus far. 
a. Optimum allocation of water resources. A watershed 
policy designed to serve only one of the above uses would 
run counter to the needs of the other uses. Prom the stand­
point of erosion and flood control, the watershed should be 
so managed as to minimise stream flow, while for power and 
navigation, a large constant stream flow is most desirable. 
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For Irrigation purposes, on the other hand, a maximuin quan­
tity of water available for distribution during the growing 
season is preferred. Water for direct hvraan consumption re­
quires only that there be an ample continuous flow of 
potable water. Where sufficient annual flow of water in a 
particular river drainage basis is more than sufficient to 
meet all of the demands, conflicts in water use can be over­
come by building large multiple-purpose storage dsuns. How­
ever, an allocation problem exists since 1. the annual flow, 
in some cases, may be insufficient to meet all the needs, and 
2. water storage becomes progressively more costly as more 
and bigger dams are built in a particular river drainage 
basin. 
Ideally, a pattern of stream flow that was constant 
after the irrigation water had been removed would be desired. 
However, the kind of watershed management that provides a 
more constant stream-flow tends to reduce water yield as 
well as diminish other resource uses. Conversely, water­
shed management designed to maximize total water yield in­
creases the risk of downstream floods and watershed erosion. 
Society appears to have decided that where maximum water 
runoff conflicts with flood prevention, decision should be 
made in favor of flood prevention. In effect, this places 
a restriction on the solution, the restriction being that no 
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decision shall be made. Intentionally, that will increase 
water runoff to proportions approaching flood danger. 
An extremely high value obviously is placed on that 
aiaount of water necessary to serve the basic human needs} 
but as these basic needs are furnished, the marginal value 
of successive amounts of water for direct human consumption 
decreases wd is soon lower than the marginal value of water 
for alternative uses. The water allocation problem, then, 
is one of allocating all water among all of its alternative 
uses, subject to the flood-control restriction noted above. 
Mater for livestock, irrigation, navigation and power, etc., 
can be evaluated in monetary tems based on its marginal 
value product. Soil erosion results in 1. reduced soil pro­
ductivity, and 2. silt deposits in water reservoirs, and 
thus a value can be placed on successive increments of soil 
erosion prevention. In the same manner, flood control can 
be evaluated, except for the social cost of human suffering, 
loss of human life, and comnfiunity disturbance. (Society has 
placed such a high value on these that the other considera­
tions are relatively valwless - hence the restriction). 
The optimum allocation of water would be where the net 
marginal return from each alternative use was the same (again 
subject to the restriction). The water-allocation problem 
cannot be considered separately from the problem of water 
resource development discussed in the previous chapter. 
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b. Influences of veKetatlon on water. In gen­
eral, the equation for water runoff (W) may be stated as 
W « P  -  ( I + T + l + X )  +  S  ( X V I I I )  
where P is the total precipitation, I is the amount of inter­
ception, T is the amount of transpiration, E is the amount of 
evaporation, X is the amount of deep seepage that passes out 
of the drainage basin through the rock strata, and S is the 
change in soii-moisture storage between the beginning and end 
of a particular period in question. 
Most of the earlier writers were of the opinion that 
forests Inci^ ased precipitation (302). More recent research 
indicates that this influence may be negligible, particularly 
with respect to cyclonic precipitation. Forests do tend to 
raise the effective ground level and increase the friction 
of tte wind and thus may increase orographic precipitation 
by about one per cent (122, p. 98). For our purposes, we 
will ignore this influence and consider precipitation as 
given. 
The amount of rainfall that is intercepted by vegetation 
before it reaches the ground, and is thus lost, is "a fvinction 
of the storage capacity of the surface of the vegetation, 
the evaporation rate during precipitation, and the amount of 
precipitation per shower" (122, p. 114). The amount of 
interception is influenced by the vegetative species (151) 
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and the density and ag® of the vegetation, as well as the 
length md intensity of the atom (66). Up to 0.1 inches of 
precipitation per shower may be lost due to interception. 
In the norraal physiological processes of plant life, 
moistui^  is lost through transpiration. There is a high 
correlation betwen transpiration loss and leaf area (122, 
p. 217)# but this varies between species. There is a greater 
seasonal variation in transpiration loss for deciduous trees 
than for conifers. It is believed that the rate of trans­
piration Increases for trees as the stand matures. 
Evaporation of soil moisture is affected by atmospheric 
pressure, "wind, solar radiation, temperature, saturation 
deficit of the atmosphere contiguous to the evaporating sur­
face, and wetness of the evaporating surface" (122, p. 128). 
Vegetative cover, generally, and forests in particular, re­
duce solar radiation and soil temperature variation (110). 
Forests are effective in reducing wind velocity (62). The 
litter and organic matter that make up the forest floor tend 
to increase the rate of moisture infiltration (180) and to 
reduce evaporation from the mineral soil. 
Surface runoff Is the most rapid way in which precipita­
tion reaches the stream flow. An excess of surface runoff 
results in floods. Water may also infiltrate and contribute 
to subsurface flow. Klttredge statedi 
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The influence of forest in reducing floods 
is usually large where the floods result from 
surface runoff in storms of high intensity ex­
ceeding the infiltration capacity of denuded 
soil. It jaay be negligible in those major storms 
in which the rainfall exceeds the total storage 
capacity of the drainage basin. (122, p. 271) 
Soil erosion, due to water, increases more than pro­
portionally with surface runoff. Vegetative cover that 
1, Absorbs the kinetic energy of wind and falling moisture 
(132), 2. increases infiltration, and 3. Decreases the speed 
of wind and water movement decreases erosion (5^ ). Debris 
and aediiiient carried by floods probably cause more damage 
than the voltime of water, in most instances (122, p. 271). 
As a general rule, forests tend to; 1. Even out the extremes 
of stream flow by Increasing undei^ round flow and decreasing 
runoff, 2. Reduce total stream flow, and 3. Reduce the debris 
and sedin»nt carried by stream flow. 
C' Hydrological products versus other uses. Most of 
the arguments over the use of western range resources for 
watershed protection have focused on the total value of 
water yield as compared to the total value for other uses. 
Considerable effort has been devoted to the problem of de­
termining the total value of the water yield (153). This 
is useful only insofar as it enables land managers to esti­
mate the mai^ ihal returns from water yield associated with: 
1, Different allocation combinations, and 2. Different levels 
of capital, labor, imd management inputs. 
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The relative importance of each of the several hydro-
logical products differs substantially from one river drain­
age basin to another according to: 1. The total supply of 
water relative to the needs for each purpose, 2. The rela­
tive danger of flooding, and 3. The tendency for erosion 
aM sedimentation that characterizes a given watershed. In 
the arid Southwest, for instance, has a rapidly growing 
demand for water for direct hman consumption, irrigation, 
and power. There is little concern about floods, although 
sedimentation of storage dams may becom progressively more 
expensive. In the Missouri Basin, on the other hand, navi­
gation and flood control are important hydrological products; 
water for direct human consumption is a less critical issue. 
The mai^ inal value of a given change in water yield will 
differ according to the uses to which the water is to be 
put, and this will vary from one drainage basin to another. 
Were it possible to quantify a schedule of marginal 
values of water it would be of little use in arriving at an 
optimum management of watersheds until the physical rela­
tionships between water yield and other uses were determined. 
There is need to discover the relationship between increases 
(decreases) in timber cutting and changes in stream flow 
(changes in stream flow Includes changes in quantity, 
quality, and seasonal distribution of stream flow). The 
relationship between changes in the Intensity of livestock 
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grazing and stream flow is equally important. Because of 
the influence of slope, soil type, soil structure, and cli­
mate on these physical relationships, they must be evaluated 
for each type of range site. 
(1) Influence of gsrazinis: on water runoff. It is 
doubtful if a significant influence on quantity and seasonal 
distribution of stream flow will be exerted by variations in 
the intensity of grazing if the upper limit of intensity is 
detemined by one or the other of the following (whichever 
is lower)! 1, ®iat which is determined to be intertemporally 
optirauni when grazing is considered by itself, or 2, That 
which is optimum when considered in combination with timber. 
Biis variation in grazing might affect the quality of stream 
flow, however. On sites with steep slope and unstable 
granitic soil, trampling by livestock tends to increase 
erosion, particularly whei^  ground cover becomes less than 
about 70 per cent (161), even though rainfall is not exces­
sive. It is generally reported that the area of the West 
contributing 80 per cent of the water runoff yields but 20 
per cent of the sediiaent, and conversely (37, p. 17)« 
The influence of grazing intensity on soil erosion will 
be different for various levels of labor and capital invest­
ment in erosion control structures and practices. Soil 
erosion control can be at various degrees of intensity and 
becomes progressively more costly. We have many vague and 
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conflieting opinions as to the level of erosion control that 
is economically optimiim for a gi^ en site. Certain capital 
and latsor Investments have proved successful in reducing 
erosion. The expected level of resource investment in ero­
sion control should toe considered when trying to determine 
the optiiHum combination of livestock grassing and hydrologi-
cal products from a given site. 
(2) Influence of timber haarveat on water runoff. 
In addition to the influence of physiographic and clima-
tological forces, the relationship between timber harvest 
and water runoff depends on the manner in which the timber 
is harvested. The cutting of timber reduces interception 
and transpiration and increases evaporation (297). Under 
some conditions optimum silviculture, per se, may indicate 
that an area should be clear cut. Where this is the case 
there may toe a conflict between optimum silviculture and 
optiMiim watershed management. The extent of this conflict 
would depend on the primary objective of watershed manage­
ment for the area. If total water yield was more important 
than flood control and the prevention of sedimentation, 
there might be little conflict between the two criteria. 
For other situations, an accepted silvicultural n^ thod 
of increasing saw timber and pole production of dense young 
lodgepole pine stands is through mechanical thinning. 
Goddell concludes from his study of the effect of this 
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thliming process on water yield in Colorado and Wyoming: 
On experimental plots it was found that 
the thinning of dense young lodgepole pine stands 
increased net precipitation while not increasing 
soil-moisture losses. . . . Accelerated erosion 
has not resulted from the thinning operation, 
and it appears that the quality of stream flow 
would not suffer from similar thinnings where 
the climate and vegetation are such that the 
erosion hazard is low. (239* p. 378) 
For this type of situation at least, timber harvests not in 
excess of that which is interteiaporally optimum (from the 
standpoint of timber alom) will increase total stream flow 
without materially affecting the distribution or quality of 
stream flow. 
Some believe that water yield may be increased 25 to 
50 per cent without damage to the watershed by controlling 
the type and density of vegetation (37, p. 19). Watershed 
mgmagement to Increase intentionally the quantity, distribu­
tion, and quality of water is in its infancy. Models for 
determining the optimum watershed mans^ emnt decisions should 
be dynamic and involve the following considerations. First, 
the marginal value of inci^ ments of water must be evaluated 
separately for each major drain®s® basin area and frequently 
for separate sub'-divisions of that basin area. Second, the 
physical relationships involved must be determined separately 
for each range site. Third, decisions regarding the inten­
sity of resource uses other than watershed protection must 
be made in the light of expected Investments in erosion 
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control and water resource developiaent. Finally, it is sug­
gested that as a starting point siii^ lified areas be selected 
for study. Areas where erosion is not a serious problem 
would be preferred at the outset. Care should be taken to 
select those areas where only one nonhydrological product 
(such as grazing) is involved and where the value of the 
hydrologlcal products are distributed over a small and known 
area (a small watershed area of the interior basin would be 
suitable), Saphasis should be placed on determining changes 
in priniai:^  incoB^  in a given area or commiinity associated 
with marginal shifts in resource use that affect the value 
of grazing (or timber) and water yield.^  
mry Interesting study has Just been completed by 
lainmi (127) in which the primary money Income from range 
watersheds in Davis County, Utah was appraised for three 
different levels of inputs of labor, capital, and mmiage-
ment. Only the "Synopsis of Dissertation" of this study 
is available at the time of this writing. ®he Dissertation 
will shortly be placed on file in the Library of the 
Unlvei*sity of California, however. l!his study is certainly 
a step forward, conceptually, since it focuses on equat­
ing marginal returns to raarsinal costs in resource inputs 
and land use changes. 
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D, Further Suggestions for Putu3?e Research 
Ih© precedif^  suggested framework for determining the 
optimiyini combination of multiple-use resources assimres that 
all flOTs, both private and public, are operating at some 
point on the transformation function. Earlier discussion 
pointed out that such was frequently not the case. Private 
firms, because of insecure tenure expectations, capital 
limitations, high operating costs arising out of apparent 
improper scale E^ Justments, inflexibity in seasonal forage 
adjustment, etc., may be operating at points well within 
what might otherwise be their transformation line (surface). 
Suggestions have been made for improving research and insti­
tutional adjustn^ nts designed to alleviate these restrictions. 
In the management of public resources one is soon im­
pressed with the fact that by applying tl^  technology that 
is currently known more of evei^  product can be produced 
with the resources now available. One forester of high re­
pute estimated that 100 million acres of commercial forest 
land could produce all the forest requirements of the United 
States if those lands "wei« well managed after they had 
attained full productivity" (60, p. 213). Mitchell in writ­
ing of the facific Northwest concluded: 
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If good practical management is applied 
to wildlife th© forests will not staffer, and if 
the same kind of raanagen»nt is applied to the 
forests, wildlife will have a good habitat for 
a long time to coiae. {150^  p. 30) 
A substantial amount of the present conflict concerning 
the allocation of these public multiple-use resources could 
be resolved by moving out to the transformation line (sur­
face) in the production process, thus increasing the pro­
ducts of each alternative simultaneously from the same amount 
of resources• Itesearch designed to improve this situation 
should Include, in addition to experiments and study directed 
toward solving the technological questions: 1, Research de­
signed to improve the techniques of extending new knowledge 
to the resource users, and 2, Study directed toward deter­
mining the institutional restrictions to adjustment. 
For each of the previous allocation problems we have 
suggested that two kinds of infoiiaation are needed: first, 
the physical transformation functions, showing the physical 
relationships of the several alternative resource uses; 
second, the relative preferences of society for the products 
derived from the alternative uses. At present, there appears 
to be significantly different estimates of the physical re­
lationships for given situations. 
We would make the followir^  suggestions for impi»oving, 
and/or making more acceptable to the users, research dealing 
with the use of range resources. First, the interested 
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parties (Including "action agencies" and pressure groups) 
might participate in the general planning of the research. 
Further# the interested research agencies should coordinate, 
or even integrate, their research efforts. These two sug­
gestions might go a long way toward making the solutions 
based on the research findings politically acceptable. Since 
the actual conduct of the research problem will be done by 
research agencies and personnel who will also direct the 
planning of the research, there should be little danger that 
additional bias should be injected into the research find­
ings by the above processes. 
Finally, there should be a synthesis of available in­
formation and research efforts to solve the problems in a 
site complex (6), because the functional relationships are 
substantially influenced by the natural environment - slope, 
soil texture and structure, plant and animal species, rain­
fall, etc. Thus, separate Inferences should be made for 
sites that are significantly different. 
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CHAmR XII 
ECONOMIC ¥II#iym AND POLITICAL DECISIONS 
Economics has been concerned with hiaman welfare and 
public policy since its beginning. For the most part, the 
assumption that perfect competition represented the optimal 
situation has been either explicit or implicit in the eco­
nomic literature since Adam Smith. However, both Marshall 
and Wicksell objected to what they considered to be "a preva­
lent notion that perfect competition leads to the maximum of 
satisfaction" (184, p. 206). The latter, particularly, 
attempted to prove that, when the distribution of income was 
undesirable, exchange under perfect competition would not 
lead to an optimal situation {293, PP. 80-83). H. B. Clark 
claimed that the payment of factors according to their mar­
ginal productivity was "morally justifiable" and that it was 
a "natural law" since it "assigns to every one what he has 
specifically produced" (32, p, v). 
A large portion of the literature of traditional eco­
nomics has assigned to the price mechanism of the free market 
the role of directing the allocation of scarce resources; 
that is, the economic problems of determining the kind and 
quantity of goods and services that should be produced, and 
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how they should be produced, was to be solved by the inde­
pendent decisions of the producers and consumers in a free 
and perfect market. 
A. Limitations of the Price System 
We have indicated, however, some allocation problems for 
which the price system was not being used. If the price 
system rewards required to achieve the effect desired by 
society results in a severe redistribution of income, it may 
be an unacceptable procedure. Dahl and Lindblom cite as an 
examplei 
Despite a sentiosntal attachment to his pro­
perty, an old settler whose homestead blocks the 
right of for a new highway can presumably be 
Induced to move if he is promised half the wealth 
of the world, or more, but he is less likely to 
be offered riches than to be moderately paid and 
then evicted through the hierarchical powers of 
the government. (47, p. 387) 
Where all of the costs and/or benefits do not accrue to the 
individual or firm thro\igh the price system, society has 
been inclined to modify the use of market prices in the 
allocation problem. This is perhaps one of the greatest 
limitations of the price system in the area of natural re­
source use and development. A host of collective controls 
have been invented to meet these contingencies. Many of the 
goo(fe and services people buy come in very lax^ e quantities 
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or have such high fixed costs that they can be available to 
very few people except through the process of collective 
action and control. In addition to police protection, 
national defense, education, etc., that, supposedly, are 
made available to every citizen, one could mention national 
park upkeep, flood control, development of irrigation and 
power dams, etc. In the light of these and other limitations 
of the price system, even the so-called laissez-faire 
economists have not been content to relegate all choice and 
allocation problems to the price system alone but have re­
served some choices to be made collectively through the pro­
cess of voting or have delegated the decision to specific 
leaders or groups. There is a broad area of disagreement 
among individuals of all professions and geographic areas 
as to the kinds of choices that should be delegated and 
those that should be made strictly by individual decisions 
operating through the price system. 
B. Welfare Economics 
Welfare economics is the branch of economics that deals 
with the study of the limits of the policy recommendations 
of economists qua economists. Welfare economics is norma­
tive in the same sense that medicine is normative. The 
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explicit norm. In this case, is that the welfare of the 
community in question is to be a maximiim under the given 
inventory of resources and given technology. Given the 
norm, however, detemination of the preferred policy is 
held to be a scientific enterprise. 
Based on the assumption that utility could be quanti­
fied and given a diminishing utility function for each in-
dividual, the "old" welfare economics of Pigbn, e;b a^ ., led 
to the prescription of an equal distribution of wealth (13^ ). 
The "new" welfare economics that has developed beginning 
with Pareto (162) claims that it is neither possible nor 
necessary to measure utility in order to maximize it. Based 
on the indifference curve analysis, rather than the utility 
function, it is possible to have prescription without the 
necessity of interpersonal measurement of utility. "Kius, 
starting from any given situation, one could ask whether or 
not total satisfactions could be made greater. By means of 
the welfare vector, one would prescribe a change if and only 
if the indifference index of at least one person could be 
increased while no one's indifference index was decreased. 
If the alternative policy in question resulted in anyone's 
being made worse off than before (if anyone's indifference 
index was decreased) one could not prescribe the change. 
Under this procedure there is no single unique solution, but 
rather there are an infinite number of solutions along the 
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"contract cur^ e" each one being unique for a given distri­
bution of wealth (resources). Bei^ aon (13) and Lange (129) 
spelled out in mathematical notation the equilibrium condi­
tions of an ordinal social welfare function for situations 
where tastes (preferences) were given and where technology 
and resource distribution were static. Reder (173) stated 
these conditions explicitly and expanded them to include a 
non-static economic system. These conditions form the core 
of our marginal conditions that we have considered through­
out this treatise. 
The primary weakness of the welfare vector concept is 
that there are a limited number of cases to which it can be 
applied with precision, for, as we noted earlier, most of 
the policy problems confronting the Western Range Area that 
involve gains to some group are attended by losses to other 
groups. Hick® (91) and Kaldor (115) proposed that a change 
be recomn^ nded if those who stood to gain from the change 
could compensate those who stood to lose, so that, with 
compensation, both individuals or groups could be better off 
than before. Thej would not require that the compensation 
be made, however, since they were concerned at that point 
only with the efficiency of the economic institutions in 
making use of productive resources. (As to whether or not 
compensation woiild be made, according to them, would depend 
on whether or not it was desirable from the standpoint of 
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inGOine distribution.) Scitovsky (I96) showed where the 
Hicks-Kaldor criteria could lead to an inconsistency. This 
situation would, of course, be avoided if compensation were 
considered inseparable from the change. This, again, would 
limit the application of welfare economics to those instances 
where 1. no one was made obviously worse off than before the 
change, or 2. where the losers could be compensated. 
Mttle (135) outlines several reasons why the ideal or 
optimum solution will seldom, if ever, be obtained. For a 
number of reasons, an individual may not always be consis­
tent in his choices. The influence of uncertainty, savings, 
Job preferences, indivisibility of products, etc., limit 
the application of maximizing conditions at the limits. He 
suggests that "a zone of reasonableness" be applied to the 
policy recommendations and gives the following as the 
criteria for a change. First, the distribution of income 
must not be worsened. This, he would hold, is a value Judg­
ment that the economist can properly make. Second, the 
loosers must be unable to bribe the gainers to refrain from 
making the change. 
C. From Individual pjreference to Social Choice 
We have seen that it is only under very limited condi­
tions that the precise conclusions of the social welfare 
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function had any direct application in reality even where 
individual preferences are assumed constant. Arrow tried 
to determine if there could be a "process or rule" which 
would produce a consistent ordering of alternative social 
actions "as a function of the tastes of the individuals". 
He imposes five somewhat arbitrary conditions, each one of 
which, in his judgisent, appear desirablej he then shows that, 
excluding the possibility of interpersonal comparison of 
utility, 
. . . the only n^ thods of passing from individual 
tastes to social preferences which will be satis­
factory, and which will be defined for a wide range 
of sets of individual orderings are either imposed 
or dictatorial. (5» P. 59) 
The application of Arrow's analysis to welfa3?e economics 
and the social welfare function has been challenged by Little, 
who points out that what Arrow i^ ally is discussing is a 
decision-making process. This is a significant distinction, 
since 
. . .  a s  m a n y  v a l u e  o r d e r i n g s  a s  t h e r e  a r e  i n ­
dividuals may coexist. On the other hand, between 
two alternatives there may exist only one effective 
decision. . . . Whether in this sphere. Arrow's 
conditions of correspondence are sufficiently 
acceptable as minimum conditions for a satisfactory 
democratic decision-makin® procedure for it to be 
said that he has proved that consistent decisions 
cannot be reached via such procedures must be left 
an open question, (136, pp. 430, ^ 32) 
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Voting as a means of determining preferences 
SOTO of the limitations of the application of the price 
system for making rational social choice has been pointed 
out. An alternative method of expressing individual prefer­
ences in a democracy is through the voting mechanism. The 
"paradox of voting" has been Illustrated to show that voting 
may result in conclusion® that are inconsistent. 
Iiet A, B, and C be the three alternatives, 
and 1, 2, and 3 the three individuals. Suppose 
individual 1 prefers A to B and B to C (and 
therefore A to C), individual 2 prefers B to C 
and C to A (and therefore B to A), and individual 
3 prefers C to A and A to B (and therefore C to 
B). Then a majority prefer A to B, and a major­
ity prefer B to C. Me may therefore say that the 
community prefers A to B and B to C. If the 
community Is to be regarded as behaving rationally 
we are forced to say that A is preferred to C. 
But in fact a majority of the community prefer 
CtoA. (5#P»3) 
Thus, it is claimed, majority rule by voting fails to satisfy 
the "conditions of rationality". 
The real heart of the difficulty here, as has been shovm 
by Dahl and Idndblom, is that no clearly defined "community" 
preference exists since the majority voted against each of 
the three alternatives as being the most desirable of the 
three. It is obvious that this situation rarely occurs in 
reality or democracies would be much more unstable than 
they B,re. 
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One reason that It is not an important and 
coiittBon difficulty is that the paradox leaves out 
an implied value that does Influence choices. Why 
do these three people wish to determine their 
policy by majority rule in the first place? It 
must be that the majority process itself has some 
value for these people. But if that is so, then 
an additional set of alternatives has to be added: 
namely, that 1, or 2, or 3, or all of them prefer 
some agreement (and maintenance of the majority 
rule process) to no agreement. In a word, what 
are the consequences of not coming to an agree­
ment? If these people regard the consequences of 
disagreement as adverse - and if they did not 
they would not have employed majority rule in the 
first place - it would be quite rational for them 
to compromise. (47ji p. ^ 23) 
The entire argument of Arrow assumes that individuals 
know precisely what their schedule of preferences are. He 
has ruled out the process of bluffing, of influencing and 
persuading. The evolutionary process of discussion and par­
ticipation as a precedure by which people discover the 
alternatives and foOTulate their preferences has been omitted. 
Voting is a process by which the qualified citizens of a 
community express their first preference between the alter­
natives. This requires that 1. the alternatives be dis­
covered and nominated for consideration, 2. the alternatives 
be screened and partially tested in order to rule out those 
that appear, obviously, to be not acceptable as alternatives, 
and 3. a procedure be devised for selecting one alternative 
from among the admissable set of alternatives, the results 
of which will be binding on the community. Our society has 
appairently been more successful in meeting the last 
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requirement than It has in meeting the first two. Even with 
political candidates, there seems to be no apriori reason 
why present procedures of nominating and screening, whether 
it be for the local school boards or for the President of 
the United States, provide that the final selection be made 
from among the most desirable alternatives. 
Even so, voting at the polls is a procedure whereby the 
preferences of Individuals can be expressed provided the 
appropriate alternatives can be defined, and provided, fur­
ther, that the alternative courses of action are specifically 
identified with the alternatives for voting. The latter con­
dition is usually met in the case of local bond elections 
for a municipality or school district. (Although the first 
condition may be acceptably met, it would seem that here, 
again, is one of the weaknesses of the voting nrechanism as 
we now use it.) 
Only rarely are the alternatives of state and national 
issues clearly defined and associated with the voting alter­
natives in a two-party system. Both political parties tend 
to be in favor of prosperity, national defense, social 
security, "free enterprise and the American way of life", 
"conservation and wise use" of our natural resources, etc. 
Seldom do the voters have the opportunity to express their 
preferences on clear-cut alternatives of a policy along 
party lines. Because of the complex organization of our 
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society, with its politically activated professional and 
coiiHttodity pressure groups, the political party that is suc­
cessful in obtaining and maintaining office must appeal to 
the majority of most of the important groups. ®ius, the 
party platforms tend to he pluralistic and non-committal 
with a broad area of agreeisient between the platforms of the 
two major parties. The differences between parties may not 
be as great as differences within party groups (and these 
latter differences may be more important in shaping policy 
Issues). 
As presently used in America, it is doubtful if a poli­
tical party can go into office with a mandate from the people 
conceaming important policy issues and when once in office 
it is doubtful if there exists sufficient party discipline 
to carry out a mandate. Biis Is particularly true of a 
party that has long been out of power, since chairmanship 
of the Important coimaittees goes to the senior members of 
the majority party. As a rule, tltese senior members are 
out of touch with the new party leadership that has carried 
the party to victoiy. fhis places a handicap on the Presi­
dent, both as Chief Executive and as leader of the party, 
in calling out any new policy (89). C^ e suggestion that 
is periodically proposed is that the cimlnnanshlp of the 
coaanittees should not go to the senior majority number but 
that the "most capable" party member be elected. 13ils would 
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strengthen the role of the party in policy foiiroation and 
tend to Improve the voting mechanism as a means for deter­
mining the preferences of the people. 
Peleaation of choice 
For those decision problems that do not lend themselves 
to solution through the price system or through the voting 
mechanism, the problem of choice must be delegated to 
selected leadership. In realityj many of the important de­
cisions concerning the allocation of western range resources 
are made by delegated representatives. This method of choice 
is not without objection. It places the decision with per­
sons who are not choosing for themselves, whereas for both 
market choice and voting individuals do choose for themselves; 
at the same time, it does not provide a "criteria of choice 
on behalf of others (47, p. 426), While the process of 
delegation was at first envisioned as one where the dele-
gators (the voters) had direct contact and final control of 
the decision nrnkers (since they would be the elected repre­
sentatives), many of our allocation and policy decisions are 
made by persons who are not elected by the voters. The 
growing and varied (and, for the most part, quite highly 
trained) bureaucracy is becoming more and more important 
in the decision making process. This is particularly true 
of natural resource management in the "public lands" states 
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for several reasons. Itoe complexity of the kinds of deci­
sions that have to be made demands the use of specialists in 
many fields. Ilie need for, and advantages of, labor and 
imowledge specialization becomes obvious when the magnitude 
of the services and decisions are concerned. The mere pro­
cess of executing the decisions once the policy is formulated 
requires a fomidabl© task force. 
fhe objectives and basic policies of the federal 
bureaucracy are theoretically aronable to the electorate 
throiigh the mechanism of the Congress and the President since 
they actually establish the basic legislation and appro­
priate the budget. However, with respect to regional legis­
lation (and most of the legislation affecting the use and 
distribution of western range resources is regional legis­
lation) the majority of the voters may be either unaware or 
indifferent to the issues. And, as pointed out previously, 
those who are affected and concerned may be unable to express 
any preference through the voting inechMiism, In this re­
gard, the pressui^  groups serve as a mechanism through which 
specialized groups may make their preferences (and strength) 
known at several stages in the govemnental process. They 
ma^  bring pressure before elections in getting candidates 
and platforms favorable to their ends, and they may work for 
the defeat of candidates not favorable to their ends. They 
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may be the source of "grass-roots" policy Ideas, auid they 
may lobby for legislation favorable to their group (220, 
pp.  511-535) .  
Although legislation may originate with the individual 
congreasman, or within congressional coninittees, or it may 
originate within the leadership of the pressure groups, fre­
quently it originates fairly well down the line in the 
bureaucracy and is written up by the specialists in the 
bureaus (38, pp. 3^ 8-3^ 9)* Regardless of where the legis­
lation originates, the administrative bureaus are called on 
to review, adjust, and make recommendations for approval or 
disapproval. Of course it is Congress and the President who 
finally approve or disapprove the legislation. Occasionally 
Congress spells out the objectives and policies (and even 
the practices) of an act in great detail, but this is the 
exception* Control of the bureaus by Congress has been 
more effective in the past by controlling appropriations 
than by enacting detailed policy legislation as both the 
Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management have come to 
know. For most legislation affecting western range resources 
there are few congressmen outside the Coimnlttee on Interior 
and Insular Affairs in the iSenate, the Committee on Public 
lands in the House, and the committees dealing with irriga­
tion and reclamation who are familiar or much concerned 
with the Issues. 
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AB a general rule. Congress establishes little more 
than the broadest kind of policy, leaving it to the bureau 
chiefs and division he^ s to fomulate the primary objectives 
and policies in an atmosphere of coercion from the pressure 
groups. In fact, this is perhaps the most fruitful area of 
operation for the pressure groups since the administrative 
officials fomulate as well as execute the policies. The 
influence of the pressure groups may or may not be counter­
balancing (220, pp. 213-320). In fact, one of the most 
active pressure groups influencing Congress may be the 
bureaucracy itself lobbying under the guise of being the 
representative of the interest® of all the people, generally, 
and of the politically inactivated groups in particular. 
There are soro advantages as well as disadvantages of having 
the bureaucracy so influential in policy formation. Because 
of their special training and career Interest, the personnel 
of the bureaucracy are usually more familiar with the prob­
lem and in a better position to objectively appraise the 
legislation than most others. ®iey can appraise the legis­
lation from the standpoint of administration and execution 
as well as from the standpoint of objectives. 
On the other hand, individuals within the bureaucracy 
tend to take on the attitude of their bureau. It is diffi­
cult to distinguish information nervlce and reporting from 
propaganda purposefully designed to advance the bureau at 
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the expense of other bureaus or groups. To the extent that 
the bureau is not amenable to the will of the people (either 
through the elected representatives or through the pressure 
groups), there is the danger that the objectives and pre­
ferences of the bureau may be substituted for the prefer­
ences of the people. The following testimony before the 
Barrett Committee Indicates that a particular government 
bureau did not receive its objectives from the preferences 
of an important pressure group in the area. State!an offi­
cial representative of the stockmen*. 
We have in our Forest Service many admin­
istrators who have had no experience, . . , and 
whose technical education has turned to dogma. . . . 
The Forest Service is a child of congress, 
grown up without parental discipline or instruction, 
an arrogant, bigoted, tyrannical offspring, the 
Bam as any offspring reared in the same manner, 
void of respect of law and customs of our country. 
(2#3# p. 162) 
There are soto weaknesses and limitations that are 
"inherent tendencies in the sense that they are produced 
both by the circumstances that call forth bureaucracy and 
by the characteristic form it takes" (47, p, 247), Most of 
the complaints of the livestockmen who deal directly with 
the public land agency center on three issuess the exces­
sive "red tape", the impersonal handling of individual cases, 
and an objection to "being goveimed by iron instead of by 
law" (207). Detailed specifications of the rules and 
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regulations prescribing the conduct of decision making (red 
tape) are the laymen's best safeguard against being "governed 
by men instead of by law". Yet that is the very reason why 
there can be little personal consideration to individual 
situations, fhere must be a compromise of these issues for 
they are inherent in the situation which makes the bureau­
cracy necessary. 
3. Coordination and planning 
"Planning" has become a strongly negative emotive word 
in some political circles. To some (76) it has come to be 
associated with goverrffiient control of all economic activ­
ities. As used here, planning is a process or procedu3:»e for 
coordinating the several activities of the government so as 
better to achieve the objectives of the citizens. In a 
society such as ours, where the activites of government ser­
vice are varied, and often competitive one with another, 
no one seriously suggests we proceed without planning. The 
real question is whether this planning process shall be ad­
mitted and identified or whether it be carried out on an 
"extra-legal", ^  hoc basis. 
a- Central planning memy. It is the recommendation 
of most individuals and groups who study the problems of 
obtaining coordinated national policies of resource use that 
a plannir® and coordinating group or council be placed at 
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the disposal of the highest administrative officer concerned. 
l?he Commission on Reorganization of the Executive Branch of 
the Government concluded: 
Coordination is a presidential responsi­
bility. If the raachineiy for reviewing resource 
development programs is elsewhere than on the 
President's staff it will fail in its purpose. 
If located in one department it could not success­
fully coordinate the programs of other agencies. 
Natural resource programs and public works, 
as a whole, must be assessed in terms of the 
general impact on the domestic economy, fiscal 
program, and other major government-wide concerns. 
fhese coordinating functions are a part of the 
President's esceeutive responsibility and must be 
exercised by the President with the assistance 
of an appropriate staff. That involves a view 
of the over-all picture of govemnental programs 
and appropriate allocation of emphasis and re­
sources. fhe President's Office requires some 
technical staff to help him evaluate the implica­
tions of technical recommendations. (237, PP. 
75-76) 
The success of any central planning and coordinating 
council or agency in a democracy depends on several things 
in addition to the competency of its personnel. 1. It must 
have a broad base of public acceptance, as well as the sup­
port of the office of the top leadership. 2. It must pro­
vide coordinated plans for iBBiaediate concrete action. ®iis 
requires that the recomiMnded courses of action bear on the 
iHHuedlate problems at hamd. We would quire that the 
policies be economically sound, as wsll as socially and 
politically feasible. 3. If the planning agency is to do 
an acceptable ^ ob, it should not be called on to produce 
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Iramediate solutions to complex problems without time to con­
sider the long-run implications of the solutions.^  There 
must be a systematic and deliberate projection of future 
objectives and alternatives. This would call for the best 
technological and economic advice available concerning var­
ious alternative courses of action. This would be long-range 
planning of broad objectives, not specific courses of action. 
The special services of our most competent research 
staffs should be available to the planning coimcil to pro­
vide much of the basic data needed for coordination and 
direction. The "front-line" administration and action 
agencies should also be used in the planning process since 
many of the problems are felt most keenly by those who have 
direct contact with the issues. But it is too much to ex­
pect that the composite of the programs of the operating 
agencies should add up to a coordinated plan of action. 
b. Coordinatims the natural resource administrative 
agencies. Nvunerous references have been made to the fact 
that each of the several governmental agencies frequently 
have substantially different policies and procedures rela­
tive to the use and development of the resources under their 
T^he history of the Bureau of Agricultiiral Economics 
provides a most revealing case history in this respect. 
For an outline and appraisal of the events see Parks (163). 
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control. We have discussed some of the adverse effects of 
the lack of a unified program. There are still many areas 
(geographical and Ideological) where the agencies are not 
coordinated. Among the agencies concerned with administer­
ing the public land resources, there has been a notable ab­
sence of coordination until recent years. In those cases 
where coordination exists, it is still on a highly informal 
and extemporaneous basis. The Joint interdepartmental 
conanittees seem to be the direction we are going at the pre­
sent time. The Federal Inter-Agency River Basin Committee, 
acting under the threat of having a coordinating authority 
Imposed on the functions of the several agencies, has been 
able to bring the several agencies together on a plan, 
althought it is highly debatable if the plan is "coordinated" 
in the full meaning of the term. 
Kie Hoover Commission Report emphasized the lack of 
coordination between the Forest Service, the Bureau of Land 
Management, and the Soil Conservation Service in their 
management of "adjacent and intermingled" federal lands (236, 
p. 2^ ). They found grazing lands, timber lands, mineral 
lands, and recreation lands all administered by each of the 
three groups. 
c. Heorganization of the departments. One procedure 
that frequently has been suggested is to reorganize the 
departments in such a way that the functions to be 
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coordinated would be combined under one administrative head. 
The Hoover Commission study reported that: 
Our three task forces on Agriculture, Natural 
Resources, and Public Works all urgently recommend 
the consolidation of these agencies. It has been 
ui:^ ed for many years by the students of government. 
The Commission agrees with this recommendation. 
(236, p. 26) 
The Commission proposed that the major land agencies be 
grouped in the Department of Agriculture. However, a minor­
ity report of the Commission (237, PP. 58-70) proposed the 
establishment of a new Department of Natural Resources com­
posed of the Fish and Wildlife Service, the Geological 
Survey, The Bureau of Mines, the National Park Service, the 
Oil and Gas Division, the Water Development Service, and the 
Forest and Hange Service. The Water Developmental Service 
would combine the Bureau of Reclamation, the river develop­
ment functions of the Corps of Engineers, the power marketing 
functions of the Bonneville and Southwestern Power Adminis­
tration and of the Division of Power of the Department of 
Interior, certain river development functions now adminis­
tered by the Federal Power Commission, and certain functions 
of the Department of State relating to international boundary 
lines. Forest and Range Service would Include all 
functions of the Forest Service, the functions of the Bureau 
of Lsmd Management, and the research functions of the Depart­
ment of Agriculture relating to forest Insects and diseases. 
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The author is inclined to favor the proposal of the minority 
report on the grounds that it would provide for closer geo­
graphic and functional coordination. However, the Commission 
Report may have a greater chance of one day being accepted, 
Either one would be a distinct improvement over the present 
from the standpoint of providing a more coordinated program 
of resource use and development. 
fhe difficulty encountered in coordinating the impor­
tant federal land management agencies may be indicated by 
the histoid of the recent Uniform Federal Grazing Land Act, 
sponsored by the Stockman's Grazins Conaaittee. The Act 
applied to lands within the federal grazing districts, 
national forests, and Title III lands, within the boundaries 
of the fourteen western states (2^ 5, p. 1). Many modifica­
tions of the original bill were incorporated into a new 
bill, S. 2548. The latter, however, pertains only to public 
lands administered by the Department of Agriculture (254, p. 
1). 
D, Toward Economizing Through Political Decisions 
The maximizing solutions to the several allocation prob­
lems that have been posed in this study have been the 
function of two kinds of i^ lationshlps. The first was the 
physical relationships: 1. The marginal rates of 
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substitution of one factor of production for another; 2, The 
production function or input-output function; and 3. The 
marginal rate at which one product substitutes for another 
in the production process. Much of the discussion of the 
preceding chapters was directed toward ways of improving 
our knowledge of this kind of infomatlon. In this area 
the method of science and the word of the scientist is al­
most sacrosanct. There is an increasing tendency on the 
part of the layman, the politician and the bureaucrat to 
rely unquestionably on the recommendations of the physical 
scientist as to what constitutes the "best" allocation of 
lE^ source®. It has been shown that the physical production 
relationships by themselves, although necessary for making 
a maximizing decision, are not sufficient. 
The second kind of information that is necessary per­
tains to the preferences of the people. One of the limita­
tion® of making economizing decisions through government is 
the difficulty of communication. Information concerning 
the alternatives, under given situations,mist be communi­
cated to the citizenry. And then, given the available alter­
natives, and the relative scarcity of resources, the citizens 
need to inform those who make the decisions as to their 
relative preferences. It should be emphasized that the 
decision-making body (the bureaucracy, in most of the cases 
we are dealing with) can rely on the price system as a 
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guide to the prefei^ nees of individuals for some allocation 
problems. The price system will be reasonably accurate 
whens 1. fhe products to be allocated, even when rationed, 
are of sufficient supply that the bulk of the demand, at 
the specified price, can be supplied} 2, The important costs 
and returns to individuals and firms can be evaluated in 
monetai^  termsand 3* The contemplated change is rela­
tively small. Thla latter point is based on the supposi­
tion that radical allocation change probably will affect 
the distribution of income sufficiently that the decision 
must be considered from that standpoint, also. 
1. The preference survey 
Direct voting has been suggested as a method of making 
decisions in son® cases. The prerequisites for resolving 
issues directly through voting indicate that it holds 
limited promise as a tool for communicating the preferences 
of individuals to the decision-making body. A supplement 
to the voting and price mechanisms is the preference survey. 
W^ie product in question need not be sold in the market. 
However, the users must be able to express their prefei^ nces 
for the product in teims of the amount of other products 
(money) they would be willing to sacrifice in order to ob­
tain additional units of the first. The preference survey, 
below, might provide a mechanism for doing this, in some 
cases. 
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where the alternatives are explained in detail to a selected^  
sample of Individuals and their relative preferences are 
recorded. From the relative preferences of the sample, in­
ferences are made concemii]® the preferences of the popula­
tion. 
Bowen (20) has constructed a model for "measuring 
collective choice" through "voting". ®iis model was later 
used by Brown for determining conmunity preference for public 
land ownership. He statess 
Our questions could be answered by placing 
alternatives before the voters on election day. 
This assumes that the complex issues could be 
simplified and that the voters could be educated 
and interested in the problem, (24, p. 293) 
A failure to meet these assumptions is among the important 
reasons why the traditional election day voting cannot be 
used in this case and why we must depend on some form of 
scientific sampling of public preferences among alternatives, 
The nature of the questions to be asked, the Individuals 
and/or groups that should be considered as the population, 
and the loethod of aggregating the preferences would depend 
on the nature of the allocation problem in question. In 
the preceding chapter we discussed the use of this technique 
as a method of determining the preferences of a conffliunlty 
B^ecause of tl^  limits of space we will neither develop 
the teclmique nor discuss the statistical problems of samp­
ling that are Involved in this procedure. 
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for game. Where the individual preferences for a specified 
quantity of a particular good or service ai^  expressed in 
terms of what each one would be willing to give up in order 
to achieve it, there is inor« information contained in tlwa 
results than where a laere statement of preferences of alter­
native courses of action are obtained. Care must be taken 
to insure that the individuals being sampled can think and 
respond in the teim of the questions being asked, however. 
This would require that professional statistical services 
be available for the use of administering bureaus and legis­
lative bodies in sampling comaunity preferences. These ser­
vices would be used alongside the services of the other 
social and physical scientists in arriving at decisions on 
allocation problems. 
The p«tceding discuBsion assumes that it will be pos­
sible to establish a statistical sampling bureau that can 
achieve at least the saa^  high degree of competence and 
objectivity that has characterized the research agencies 
and institutions. It could be a separate agency, such as 
the Bureau of Standards, or it could be a part of the Bureau 
of Census. The ide& of sampling public opinions and commun­
ity preference is not new, of course. It is being used, 
to a certain extent, all the time. What is needed is a 
single, competent statistical service group established at 
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the national level geared to meet the legislative and admin­
istrative needs for estimates of the relative preferences 
of the people. 
Some implications of the extensive use of preference 
sampling 
It seems to the author to be a reasonable requirement 
that the economic horizon and the planning objectives of the 
bureaucracy do not differ substantially from those of the 
society it represents. This may appear at once to be ob­
vious, yet it is perhaps a most subtle and difficult condi­
tion to obtainI it is the core of democratic political 
philosophy (7^ , pp. 257-268). If a more precise measure 
of the preferences of society were available both the bureau 
cracy and the elected representatives (Congress and the 
President) could better determine the extent to which the 
policies and practices of the bureaus should be altered to 
more nearly iswiet the preferences of society. 
The present practice followed by public land agencies 
of using rancher advisory boards might be influenced some 
by the above suggested procedure of determining public pre­
ferences. The need for the advisory boards as a means of 
obtaining the "grass roots" opinions of the various segments 
of the econoa^  would be diminished. On the other hand, the 
advisory boards could become better infomed concerning the 
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prefei*ences of the group they represent and could speak with 
greater certainty. It would seem advisable, under these 
circumstances, to revise the adviBoi:^  boards, as previously 
suggested, to include representatives of all important 
users of the resources in question^ , and to give the ad­
visory boards a greater influence in determining the policies 
and practices governing the use of the resource. 
If a n»thod is devised for direct sampling of community 
preference, it appears, at first, that the activity and in­
fluence of the pressure group would be decreased. The need, 
on the part of the administration, for the services of the 
pressure groups might be almost eliminated. Should the 
preference sampling procedure become effective, the efforts 
of the pressure groups likely would be redirected toward 
influencing th® desires and influences of the citizens. 
IJhis is precisely what is being done in those cases where 
the individual pr^ tferenees are expressed directly at the 
voting booth (political csoapaigning) or in the market place 
(advertising). Actimlly, the activities of the pressure 
groups directed toward the citizenry would be a form of 
advertising - describing the alternatives of the public 
l^is noted in Chapter ?II, the Forest Service has re­
cently revised its advisory boards to include i:^ p2:«senta-
tives of the important users. As yet, the extent of the 
influence of the new advisory boards is unknown. 
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allocation problem In such terms as to make one alternative 
more desirable than the other, ©le activities of the pres­
sure group might ultimately be diminished. 
3 • *rhe role of economic models in the economizing process 
The precise solutions to the allocation problems speci­
fied by our marginal conditions are meaningful when exper­
ience and/or scientific research is sufficiently developed 
to establish fiducial limits on the expected functional 
relationships and expected preference ratios. We have men­
tioned some important allocation problems where it is 
possible to apply the economic models outlined in this study. 
For a ntJtmber of the problems, scientific research has 
been inadequate, or it has not been designed to furnish 
the information needed for precise solution. Sometimes ex­
perience is lacking for a particular alternative or exper­
ience may be available only over such a broad range of 
circumstances that verification of response is impossible. 
Under these situations the optimum solution to a given 
problem becomes merely a construct - a theoretically syn­
thesized nora. There are obvious and significant lAncer-
tainties associated with it. It is important only in an 
ex ante sense, since no testable ex post conditions exist. 
Where this situation prevails, the theoretical model becomes 
particularly useful. First, it specifies the information 
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needed for an ideal aolutlonj and second, it prescribes the 
statistical procediires to toe used in collecting and evaluat­
ing the information^ . The implications of the several 
economic models for future reseaaxjh have been noted. A 
precise solution to these problems must await the research 
findings. 
However, there are some problems for which little in-
fomation is now known, where decision and action cannot be 
delayed until research findings are forthcoming. In this 
case, no basis for action exists aside from the logic of the 
theoretical economic models. Under conditions of uncer­
tainty, however, there are several reasons why one might 
want to proceed with caution making only relatively small 
adjustments from the existing allocation position.® 
T^his was outlined with greater detail and pi^ clslon in 
Chapter III, Sections h mid B. 
®Even under conditions of uncertainty large changes may 
be preferable if it becomes clear that sumll changes will 
not cori^ ct a highly undesirable situation within a desired 
tiro span. If, for Instance, when it became obvious to 
nearly everyone that the Homestead Act was falling miser­
ably as a land policy west of the 100th meridian. Congress 
had been willing to take the risk of drastically changing 
the acreage so at to provide an economic unit for each 
settler, many of the ^ suiting adjustment pains could have 
been avoided. Instead Congress was content to make small 
changes in tl^  policy that proved far inadequate to correct 
the difficulty. 
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Because the amount of change Is small, hypothetical estl-
nmtes of physical response will not be seriously wrong. If 
it becomes evident that the adjustment is in the wrong 
direction, the fact that the adju8tn»nt has been small 
usually peMlts a reversal of the procedure. In addition, 
most of U8 fora our pj»ferences by testing and comparing. 
Whei^  large inc3?emental adJustMnts are made the result may 
be vastly different from the present reality (47, p. 82-83). 
As the preferred direction of change becomes confirmed by 
successive experiences (in a?eality these are experin^ nts), 
as scientific imowledge about the physical production 
responses under given situations becomes greater, and as the 
people become more confident about their preferences, 
larger changes from the present resource-use-pattern can 
rationally be made. 
\ 
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cMPmH XIII 
S0MI5MY 
The central economic protolein i?elative to range resource 
us© is the allocation of all scarce resources available to 
the Western Bange Area so as to obtain a maximum of the goods 
and services desired by all individuals and groups concerned. 
131® resources to be considered ares 1. All land resources 
west of tli« eastern boundary (placed near the 100th meri­
dian), Including climate as well as physiographic features} 
2, All labor resources available to the area, including the 
skills, productivity, and mobility of the workersj and 3. All 
capital and mMkagement ^ sources available to the area. 
Most of the debates and differences among and between 
resource users and consua»rs concerning range resource use 
focus on the rate and maimer of resource improventent,.the 
intensity of resource use, and the allocation of the re­
sources among the competing products of multiple-use. Con­
siderable confusion, conflict, aoid differences of opinion 
exist concerning the optlmun solution of these problems. An 
important cause of the differences of opinions and lack of 
objectivity among workers in the field, as well as resource 
users and administrators, is the failure to use an adequate 
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theoretical economic fraisework as the logic underlying the 
analysis. 
®i® primary purpose of this study was to develop a 
logical framework for economic analysis of western range re­
source use. 13ie basic deductive theorems (the maximizing 
conditions) of the fr«mewox%; were taten from general equlli-
brluia theory and welfare economics. These were adapted to 
dynaaics by the use of the concept of the "economic horizon". 
Because of dlffei^ nces In the effect of uncertainty, time 
preference, and rate of Interest, the economic horizon 
tends to be shorter for individuals than for groups of in­
dividuals . 
'Tim application of tii» marginal conditions to the allo­
cation problems of western range resource use was investi­
gated in the Physical and institutional environment in which 
the resources eicist. ®ie institutional environment, however, 
was not considei:^ d fixed, it being theoretically amenable 
to the desires of the citizens. ®ie marginal conditions 
hold for any degree of aggi?egatlon for which "welfare" is 
to be maximized, whether it be the firm, the household, the 
community, the Me&t&m Range Area, or the Nation. The 
assumptions underlying the theoretical models were enumer­
ated, their limitations to specific situations were pointed 
out, and the policy and research implications of the maxi­
mizing solutions were discussed. 
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In general, the economic problems of range resource use 
fall under four main types of theoretical solutionss 
1. Optiffium factor coiablnatlon and use} 2. Optimum scale of 
flm&i 3. Optimum product combination} and 4. The pricing 
of factors and products. The latter set of problems arises 
out of the environnient in which some of the factors and pro­
ducts are rationed and their respective prices are adminis­
tered . 
®he marginal conditions governing the optimum combina­
tion of factors of production spec if jr that factors be so 
allocated that the ratio of the discomted expected mai^ inal 
value of product to the discounted expected price of the 
factor be equal for every resource, ®iis ratio should also 
be equal for every possible alternative use for each factor, 
(In absolute ©qulllbriuii this ratio would be 1.00.) The 
physical input relationship® needed for making maximizing 
solutions com from the science of range management. How­
ever, the logic of the maxlralzlng principles is not a part 
of the theories and principles of that science, but come 
from the science of economics. 
To illustrate the implications of optimum resource allo­
cation in the institutional environment of the West, the 
economic problem of range improveiient was selected as an 
example. In the range-livestock Industiy dual resource con­
trol is the predominant situation and the most important 
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landlord is tfm federal govemiaent* Inputs combined with 
leased land may be classified asi (a) Factor-saving to the 
landlord I (b) Factor-saving to the tenant j (c) Pi*oduct-
increasing to the tenant} (d) Product-increasing to the land­
lord. Before the govemuient (landlord) would rationally in­
vest in mnge improven^ nt to where marginal returns equal 
marginal costs for the investment, it must be able to in­
crease the graaing fee to compensate for types (b) and (c) 
improvements. Before the tenant would rationally invest in 
range improvement he musts 1. Receive compensation for types 
(a) and (d) Improvementsi and 2. Have increased security of 
tenure expectations for types (b) and (c). Several sug­
gestions for accomplishing these objectives were explored. 
Optimum scale of flwas occuiswhen It is impossible to 
inci^ ase or decrease the siae of firais and thus obtain a 
lower cost of production for the same products or increase 
the arount of products from the same resources. Three 
alternative methods for determining economies of scale were 
explored- the residual claimant, the production function, and 
the synthesized scale model methods. There is strong evidence 
that substantial scale maladjustment occurs with the smaller 
fixTOs. However, very little is yet known about the time 
nature of economies of scale of the range-livestock industry. 
The extent of conflict between resource efficiency and 
income distribution criteria for determining optimum scale 
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adjustment depends on the real nature of the economies of 
scale. There obviously ar® conflicts in the kind of recom­
mendations one makes based on each criteria. Where poverty 
in agriculture exists, the reconmendation that people be 
moved out of agriculture is not sufficient, per se, but must 
be preceded by public programs of education, economic 
stabilization, and social acculturation. 
An important assumption underlying the necessary mar­
ginal conditions for maximum welfare is that the factors and 
products are priced so that the market is cleared of all 
factors and products that are offei^ d at that price auid that 
no demand at that price goes unsatisfied. This assumption 
was found to be invalid for several instances of federally 
owned forage resulting in pressures tending toward mal-
allocation. A general procedure was presented for evaluating 
the forage in terms oft 1. The quantity and quality of for­
age and the production coefficient rate at which grass was 
transformed into animal products| 2. The price of livestock 
products} and 3. The cost of resources other than forage 
associated with range-livestock pa?oductlon. An integral 
part of the problem of pricing federally owned resources 
(products) has its roots in inteisovemmental fiscal rela­
tions of the federal, state, county, and local government 
becauses 1. The large land holdings of the federal govern­
ment leave a small property tax base in many counties} and 
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2. The concentrated government activity frequently throws 
extremely heavy demand on the local units of government for 
schools, etc. Bie procedure for solving this difficulty 
was considered separately for different administrative 
agencies. 
2Jie marginal conditions specifying an optimum combina­
tion of enterprises (products) were explored for thi?ee differ­
ent types of allocation problems. The first was that of 
determining the type of agricultural production for a given 
situation. Two important types of farming that become mar­
ginal with range-livestock production were considered. A 
theoretical fraB»work for determining optimim marginal ad-
4ustu»nt between range laumd and dryland cropping in areas of 
weather uncertainty was presented. Another economic problem 
facing some tlrm& is the integration of irrigation into range 
and dryland faiming operations. The solution to this prob­
lem depends on: 1. The changes in the level of income re­
sulting from increased physical output, capital investment, 
and operating costs| and 2. Tim changes in the stability of 
physical production over time. The existing economic 
criteria for deteraiijing the feasibility of irrigation 
development was appraised. 
The second type of product combination to which the mar­
ginal conditions were applied was that of detennining the 
optimum rate of product (resource) use over time. This is 
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thQ general probem of conservation. A special facet of the 
intertemporal allocation problem for range resources is that 
of providing a seasonally balanced forage supply. This 
problem arises out of inflexibility due tos 1. The lack of 
seasonal homogeneity of range foragesj and 2. Institutional 
restrictions that discourage interflrm adjustments. The 
solution lies in decreasing this inflexibility. A theoreti­
cal model for deteraining optimum intensity of grazing over 
time was developed and adapted to conditions of weather un­
certainty. The maximizing solution called for flexible 
levels of livestock grazing. The pattern of livestock 
grazing over time would depend on the coefficient of vari­
ability of the weather pattern. 
The third type of product combination pertained to the 
optiiaura combination of the products of multiple-use re­
sources, via., livestock, wildlife, timber, recreation, and 
hydrological products. Ttwe general solution to this problem 
was approached through a series of partial solutions. First, 
the optimum combination of doiMstlc grazing (sheep and 
cattle) was detemined for a hypothetical range. This com­
bination was then treated as a single enterprise (product) 
and the optimum combination of livestock and wildlife was 
considered. Following the previous procedure, all animal 
grazing was considered as forage production and the optimxim 
combination of forage and timber was outlined. The fourth 
-im­
partial solution was that oJ^  private production versus 
public recreation, important, in this connection, was the 
selection of the optiiiHM combination of the different forms 
of outdoor public recreation. Finally, the relation between 
the other uses and hydrological products {both water yield 
and flood and erosion control) was explored. 
In each case the solution was a function of the physical 
marginal rates of product substitution between the two al­
ternatives in question for a specific range site and the re­
lative preferences of society for the products being considered. 
The general nature of several physical transfomation func­
tions was suggested, and procedures for estimating others 
were outlined. 
®ie relative p»ferences of society for alternative 
products is usually expi^ ssed in terras of market prices. 
Not all products are allocated thro\igh the market mechanism, 
however. In some cases individuals express their preferences 
for alternatives by voting. Many of the allocation decisions 
pertaining to range resource use have been delegated to 
elected and/or appointed representatives. The complex and 
interrelated allocation decisions that are made by the 
several different elected and appointed representatives 
(Congress, the President, and the bureaucracy) can be im­
proved by the use ofs 1. A central planning and coordinating 
boardi and 2. A professional sampling staff to estimate the 
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preferences of individuals relative to alternatives by means 
of statistical sampling. 
Where the information needed for a decision is known 
the theoretical models lead directly to the maximizing solu­
tion. Where the information is not known, the models direct 
the search for the needed facts. In the meantime they fur­
nish the only logical basis for decision making in the 
absence of information. 
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APfENDIX 
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Private Versus Public Land in the 
Public Interest 
In the discussion of the impact of the economic horizon 
on decision making in Chapter IV, mention was made of con­
flicts arising out of the situation wher^  production was 
carried out under dual control of resources - specifically, 
conflicts arising from private production using public re­
sources. !Ehese conflicts arose when the economic horizon 
and/or the objectives of the entr^ pi^ neur differed substan­
tially from those of society. ISiere are two alternative 
directions that tte solution to these conflicts can take. 
First, the decisions that the private operator makes rela­
tive to the use of public resources can be reduced. The 
implications of this solution are discussed at several 
points throughout the main body of this study. The second 
alternative direction is to increase the length of period 
and/or the extent of the private operator's control of the 
resource. These are questions of degree to which there is 
no clear-cut universal answer. 
Consider, briefly, the second alternative from the 
standpoint of economic efficiency. Adjustments designed to 
increase th« rancher's control over the forage on public 
land would decrease the uncertainty of tenure expectations 
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and thus increase economic efficiency of the private firm. 
However, since there imy be important products other than 
forage for livestock fitnsm the resources in question, these 
products Biust also be considered. A controversy between 
the ran^ e livestock industry and the Forest Service centers 
on this point, as illustrated by the yniform Federal Grazing 
land Act (245) sponsored by the Stoctoen's Grazing Committee 
in 1953. 
The center of stom raised against the Act as originally 
presented, was directed against those sections designed to 
increase the security of tenure of the permittees. As ori­
ginally proposed, the Act provided that the holders of estab­
lished grazing privileges be given "first preference" status 
for the continued use of existing allotments so long as the 
allottees used their privileges "beneficially to the public 
interest", ood maintained their base property "in accord­
ance with the customai^  practices of the grazing privilege 
holders of such localities" (245, P* 4). If and when in­
creased grazing capacity became available on an allotment 
it was to be awarded to the existing allottee. 
The original bill provided for the transfer of grazing 
privileges by the pemlttee "as they stand at the time" 
without charge or penalty. The Forest Service objected 
strenuously to this on the grounds that: 1. It made of the 
pemit a "right" and would result in the permittee's 
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acquiring a degree of "equity" or "property-claim" in the 
national real estate; and 2. It would prevent the Service 
from carrying out its responsibility for multiple-use 
management of the national forests. That the first would be 
true seems rather certain! tJ^  second would be unlikely. 
The Forest Service would retain the same degree of control 
over the timing and number of livestock grazed as it would 
have in the absence of this section of the Act, Only the 
security of tenure or right to use whatever forage is to be 
used is in question (100, pp. 24-25). ®ie Act provides 
thats 1. The peiwittee must mauiage his own base properties 
according to certain prescribed conditions and follow the 
regulations of the Forest Service in his use of the public 
land I and 2. The power of the Secretary "to limit or discon­
tinue the grazing use . , . for purposes of preventing injury 
. . , from grazing" or to change the land use from grazing 
to "any other authorized use" shall not be diminished. Thus, 
there seems little Justification for any fears that the in­
creased security of tenure to the stockron would interfere 
with the multiple-use objectives of the Forest Service. 
Nevertheless, this controversial section of the bill was de­
leted from the final draft of the bill that was passed. 
The ultimate degree of increased control of tl» re­
sources is private ownership. This is the traditional 
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solution to this problem in the toerican capitalistic 
society as far as agricultural land is concerned. That it 
is not a perfect solution, by itself, is evidenced by 
society's providing Soil Conservation Service assistance and 
Production and Maifeetlug Administration payments to private 
operators in an attempt to alter their time-preference 
pattern and/or to assist th®ra to achieve an intertemporal 
use-rate not in conflict with the objectives of society. 
Kelso makes this point; 
But it is significant that practically no 
voices are raised urging public ownership of 
pasture and crop lands to protect them frcwn 
abuses by private fims or to enhance investment 
in their increased productivity. . , . 
Th® social costs of resource deterioration 
are not so acute on western privately owned graz­
ing lands as they are on the far more productive, 
mora valuable, privately owned pasture and crop 
iMds in th© humid areas to the east. (64, 
p. 142) 
He points out this paradox. It is the grazing lands east of 
the 100th lasridian, in the Qreat flains, that are in the most 
serious condition! yet, it is the grazing lands west of the 
100th meridian that are being held in public ownership in 
order to prevent their destruction by private owners. 
Tte primary objection to private onmership of these 
lands arises from the fact that mMtiy of the lands have 
several uses, some of which do not adapt to decisions made 
by private operators (recreation, wildlife, hydrological 
products, etc.). To establish resource control in private 
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owiersMp in fee-simple title may make it very inconvenient 
or costly for the public to maintain control over these other 
products which the private operator is not primarily inter­
ested in. It is evident that the demandfor most of these 
alternative uses is increasing as our population increases 
in numbers and mobility, as our pjroduction efficiency per­
mits greater leisure, and as this leisure becomes more evenly 
distributed waong the members of society. 
However, there are many acres of the public lands that 
have little alternative use other than grazing, whose only 
claim to recreation and scenery is their "magnificient 
distsynces", and where rainfall and water runoff is negli­
gible. In oases of this kind, where livestock grazing is 
essentially the only product, it would seem to be in the 
interest of economic efficiency to increase the security 
of tenure expectations to the maximum, which would be pri­
vate ownership. 
Another i^ ason sometimes voiced against private owner­
ship of the remaining public range land is its low pro­
ductivity (177). However, this objection does not seem 
valid to the author. Grazing is an economic activity on 
this land, the privilege for which the private operator 
rationally pays a fee. This economic return can be ex­
pressed in terras of interest on investment and real estate 
taxes paid to local governments as px^ cisely as in terms 
of grazing fees paid to administrative bureaus and can be 
done perhaps at a saving to society. The amount paid to 
the local govems»nts by the federal agencies, for compen­
sation in lieu of taxes, is only a portion of the fees 
collected. fl» cost of the local government is the same 
regaMless of the tenure pattern in question. All that is 
2:^ quired is that land be taxed at a rate consistent with its 
productivity, relative to other land. ®iere has been a 
significant improvement, in the past three decades, in the 
machinery by which property taxes are assessed - both the 
technical skill of land classification and the administra­
tive machinery of assessinent have been improved (209, pp. 
63.73). 
®here are two important obstacles to the sale of public 
land - even land that has little alternative use other than 
for grazing. First, because of the uncertainties as to 
what the future use and yield of the land might be, the 
public is prom to continue the "wait and see" attitude. 
The fact that the disposal action cannot be easily reversed 
justifiably delays the decision. ®ie second obstacle is 
that of the sale price. As discussed in Chapter VIII, most 
ranches that now use public lands have had the economic 
advantage provided by the public land capitalized into the 
purchase price of the rm&h, J, E. Holmes described the 
issues quite clearly. 
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Here Is a dlXeraa. If the government sell 
the lands at the rates proposed by the (livestock) 
associations, it confirms a capital value out of 
which the goverament has obtained no significant 
return} if the lands are sold on the open market, 
the current users will suffer the loss of their 
forage and be under compulsion to buy again what 
many have already once lm3?gely paid for. The 
ranch economy could not stand the strain of the 
second alternative} and the press and public may 
not soon be able to digest the significance of 
the first» the cry of "land grab^  would be almost 
inevitable. {10©, pp. 31'-SS) 
Ti^ se are rather formidable obstacles to getting the 
land in private ownership. The general trend appears to be 
in the opposite direction. 
In looking ahead toward long*run adjustments, it appears 
likely that uses higher than grazing may ultimately be de­
sired on many acres of land now being used primarily for 
grazing. When the higher use comes land will shift out of 
grazing whether it is public or private land. One of the 
problems is to make the chaise with the least individual 
and social strain, which requires some flexibility of action. 
Still we cannot hold all our resources in reserve waiting 
for a future time to arrive. We must commit them to use 
under conditions that provide for their efficient use in 
the present and yet provide the flexibility needed for 
future adjustment, ®ie optimum solution will be a compro­
mise on these two somewhat conflicting issues. 
